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INTRODUCTION

ADMIRAL COLLINGWOOD'S reputation has undergone strange vicis 
situdes. In 1810 men were agreed that his true place was alongside 
his old friend and comrade in arms, Nelson: in death they are 
undivided. When the Memoir and Correspondence by his son-in-law, 
Newnham Collingwood, appeared in 1828, the diarist Creevey did 
not hesitate to describe Collingwood as 'the bravest and best and 
most amiable of men/ and he proceeded to belabour the Tory poli 
ticians who had steadily refused to relieve him after 1808, when 
failing health was unfitting him for the continuous discharge of his 
heavy responsibilities. 1 In the next generation as young officers like 
Hercules Robinson, who had served under Collingwood, came to write 
their reminiscences they added their own affectionate tribute to ' Old 
Cuddy/ 2 At the turn of the century, however, with Sir J. K. Laugh- 
ton's article in the Dictionary of National Biography, it became 
fashionable to write him down as 'mediocre/ 'an admirable second- 
in-command but without the genius fitting him to rise to the first 
rank as commander-in-chief.' 3 And, indeed, it is perhaps worthy of 
remark that the Navy Records Society has hitherto not devoted a 
single volume to chronicle his achievements. Now, at long last, the 
man's full stature can be measured from his own intimate private 
letters to his closest friends.

Cuthbert Collingwood was born at Newcastle upon Tyne in I748. 4 
The Collingwoods were an old-established north country family of 
conservative loyalties and with fighting blood in their veins. 5 As 
the first-born son he was named after his father: five daughters had 
already been born to his parents and two more sons, Wilfred (Captain, 
R.N., died 1787) and John, a civilian, were born in 1749 and 1750 
respectively. Cuthbert joined the Navy when he was twelve he told 
his friend Admiral Purvis in December 1809, ' I shall very soon enter

1 Maxwell. Creevey Papers, i. 503.
2 Robinson. The Romance of the Atlantic, pp. 167-83. I am indebted to Mr G. P. 

Naish for this reference.
3 An opinion founded on a quite mistaken notion. See Add. MSS. 37425, fo. 95, 

for Collingwood's 'Order of Battle in Two Columns'.
4 Not 1750, as stated in the Memoir, p. 5. See Register of Baptisms, St. Nicholas, 

Newcastle upon Tyne.
6 Hodgson, Ancestry of Lord Collingwood', the copy at Greenwich has corrections 

by the author. History of Northumberland', xiii, 175; xiv. 544. Arch. Ael (3rd Ser.), ii. 
152-8; (4th ser.) xxxii, 30.



x ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD

my fiftieth year of service/ l and on this point it is unlikely that his 
memory played him false. It may well be that pressure on the family 
resources left little alternative. In any case, there was a naval 
tradition in the family and his kinsmen, Richard Braithwaite and 
Robert Roddam, both admirals later, were ready to sponsor him. 
In his early days as a midshipman he served in the Liverpool off 
Cadiz2 ; then in American waters under Admiral Graves in 1774 
and subsequently, along with his friend, Nelson, under Sir Peter 
Parker in the West Indies. In August 1781 his frigate, the Pelican, 
foundered in a hurricane. He returned to England, was appointed 
to the Sampson of 64 guns and, a little later, to Mediator and returned 
to the West Indies in 1783. By that time, the war of American 
Independence was over. Thereupon, it became a major concern of 
both Nelson and Collingwood to exclude the Americans from the 
rich West Indies' trade, as indeed the Navigation Laws required.3 
In this they encountered unexpected opposition from superiors and 
interested colonial officials, but they stuck to their guns. In the 
summer of 1786 Collingwood returned to England only to find him 
self, like many other officers in peace time, without a ship and on 
half pay, until the Spanish scare of 1790 when he was commissioned 
in the Mermaid and was sent again to the West Indies. In the follow 
ing year he married Sarah, daughter of Alderman J. E. Blackett, a 
Newcastle coal 'fitter/ 4 Two daughters, Sarah and Mary Patience, 
were born to him. From 1793 to 1810, save for a short break at the 
peace of Amiens (1802-3), he was continuously on active service, 
first with the Channel Fleet, then from 1795 to 1798 in the Mediter 
ranean under Jervis, and back with the Channel Fleet blockading 
Brest from 1799 to 1802. 'This is the third summer/ he wrote in 
August 1801, 'that I have hardly seen the leaf of the trees, except 
through a glass at the distance of some leagues/ 5 Two of his major 
engagements fall into this first phase of the war with Revolutionary 
France, the Glorious First of June, and Cape St Vincent.

With the renewal of the war in June 1803 6 he was again com 
missioned and served without a break until his death at Port Mahon 
early in March 1810. During the last six years of his life he never saw

1 Letter 196. 2 Ibid., 37.
3 Memoir, p. 9.
4 Alderman Blackett was mayor of Newcastle in that year. Newcastle Chronicle, 

June 18, 1791.
5 Letter 69.
6 He was ordered to strike his flag on the Barfleur at Portsmouth on May 6, 

1802, Admiralty Letters, 121, fo. 199, He reported for duty again on June 2, 1803, 
Ibid., 122, fo. 80.
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England or his wife and family. 'I am sure I may say/ he told his 
friend Admiral Purvis six months before the end, ' few and evil have 
been the days of my pilgrimage/ He had been in failing health from 
lack of exercise and close attention to his duties for eighteen months. 
'You have no conception of my labour/ he told his sister-in-law in 
February 1808, 'and the satisfaction I have is that it is to procure 
you ease and safety, and I hope it will not fail/ After Trafalgar, in 
the darkest days of Napoleon's ascendancy after Austerlitz, he be 
came Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, in charge of the largest 
assemblage of ships ever entrusted to a single commander. He was, 
in addition, an unofficial ambassador at large in the whole Mediter 
ranean theatre, concerned to prevent Egypt, Turkey and Sicily from 
falling under French control and engaged at times in delicate diplo 
matic negotiations with the Barbary States. In 1808 he gave, at first 
on his own responsibility, unstinted aid to the Spanish Nationalists. 1 
It is not always sufficiently realised that after Tilsit the balance of 
naval power in the Mediterranean became precarious and the 
character of the war at sea changed completely. New ships with 
ominous names, Ulm and Austerlitz, were built at Toulon and in 
Italian-controlled ports Collingwood had great respect for French 
shipbuilders and, as we shall see, some sharp criticism for the new 
fangled features of the products of English dockyards. 2 By 1807 the 
Western Mediterranean swarmed with French privateers using bases 
in North Africa, while the enforcement of the Orders in Council 
created increasing difficulties with the Barbary States and America. 
Final judgement on his achievements must take account of the whole 
range of his problems and of the forces at his disposal. These matters 
can now be studied in detail from his massive Letter Books and 
private correspondence. Suffice to say here that the main French fleet 
was contained, that French resources and morale were slowly worn 
down, that the 'Spanish ulcer' was kept open, Turkey won back to 
her traditional alliance, Sicily and Malta saved, and the Ionian 
Islands regained the last largely on Collingwood's own initiative3  
the economic blockade of French-controlled ports maintained, while 
the valuable English trade in the Mediterranean was safely convoyed 
to its destination. 'But my fear, my only fear/ he wrote to his sister- 
in-law in 1809, 'is, that my strength of body, impaired by length of 
days and weight of years, should unfit me for the arduous duties I

1 Letter 166.
2 Letter 167.
3 The full story of the recapture of the Ionian islands in 1809 can be followed in 

his Letter Books.
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have to fulfil. Fourteen or sixteen hours of every day I am employed. 
I have about eighty ships of war under my orders, and the direction 
of naval affairs from Constantinople to Cadiz, with an active and 
powerful enemy, always threatening, and though he seldom moves, 
keeps us constantly on the alert. I leave nothing undone that I can 
devise for the public good. Where I fail it will be my misfortune, not 
my neglect. When there is fault it will be all my own. In the plan, I 
involve no one, for I never ask for council, and this I do from principle, 
not pride. But I look for success, and I know I shall glad your 
heart when the world allows I deserve it.' 1 On the reverse side of his 
Trafalgar medal were the words 'His Country's Future HOPE' 2 : 
when his body was laid in St Paul's his countrymen knew that he had 
not failed them.

The present correspondence is drawn from five main sources:

(i) The letters to his unmarried sisters who lived all their days 
in Newcastle, first in Pilgrim Street and later in Saville Row. 
These extend from 1776 to 1810. They were mostly addressed 
to his elder sister, Mary, but Collingwood obviously meant 
them as letters to the family. ' The truth is, when I write to 
Newcastle it is not a consideration with me to whom it is 
addressed/ 3 And since he himself did not always specify 
the particular recipient, I have not thought it necessary to 
attempt to do so. The whole of this correspondence is owned 
by Mr E. F. Collingwood of Lilburn Tower, Alnwick, North 
umberland, a collateral descendant. 4

(ii) The letters, 1792-1805, to Dr Alexander ('Jupiter') Carlyle 
of Inveresk and Musselburgh, 5 whose wife was Mrs Colling- 
wood's favourite aunt. These letters, the originals of which 
are now at Greenwich,6 contain the most vivid accounts of 
the Glorious First of June and of Cape St Vincent. The series 
terminates with the death of Dr Carlyle some two months 
before Trafalgar.

(iii) The letters to his wife's uncle, Sir Edward Blackett of Thorpe 
Lea, Egham, Surrey. The originals of these are now also at 
Greenwich. 7 The series runs from 1792 and terminates with 
Sir Edward's death in 1804.

1 Letter 174.
8 Catalogue of Medals, at Greenwich, PP.y. 8 Letter 3.
4 A great-grandson of the Admiral's brother John.
6 D.N.B. See also his Autobiography.
6 Presented in 1928 by Mr C. H. B. Caldwell.
7 Presented by the family.
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(iv) The letters to his sister-in-law, Mrs Stead of Wadley, Berk 
shire, and later of Crawfield, Suffolk, extending from 1801 to 
1809; the originals now at Greenwich. On intimate personal 
matters, especially his concern for the education of his 
daughters, Collingwood unburdened himself to 'Steady. 1

(v) The letters to Admiral Purvis, who commanded the Cadiz 
squadron after 1806. These, with three or four exceptions, 
were acquired recently by Mr E. F. Collingwood, who has 
kindly placed them at my disposal.

There are in addition a dozen or more letters (printed in the Appendix) 
from the Duke of Northumberland to Collingwood, 1808-9, dealing 
mostly with local matters, besides single letters to his old friend, 
Mrs Moutray, widow of Commissioner Moutray of West Indies' days 
and to his cousin, Georgina Braithwaite (daughter of the admiral), 
and Mrs Hall. 1 1 have included in the present volume no letters which 
are already in the Memoir, nor any of Collingwood's official letters 
when he was C.-in-C. Mediterranean.2 Even a modest selection of the 
latter would require a separate volume. I have retained throughout 
the spellings of the originals, but made some attempt to modernise 
the punctuation.

Finally, I owe a very great debt to Mr E. F. Collingwood, who 
placed the original correspondence at my disposal, for his unfailing 
kindness, interest and encouragement. The Duke of Northumberland 
readily consented to the publication of certain letters at Alnwick 
Castle. The Director and Trustees of the National Maritime Museum 
very kindly agreed to deposit Collingwood's Letter Books at Durham 
for my use, and the officials at Greenwich shewed unfailing courtesy 
and helpfulness. To all these my best thanks are due. Finally, I wish 
to thank the Navy .Records Society and its Secretary for agreeing to 
publish the volume, and Miss D. Morrison for skill in typing the 
letters.

1 Originals at Greenwich.
2 The twelve massive Letter Books (Col. 1-12) were presented by Sir James 

Caird in 1935 to the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich.





i. To his sister
London, Castle Street,

March 22, 1776
MY DEAR BETSY, A few days after I wrote to you last, I left 

Ports[mouth] in order the sooner to determine by waiting on Lord 
Sandwich 1 what was to be my destination, and visited Mr Colling- 
wood 2 first; when I talked of going to N[ew]C[astle] he said it certainly 
wou'd be the best way if there was no possibility of getting employed, 
intimating that employment shou'd be the first consideration; and I 
believe this to be the sentiments of his father, it is a matter I need 
not much urging to. I know not anything less than my desire to see 
you my dear sisters that could have made me suspend my application 
an hour after I was discharged from the Somerset. Mr Pallisser's 3 
letter show'd the necessity of offering myself, and since I find his 
opinion corresponds with the sentiments of those who have ever 
studied my interest, I hesitated not to offer myself to his Lordship 
as a Volunteer for the American service, and received assurance that 
I shou'd be presently employed, several new ships are almost ready 
for launching in the river, all to be immediately commissioned, one 
of those will fall to my lot. Mr Coll[ingwood] has promised to endeav 
our to get me a recommendation to my Lord Howe, if amongst his 
acquaintance he can find one any ways connected or known to his 
Lordship. I feel much disappointed that I come not down to you, I 
once flattered myself I might have been excused from business 2 or 3 
months without appearing backward; I see things now in a different 
point of view, besides I am persuaded employment neglected now 
will be very difficult to attain 6 months hence.

I visited Mrs Brathwaite4 the other day, the change in that 
family cou'd not escape the most unobserving: she is very much 
altered in her person, is very thin indeed, seems to be out of love 
with the gaiety which once engrossed too much of her attention, and 
become at last quite the housewife: (Economy has insinuated herself 
into their family, and seems a favourite of the mistresses: she assured 
me Dick's reformation was perfectly accomplished, his Coffee house 
acquaintance wholly dropt, and the comfort and happiness of his 
family his only care. You will share with me the pleasure I felt while

1 First Lord of the Admiralty in Lord North's administration.
2 (?) Capt. T. Collingwood, R.N. Barrington Papers, ii, 291, 320; Sandwich Papers 

iii, 218. More probably Edward Collingwood of Chirton.
3 Rear-Admiral Sir Hugh Palliser. D.N.B.
4 Wife of Richard Braithwaite, promoted rear-admiral in 1790.



2 ADMIRAL LORD COLLINGWOOD

she related this strange change. I cou'd have rejoiced with her, but 
for the presence of a fair mourner, Mrs Bar'r sat in a corner and 
looked like Patience on a monument, I never saw distress more 
strongly drawn than in her face, she's worn with anguish, the loss 
of her son and her father, added to the neglect and horrid treatment 
of that vile fellow her husband have reduced her to a piteous state. 
Our first interview was truly an affecting scene, it recalled the 
remembrance of more happy times; while I embraced her, she ex 
claimed, 'Ah my dear Cuthb't what have I not suffered since I saw 
you?': there was an end of utterance, her tears spoke the rest; she 
has a lodging near Mrs B. and I believe in great measure depends on 
her for subsistence.

I shall write very soon to Logie 1 concerning my Coat, I am 
thankful to you all for your care and consideration in sending so 
necessary a thing to me, but fear I shall never be much the better 
for it, and this will be the case with everything sent without giving 
previous notice, I cou'd then have taken measures for catching it 
wherever it fell.

The Mayor, Alderman and Common Council,2 petition the king 
to-day, to cease hostilities against the Americans, and to adopt some 
mode of accomodation. I am out of all patience with them, and 
consider them the supporters of a dangerous Rebellion, rather than 
the assertors of the publick Liberty; wish from my heart the whole 
pack were on Mount Pisga, then their declamations might get them 
a dinner they won't much avail them here.

As there does not appear a probability of my coming to the North 
now, wou'd it not be most expedient to send my Shirts that you have 
prepared up to London as soon as 'tis convenient? If Mr Wilkinson 3 
is at Newcastle make my comp'ts to him; we were intimate at Boston. 
When I receive my pay I must return 30^ to Mr Coll[ingwood] which 
I have drawn from him, say my dear Bessy which wou'd be the most 
proper way? I hope to hear from you directly.

Pay my duty to my Mother. Love to all our friends, and believe 
me my dearest Sister in all sincerity. Your affectionate, CUXHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] My Aunts are well and desire their Love to you all. Mrs Donkley 
says she has a letter by her for you which she wrote 6 months since, 
and cou'd never find an opportunity of sending frank'd.

1 Apparently not a Newcastle tradesman. Whitehead, First Newcastle Directory 
(1778).

* Of London. 3 A common Newcastle name. See Directory (1790).
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2. To his brother
Hornet, West Indies,

1777
MY DEAR JOHN, Every opportunity of writing to you is but too 

few. The Lively brings this. Wou'd to god the Lively brought me 
also for believe me I am heartily tired of my situation, and cou'd 
a letter contain half the causes of my disatisfaction you wou'd not 
wonder at it. What a country is this at present to make a fortune in; 
all kinds of people are wallowing in their wealth acquired by prizes 
and so extraordinary an exception are we that to be as unfortunate 
as the Hornet is become a proverbial saying, and the Black girls sing 
our poverty in their ludicrous songs. I cou'd tell them fortune was 
not to blame so much as they suppose, I blame her only for placing 
me under the command of a man, 1 who has taken all the pains he 
cou'd to make himself detested, and so far has he succeeded that I 
am convinced there is not a man or officer in the Ship that wou'd 
not consider a removal as a kind of promotion. For my own part 
knew I the least of Admiral Gayton, 2 had I been lucky enough to 
have had a letter from Capt. Roddam 3 to him I wou'd not have 
hesitated asking to remove me: indeed, those who I believe to be 
most my friends advise me to do so as it is. Midshipmen, mates and 
those who were more dependant on him and obliged to bear every 
indignity he exposed them to have quited the ship every one, so 
that the whole business of the ship rests on me, without an assistant; 
the fatigue I undergo is inconsiderable to what I suffer from the 
insolent manners of a strange compound of extravagant pride, and 
abject meanness. Diffidence, humility and the idea I have of strict 
subordination caused me to retreat before the face of tyranny, untill 
my heart smote me; my spirit reproved me for submitting to a 
treatment that a slave wou'd have shewn resentment at, and I told 
him I was determined no longer to bear with his capricious humours, 
that I was not a mark to shoot his spleen at, and desired him did he 
disapprove of any part of my conduct to explain himself, nothing 
wou'd make me more happy than to correct what had given offence 
to him. Men who act without meaning, or who are ashamed to confess 
the passion that impels them, are always distressed when explanations 
are required of them. He had not a word to say and I had a respite 
from his malign broils, not that they ceased, but he kept out of my

1 Haswell: infra. Collingwood was tried by court martial in September 1777 and 
acquitted.

a Admiral Clark Gayton. D.N.B. 
8 Robert Roddam, died 1808. D.N.B. 

B
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way. There is not an officer in the ship who speaks to him except the 
Purser. What exceeds every thing is his treatment of the master and 
myself since our arrival in this port: it is an instance of the danger 
to which a man exposes himself who suffers himself to be driven by 
his violent and turbulent passions. A Court martial was held the 
other day for the trial of 3 of our men for desertion and myself with 
the other evidences were rather later in our attendance than we 
ought to have been; such things will happen amidst the confusion of 
carreening: the president expressed himself displeased and H[aswell] 
added a speech so replete with virulence, rancour and animosity that 
every hearer stood astonished. Every Capt. there was unknown to 
either of us, it became incumbent on us to deface the impression such 
a declaration might make on them, and I determined that moment 
to make him unsay all he had said. The court was no sooner dissolved 
than we represented to them our uneasiness that violence shou'd be 
offered to our good fame in such an assembly and beg'd them attend 
to the explanation which H. was required to give in order for us to 
vindicate us from an aspersion which they wou'd find as groundless 
as it was malicious. The man stood confounded and speechless, and 
when the meaning of each part of his declamation was asked, he with 
an unparrallel'd effrontery denied having said before the same assem 
bly every syllable he had advanced; the creature looked less than 
man, he was unworthy even our resentment; it cooled, and with the 
mediation of each Capt. ended. He has drawn his own picture and 
strongly pencil'd its deformities. What adds to my chagrin is the 
assurance, the almost certainty that we never shall get a farthing by 
prizes. After leaving the convoy we passed the very track which the 
Americans sail in; for 12 days an enemy was in sight each day. We 
chased but two and always left off the pursuit before we came along 
side; it was evident he never meant to take them, however he after 
wards left off even the ceremony of chasing them and allowed them 
to pass unmolested sometimes within | a gun shot. There's a man to 
support the honours and interests of his country; wou'd to heaven I 
was clear of him. The Lieut. of the Glasgow which came into this 
country with us, his share of prize money already amounts to SOQ£. 
The Winchelsea shares to an officer their last cruise 1500 all take 
some and we have been picking our way through them.

This, my dear John, is a most ungrateful subject: it is the history 
of my misfortunes, but let them not vex you, I feel equal to them 
and conscious of the uprightness of my own proceeding, look down 
on the man who wou'd make my way a weary one. All men think
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me hardly treated, and H. lounges like the Daw in Peacock's 
plumage.

We have lately had it given out that our Adm'l [Gayton] is not 
to be relieved this year, but I consider it as a scheme to promote 
some views he has of adding to his preferments: especially since I 
heard by a letter from a friend of mine in England that Ld Shuldham 1 
and Adm'l Graves 2 were competitors for the appointment. It would 
be a happy event for me was Adm'l Graves to come, or shou'd 
Ld Shuldham be the man, Capt. Roddams' influence with him might 
esentially serve me, where promotion is on the wing.

[Wilfred Collingwood to his sisters]. 3

1 Admiral Shuldham, commander-in-chief on the coast of North America until 
1776, port admiral at Plymouth, 1778-83. D.N.B.

2 D.N.B. (Thomas Graves). In 1778 Graves went out with Vice-Admiral Byron to 
America, but returned to England early in the following year on his promotion to 
flag rank.

3 Asia, Bombay, 
February 18, 1779

After a toilesome voyage of upwards of 9 months I have the happiness of letting 
my dearest Friends know of our safe arrival at this Port, where we find but very^few 
things to make this country agreeable to us. The French War here seems to be near 
an end as the last settlement they possess'd is now going to be attacked: there Fleet 
was conquered and defeated, Chandernagoa and Pondicherry taken before our arrival 
and at present we are getting some guns and ammunition in to be landed at Telli- 
cherry where we are going to assist at the besieging of Mahe". From the tediousness 
of the Indian Bas-haws (for such I must call the Rulers of this country) in collecting 
their Forces to attack Mahe\ they have given the enemy time to raise such additional 
works, collect such a numerous number of Seepoys as well as set all the Morattors 
upon us, that it's likely to occasion some trouble but when fallen they have no place 
of resource on the Continent and at present there is not such a thing as a French 
Ship to be seen in those seas.

I assure my dear friends that the distance we are banish'd and the precariousness 
of hearing from them greatly increase the disagreeable ideas of being long confined 
to this country. Hitherto, wherever we have been, the inhabitants have egregiously 
imposed on us in every article which we were obliged to have and has made the voyage 
very expensive, much more so I assure you than is either suitable or convenient to 
me, but must keep way with the rest of the officers of the ship; hope now our expenses 
will not be so great as there is no likelyhood of a long voyage.

On our arrival at Anjanga the southernmost settlement of the coast of Malabar 
I had the happiness of seeing Capt. Roddam and hope soon to see him again as he 
had engaged to bring troops up from thence to Tellicherry to go against Mahe, as all 
troops for the siege comes from Madrass, the Bombay camp having their hands full 
enough. They lately had an expedition up the country where they wanted to set up 
a Nabob, but after losing a number of their troops, among whom was a Col Key who 
perhaps you may know something of his family as he belongs to New C[astle], they 
were obliged to retreat and now find the Morattors are coming down to attack them 
in their town. The people here seem to be afraid of Salfet, as that seems to be the 
Morattors' object. Seldom accounts from Europe, but when the Europe Fleet arrive, 
I hope I shall hear from my dear friends whose health and happiness are ever in my 
view. Be particular in letting me know how Dear Dolly is. Ah! poor soul her sufferings 
have been long and great, but that the Almighty may restore her to a perfect state of 
health is my ardent prayer. Cuthbert whose disagreeable situation has given me much 
concern, I hope has been long removed from Capt. Haswell by Sir P. Parker from Adml 
Roddam's recommendation. Happy should I be could I hear that Sr P. had made him
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3. To his brother
London, 

June 22, 1782 l
MY DEAR JOHN, Do not believe because my letters have not 

been particularly addressed to you that I have neglected you. 
Perhaps I owe you a letter. The truth is, when I write to Newcastle 
it is not a consideration with me to whom it is addressed, and I hope 
you consider it so, and will not deem me guilty of not having punctu 
ally answer'd your letters.

It grieves me to the heart that I cannot tell you I am a whit 
nearer getting a ship than I was the first day I came to town. Interest 
carries its point in all administrations 2 and God knows no poor 
wretch ever had less interest than I have. There are at least a hundred 
Captains scrambling for ships, and I believe I may say all the ships 
for this season are given away except such as fall vacant by chance. 
I have visited Lord Ravensworth3 since my last letter himself and 
his Lady have been very ill, are pretty well recovered now. Last 
week his Lord'p invited me to dine with him. I found Capt. Giff. 
Collingwood, Gray's Inn Collingwood,4 Sr Francis Blake5 and

a Capt., as I think there is few fitter than he is. Should he be fortunate enough to get 
promoted, he will have a much better opportunity of getting a fortune than I shall 
here. Be particular in letting me know how he is situated and when you write to him 
give my love. Wish I was there with him, as there would be no manner of fear but it 
would be more advantageous than the E. Indies. Tell him our old mess mate Alnwick 
is here with me and Panton I hear shines in the E. Indies. He bears the bell, has had 
every gallant action and taken a ship of far superior force to his own and since has 
taken an outer bound Indiaman going to Pondicherry. If you correspond with Mrs. 
Brathwaite give my love to their family and let me know how they go on. Wish I 
could hear of Dick's getting something for the poor girls.

The uncertainty of my getting to Europe makes me think it unnecessary for my 
dear sister's procuring any linen for me as I shall be obliged to buy every sort here, 
for European linnen will not do as they very soon beat it to pieces and believe if we 
go to Madras I shall be able to [get] every sort nearly as cheap as you could make for, 
only it is cotton.

Say my respects to Mr Collingwood's and Mrs Pullin. Remember me aff [ection- 
ately] to my aunts and cousins and believe me to be your ever affectionate Brother, 
WILFRED COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] When you write to Mrs. Smith remember me to all the family. He will have 
many opportunities of sending letters both by men of war and India ships. Sorry I did 
not hear from you by the Stafford who sailed about 2 months after us from Ports 
mouth and joined at the Cape of Good Hope: it was a great disappointment.

1 Collingwood returned to London early in 1782 after the loss of the Pelican, and 
missed no opportunity of pressing the Admiralty for appointment. Admiralty Cor 
respondence, P.R.O.

a Lord North's Administration fell in March 1782 and was succeeded by Rock- 
ingham's.

8 A leading north-country Whig. See my North Country Life in the Eighteenth 
Century.

4 Thomas Collingwood. Gentleman's Magazine (1797), 1129.
6 Second baronet, of Twisell Castle, Co. Durham; his son was later M.P. for 

Berwick. D.N.B.
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Capt. Dickson 1 there, so that we were quite a Northumbrian party. 
His Lord'p asked me if I had hopes of getting a ship soon, which 
gave me an opportunity of lamenting to him how little probability 
there was of my succeeding without the assistance of some good 
compassionate body. His Lord'p did not seem at all disposed to 
interfere in my favour, he had asked for Capt. Dickson who is now 
named for the Stately when she is launched, and cou'd not in con 
science repeat his requests so soon. Indeed, my dear John, I very 
much lament that so much valuable time shou'd be lost, time that 
cou'd be so gloriously used in the service of my Country, the advance 
ment of my family, and the attainment of an honourable and good 
report. It is poor consolation to say there are an hundred in the 
same situation. Capt. Bowyer 2 with whom I was a good deal when in 
town, is I believe now married to Miss Brett, the daughter of the 
late Sr Piercy,3 and gone into the country. He has given me a very 
civil invitation to come down to him, and as it is little more than 
thirty miles from town I propose going down on Monday next, and 
if there is good company and I like the place, I shall probably stay 
there a few weeks, unless my good fortune calls me thence to a ship.

And so Com. Roddam is arrived in England at last. I have not 
seen him, but Capt. Coll. has and believe dined with him. He went 
down last week to Sheerness to visit his brothers; have not heard 
any thing of his adventures.

An exceedingly sorry to hear the Jacksons4 have such cause of 
affliction in their son, but what do they propose? making a turnspit 
of him? He must go into the world, and if he is determined to go to 
the devil, I do not see how they can hinder him. I do not wonder at 
Madam Alien's5 getting from home when she can poor thing, and 
seeking a cessation abroad from the fooleries of her nasty drunken 
beast of a husband. Give my compliments to her good lady; I like 
her and am sorry she is not in better hands, and sweet Peggy too  
give compliments to them all. Our cousin Dick and Co. 6 are still in 
Wales jolly I warrant them their wives are here. Madam Logie 
does not win upon my affections: I cannot think of her without

1 Capt. W. Dickson, later admiral. D.N.B. (under Sir Alexander Dickson). He 
was a brother-in-law of Admiral Hughes and related by marriage to the Collingwoods. 
Arch. A el. (4th ser.) xxxii, 30.

* George Bowyer, later Admiral Sir George. For his tribute to Collingwood in
1794. infra, p. 58.

3 Admiral Sir Peircy Brett. D.N.B.
4 Collingwood Forster Jackson, of Pilgrim Street, was coroner of Newcastle in

1795. Directory.
6 (?) Wife of Robert Alien, school-master of Newcastle. Ibid. 
6 Braithwaite.
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turning my nose up. There appears to me to be an unaccountable 
attachment between her and her jolly sister-in-law, a blindness to 
her extravagant manners, a deafness to the fame of her follies, and 
a ready advocate to defend the outrages of a horrid temper strange 
perversion of judgement, unaccountable singularity. Poor Madam 
Barb: thinks otherwise yet 'tis wonderful what attentions she pays 
her, out of gratitude for the care of her son, and with what con 
temptuous hauteur the proud dame returns her court. Alas, poor 
good soul, her life has been one continued series of sufferings. I have 
desired Martin Stone 1 to send down a power of attorney, perhaps 
you have got it ere now.

I have not got the head money, 2 nor do I know when I shall; 
it is an article that every body wishes to keep in their hands as long 
as they can, and Agents are not the most generous dealers.

On the last frank Mr Amcotts 3 had neglected the No. 6 and I 
believe I added it, for which I paid 2 shillings for the last letter. If 
there are any others which have been so altered do not make use of 
them: the Post Office is very nice in discovering various hands.

Madam Massingberd did not tell me she had sent the first parcel 
of franks she asked my leave to send the last and sent me a reinforce 
ment, some for Wilfred too. She is going to Lincoln on a visit to her 
son,4 is to be at home again in August, and is very pressing on me to 
come down to her at that time. She is a comical woman I am sure; 
a very long letter for her son was inclosed to me to forward; a letter 
to me was in the same cover. Now it happened perhaps by mistake 
that my letter was directed to her son, his to me, on reading his I 
was lead to believe it did not altogether proceed from mistake, but 
an intention to let me see how high I stood in her good graces, and 
to let me a little into the history of her family, which with the short 
acquaintance we had wou'd not have been so proper in a letter 
addressed to myself. Let a woman alone for a good story. I begin 
John to think they are more dangerous to encounter than Hurricanes, 
as they do not give so fair a warning. Wou'd I was abroad again! 
Better be wrecked a thousand times at sea, than once ashore.

Mrs Brooks is pretty well, complains a little in the morning, but 
is generally well enough to get to Lightfoots for a quadrille party in 
the evening. How comfortable might she live on her income in any

1 Collingwood's bankers in Lombard Street, London. See Letter 167.
2 Prize money, his share in the captures in the West Indies. 
8 Wharton Amcotts, M.P. for East Retford, 1780-1801.
* Probably Francis Massingberd, rector of Washingborough, and later canon of

Lincoln, Foster Alumni Oxon.
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place except London. What a confined strange life she leads now. 
Pray give my compliments to the Monkhouses.1 I hope they are all 
very well, and Mr Errington 2 at the foot of Westgate Street, our 
Cousin Betty Dawson et totos Amicos. Poor Billy Smith and all his 
family have been Influensa'd, have not heard of them or Wilfred this 
long time. Give my duty to my Mother: love to all at home and 
believe me to be, my dear John, Your affectionate brother, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I have sent you franks for Wilfred.

4. To his sister
Mediator * Portsmouth,

July 9, 1783
MY DEAR SISTER, I pray you be not dispirited, let not dis 

appointment vex you. I am not less mistaken in my destination than 
you are, but have seen, and do every day see such unaccountable 
things, that I am to go to the West Indies instead of Mediterranean; 
I am not astonished at whatever happens.

My ship is ready for sea barring the want of men4 and wou'd 
have gone out of the harbour to Spithead this day if the wind had 
been favourable. She is an exceeding good peace ship, and setting 
aside 10 Shill'gs a day less pay than in the Sampson? I would prefer 
her to the guardship. I think there is hardly a doubt of my going to 
the W't Indies. 6 Lord R.7 has never said any thing to me about it, 
but he wrote to the Commissioner Moutry 8 that he shou'd go in the 
Mediator or Janus, which ever was first ready and Commissioner M. 
is going to Antigua. The expense would not be quite so convenient 
to me or I would prefer having their company. They are desirous to 
go with me in preference to Janus. I heard from Wilfred the other 
day; his ship, I understand, is nearer being mann'd than mine. I

1 Wine merchants, Newcastle. Directory.
2 Errington and Ward, coal-fitters. Ibid.
3 Collingwood was appointed to the Mediator in April. She had a complement of 

250 and was intended at first for Channel service, but was equipped a month later 
for foreign service. Admiralty Correspondence.

4 There had been difficulties in tracing the lieutenants and with the purser, 
gunners and boatswain; the ship was still near ninety short of complement a month 
later. Ibid.

6 Collingwood had originally been appointed to the Sampson in January 1783.
  This surmise proved correct.
1 Ravens worth.
8 Captain John Moutray, former commander of the Ramillies, went out as Navy 

Commissioner in Antigua; died 1785. His widow remained a friend of Collingwood. 
Letter 166.
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hope and think it is not improbable that I may see him ere I leave 
England. 1 1 dare say he did not forget that it was at my request you 
sent him the table cloths, but thankful to you for the trouble you 
take for him, expressed his wish that he was enabled to give you that 
assistance which his heart disposes him to. I owe him much yet for 
he is never forgetful of me when he has anything nice. Did not he 
give me a fine silk coat, a bed cover and abundance of fine things? 
All my fine things are gifts; indeed, my dear sister, I am very much 
obliged to you all for the trouble you take with my table cloths. I am 
sure from the excellence of what I have seen thus manufactured that 
I shall like them, the better for being of different patterns. You did 
right directing them to Smith's, but I shall take them from the inn, 
and they'll excuse me, as nothing is to get by it. I had a small piece 
of plate sent me from London directed there. I opened the box at 
their house and they were all in love with the fish thing it contained, 
and Madam, my son Cooke's wife, had front enough to ask me for it. 
I laughed at her. However they were exceedingly reserv'd and distant 
with me when I sent my man for it some weeks after. I have seen 
instances of selfishness in them (not to call it rapacity) which I am 
told I might have seen sooner but for my partiality to them. Wiff 2 
is afraid the misfortunes of the Bidens, their cousins, will break poor 
Mrs Smith's heart. This is not doing justice to Mrs S.'s fortitude I 
wou'd have Mr W. understand that an old woman's heart is not so 
easily broke she bore their misfortunes with as much resignation as 
is to be found; some unknowing in the different modes in which grief 
affects called it indifference.

Young Airey is not the boy that behaved ill and did not join the 
ship. 3 He appears to me to be a very fine lad and diligent in his duty. 
That boy's name was Wymers, an attorney's son (of Norwich, I 
believe) who was introduced to Mrs R.4 and I believe was under her 
protection. The Adml4 is rather unfortunate in his recommenda 
tions two who were in the Sampson he requested me to take, one 
he is satisfied is totally disqualified for sea service, the other, a dull 
lad, has got into scrapes at Plymouth, spent his money, sold his

1 Capt. Wilfred Collingwood of H.M.S. Rattler had recently returned from the 
East Indies. 'He informs me,' his brother wrote to the Admiralty, 'that by sending 
his boat to London (from the Nore) he raises good seamen and thinks if he was 
authorised to bear them and it was the Admiralty's intention to send his ship to this 
Port (Spithead) he could very essentially assist me by bringing men to me.'

> I.e. Wilfred.
8 A Newcastle legal family, Henry Airey was a coal-fitter. Directory (1778). 

Another offender was Robert Adams, purser of Mediator, who, however, relented 
later.

4 I.e. Roddam.
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cloaths, and truly I hope I shall never see him. I have got Massing- 
berd1 with me again and I daresay he will give me trouble enough. 
Lord K.2 sends him here but I hope he will soon take him away and 
make him a Lieutenant graceless as he is: myself alone can keep him 
in any decent order; he stands in awe of me. I have a letter from my 
cousin Dicky to desire me to take a young man and rate him Mids., 
who he tells me he is very much interested for and has really seen 
once. He is recommended from hand to hand three deep untill it 
comes to Jack Broughton. 3 Jack recommended him Brath[waite] 
and B. to me. Those are recomn'dations that perplex me. I don't like 
to deny him, but very much wish to be off. Dicky does not say one 
syllable of his daughter's marriage, does not once mention her, he 
speaks only of the lad, says he is just such an one as he would take 
himself. That's no recommendation to me. Poor man, he is not the 
mark and glass, the copy and book to fashion others by. Madam 
Mass[ingberd] told me the Roddams were gone North. As she came 
from her brother's house to her own a coach stopt in the way with 
an old man in a dark blue coat, a woman more than thirty without 
powder, and so describing the company, he was pointing out to the 
lady the house Miss Lyons did live in, and was very merry. She 
concluded it was the Roddams immediately, for the story of the 
Lyons is very well known to her. That Taylor who keeps the little 
dirty shop on the Sand hill4 is Mrs Teesdale's brother, and as I 
understand her husband intends sending her to her friends and this 
Taylor is to have the honour of entertaining her, she intends to make 
herself comfortable among her Relations and often talks of the 
pleasure she will have in your company. She is a drunken body and 
a great fool, and so I give you joy. God bless you my dear Sisters. 
Give my duty to my Mother and love to John, and believe me to be 
your affectionate brother, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

5. To his sister
Mediator, Portsmouth,

August 30, 1783 5

MY DEAR SISTER, I am afraid with respect to young Hanson I 
will not have it in my power to gratify myself in complying with 
your request. He is at Jamaica, I do not go there, but to Antigua

1 Of Lincoln: supra, n. 4, p. 8.
2 Keppel, First Lord of the Admiralty in 1783.
8 (?) Capt. John Broughton, R.N. James, Naval History, iv, 306.
4 Newcastle.
6 The ship was still 70 short of complement. Admiralty Correspondence.
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and the neighbouring islands which have no communication or inter 
course with Jamaica, or I wou'd most willingly do everything] for the 
young gentleman in my power if chance throws him in my way I will 
take him, but there is little chance of that, you must know, after 
what happened between Adml Gambier 1 and me in the spring. I have 
no great desire to be under his command. And so I understand the 
marriage of Mr Stanhope 2 with Miss Pull[ein] is finally settled, and 
the settlement] he makes is considered as very handsome. Prudent 
counsellors were engaged I don't like your very prudent people it 
is a pitifull character. He settles on her 200o£ pr An: jointure and if 
he dies leaving no issue her whole fortune returns to her. But I 
suppose you know more particularly than I do how they have 
settled their fortunes. You mistake Mr S.'s age. I am told he is not 
yet six and thirty. Wilfred is always call'd old Collingwood and has 
been taken for fifty. 3 Pray tell me, my dear, had you an interview 
with the R[ecorder] 4 at the assizes? And how did you like it? Madam 
wou'd be on her lofty strains I warrant her. Tell me if you saw her. 
Miss Hughes was at the assizes with the Collingwoods of Unthank;5 
did she call on you, or did you see her at all? A fine smart little girl, 
sensible enough, but I doubt her temper, I've seen her pout upon 
triffles; her mother is rather dumpish this few days past, she is 
fretting. I'll tell you why. Commodore Coll[ingwood], 6 1 believe, left 
everything he possest to his widow; Mrs Coll. has often declared her 
intention of reserving to her own family what was her fortune at her 
marriage, and leaving to the family of her husband whatever he had 
acquired. These Hughes's7 were her favourites, and being Hughes's 
had a doubly claim on her.

Madame the dowager has taken it into her head that after warm 
summers, follow cold winters, and in fitting her house to resist the 
inclemencies of the weather, among other things she has provided a 
husband. Her first was a sailor chance gave her a sailor but still 
doubting to which proffession the preference was due, she now means

1 D.N.B. James Gambier, uncle of Lord Gambier, was C.-in-C. Jamaica, 1783-4. 
The precise issue between him and Collingwood is not known.

2 He was to figure prominently later. Letters 100, 103. 
8 Though, in fact, he was a year younger than Cuthbert. 
4 Christopher Fawcett.
6 Alexander Collingwood of Unthank, Northumberland. Gentleman's Magazine 

(1790), 105.
6 Died on the return voyage from Barbadoes in 1780. Sandwich Papers, iii. 218; 

Gentleman's Magazine (1780), 394.
7 Relatives of Admiral Richard Hughes, who commanded in the West Indies. 

For the Collingwood-Hughes' connection, see Genealogical Table, Arch. A el. (4th 
ser.) xxxii, 30.
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to give a fair tryal to an old soldier, and matters are pretty near 
concluded between her and Col Heywood, one of the Duke of 
Gloucester's gentlemen of the bedchamber. The prudent part of her 
friends say she had better have remained as she was. Her brother is 
not to remain in the West Indies; he has wrote very pressing letters 
to return to England and that command is offered to Com[modore] 
Afflick, 1 but I understand it is scarce expected that he will accept it.

Pray who is that Miss Swinburne who lives at York, is she the 
sister or the aunt of the present Sr Edwd? 2 She appears to me to be 
a strange woman and living in a queer sort of way at York. Is not 
there a kind of convent there to which Romish women retire? What 
does she live on? a very small fortune I fancy. Do you know any 
thing of her? Wilfred's ship is mann'd3 and now he is raising men 
for me, and as his order says he is to keep them on board untill he 
has an opportunity to put them into the Mediator, I hope to see 
him soon. Have not heard a syllable of cousin Dicky time out of 
mind; he is in high dudgeon I suppose. I find idle people very touchy 
if their unconscionable requests are not presently complied with. 
Lord knows I have more monkey things now than I well know how 
to manage; they are a constant plague to me. Airey is a very good 
boy and behaves very well. It is a pity he had not been better taught 
in the schools before he came to sea. Madam Teesdale has established 
herself again; I hear nothing of her going northward now, it wou'd 
be a happy thing if she was to kick off; she is a wither'd branch of 
society and might be lopt off without injury to it, indeed if the whole 
family was at kingdom come, I think they would be well off. Poor 
man he can never be much better than he is, doom'd to be plagued 
with a diabolical wife. Cooke does not like his situation at Billy's. 
How shou'd he? He is a well-behaved young man, they hyenas. I 
cannot help laughing at their ridiculous quarrells which generally 
end in threats of what they will do when there is not company. I 
am mad at this moment with the tooth ache and so employed that I 
cannot risk my jaw being laid up for two or three days. I hope you 
never have it.

I pity those poor Wilkie girls.4 Do they improve in their manners 
since they have resided in town? Industry I shou'd suppose a study

1 Philip Affleck. D.N.B.
2 Of Capheaton, Northumberland, he died in 1786. Debrett, Baronetage, p. 331.
3 He went to the Gold Coast in 1784 and later to the West Indies. The Journal of 

H.M.S. Rattler and a number of letters to him from Capt. E. Thompson of the 
Grampus have survived.

4 For the Gofton-Wilkie connection, History of Northumberland, xii, 469.
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better adapted to their situation than finery. How goes their son on 
in his farm? Does he manage it with attention? Is he sober and 
diligent? What have they done with their Hall? 1 Anybody in it now? 
Those Moutrays will be an expense to me. I don't mind that if they 
are pleasant and satisfied: their going to the country I am to be 
station'd in will give them an opportunity of shewing their thank- 
fullness for my attentions. I believe I told you in a former letter that 
I had left a will sealed in the possession of Mr Ommaney. 2 Employ 
ment at sea now, to those who are desirous of restoring discipline is 
a very troublesome occupation; it requires determined spirit and 
unremitting attention. I think the officers are rather more difficult 
to reduce to order than the private men. Those who want health, or 
who cannot apply themselves, shou'd reconcile themselves to live 
ashore and not be guilty of the greatest injustice to the service they 
have in their power viz, taking a commission the duty of which they 
neglect to execute. Wilfred is already remark'd for his diligence, 
attention and (the fruits of it) the good order of his ship, and when 
people's character begin so early to go abroad there is no doubt it 
will be soon established. My tooth was so painfull to me that I have 
just had it taken out, the hollow part fill'd with cadee lead and put 
in again, and tomorrow I hope it will be as good a tooth as any I have. 
I have a very good black coat and waistcoat which as I am going 
abroad I never can wear; perhaps you cou'd give it to somebody to 
whom it wou'd be acceptable and save them the expence of a short 
mourning.

I hope you have profitted by the country. How do the Tomlin- 
sons? 3 Is James Liddel married yet? 4 I think they said he was about 
it when I was with you. No suitor to poor Peggy? Why she is sick 
with disappointment poor girl, sick at the folly of a dull world blind 
to her excellencies. How does her sister manage her stupid husband? 
Give my compliments to them all I mean all the women plague 
on the men they are drunkards. Pay my duty to my mother. How 
does dear little Phillis and my poor Aunt Nelly? May God bless you 
all my dear sisters and believe me, Your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.
[P.S.] I am fitted out almost by subscription. Madam Hughes has 
made me pickles, Teesdales cherry brandy and currant jelly, and my 
dear Madam Massingberd ketchups and sauces and nick nacks.

1 Letter 10.
2 Collingwood's agent and banker; he lived in Bloomsbury. Letter 75.
3 See Index to James, Naval History (ed. Brassey), N.R.S, 1895,
4 A coal-fitter and member of Newcastle Council. Directory.
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6. To his sister
Mediator, Spithead,

Sept. 15, 1783

MY DEAR SISTER, I received your letter of the gth inclosing that 
of Mr Collingw'd and am glad to hear my good Dolly l is better and 
chearfull. I congratulate you on having brought the business of the 
house to a finale conclusion. I think you have judged very properly. 
Whenever it is in my power to contribute to your ease and comforts 
you may trust I will. I have no pleasure in my successes, but as they 
enable me to assist those who need my help. Never mind be patient 
 and forbear any further comment on what has happened: there is 
no man who has not his failings however they may be veiled by art, 
or eclipsed by the glare of virtue. None have more to rail at them 
than myself I believe, and I think I may declare that I never pre- 
meditately devised evil, some frailties are annexed to our nature, 
passion urges them and reason is not always on the guard, but many 
more than our share often comes to our lot when our conduct does 
not exactly correspond with the opinion of people who take it into 
their head they have a right to judge of it. You think with the 
addition of 30^ pr annum you cou'd make yourselves comfortable. 
I have no pleasure equal to the administering the means of happiness 
to you my sisters, and will most willingly do whatever is in my power 
towards it. I have lately been at great expenses with those ships, but 
will give an order for the payment of 2o£ after the next receipt of 
Stock dividend, and continue it as long as it is my power which I 
hope will be as long as you need it and until I have measured my 
expenses for a year. I would desist from the manufacturing table 
cloths. I hope it will be in Wilfred's power to add ten pounds to it, 
as I shall not want the table cloths now in hand. I think they may 
as well be kept by you untill I do. I may probably send for them 
sometime hence. The inclosed is a very long letter to the Admiral. 
I'll give you an extract from it. 'Mrs. Calder' (Bob's wife 2) 'I am 
told displays great eloquence in her declamations when I am the 
subject, blazoning my character with an infinity of pleasant humour, 
which honour she confers on me as often as she finds two or three 
people assembled together. I have never had the pleasure of seeing 
Mrs Calder, but do conclude she must be a lady of fertile genius and 
lively imagination. God knows, Sir, I am not without my faults. I

1 His sister Dorothy, always somewhat delicate.
* Mrs. Calder, mother of Admiral Sir Robert Calder, was the daughter of Admiral 

Robert Hughes. See D.N.B. (sub Richard Hughes).
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am I believe as other people are, sometimes driven by the impetuous 
tide of passion, sometimes bewildered in the maze of erroneous 
judgement, but I feel myself neither much better, nor much worse for 
being bespattered by the calumnious tongue of a loquacious woman.'

I should like to hear Madam's comment on that. The silly hussy 
has become the ridicule of her acquaintance for her inveteracy to me; 
we may guess how she comes by her information.

I have told Mr Airey to write to his mother, but shall not detain 
my letter if he does not; he is very well and behaves very well. I 
have plague enough with them all. People plague me about supplying 
them with money. I can hardly supply myself is my answer. I hope 
Wilfred's station will be a lucrative one; I am told valuable smugglers 
used to be captured there.1 You need not take any trouble to enquire 
about Miss Swinburne if you don't know any thing of her. I think she 
is living in a queer way at York. Miss Reay 2 and her sister Mrs Rud- 
ham were at Buxton. It is high time I think that young lady was 
married. I do not wish to go to Jamaica again, I would prefer the 
Antigua station and hope to have it. I have found a rendezvous now 
in London so expect to be very soon mann'd, and dare believe I shall 
sail whenever I am, perhaps the beginning of October.

God bless my dear Sisters. Give duty to my Mother and love to 
John, and believe me to be your truly affect'e, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

7. To his sister
Mediator, Antegua, 

January 2, 1785

MY DEAR SISTER, I wrote a few weeks ago which I hope you 
have received. Many happy years to you my dear sisters, many very 
happy years to you all: may your comforts hourly increase, and God 
give you good health to make those comforts more comfortable. 
I have by this ship wrote a long letter to Admiral Roddam, am 
anxious to hear whether he succeeds in his sollicitation for the New 
foundland command. 3 Do you think he wou'd ask for Wilfred to be 
his captain? I see no other probability of his getting prefer'd. Of this 
man here nothing but nonsense can be expected.4 Because our 
diligence reflects on his neglect, he dislikes us: we are seldom with

1 Gold Coast.
1 David Reay was a Newcastle woollen draper. Directory (1778).
8 He was unsuccessful.
4 Rear-Admiral Sir Richard Hughes. D.N.B.
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him, but often enough. It was by dint of much trouble I brought 
about the exclusion of the Americans from those islands. 1 To my 
representation from Grenada he made a reply which can never be 
produced as an instance of his knowledge or zeal for supporting the 
rights of British ships and seamen. When we all met at Barbadoes, 
however, the point difficult as it was, was carried, and the Americans 
are excluded to the great grief of those Governors, collectors, and 
American merchants who made immense sums by this illicit trade.2 
The Collector at Barbadoes allows he loses 2OOo£ pr ann: by this 
reform. Gover[nor] had fees also, and many other folks, which caused 
the difficulty.

The people of this island clamour'd loudly against my conduct, 
and I was pester'd with letters from the Sancho inclosing opinions of 
council etc. etc. with a view to deter me from prosecuting what I had 
begun. But I soon converted him to my opinion by refering him to 
a statute which pronounces the penalty of dismission from their 
government on those who neglect the prohibition. Since which I have 
heard little of law and lawyers and go on pretty smoothly, but you 
may suppose the people are not very cordial with me which, desirous 
as I am to be in friendship with all men, is, however, but a secondary 
consideration, when opposed to my duty. Since I wrote last I have 
received a letter from Mr Ommaney to say he has received my last 
year's pay so that whenever you please to draw for io£ he will accept 
the bill. You know in my last my linnen plan for the year was exten 
sive and this io£ was to be added to the io£ from Stone on acct of 
the manufactory. For fear that letter shou'd miscarry I will repeat 
what I proposed in it that two dozen of damask napkins should be 
made, of the patterns of two of the handsomest cloaths, a dozen of 
each, and 4 dozen of very fine hukabak towels, made of the same fine

1 Nelson and Collingwood were zealous in enforcing the Navigation laws against 
the Americans in the West Indies. Memoir, pp. 10-12. References throughout are 
to the 4th edition (1829).

2 There was trouble also from another quarter as the following letter shows 
(To Philip Stephens, Esq., Mediator, St. John's, Antigua, 
Admiralty Office, London) February n, 1785.

SIR, A brig named the Lovely Ann belonging to James and John Cathkert & Co. 
of Dublin, John Campbell, Master, having hoisted and wearing as the distinguishing 
Colours of her Nation a Green Ensign with a Harp etc. described in the Affidavits 
accompanying this letter which colours not being such as appointed and directed 
by His Majesty for distinguishing British Merchant Ships were, by my order, 
seized and taken away. I enclose to you, Sir, two Affidavits of the Fact in order that 
their Lordships may proceed against the Offenders. . . . 
[Endorsed] Reed. 22 April

Read    
Consideration postponed.
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lint of which the table cloths are. How long are the cloths? My 
present tables are 10 feet and dine 12 people pretty well. Are they 
long enough to cover them? I have wrote to Grenada for a cwt of 
cotton and will send when I can; and in the mean time if the furnish 
ing the house shou'd want a lift, this last io£ is very much at your 
service and the linnen will go on a little the slower. Commissioner 
Moutray has but ill health. I am afraid we shall lose them; they are 
very desirous to get home, and if he is not recall'd I think he will 
resign. 1 I shall miss them grievously, she is quite a delight and 
makes many an hour chearfull, that without her wou'd be dead 
weight.

This boy Pennyman is quite a plague, a dirty lad without one 
good quality to set against a great many bad ones. He is the dirtiest, 
laziest boy in the ship, gets drunk, neglects his duty, learns no one 
thing, has been in every mess in the ship, and been turn'd out of them 
all. In his cups abuses the Lieutenants and heeds my advice as much 
as he does theirs. He will never be an officer as long as he lives. On 
Mr Collingwood's account I have been attentive to him in all things 
but have little hopes except to keep him from great mischief. He's 
excluded by the other boys from their society and leads a miserable 
life by himself, and what to do with him I don't know.

Wilfred is gone down to his station at St Christopher's: he call'd 
here and staid with me two days in his way, the climate agrees per 
fectly with him. He never had better health. 2 Wou'd he was to be 
recalled [home] with the Admiral. You once mention'd a [MSS. torn] 
who is in the 55th Regt. I never met him, have very little acquaint 
ance in the army. Their mode of living so very different from our 
uniform and regular system that I do not take any pains to make 
myself known to them, and chance never brought us together. How 
does Mr Coll[ingwood] 3 ? Give my love to him. You never told me 
Mrs Stanhope had a son. If Capt. Thompson4 had not gone to the 
coast of Guinea he wou'd certainly have been a candidate for Hull, 
and probably been returned to.

God bless you my dear sister. Give my best love to all at home, 
believe me your most affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

1 Commissioner Moutray died in 1785. D.N.B. Collingwood kept up a friendship 
with Mrs Moutray. Letter 166.

2 Yet he died very suddenly at Nevis in 1787. Nelson broke the news to Colling 
wood. Memoir, p. 12.

8 Edward Collingwood of Chirton, sheriff of Northumberland in 1787.
* Capt. Edward Thompson, a friend of Wilfred Collingwood: supra, Letter 5, 

n.3, p. 13.
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P.S. The next year linnen we must look to shirts and such things. 1

[Meanwhile Collingwood lost no opportunity in pressing his 
claims for employment.]

1 Collingwood returned to England in July 1786 and was unemployed until the 
Spanish armament of 1790. He continued, however, to prosecute a suit in the Court 
of Admiralty: 
(To Philip Stephens, London, 
Secretary of Admiralty October 13, 1786

SIR, The brig, the Dolphin, which was seized by H.M. ship, the Mediator, 
under my command at Barbadoes for a breach of the Navigation Act in July 1785, 
having been dismissed from the Court by the Judge of the Admiralty, who would not 
admit my authority as Captain of one of H.M. ships to bring her to trial. In May of 
the present year I found the same American built brig again trading as a British 
ship at Barbadoes and sent to the Surveyor-General of the Customs copies of the. 
Register she had been seized with, and of what she had obtained since her dismission 
from the Court, referring to his consideration the legality of their having been granted. 
I enclose to you, Sir, copies of these papers that if their Lordships should think proper 
to prosecute the enquiry into the Collector's and Comptroller's reasons for having 
granted the American built brig the two Registers, they may have what information 
on the subject is in my power to give them. . . . (Enclosures). And for their Lord 
ships' information to what extent the abuse of granting Registers was carried, I will 
beg to give you, Sir, another instance of the facility with which they are obtained 
by American vessels which fell under my observation at Grenada. The extract from 
my Guard Book marked No. i shews the Speedwell, an American brig, manned by 
Americans and the property of a merchant of Philadelphia (at that time the King's 
ships had not interfered in their exclusion, but the frequency of their arrival soon 
pointed out the necessity of doing it), in October 1785, the same vessel arrives with 
British papers as in the extract of Guard Book No. 2, and the Collector of the Customs 
in consequence of my representation (No. 3) found himself under the necessity of 
seizing the vessel trading under the authority of those papers which he himself had 
granted to her. The Mediator sailed from Grenada a few days after and that night the 
brig was run away with.

I have thought it my duty to lay those papers before their Lordships and will 
be glad if any information I can give may tend to suppress those evasions of the law, 
so detrimental to the Maritime of England.

(To the same) Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
February 24, 1787

SIR, Not having heard that the cause of the Dolphin, American Brig (seized by 
me at the Barbadoes when I commanded the Mediator) has yet been brought to 
hearing before the Lords of Appeal and in this retired country, having no means of 
knowing how the proceedings in that case go forward, I hope will be my excuse for 
giving you trouble on this subject and requesting the favour of you to inform me if 
that trial has been brought to issue or, if it has not, to pray their Lordships will be 
pleased to promote the final determination by their influence at the Treasury board 
to where it was refered. For although the assurance of indemnification which my 
Lord Howe gave me sets me perfectly at ease, on that respect, yet it is unpleasant 
to have the cause of threats of damages and recoveries still existing, which I have 
little doubt the decree of the Lords will shew are undeserved, and put an end to for 
another reason. Sir, I am anxious for the determination of this appeal a full per 
suasion that the suppression of the illicit trade by American vessels in the West India 
Islands must be accomplished rather by decrees in England than abroad, particu 
larly since suits commenced there for a breach of acts of Navigation may be suspended. 
If their Lordships thought my attendance at this tryal would be necessary, I would 
most willingly come to town, not having any business in the country about which 
I am half so anxious as I am for the result and conclusion of it. 
(Endorsed) 'Read.' 
Admiralty Correspondence. 

c
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To the Secretary of the Admiralty
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

September 22, 1787
SIR, I am very desirous to be employed at this time when it is 

not improbable H.M. fleet may be required to serve and would be 
very glad if their Lordships would do me the honour to appoint to 
such Sea Service as they judge proper and beg, Sir, that you would 
be pleased to make this my request known to them.

[He repeated this application on October 5 in case the previous 
letter had miscarried, adding ' I am ready at a moment's notice to 
obey their summons'.]

To the same
62 Dean St., Soho,

May 5, 1790
SIR, As I understand a naval armament is about to be fitted 

out and a Number of ships to be commissioned, I beg to offer myself 
to serve in any ship to which their Lordships may be pleased to 
appoint me to command, the duty of which appointment their Lord 
ships may be assured I will most faithfully execute to the utmost of 
my ability and power and beg the favour of you, Sir, to make this 
my request and desire known to their Lordships.

[In June he was appointed to the Mermaid and he was soon busy 
fitting her out.]

To the same
London, 

July i, 1790
Michael Esmond is a man of good character and well qualified to 

fill the station of Master at Arms. He served in that capacity on 
board H.M. ships Sampson and Mediator under my command and I 
would beg the favour of you to move their Lordships that he may be 
appointed to that station on board H.M. ship the Mermaid under my 
command.

To the same
Mermaid, Sheerness,

July 19
The Purser appointed to H.M. Ship under my Command, not 

having joined and the provisions and stores under his charge coming 
on board, great inconveniences arises from the absence of the proper 
officer to receive and take account of them.
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I have to request, Sir, their Lordships will be pleased to order him 
to join the ship as soon as possible.

8. To his sister
62 Dean Street, 

May 10, '90

MY DEAR MARY, Here we are in the most delightful confusion. 
War is inevitable and every preparation making, with still greater 
exertions than in the former bustle. The Spaniards and Venetians are 
beforehand with us most shamefully. Every body pushing their 
interest for ships. We who have none must be content to wait untill 
those who have are out of our way, but I think I can hardly miss 
being employed very soon, therefore have enclosed to you the key of 
my bureau. The keys of my trunks are in it. Every thing that is in 
my bureau except the ragged shirts leave in it, fill it with linnen from 
the trunk, so as to prevent its shaking but with such things as are 
least heavy. All the papers that are in it leave just in the state they 
are, all the plans and draft books put into the larger chest, with such 
books of navigation and signals as are on the book shelves and, in 
the drawers under them, three spy glasses. The shortest night glass 
not to be packed, it may stay; in a right-hand drawer in the top of the 
bureau is the great object glass of the largest telescope, it must be 
screwed in its place. My quadrant with the brass at the key hole must 
be put into the chest, the glasses might be rolled in the cloaks to 
preserve them from injury, a few books might be put in where there 
is room, the Spectator and Shakespear. Of plate my plain spoons, 
fish things and teaspoons, those I bought last, no salts, cups nor 
castors: of linnen, 4 prs of sheets, and my sea table cloths and break 
fast cloths, towels etc. In short, where I say that my very best things, 
I wou'd not have come, I think you will know exactly what I wish 
shou'd come. My new shoes are in a box I do not know where. May 
I beg of my brother John to get those things in readiness for me, that 
if I am appointed to a ship they may be sent to the port where she is, 
by the earliest opportunity that offers. This business which is now 
quite serious was so entirely unexpected that I knew not how to 
give it credit, it seem'd so improbable that the Spaniards wou'd go 
to war with us unsupported by the French, that for some days it was 
considered but as a stock business, 1 but now it is generally known

1 I.e. Stock Exchange.
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how great a force they have prepared. 21 sail of their line have been 
at sea some time. It is said a very considerable force are gone to the 
W't Indies, and great apprehensions are for the safety of Jamaica. 
An account is circulated to-day that Adml Sr Jno. Laforey1 is 
taken in the Trusty. A letter is said to be received from the Lieut't 
of marines by his sister at Plymouth which she has sent to the 
Admiralty stating that they fell in with a 74 and two frigates and 
standing towards them to speak friendly to them were captured and 
carried to Cadiz. If this is true it is a breach of everything that is 
honourable in them and we must make them pay for it. The fleet 
was offered to Lord Howe, but on account of his ill health he declined 
it. Pigot 2 then is to command, Barrington 3 second, and Gower4 with 
them. Lord Hood goes to the Wt' Indies.5 Such is the language of the 
day, or perhaps to the Medditerranean if the Spaniards keep a fleet 
of great force there. All the people of interest are getting ships. When 
they are served, perhaps we who have none may be appointed, I 
don't doubt we shall make our way up with them. I must not forget 
Mr Coll[ingwood]'s commands which have been so often repeated 
that I imagine it is of consequence to his peace they shou'd be 
exactly conformed to. It is that John will go down to Chirton6 and 
stay with Miss Roddam during the holy days of Whitsuntide. Every 
time we have met for this fortnight past it has been [a] subject [of 
conversation], and seems far nearer his heart than any hope of ad 
vantage from beating the Spaniards. I am doing all I can to get 
employed, but all that appears matter of perfect indifference to him. 
If Mrs Airey shou'd say anything to you about her son, pray give 
her no encouragement to expect I will take him. Coll. Roddam goes 
to-day, I believe, to Portsmouth, but he is so undetermined that 
no one can say what his plans are. Mr Coll[ingwood] leaves London 
Saturday the 22d. He stays untill York races are over before he goes 
there. The Duke of Clarence7 goes to-day to Plymouth to join his ship. 
Give my love to all at home and believe me my dear sister your most 
affect'te, C. COLLINGWOOD.

1 D.N.B. The report was unfounded: he continued in command in the Leeward 
islands.

* Hugh Pigot. The report was unfounded. Howe assumed command with Bar 
rington as second.

3 Hon. Samuel Barrington in the Royal George. D.N.B.
4 Hon. J. Leveson Gower.
6 Alexander Hood, Viscount Bridport, younger brother of Samuel Hood.
8 Near North Shields. It passed to Collingwood under Edward Collingwood's 

will: infra, Letter 106.
7 A friend of Collingwood: some of his letters are at Greenwich. Memoir, pp. 12, 

556, 568.
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[P.S.] The glass which is in the bureau is rolled in an old glove. God 
knows when I may have occasion to send for those things, but the 
sooner they are got ready the better.

9. To his sister
Saturday, May 29, [1790]

MY DEAR MARY, I wou'd have wrote to you as soon as anything 
was determined with respect to peace or war, but as that may yet 
be several days I shall dispatch this on Monday. Perhaps by that 
time I shall be enabled to tell you the messenger who is now expected 
daily is arrived. Every thing at present is in suspense. In the city they 
seem satisfied there will be no war, yet the naval preparation is 
making with exertions that seem to imply a different opinion in the 
Ministers. In short, I believe no man can say at present whether this 
spark will blaze or not. In our department there are not many ships 
commissioned and those only given to men of commanding interest 
and connections. Many others are nominated to ships which are to 
be commissioned if the business goes on, such as Waldegrave,1 Con- 
way, Bowyer2 etc., but I believe the whole arrangement is made in 
the Admiralty Office, and there every ship has her officers appointed, 
and I have every reason to believe I am among them. The Admiral 
wrote to Lord Chatham3 to ask a frigate for me at Portsmouth, but 
not untill late in the business. On the first opening of the press I wrote 
to Lord Ch[atham] and as soon as he cou'd see anybody I made my 
personal request to him that I might be employed, when, without 
absolutely promising, he gave me to understand I shou'd have a 
frigate. Capt. Conway, without my requesting him, offered to go to 
Lord Ch[atham] and second my application, because (he was good 
enough to say) he wou'd be disappointed if I did not succeed. They 
are on a footing of friendship and intimacy, and he came to me a 
few days after to tell me Lord Ch[atham] had assured him I should 
have a 32, which after the great frigates are to preferr'd to other 
classes, and for which all are pushing. A few days after this I met 
Mr Stanhope4 at the Admiralty, who very civilly offered his services 
and I got him on the spot to appoint a meeting with Lord Ch[atham] 
and gave him the names of four ships to request any one of them. He

1 Waldegrave, Conway and Bowyer were parliamentary families.
2 George Bowyer, M.P. for Queenborough, supplied the frank for this letter. 
8 The Younger Pitt's elder brother, First Lord of the Admiralty, 1788-95. 
4 Collingwood's kinsman, M.P. for Hull.
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had his audience and was told as Conway had been before that I 
shou'd have one so that if the war goes on I think I shall not be 
mortified by being neglected. When Lord Howe was appointed to 
command the fleet I visited him; this was more complimentary than 
official, and few have thought it necessary. I took occasion to offer 
my service to him, at which he expressed great satisfaction, but if I 
am employed I do not care much where. If I had a choice it wou'd 
carry me to Jamaica, but if the Spaniard is bold enough to war with 
us single handed he can never shew his face on the sea, we must play 
the ferret and seek them in their hiding places. The french1 assembly 
by their decree last Monday have put it entirely out of the power of 
their king to join or give any assistance to them, so that I think the 
Don will find it convenient to make concession and wait a better 
opportunity to assert their exclusive right to navigate the South 
seas, and their claims on Nootka, the whole trade of which would 
probably never pay the expense of fitting one 74 gun ship out. It is 
indeed quarrelling for a bare bone. In packing my things in the 
great chest do not forget to screw the object glass into the large 
telescope and do not put those heavy candlesticks in, they are too 
weighty, and I do not know what carriage they may have. I am glad 
Aunt Philly's leg [is recovered] so well as to walk to you; she must 
be very careful. The Brath[waites] are very well. It is not place on 
the list that gives a preference [in] appointments, a great many will 
be given before it comes to his turn. Eric Barber is dead, poor thing, 
which is the best thing that cou'd happen to him and to his friends 
for there was no prospect of his recovery: Tom is a lazy hound. If I 
get to sea I do not think I shall carry him with me, but really that 
hussy of a mother and fool of a sister are enough to ruin him. I by 
chance found a letter from the sister to him that astonished and pro 
voked me. She begins by telling him that they are in the utmost 
distress, his mother quite distrait insomuch that she (the sister) 
cannot leave her to go to her place all this in consequence of their 
application to the dumb woman to read to them a page of their future 
fate, she told them all that ever did happen to them in their lives, and 
in no instance cou'd they catch her lying and gave them such an 
account of him as caused them all their uneasiness that he wench'd, 
drank, and revelled in every kind of debauchery and licentiousness, 
that he got a very great deal of money in London, and sent none to his 
poor mother, that his body and soul were equally in a state of ruin, 
but, wou'd he in future lay his money out on himself or in good things 

1 N.B. Collingwood always spelt French etc. with a small *f'.
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for his poor mother, or in some thing pretty for her [the sister] he 
shou'd be forgiven and they wou'd be as kind to him as they used to 
be. Now what is all this but inciting him to steal and thieve those 
things which he is told are alone to make his peace with them. I 
think the mother ought to be well content that he is no longer a 
burthen to her, and I wou'd beg you to tell her to cease her scribbling 
and not be sending here letters which he has no money to pay for, 
and give her to understand that if I find any more of her nonsense 
coming here in letters I will immediately discharge him and send him 
home to her. You cannot conceive the scenes of wickedness that 
hussy described, imputing them all to him. This comes of educating 
improperly such people, whose proper province is industry and labour. 
Mr and Mrs Home 1 leave London this day week and will not go 
through N[ew]castle without seeing you. I am sure their uncommon 
civilities to me will insure them a kind reception with you. They will 
probably be at N[ew]castle friday even or Saturday I2th. Mr Ing- 
ham 2 wrote to me to take his cousin Mr Fell which, if I get a ship, 
I will be very glad to do and do him any service that is in my power. 
I have not heard of Mr Airey and the examining-day, 3 is this, or 
yesterday. It is said the messenger is returned from Spain; he came 
last night and the opinion that there will not be a war is more 
prevalent than ever, yet the preparation is going on with as much 
vigour as ever. Adml Barrington4 left town yesterday and they say 
is to sail immediately with 12 sail of the line which are to be joined 
by 8 of Dutch under Adml Kingsbergen, who is half an Englishman, 
but their destination is a profound secret some suppose to the 
Baltick they are bound, in that case they will make a peace on terms 
not altogether agreeable to the violent Empress,5 who most opposes it. 
The King of Hungary is very well disposed to it. Great exertions are 
making to increase the army and camp equipage proper for the W't 
Indies for ten thousand men. There are 20 sail of the line already 
commissioned and more preparing with all speed and yet the cry is 
there will be no war. It does not look as if the ministers thought so and 
there is nothing makes its way through their secrecy but the prepar 
ation. I was told when Mr Fitzherbert6 left London that he was 
instructed to send the issue of his negociation to the Admiral

1 Capt. Roddam Home, a friend of Collingwood. James, Naval History, i, 412; 
infra, Letters 61, 63.

2 A Newcastle surgeon. Directory (1790), 102.
3 I.e. for commissions.
4 Barrington Papers, passim.
5 Catherine the Great. The Ockzakow incident arose in the following year.
6 See English Historical Review, 1955, P- 576 -
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commanding the fleet which wou'd be on the coasts of Spain by 
that time and Barringt[on] may be going southward to Lagos or 
that neighbourhood. God bless you my dear Mary. Give my love 
to all at home and believe me, Your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I hope Mr Coll[ingwood] got well and safe down to you. Write 
soon; you may suppose I am waiting the issue of this business with 
great anxiety and expectation. Keep my things in a state of readiness. 
My dog is a charming creature, every body admires him but he is 
grown as tall as the table I am writing on almost. 1

10. To his sister
62 Dean Street, 

June 14, 1790

MY DEAR MARY. I shall be appointed in a few days to a ship so 
pray have my things ready to send to me when I give you notice. 
Lord Chatham has been very particularly civil to me and I think I 
shall before this day week command one of the best frigates of 32 guns 
that we have. He sent for me yesterday to say, as he wished to give 
me such a command as I liked I might chuse. The Ardent of 64 guns 
was ready, and I shou'd be commissioned immediately, or if I pre- 
fered a frigate, I might name her. I chose the frigate; the Terpsichore 
and Meleager* are equally good, both new, both at Chatham, and 
both will be read}7" to receive men the latter end of this week; which 
ever of them is first reported his Lordsh[ip] told me I shou'd have. 
You will, may-be, wonder that I shou'd prefer a frigate to a line of 
battle ship where my pay wou'd be two hundred pounds a year 
more: a 74 I shou'd prefer to anything, but there are many dis 
agreeable things attach'd to the 64 ships. Their most common em 
ployment is convoy, which is a constant worry: in the line they are 
the weakest ships, for which reason when any detachment is made 
they are the ships and they are besides the most likely to be sent to 
India. And as for the difference of emolument; in a frigate the ex 
penses are somewhat less and if I can get her into the W't Indies 
I will make the Dons pay me the difference once or twice a month I 
hope. The larger frigates are in general more sought after, but I 
think I can make mine equal to anything the Spaniards have on one

1 Presumably 'Bounce/ who lived until 1809. Letter 184.
2 Actually he was appointed to the Mermaid.
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deck, and what is everything I am perfectly content. This early 
appointment was rather unexpected to me and it would surprise 
you too, if you were here to witness the applications which are 
making and the interest that is exerted by all people to get ships, 
and when you consider there are on the list twice the number of 
captains that there are ships. Adml Roddam and Mr Stanhope both 
asked for me but I am indebted for this early attention to Capt. 
Con way1 whose intimacy with Lord Ch[atham] put it in his power 
and who did not allow him to forget his promise, setting me in so 
favourable a point of view that his Lordsh[ip] offered me the best 
things that my place on the list with respect to seniority cou'd claim. 
When I am appointed, which may be in a week or ten days, I shall 
write to Capt. Rothe to beg the favour that my baggage be sent in 
one of the tenders, but I shall think of that, whether amongst the 
number of impressed men that will be an eligible way or not. Will you 
have the goodness to send to me Mr Ingham: tell him I beg his cousin 
may be ready to come to my summons and if he is a smart young 
man I think he might get 15 or 20 volunteers (seamen) to come with 
him. 2 He might carry them to Capt. Rothe and have them entered 
as volunteers for me, and keep a list of their names himself. If he can 
do anything in this way I may probably leave him at Newcastle] a 
fortnight for that purpose but I shall write to himself fully on this sub- 
ject. Pray, my dear Mary, look in my red pocket book, there is some 
where in it, [a direction?] to Mr Wood at some place in Banffshire, 
Scotland. Write [to him] in my name that I shall have a ship in a few 
days and desire he will come immediately to her where he shall have 
his old station. In London he may enquire at the Admiralty for me, 
or if he comes to the Nore in any of the tenders, he may go on board 
the flag ship where they will inform him what ship to come to. Tell 
him he must also look out for volunteer seamen to bring with him. 
I have not seen Airey since his first call here nor can hear anything 
of him; I am afraid he is doing no good. He is really now come to such 
a degree of depravity that in consideration to the other young men 
he cannot be taken into any ship. My old man William is just come 
from India, and goes with me.

I shall write to Mr Coll[ingwood] in a day or two. Remember me 
kindly to him and to all at home. You will have seen Mrs Home. 
I do not think the worse of her for her London jaunt.

1 Lord Hugh Seymour, M.P. for Wendover, appointed a lord of the Admiralty in 
1795. See Letter 24.

2 We know that Collingwood later recruited some of his ship's company in this 
way. Admiralty Correspondence.
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God bless you my dear sister. I am a good deal hurried. Your truly 
Affectionate, C. COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] How are they all at the Hall? 1

ii. To his sister
Sheerness, 

July 15, 1790

MY DEAR MARY, Every day looks more like war and they are 
hurrying the preparation as much as possible. I shall be ready very 
soon and wou'd therefore have my things sent immediately if they 
are not already in their way in consequence of the last letter I wrote. 
If there is a tender coming, I am sure Captain Rothe will order them 
to be received in her, and I have directed Mr Fell to come by that 
conveyance. If there is not a tender coming to the Nore they must 
be sent to the three Crane wharf by a trader, to be forwarded by 
Backhouse to Sheerness in the Sheerness Hoy which sails twice a 
week. In either case send a letter with them, to me, if they come by 
the tender; to Backhouse, if they come by trader. But if neither 
tender nor trader are coming, my trunks with blankets, bed and table 
linnen for present use must be sent by the waggon to Backhouse and 
the two feet glass put into the trunk. Give my love to every body at 
home. I wonder I have never heard from Mr Collpngwood]. Since he 
left London he has not once wrote to me. He used to answer my 
letters. Give my compliments] to him and to all at Chirton. The 
Admiral2 has been very attentive to me and immediately on my 
appointment] here, wrote to everybody to forward and assist me 
in my fitting by which I am proffitting very much.

Mrs Twizel is writing letters to her son. I beg you wou'd tell her 
to pay the postage of them, for he has no money and is expence 
enough to me without the addition of her nonsense. She and he too 
are very much mistaken about the I2£ pr year. He is not of an age 
to be anything but a servant, who has no pay and he must behave 
well to continue in that station. My dog is a good dog, delights in 
the ship and swims after me when I go in the boat. What has Mrs 
Airey done with her son? It was impossible for me to take him but 
I hope she is not angry that I declined it. God bless you my dear

1 I.e., Eland Hall, the home of the Wilkies. 
* Lord Howe.
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Mary, and God bless you all believe me most affectionately, Yours 
CUTHB'T. COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I live almost entirely with the Dalrymples,1 lodge at the Tons, 
have as much business as I can lay my hands to, and my spirits rise 
in proportion to my exercise. Farewell.

The book of Naval Instructions must be among the first things 
sent to me.

12. To his sister
Portsmouth, 

October 4, 1790

MY DEAR MARY, I hope you got my letter which I wrote to you 
the day I sailed from here last, a fortnight since. And have you been 
to visit my dear Sarah? 2 She wishes very much to be well acquainted 
with you but is so shy that you must encourage her. I think if you 
wou'd let her drink tea with you in my Doll's room she wou'd soon 
loose that reserve that diffident people have at first. Alas! I am going 
abroad. I have every [reason] to believe I shou'd have staid here 
with the Grand fleet, [whereas in] the first fleet order'd for foreign 
[service] I am. I am quite distressed that I must leave things as they 
are. I suppose we are intended for Jamaica, a good station, and 
desirable at any other time. 3 Sr Alex Hood to command in the 
R[oyal] Sovereign, the Marlborough, Cumberland, Orion, Lyon and 
Ardent, with some of the finest frigates in the fleet, beginning with 
Mermaid* Pray go and see my Sarah. I have told her you will and 
she is expecting you. Keep the spinners at work. 5 I will send you a 
bale of cotton from Jamaica. Give my love all about. What does 
Squire say? 6 I suppose he told you all that passed between him and 
Mr Blackett. 7 I wonder I do not hear from him or you. I expected it. 
Mrs Hughes in whose parlour I am sitting dozing desires me to 
remember her kindly to all. God bless you my dear Mary. Let me 
hear soon and believe me, Your truly affectionate, C. COLLINGWOOD.

1 Sir Hew Dalrymple. See Letters 150, 167.
2 Blackett, whom he married in the following year.
8 Collingwood stated later that he always enjoyed good health in the West 

Indies. Letter 15.
* Collingwood's own ship. Gentleman's Magazine (1791), 583.
5 The North of England was an important centre for table linen, towels, etc.
6 I.e. Mr. Edward Collingwood of Chirton, a trustee in Collingwood's marriage 

settlement.
7 John Erasmus Blackett, Sarah's father. Several of Collingwood's letters to him 

are printed in the Memoir.
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13. To his sister
Portsmouth, 

n.d. [April 1791]

MY DEAR MARY, I am sure you will be glad to hear of my arrival. 1 
I assure you I am exceedingly happy at my return, and consider I 
pray you that for six months I have not heard a word of you, untill 
to-day Mrs Hughes shewed me a letter from Sarah2 wherein she says 
she had been visiting you. I am sure you will not lose any time in 
letting me hear from you and I hope that you have been all com 
fortable and well. How does my Doll? I have brought nothing from 
the W't Indies but a bottle of snuff and a roll of tobacco. I had 
intended some good grog, but was ordered home before I cou'd get 
it. If my ship is ordered into the harbour (which as our masts are all 
sprung and the ship worked with a great deal of boisterous weather 
we have had) I shall endeavour to pay you a visit, for I have no 
notion that this Russian war3 will come to any thing. Mrs Hughes 
desires her compliments to you. She is really talking so much that 
for my life I cannot get on with my letter.

This you must consider as just to announce my arrival. I will 
write more composedly in a day or two. Now accept my love to all 
your house and believe me, my dear Mary, most affectionately, 
Your CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. The Squire4 and Stanhope are to be here on Monday next to 
stay a week with the Admiral. Mrs R[oddam] is lamenting that she 
must be from home a great part of that time. I shall be glad to see 
them.

14. To his sister
Musselburgh, 5 

February 21, 1792

MY DEAR MARY, As Mr. Blackett has a frank for Newcastle I 
will make use of it and enclose this note just to tell you we are pretty 
well and intend being at home on Monday next, when I shall be glad 
to find a line from you to tell us how you all do. We have been a 
week in Edinburgh visiting and dining with a few people but not

1 Mermaid returned to Spithead from St. Vincent on April 19, 1791. Admiralty 
Correspondence.

* Collingwood married Sarah Blackett in June 1791.
8 The Ockzakow incident.
4 Edward Collingwood.
6 The home of Dr and Mrs Alexander Carlyle, Mrs Collingwood's aunt.
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entering at all into the gayeties which approach more to extravag 
ancy than I had any idea of. And we were every morning at six or 
five disturbed by the return of parties and the rattling of coaches. 
We left the town a day or two sooner on my account, for on one of 
those cold days I was suddenly seized with so violent a rheumatic 
pain in my back that if Mr Blackett had not been with me I do not 
know I shou'd have got home. I am now however quite well again. 
We staid at Paxton four days. Mrs Home was very much recovered 
and though she did walk with a stick, she wou'd I think have been 
better without it, for it made her stoop and did not seem at all 
necessary to her walking; but you will have seen her in her way 
through, as they set off for London Saturday was a week. Mrs 
Carlyle is in a very weak state of health but she fretts herself on 
every little trifling occasion and has so many fears and apprehensions 
about nothing, that I do not think she will ever be much better. Her 
hardy husband seems as if he was out of reach of accident. I shall 
be very glad, and so I believe shall we all, to get home again. This 
has been called the land of cakes; it may well be called the land of 
pensions. There is hardly a family of any note, either famous or 
infamous, who have not (some one of themj a pension. Even the Lady 
Augusta Murray who was the other day found in bed with the village 
apothecary, has since that by the interest of her friend Dundas 1 
got a pansion (sic) of 300^ a year. The dowager lady Errol, the 
young Lady Errol, and Mrs McCoy have each pensions of 300^ pr 
ann: the propriety of the first being aided by the royal bounty will 
not sanction the abuse of giving to Mrs McCoy who has a very ample 
provision what might be so much better bestowed on indigence, or 
unfortunate industry. I cannot hear the subject mentioned, which 
however is a very common one, without expression of astonishment 
and resentment that the munificence of the king shou'd be so abused 
by the direction of it to objects so very unworthy, a sort of comment 
that is not much relished. Mr Blackett and my wife desire their love 
to all your family and I am, my dear Mary, your affectionate CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] We purpose to leave this on friday morning and travelling 
slowly on, dine at Morpeth2 on monday. Poor Capt. Wilkie died 
rather sooner than they expected though there was no hope of his 
recovery. They came in to Berwick on Saturday, intending to go

1 Viscount Melville, Lord Advocate and a leading member of Pitt's administra 
tion: infra, Letters 88, 91.

2 The Collingwoods' future home.
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home to Ladythorne on monday. He was that morning too ill to go 
and departed in the evening. Miss Selby1 wrote to me to announce 
his death.

God bless you.

15. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Morpeth, 

September 27, 1792

MY DEAR SIR, I wrote to you the day before I had the pleasure 
to receive your last letter, and as you were then much better in your 
health, I hope your recovery continued, and you are by this time 
quite well; your health requires all your care. If you have the kind 
of weather we have had for this last two months, very cold and very 
rainy, seldom a day passes without some. We seek comfort at home 
and a good fire. You will be anxious to hear how our darling goes 
on. 2 She was inoculated you know on Saturday the I5th, the infection 
took immediately, and the small pox appeared on monday 24th since 
which time it has increased hourly, and she has great abundance, 
particularly on her face, but they are quite distinct, and the surgeon 
says of a good kind. She had during the irruption two very bad nights, 
but last night slept well, and woke this morning with its little left 
peeper closed up. I hope no more will come and by Saturday they will 
be on the turn. The post to Roddam is not very regular but I got your 
letters and when I found you were prevented taking your journey I 
paid my compliments to Captn & Mrs Home at Langton, and then 
made homeward. And now as I have no chance of seeing you, I hope 
you will not venture from home at all, for your constitution has shown 
such evident signs of weakness that it ought to be coaxed. I hope 
Mrs Carlyle is continuing pretty well. Mr Blackett came to us on 
Sunday for a week, his anxiety for little Sail was such that Newcastle 
was too great a distance to be at this time. He desires his love to you 
and Aunty. If this weather continues long, our harvest will rot upon 
the ground; it has already received considerable injury. We had not 
withstanding the deluge, a great deal of company at the races last 
week to see five gentlemen play the part of jockeys, some of them 
unskilfull enough. Mr Watson of North Seaton mounted on a good 
horse, when he found he could not win the race, quitted the ground 
without riding up to the post, by which he caused considerable betts

1 Of Biddleston, Northumberland. 
* Sarah, the elder daughter.
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to be lost to his friends, who had taken him against the Claverings, 1 
of whom he had a positive advantage. If the French people are not 
all mad, I pity most sincerely those who have yet retained their 
senses. The news expected now is of the most important kind; let 
us see if there is more wisdom in the counsils of the general Convention 
than there was in the National Assembly. I doubt it. While it is the 
fashion to return the most turbulent spirits of the kingdom to legis 
late, the increased number will but add to the confusion, there is little 
need of that. The frontier towns must be possessed by the Allied 
army before the Duke of Brunswick advances that, whatever may 
happen, the way back may be open, besides the French, kept in the 
state they are, will in a short time defeat themselves, and there is 
little chance of such an ungoverned mob ever composing themselves 
to order. I hope the miseries of France will be such a lesson to the 
Patriots of this country as will teach them the danger of reform and 
shew them the true value of this form of government, which affords 
the means of happiness to all who have from nature dispositions to 
enjoy it. Miss Ann Colling[wood] is very well nursing her two old 
gouty brothers, who have both been very indifferent lately. Mrs 
Stead 2 has not been very well lately, a severe cold. If I was going to 
sea I shou'd prefer the station in the Wt Indies where my friend 
Home 3 is going, but the truth is that a Station abroad in peace 
wou'd not be very convenient, the expence of a devided family being 
much greater than the whole pay makes up for. There is only one 
kind of Employment which wou'd maintain itself, and that is a 
Guardship, which is always given to Parliamentary interest. All our 
loves and best wishes, for your health and Mrs Carlyle's, are with 
you, and believe me Dear Sir with sincere regard, Your affectionate, 
CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Comp[liment]s to your neighbours of Inveresk who I hope are 
all well.

16. To his sister
London, 

February 17, 1793

Thank you, my dear Mary, for your letter. You will have heard 
from my wife how I have been going since I arrived here with respect 
to employment if the war goes on, very much to my satisfaction.

1 Of Axwell, County Durham, Sir Thomas died in 1794: infra, Letter 29.
2 Collingwood's sister-in-law.
3 Roddam Home, promoted rear-admiral 1797, died 1801. Letter 63.
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Those who are circumstanced as I am, not having any powerful 
interest must exert themselves and bustle to get forward, but I wish 
I had bustled less, because I have subjected myself to obligation for 
that which Admiral Bowyer alone had to do with. When I called on 
Mr Brandling1 one day, not having any intention to ask anything 
of him, he offered his service with great civility, and said he wou'd 
do anything that I thought wou'd assist me. Mr Black[ett] 2 had 
wrote to him on the subject before. It was agreed he shou'd write to 
Lord Chatham. He sent me a copy of the letter, which I dare say he 
thought a very proper one I did not. I felt my pride offended that 
no better claim for his Lordship's attention was advanced for me, 
than that I had a vote for a Parliament man. I am lamenting that he 
happened to be at home, or that he had not a happier mode of making 
his requisition, but do not say anything of this, especially to the 
Squire, for he is not quite in my grace at present. I wrote to him 
some time since and was not looking for an answer. He may do that 
at his leisure, but he wrote to Mr Blackett saying he would have 
answered my letter but did not choose to put me to the expense of 
postage. If sixpence had been as dear in my eye as it is in his, the 
reason wou'd have been a very good one: I hope it never will be, and 
people who are poor do not like to be told of it every day. If the war 
goes on no doubt the Marines will be augmented and it is of all the 
lines of life that which seems most proper for our cousin. But how to 
come at it I am totally at a loss. Bowyer can do nothing in it. Those 
who have many dependants exhaust their interests for them and 
have little to spare to a stranger. In the mean time if they determine 
to exert themselves they shou'd set about it. If they have any friends 
at Berwick who will write to Genl Vaughan3 he is in great feather 
just now, talk'd of to command the army in the W. Indies, and a 
contested election over his head at Berwick. We have yet no guess 
what ship we are to have; the London was appointed, but a few days 
after the Duke of Clarence pitched on her for himself and then Bowyer 
was told that an arrangement wou'd soon be made in which he wou'd 
be provided for to his satisfaction.

I am well content with my situation for many reasons. In the 
first place it is an appoint't of great trust and respectability; in the 
second, it gives me a claim in future to [a] line of battle ship in prefer 
ence to a frigate, into which I will never go again if I can help it.

1 Charles Brandling, M.P. for Newcastle.
2 Collingwood's father-in-law.
3 M.P. for Berwick since 1768.
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Hudson and Napier never commanded anything but frigates, and it 
is such a lesson that I never will command a two-decked ship when 
I can get one with three; in the third place, it was proposed to me in 
so handsome a way that I shou'd have been wrong to have refused 
it. It was a compliment to me, for Mr B[randling] has a first cousin 
Piercy Brett 1 who it was fair to suppose wou'd have been his choice. 
And what is consideration is that it is the most profitable employ 
ment with the least expense. It is 300^ a year more than a frigate, 
and I believe few of their prize monies will amount to that. Mr and 
Mrs Stead have been at home for the last week, but I believe came 
today to town. She is a very pleasant, lively woman. I like her very 
much, and am as much with them as I can be. The}7 come into the 
North next month. Sr Edward [Blackett] 2 comes to town on Tues 
day, when I dine with him. They are going very soon to Bath. Dick 
and family are in great spirits and living comfortably enough in a 
very small house for which they pay fifty pounds a year, in which 
they have only one room that is as large as your drawing room, the 
others considerably smaller. It wou'd be a wise thing to quit London 
whenever the old Lady dies. He is careful now and sober, and they 
may yet save something comfortable for the girls. Christie is not 
come to town. 3 He writes to Ld Chath[am], but his wife cries, poor 
Raby, and I do not suppose he cares much about employment but 
let him remember the day of reckoning will come. So Nanny Colling- 
wood has got the will made. I think it is unkind leaving Mrs Hughes 
out as if she did not belong to their family; it wou'd have been 
respectful to have named her, had she left her only five pounds for 
a ring. Give my love to all with you at Eland Hall, and Aunty 
Philly, and believe me always your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T. 
COLLINGWOOD.

17. To Sir Edward Blackett

Prince, 4' Spithead,
July 22, 1793

DEAR SIR, I had been a tedious time in getting from Plymouth 
and am at last arrived here very short of men, which seems a

1 Son of Sir Peircy Brett, a lord of the Admiralty 1766-7. 
8 Of Egham, Surrey.
3 William Christie, later schoolmaster on the Excellent. See his letter, now at 

Greenwich, to J. E. Blackett of February 18, 1797, giving an account of the battle of 
St Vincent, Appendix A. Admiralty Correspondence, Adm/i/i6i9, December 26, 1794.

4 Flying Rear-Admiral Bowyer's flag. Collingwood had been appointed to her 
in March.
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difficulty insurmountable. Lord Ho we stripped every thing here of 
their men to enable his ship to go to sea to cover and protect the W[est] 
India Convoy, which may be expected within this week from the 
Leeward Islands, and Adml Bowyer is left here to get his ship manned 
when he can, and then to join Lord Howe with such other ships as 
may be ready for sea. I do think (and it grieves me) that we do not 
manage our ships with that alacrity and promptness that used to 
distinguish our Navy: there is a tardiness every where in the prepara 
tion and a sluggishness in the execution that is quite new. The effect 
is obvious to every body and the moment the ships are put in motion 
they feel it. Lord Howe cou'd not get down the Channel in fine 
weather and the middle of summer without an accident; two ships 
ran foul of each other and the Bellerophon has lost her foremast and 
bowsprit and gone to Plymouth a cripple. This was not the fault of 
the ship nor the weather, but must ever be the case when young men 
are made officers who have neither skill nor attention, and there is 
scarce a ship in the Navy that has not an instance that political 
interest is a better argument for promotion than any skill. Sr John 
Laforey is just arrived from the Wt Indies and brings accounts from 
thence very different from our expectation. Instead of Martinico 
surrendering on the appearance of an English fleet, as had been 
represented by the aristocratic party, they found the Republicans 
so completely master of the island, except of some very inconsiderable 
places, that nothing was likely to succeed but a regular attack by an 
army, and the last accounts he had from Adml Gardner's fleet were 
(in an imperfect way) that the British troops had landed, been 
repulsed in several skirmishes, and again re-embarked.

The Duke (a 90 gun ship) had her main mast rent by lightening 
and so ill provided were our stores there that there is not another in 
the country to replace it. The fleet at Gibraltar, whenever they want 
refitting, will find the same thing there. I assure you, Sir, I perceive a 
languor in all our operations that deprives me of many a good hour's 
sleep. And are our armies better? When the garrison are flourishing 
at Valenciennes they must surrender. God knows what will be the 
event of this war, but I think at present it bodes neither much interest 
or great glory to good Old England. I hope Lady Blackett, Mr Blackett 
and all your family are well, and should be very glad to hear 
Major Scott1 had an appointment in which his professional talents 
might be useful to his country, and, if the war goes on, there is little 
doubt but such men will be wanted. Governor Campbell was very 

1 Sir Edward Blackett's son-in-law; infra, p. 48.
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well when I left Plymouth: he had left it about ten days before me 
and was at Bath, taking that place in his way into Yorkshire, where 
he was going to pay a visit. He was very kind and civil to me while 
I was his neighbour, and I am very much obliged to you and Major 
Scott for making me acquainted with so worthy a man. I am sorry 
to hear from my wife that Mr Blackett does not yet recover his usual 
good spirits. He was much better for his journey into Scotland and 
I think cou'd he be prevailed on to take more exercise than walking 
is to him (he would not) require Mr Ingham's advice. Mrs Stead is still 
in the North and I hope will stay (with) her sister until after her 
confinement, which she expects will be very soon, when I hope, Sir, 
she will give you a godson.

I beg my best respects to Lady Blackett and all your family and 
am, dear Sir, with very great respect, Your obliged and most Humble 
Servant, CUTHBERT COLLINGWOOD.
[P.S.] Admiral Bowyer is very much pleased with the order of his 
ship but it keeps me, like a bow, for ever bent. 1

1 Collingwood's own letters to the Admiralty shew his concern to get the ship 
properly manned.
(To the Secretary of Admiralty) Prince, Hamoze,

May 5, 1793
SIR, I beg to represent to you that there are at present on board H.M. ship 

St. Albans 30 or more volunteers who entered for H.M. ship Prince and on board the 
Royal William 10 or more. Ever since their Lordships did me the honour to appoint 
me to the command of this ship, I have exerted all my industry to raise men for her 
Complement and being particularly connected at Newcastle I engaged my friends 
there to use their influence with the seamen which they did so effectually that near 
50 men were entered on the assurance given them by those Gentlemen that they were 
to serve in the Prince. Only three of the Number have yet joined the ship; some, 
I understand have been drafted into other ships, several yet remain unappointed. 
The Prince has been eight weeks in commission and there are not eight good seamen 
before the mast belonging to her. I have therefore, Sir, to beg that you will please 
to lay this representation before their Lordships and my request that if the public 
service will admit of it, they will not allow the promise of those gentlemen to be 
broken, who, unconnected with the service, did exert themselves to raise men for 
this ship, but direct that the volunteers for the Prince who entered at Newcastle and 
Shields and are now at Spithead may be forwarded to Plymouth to join her.

P.S. Enclosed I transmit to you one of the letters I have received from them.

(Thomas Huntley to Capt. Collingwood) Spithead,
May 3, 1793

SIR, Have made bold to rite to you to Acquaint you that there is now 30 volun 
teers or upwards on board of the ship St. Albans for the Prince. From certain appear 
ances it seems as if they mean to put us on board other ships and as we have entered 
for you, could wish to be there as soon as possible; we have already been on Board 
of five Different Ships since we came from Newcastle. I am Sir, your most obedient 
humble servant, THOS. HUNTLEY.

P.S. Tis by desire of the Rest of the Volunteers I trouble you with these lines.
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18. To his sister
Prince, Spithead,

August i, 1793
MY DEAR SISTER, I hope you will not think I have been long 

writing to you, because I always consider my letters to my wife 
wou'd give you as good accounts of me as if I had addressed them to 
you; and I cou'd not get a frank. I was sorry to hear of the death of 
Mr Wilkie, not for the loss of the man, for he was a blank in society, 
but for the change it makes in his family and their income. I hope, 
however, it may stimulate them to make some arrangement which 
may bring them more into the world. Sarah told me it was your 
opinion they should both go into the army: that is a matter that 
requires consideration. I cannot conceive a much more piteous situa 
tion than an Ensign in the Army, without connections, without skill 
and education to recommend him, and it is very hard to say what line 
of life is more proper to starve in. If they had been sent to sea in due 
time I wou'd now have it in my power to have put them in an 
eligible way, but it is too late. Here is Mrs Wilkie's son, Selby, made 
a lieutenant, and God knows his prospects were not great a few years 
since, but he constantly offered himself to chance and has succeeded. 
We have been a tedious time in getting this Prince of ours manned, 
but now they seem to be in a great hurry for us, we have got from 
the guardship a hundred men today, and I think we shall sail on 
Saturday or Sunday to join Lord Ho we. If it is true that the French 
are at sea he will want us, and we are not manned as we ought to be; 
in all other respects in very good order. Adml Bowyer was very much 
pleased with his ship, but I can assure you it cost me some fat to 
make her what she is. I am not oppressed with belly now, and was 
never in my life in better health. Every moment of the day is occupied 
and when I go to bed I have always enough to begin upon in the 
morning. Mrs Bowyer and her family, five children, are here, but the 
stink of Portsmouth this dry weather does not agree with them. I 
think we shall probably be out until the latter end of Septem'r, but 
if you will direct to me at Mrs Hughes', High Street, Portsm'th she 
will find means by some ship coming out to forward your letter. And 
tell me what improvement is in little Sail, for mothers who have 
their children ever in their sight do not judge so well of change. I 
hope the salt water will agree with her and make her strong to bear 
the cutting of her teeth, poor little darling. I am going away very 
anxious for mother, 1 but content that every care will be taken of her,

1 That is, his wife.
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and hope for the best. If it is a girl it is to be called Mary after my 
sister, and Patience after Mrs Stead;1 that we settled long since. If 
a boy Cuthbert for myself. Mr Collingwood and Sr Edward will 
be the godfathers, and my sister Mary and Mrs Carlyle godmothers. 
And I do not know why they shou'd not whether it happens Mary or 
Cuthb't. I think Mr Blackett told me Mr Collpngwood] was complain 
ing a little, I hope he is quite recovered. I wrote to him some time 
since but have not heard from him. He will grow weary of Chirton, 
I think, and get into company at Harrowgate, or some public place. 
Sarah told me of the Lady Ainsley's great doings at the tower with 
fiddle and custard. Their gaieties wou'd have been of more duration 
if she cou'd have exhibited them at Chirton, for I suppose the man 
she has married had not a sous and eight or nine hundred a year is 
soon expended in equipage. Mrs Hughes is in the country; I have 
not seen her, but make use of her house as if she was at home. Ask 
Sarah if she has got the cyder I sent in a collier to Sunderland. I 
desired her to send you some, and they say it is good. God bless you 
all, my dear sisters, and brother John. 2 1 hope to hear at my return, 
or before, that you are all comfortable and well. Give my love to 
Aunt Philly and all at the Hall, and believe me ever your truly 
affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

19. To Mrs Carlyle
Prince, Torbay, 

September 10, 1793

MY DEAR AUNTY, I never can sufficiently thank you my dear 
aunty for your tender care of my precious Sarah and I attribute it 
to your presence and the skill and attention of all about her, that 
she has had so favourable time, and suffered as little inconvenience 
as such affairs can be attended with. Do not think I am unmindful 
of your great goodness, because I write seldom: my heart is full of 
gratitude to you for I have no interest in this world superior to the 
happiness of my beloved wife. I begun and intended to write you a 
letter; you must be contented with a scrap. I am well but this 
unremitted business wears me to a skeleton. We have just received

1 The child, a second daughter, was accordingly so named.
* The gap in Collingwood's letters to his sisters from 1793 to 1796 is at present 

inexplicable. The fact that there is a copy of Letter 13 at Greenwich would perhaps 
indicate that they were borrowed by Mrs Newnham Collingwood (as we know those 
to Dr Carlyle were) in the 1830*5.
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advice that the French are in superior force off Stilly and are making 
a desposition of our fleet, which obliges me to conclude. We are at 
present much devided, & when collected, very inferior to their force. 
Who would have thought it? But Lord Howe is high in the estimation 
of every body who has witnessed his skill and no man can judge 
better what is proper to be done. Who would have thought the British 
fleet would have ever been surpassed in strength by that of the 
Republicans? I think before this arrives at Newcastle you will be 
gone; God bless you. My best respects and affectionate regards to 
Doctor Carlyle, and all your house. Believe me ever with warm 
affection, Your faithful Servant and kinsman, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I do not know whether I shall be able to get this on shore to 
the post.

Farewell, and again God bless you both.

20. To Sir Edward Blackett
Prince, Spithead, 
December 27, 1793

DEAR SIR, I shou'd have wrote to you before this if I had not 
known that you wou'd hear the history of our cruize from Mr Henry 
Blackett,1 and indeed there is so little in it worth note that there was 
nothing to lament if you had never heard it. It was a series of vex 
ations, disappointments and bad weather. What is more mortifying 
than all those is to find on our return that to be unfortunate is to be 
criminal, and that want of success where it was scarce to be expected, 
is treated with all the severity of censure of a high offence. I believe 
no man can serve on a more honourable principle than Lord Howe 
does: to do good service to his country is the first ambition of his 
life, but he has no supernatural powers on a winter's day to make the 
sun stand still, or make an English ship sail fast and a French ship 
ill. Considering the great distance they were from us in the morning, 
some great stroke of good luck only cou'd have brought us up with 
them. It is true two or three of our very fast sailers did get near them, 
but in doing that they lost our own fleet and never joined us again. 
There was no want of exertion, the Admiral made every signal that 
the case seemed to require and the ships carried sail until three of 
them lost their topmasts and were disabled. The French cut round 
us very cleverly and the next day it seems while we were chasing

1 Rector of Boldon, County Durham: infra, 95. For the Blackett pedigree, 
History of Northumberland, xii, 377-9.
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them to the So'ward they were jogging on to the North, having 
passed us in the dark. I hope the next time we meet we shall have 
better luck. This Prince is the most miserable sailer in the fleet, for 
ever in the rear, and has been a constant fret and torment to us. We 
have tried every means to no purpose always bad but however 
now we are done with her. Adml Bowyer has had influence with 
Lord Chatham to get another ship which is reckoned a better. We 
are about changing her for the Barfleur. I am already appointed to 
her, but shall not take up my commission until this ship is cleared, 
which I hope will be next week, and that we shall have Barfleur 
ready to sail with the fleet. I assure you amongst them I have as much 
business as I can well manage. I hope Lady Blackett and all your 
family are well. It will always give me great pleasure to hear it. Our 
family at Newcastle are, thank God, as well as can be. Mr Blackett 
got better of the accident which hurt his leg; my little precious girls 
thriving to a wish. I am sure I have great cause for thankfulness for 
such a family, a wife that is goodness itself, and two healthy children 
that with her care and her example can scarce fail to be like her. All 
my troubles here seem light when I look Northward and consider 
how well I am rewarded for them.

If we have been unlucky, I do not think our armies have much to 
boast of success, for I do not apprehend any great good can arise 
from putting five or six thousand miserable men to death. Toulon 
seems in a very precarious state. 1 There are letters from some officers 
there which say they doubt very much the possibility of holding it. 
It was certainly ill judged in O'Hara, 2 on whose presence there so 
much depended, to go out with the sortie and engage himself so far 
as to be taken. It does not appear to me to be the duty of his situation, 
unless the possession of Toulon depended on the success of that sally. 
Lord Heathfield3 did the same thing and I have been told Sir Robt 
Boyd4 dissuading him from it told him in case they were repulsed 
and pursued it might be necessary for him to shut the gates of 
Gibraltar against him, its governor. I have heard too that jealousies 
and bickerings have arisen between the English and Spanish Admiral 
about the French ships, who shall possess them.

I consider the railing at Lord Howe, who is no favourite of the 
ministers, and firing the tower guns for successes which appear to 
me very trifling, as tricks to engage the attention of the people, and

1 English forces held it for a time.
2 General O'Hara, governor of Minorca.
3 Lord George Heathfield, promoted general 1778, Governor of Gibraltar.
4 Ibid., 1793.
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keep them from prying into miscarriages of more consequence. Our 
trade has been totally cut up on the coast of America by two large 
ships and six frigates French. I believe we saved Sr J. Jarvis and a 
convoy from Lisbon, by dispersing the squadron we met. In the East 
Indies we know there is a fleet of French, but have yet to hear what 
they have done. Mr Bride sailed again today. That seems to be but 
a hopeless expedition, the Royalists1 cannot make their way to the 
sea. There are five frigates in Concale Bay, which is a force superior 
to ours on that service. The Wt India Convoy is sailed, a 64 gun ship 
and frigate with more than 170 sail of merchant ships. If the French 
are out, which is very likely, it is easy to say what will become of 
them. We must hope all will be well. I desire my most respectfull 
Compl'ts to Lady Blackett, Mrs Scott and all your family, and to 
Mr Henry Blackett, if he is with you and am, dear Sir, with very 
great respect and esteem, Your truly affectionate humble servant, 
CUTHBERT COLLINGWOOD.

21. To Sir Edward Blackett

Barfleur, Spithead,
March 2, 1794

DEAR SIR, For this month past I have been in daily expectation 
that I shou'd have been able to tell you what was to be our des 
tination, but as it is yet as little known to us as ever I will no longer 
delay to thank you for your very kind letter, which in the good 
account it gave me of the health of yourself, Lady Blackett and 
family, was a very great satisfaction and pleasure to me. I have lately 
had a great deal of employment and trouble in dismantling the dull 
Prince and equipping this ship, which, however, was accomplished 
long before she was wanted. I hope her good qualities will reward our 
trouble. Admiral Bowyer has the command of 8 sail of the line, to 
be ready to go out on the shortest notice, but of what nature our 
service is to be, whether to convoy the trade out, or to execute any 
other scheme, we have no hint. The trade has hitherto been generally 
left to the care of Providence and our plans are so often varied, that 
it is not improbable we may stay here for the summer's sun to gild 
our achievement. This war is certainly unlike any former, both in its 
object and execution. The object is a great and serious one, to resist 
the machinations of a mad people who, under the mask of freedom, 
wou'd stamp their tyranny in every country in Europe, and support 

1 The French Royalists in Brittany and other provinces.
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and defend the happiest constitution that ever wisdom formed for 
the preserving order in civil society. The execution is quite mysteri 
ous. Great fleets are prepared and lay totally inactive; schemes of 
conquest are formed and relinquished at the moment when execution 
is expected. Lord Moira's 1 army and Admiral Gardner's fleet are 
both withdrawn from their intended purpose 2 and it seems now we 
are to abandon all other plans and stand on our defence. By all 
accounts we are to expect an attack, and I have no doubt it will 
terminate as happily as can be wished, if in so total a discomfiture of 
the enemy that they will sue for peace. Our miscarriage at Toulon is 
truly provoking, the more so as gross mismanagement alone cou'd 
have prevented its being totally destroyed. Lord Hood was in good 
luck to get possession of it, but was not General enough to discover 
how critical his situation was there, nor, I believe, were they at all 
aware of it until O'Hara arrived. No preparation was made either for 
the destruction of ships or arsenal, and at last perhaps it was put into 
as bad hands as cou'd be found. Sr Sid. Smith, 3 who arrived there a 
few days before, and had no public situation, either in fleet or army, 
but was wandering to gratify his curiosity. You know how it was 
executed. The ships shou'd have been prepared for sinking as soon as 
he got possession of them, loading them deep with ballast and stones 
and making a port hole in them near the edge of the water, and then 
place the ships in those parts of the harbour which wou'd most 
effectually injure it. If the necessity of sinking them did not arise, 
the ships wou'd be uninjured; if it did, they might all have been put 
under water in half an hour. The squadron in the Mediterranean are 
very much in the dumps. Lord H's4 ambition far exceeding his 
abilities gives rise to many unpleasant circumstances. Sir Hyde 
Parker,5 his first Captain, has left him and hoisted his flag in the 
Bedford. In all our operations there is nothing pleasurable to be 
found. I must look for that at home, where I hope and believe I shall 
never be disappointed. My good wife and her two little darling girls 
who, they say, are as fine healthy children as ever were, are well. 
Your god-daughter has been inoculated, had the small pox very 
plentifully and is recovering as well as can be wished. Mr Blackett is 
very well and so fond of them and so kind to them, that I think they 
are as happy a family as can be found. I wished very much to have

1 The confidant of the Prince of Wales.
2 An expedition against the French West Indies in 1793. Gardner was later raised 

to the peerage. D.N.B.
8 D.N.B.: infra, Letter in.
* Hood. * D.N.B.
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gone down to them for a fortnight, but cou'd not obtain leave. I 
suppose, Sir, that Miss Wentworth has carry'd off a young man 
(Mr Stackpole) and married him. If Mr Lee was in love with any thing 
but her wealth, this dash of hers will cure him. I hope Mr Henry 
Blackett is well if he is still with you, I will beg my affectionate 
comprts and respects to him, to Lady Blackett, and all your family 
and am, etc.

[P.S.] There have been great doubts about the steadiness of the men 
in the French ships at Gibraltar. 1 The officers wanted English marines 
to be put on board them as a check to any attempt they might be 
disposed to make of rebellion but it was not granted.

22. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Barfleur, 

June 10, 1794

MY DEAR SIR, I believe there are none who will more rejoice at 
the good accounts from the fleet than my good and truly respected 
friends at Musselburg, yet I think it will add to their pleasure to 
hear from myself that after such a conflict I am as well as ever in my 
life. We have obtained by the blessing and aid of God almighty, as 
compleat a victory as ever was won upon the seas,2 more decided 
than we had just reason to expect, for the enemy was superior to us 
in strength and fought with a savage ferocity. We were three days 
engaged with them, before we could claim the victory. It was on the 
28th of May we first met with them, they had 25 sail to our 26. Our 
advance squadron engaged their rear that evening and after dark 
took a three decked of 100 guns. We in the body of the fleet knew 
nothing of this circumstance for two days after, as the Audacious 
immediately went off with her for England. On the 2Qth they did not 
decline action but wished to have it in their own way at long shot  
but Lord Howe by a very dextrous manoeuvre tacked upon them, 
threw his whole force upon their rear, and cut them up very much. 
They retired to take care of their disabled ships, and our Queen and 
Invincible having been roughly treated wanted a good deal of making 
up. It was foggy weather untill the afternoon of the 3ist, when we 
again approached them, and made preparation for battle. We now 
found them with 26, having been joined by 3 fresh ships, and sent 
one of the disabled ones away. We had the wind of them now, so that

1 I.e. ships captured during the war.
2 The Glorious First of June. See the letter to J. E. Blackett, Memoir, p. 19.
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the time of attack & mode was at our command. Between 8 and 9 on 
Sunday morning we bore down on them, with the signal for each ship 
to engage that opposed to her in the enemy's line close. Nothing 
could exceed the grandeur of the scene. In going down I observed to 
the Admiral that notwithstanding their superior strength, in one 
thing we had very much the advantage of them we shou'd have the 
prayers of our wives for our success, whereas they had neither wives 
like ours, nor prayers to offer. About 10 the battle began from one 
end of the line to the other, nearly at the same time: a more furious 
onset was never or more obstinately resisted. Before 12 they fled, 
leaving the seas covered with wreck and 7 noble ships to be captured 
by us. 9 of them were totally dismasted and two others with only 
one mast, which however their small ships found the means to get 
hold of and tow off. One of the 7 (the Vengeur) sunk the same even 
ing, and most of her men in her. Either two or three sunk during the 
action. We were in too crippled a state to pursue, but employed the 
rest of the day in taking possession of our captured ships. The 
Defence & Marlbourgh were totally dismasted, the Royal George and 
Queen each lost a mast. Adm'l Bowyer lost his leg early in the action; 
Adm'l Pasley1 has also lost his leg; Adm'l Graves2 wounded in the 
arm; Captn Montagu killed;3 Capt. Hutt lost his leg, 4 and some 
others whose wounds are slight. A great number of Lieutenants killed 
& wounded, and I believe the loss of men greater than in any sea 
action we have had this two wars, and yet small compared to the 
French, who must have lost in killed, wounded and drowned many 
thousands.

I hope this battle will be attended with happy consequences, and 
tend to promote a peace; it certainly must give a security to our trade 
which has lately suffered exceedingly. But is it not astonishing that 
the French, who we have despised, ruined in their finances, supplied 
with great difficulty with stores, and almost all Europe at war with 
them, shou'd meet us at sea with a fleet superior to ours? It is leaving 
too much to fortune and chance. Great as the skill of Lord Howe is, 
and we have had nothing like him, it is not right to oppose us to a 
force that chance might give a victory to. I hope however their naval 
force is done for this summer: those that remain must be in a ruined 
and shattered state. I am extremely distressed at the misfortune that 
has befallen Adm'l Bowyer. The country will lose the service of a

1 D.N.B. (Thomas Pasley, knighted later). Letter 97.
* Thomas, Lord Graves.
8 James Montagu, captain of Montagu.
* John Hutt, captain of the Queen.
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very gallant and intelligent officer. He bears it with a great deal of 
calmness, and is in a fair way of recovery. This accident will make a 
revolution in my affairs, for as this will always be an Admiral's ship, 
whoever comes will nominate his Captain. I do not know any person 
with whom I wou'd be in the same capacity, yet I think they cannot 
supercede me here, without appointing me to a ship to my wish. I 
hope good Aunty is well. God bless her. You ever have my prayers 
for your health and happiness, being my dear Sir, with true affection 
and regard, Your faithfull Serv't & Kinsman, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

23. To Sir Edward Blackett
Barfleur, 

June 15, 1794

DEAR SIR, Thank you for your kind letter and congratulations. 
I supposed you were probably gone into Northumberland or would 
have wrote to you immediately on my arrival, for well am I assured 
of the pleasure you have in my welfare and success. We have, with 
God's blessing, obtained as complete a victory as ever was won at 
sea; and I hope it will be happy in its consequences to this country. 
But at the time we have so much to rejoice at, I have much to lament 
in the sufferings of my friends, particularly Admiral Bowyer, whose 
misfortune has quite checked joy in me. He is a brave and gallant 
man, and was so raised by the success of the day that he made his 
own misfortune of little consideration; and I believe he would have 
done himself material injury by his spirits if I had not at last shut 
him up and prohibited every body but the surgeon and necessary 
attendants going near him. We carried him on shore yesterday, and 
I hope he is in a favourable way. It was early in the action when he 
was wounded by a great shot, and I caught him in my arms before he 
fell to the deck. It is a great misfortune to me: for the more we were 
engaged in business, the more we were attached, and I believe he had 
full and implicit confidence in me. We who were seamen were well 
acquainted with the great professional abilities of Lord Howe; but 
he has outdone all opinion that could be formed. The proceedings of 
the ist of June were like magic, and could only be effected by skill 
like his. 1 1 scarce know how to give you an account of it. You have 
seen in his letter what information he had previous to our meeting 
the evening the 28th of May. They were to windward, and that day 
we were employed in getting near them. Our advanced squadron,

1 I.e., in breaking through the enemy line.
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commanded by Admiral Pasley, in the evening brought their rear in 
action. Not more than five of our ships were engaged, but after dark 
the Revolutionnaire, of 120 guns, struck; though, from unlucky 
circumstances, she was afterwards lost to us. On the 2gth, in the 
morning, they were still about four miles to windward of us, and 
showed no disposition to come to close action, but to attack us in 
their way at long shot. That would not do. At 12 o'clock the Admiral 
made the signal for our van to tack and pass through their line. They 
could not pass their line, but Admiral Gardner,1 who now led the 
line, closed with their rear, who sustained the whole fire of our line 
in passing them, and suffered very much; three of them were quite 
wrecks.

Barfleur was at that time in the rear, but on our closing with one 
of their ships our fire was such that it is astonishing how she swam 
after it. They returned very little, and we sustained no injury of 
consequence. The French made a good manoeuvre by which they 
covered the ships we had bore hard on, and made a bold push at the 
Queen and Invincible, two of ours that had suffered. Admiral Graves 
wore, and we after him, closing with the enemy's van, and turning 
them to leeward of the disabled Queen, so that she did not receive a 
shot from them. Foiled in this attempt, they bore away to repair their 
ships, three of which were quite like wrecks. It was then too late in 
the day to do anything decisive, and the various movements we had 
made, had put us out of order. The 3oth and 3ist were foggy days, 
and superior as the French were, they would have gone off, I believe, 
had not the guillotine hung over their heads. We were now to wind 
ward, and time and manner of engaging was at our command. The 
afternoon of the 3ist was fine weather, and both sides were employed 
in forming their order of battle, and in the evening we were ready; 
about three miles to windward, they impatiently waiting the morning 
to destroy us, which their superiority in force made them confident 
of; we to do our duty faithfully to our country.

After closing our line, and putting in order, between eight and 
nine the Admiral made the signal for each ship to engage that opposed 
in the enemy's. Came close, and in an instant all the ships altering 
their course at the same time, down we went on them. 'Twas a noble 
sight! Their fire soon began, we reserved ours until we were so near 
that it was proper to cloud our ships in smoke. However, we were 
determined not to fire until Lord Howe had, and he is not in the 
habit of firing soon. In three minutes our whole line was engaged, and

1 A lord of the Admiralty, 1790-4.
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a better fire was never. It continued with unabated fury for near two 
hours, when the French broke. When we had engaged for three- 
quarters of an hour they called from the forecastle that the ship to 
leeward of us was sinking. Up started all the Johnnies from their 
guns and gave three cheers. I saw through the smoke a wreck lying, 
but she was covered in an instant with the smoke. I did not see her 
sink. Nine of their ships had not a stick left as long as my finger. 
Three others had lost two masts each; their frigates got hold of them 
and towed them off; seven were left to us, but the Vengeur sank in 
the evening. You may suppose we were not in a condition for pursuit. 
We reckon they had 300 guns more in their line of battle than we had. 

I congratulate you and Major Scott on his appointment with 
Lord Cornwallis, 1 and wish him sincerely every success, which I 
think the abilities and good fortune of his general, and his own skill, 
give a fair promise of. I am very impatient to hear from the North. 
I took every care to save my dear Sarah from the fidgetts and wrote 
her a scrap of a letter2 by Sir Roger Curtis to tell her what we had 
been about. I think she would be more glad to hear it from me than 
from any body else. I beg my most respectful compliments to Lady 
Blackett, Mrs Scott, and all your family and am, dear sir, with great 
truth, Your faithful and affectionate servant, CUTHBERT COLLING 
WOOD.

24. To Sir Edward Blackett
Barfleur, 

June 30, 1794

DEAR SIR, I hope you will excuse my not having answer'd your 
very kind letter before this, but really I have been so engaged, first 
in preparing for the King, and lately in attending him, that I have 
scarce had time to write a note to Sarah to tell her I was well. But 
now to answer the latter part of your letter. I will take Mr Wise into 
my ship with a great deal of pleasure, rate him Midshipman, and do 
everything in my power to bring him forward in the service, and 
doubt not, notwithstanding Lord Howe's supplemental letter, he may 
learn his duty as an officer in my ship as well as any other. That 
extraordinary production of Sr Roger's 3 pen threw the fleet into the 
utmost consternation and astonishment. There was not a cool heart

1 The second earl, who on his return from India was appointed to command the 
army in the Netherlands. D.N.B.

* Not in the Memoir, cf. p. 23.
3 Curtis: cf. Memoir, 23-4. Collingwood did not receive the medal for ist June 

1794 until 1797.
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amongst us before except Molloy's, 1 whose conduct is past defence, 
and though the situation of the ships in so large a fleet must neces 
sarily be very different on such a day, there was not, I believe, a 
suspicion in the mind of any man that all had not done their duty well. 
The appearance of that letter had nearly broke my heart, but I still 
trusted that facts wou'd stand their ground against any insinuations 
to their disadvantage: I went immediately to Sr Roger Curtis and 
demanded to see Lord Howe who, however, I have not yet seen with 
opportunity to talk on the subject. I told Sr Roger that I considered 
the conduct of the Barfleur had merited commendation when com 
mendation was given to zeal and activity and that an insinuation 
that either had been wanting was injurious and unjust, nor do I 
believe any ship was more warmly or effectively engaged than the 
Barfleur from the beginning of the action to the end of it. That the 
Frenchmen did not knock our masts away was not my fault. He 
assured me that no disapprobation was meant to be implied, but 
that in the selections the Admiral was pleased to make, he must stop 
somewhere, and the good conduct of the fleet was summed up in a 
latter sentence. All that cou'd be said to that was, that it was a most 
unfortunate style. Those who were mentioned in this letter were almost 
as much offended at the manner as those who were omitted. The King 
arrived on Thursday and we all attended in our barges to escort his 
Majesty, Queen, etc. to Lord Howe's ship, in great parade. There, I 
understand, great ceremonies passed of congratulations and Lord 
Howe was presented with a diamond sword, the Admirals with a 
chain of gold. In the evening we attended him on shore and it was 
notified that the King wou'd have a levee the following day on shore. 
The letter, and not being admitted on board His Majesty's ship whilst 
his flag was flying, to pay our duty to him and witness the honours 
he was doing the Admiral, had soured the minds of every body, and 
while the nation were rejoicing in a great victory, those who had won 
it seemed alone dejected and sad. On Friday morning when we were 
assembled in a room to be first presented to His Majesty, Lord Hugh 
Seymour 2 represented to Lord Howe how justly the officers of the 
Navy were dissatisfied with their treatment; they had hoped that 
when His Majesty did them the honour to hoist his flag in the fleet, 
they shou'd not have been by order excluded from his presence; that 
nothing cou'd have been more gratifying to them than to witness the

1 Anthony James Pye Molloy, captain of the Caesar. Great Sea Fights (Navy 
Records Society) i, 79-84.

2 Capt. Conway: supra, Letter 10.
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honours conferred on him, which he had so justly merited; that the 
world understood the King was come to do honour to his fleet, that 
while officers of inferior rank in other corps had been received into 
his ship, they were positively excluded, and he knew of no honour 
the officers of the Navy had received by his presence unless sitting 
in a boat four hours was an honour. Lord H. defended himself as 
well as he cou'd and in conclusion said he wou'd remain no longer in 
the fleet than he cou'd give general satisfaction. We were then intro 
duced to the King and Queen, and had the honour of kissing hands. 
On Saturday he sailed in a frigate and they run her on shore near the 
Isle of Wight. On Sunday we all dined with his Majesty and surpas 
sing my expectation had a very pleasant day. He was cheerful and 
good humoured to all, and there was as little ceremony as at the 
table of a private gentleman. This morning they went in a frigate to 
Southampton and thence, I understand, were to proceed for Windsor. 
He has made a promotion of [MSS. torn] down to Capt. John Harvey1 
who, however, poor man, is dead today of his (wounds). Adml Graves 
is to be a Peer if he chooses, and Sir Alexr Hood a peer of Ireland. 2 
They intended Adml Bowyer to be created a baronet, but as he is 
already in succession to an old baronetage he declines. Adml Gardner 
is made Major General of Marines, a new appointment with twelve 
or fourteen hundred a year. 3 There is also some promotion of 
Captains and Lieutenants. An Admiral will certainly come to this 
ship, and Lord Chatham has promised that I shall have a good ship 
of such rate as my rank entitles me to. Lord Ho we is less blamed for 
his letter than his Captain, who ever has been an artful, sneeking 
creature, whose fawning insinuating manners creeps into the confi 
dence of whoever he attacks, and whose rapacity wou'd grasp all 
honours and all profits that come within his view. The letter was an 
attempt upon the credulity of the world to make them believe the 
Queen Charlotte, with very little help, defeated the French fleet. It 
may be considered as a libel on the fleet. I hope you have heard from 
Major Scott since his arrival on the Continent. I am afraid he will 
have a laborious task there and little hope of success.

I beg my most respectful compliments to Lady Blackett, Mrs 
Scott, and all your family, and am, dear Sir, with great respect, 
Your obedient and most faithful servant, CUTHBERT COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Whenever I know to what ship I am to be appointed I will let
1 Of the Brunswick. Not to be confused with his namesake. Great Sea Fights, 

loc. cit. i, 102.
2 Lord Bridport. 8 Collingwood succeeded to this post in 1808. Letter 172.
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you know that Mr Wise might then join her and in the meantime 
wou'd wish to know his Christian name. Our affairs on the continent 
have not a good aspect.

25. To Dr Alexander Carlyle

Barfleur, Spithead,
July 9, 1794

MY DEAR SIR, I beg your pardon for having been so long in 
writing to you in return for your very kind letter but I have really 
been very much employed, between the refitting the Barfleur, and 
attendance on their Majestys, when they were here on their visit, 
and withal so much out of temper, that I was unfit to write pleasur- 
ably, which I wou'd always wish to do to you. Except Molloy's there 
was not a cool heart in the fleet, all seemed satisfied, there did not 
appear a doubt, that all had not exerted their utmost ability to do 
justice to their country's cause on the first of June. I assure you for 
my own part, I expected, if commendation was given to individuals, 
that we in the Barfleur shou'd have had a share. Judge then what a 
consternation was spread through the fleet by the appearance of 
Lord Howe's second letter. I was sick with mortification that there 
should be the shadow of a suspicion that every possible exertion had 
not been made by the Barfleur, in the mind of any man, and felt it 
an injustice that such an insinuation shou'd go into the world. I 
went immediately and desired to see Lord Howe, who was not on 
board & was after so engaged with the King, &c., that I never had 
an opportunity to speak with him on the subject. But with Sir Roger 
Curtis, his first Captain, his minister, and I have no doubt fabricator 
of his letter, I remonstrated. I told him I had not look'd for praise. 
I feel a motive within me for doing my duty faithfully superior to it 
but yet I could not help thinking, the manner in which we were 
excluded, bore hard upon injustice: there was an implication of 
defect, of which I was not conscious, for from the beginning of the 
Action until the end of it, we were hotly engaged. He assured me 
nothing was so far from the intention of the letter as to impute want 
of skill or exertion to any, that it was impossible that all, on such a 
day, cou'd be in similar situations, and that Lord Howe had selected 
those whose circumstances struck him most forcibly. What cou'd be 
said to that, but that it was an ill told story, a story which has given 
me more pain than even my poor Admiral suffered from his mis 
fortune. Not many are better pleased than myself and while all
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England was rejoicing in a great victory, the hearts of those who won 
it were sinking with disappointment. Their Majesty's arrival cleared 
our sky a little; we were all presented to them and kiss'd hands, 
attended them wherever they went upon the water, and on Sunday 
had the honour to dine with the King, which was a much pleasanter 
day than I expected. His Majesty was gracious to all, and there was 
less ceremony than I look'd for. Lord Chatham sent to me by Lord 
Hugh Seymour, that when another Admiral was appointed to the 
Barfleur I should have a ship of the rate I was entitled to, and told 
Adml Bowyer the same thing. We are now almost all ready for sea, 
and today I hear Adml Elphinstone is to hoist his flag here, and his 
officers already commissioned, so that tomorrow or next day I shall 
leave the Barfleur, but when, or to what ship, I am to be appointed 
I have not heard and shall be very anxious untill I know. I have wrote 
to Lord Ch[atham] today on the subject. In the uncertain state I am 
at present, I hardly wish to see my Sarah here. God knows where I 
may have to move to, and the vexation I have lately had has made 
my brows wrinkle, and made me fret. And yet I think nothing wou'd 
fret me when my darling blesses my eyes: indeed she is a blessing to 
me and when peace comes if ever peace comes I will be happy in 
spite of the slights of any man. They wou'd have the world believe 
the Q[ueeri] Charlotte with but very little help, defeated the French 
fleet. There was work enough for all. I hope our good Aunty is keeping 
her health well this very hot weather, which is burning up the very 
earth here. I received a letter from Sir Edward today, and find 
Major Scott is not yet gone to the continent. For my part I think he 
is better where he is. The torrent seems there irresistible, the Repub 
licans, by dint of multitudes, drive all before them and will do so as 
long as they find means to subsist them. One wou'd think so great 
an Army wou'd destroy itself by ruining the country, wheresoever 
they come, but we have long thought so and still they go on. God 
knows how it will end, but I think if we had peace with them, they 
would do the work themselves, by a civil war in France.

Adm'l Bowyer is recovering very well. Adm'l Pasley not quite so 
well; he had a slight stroke of Palsey but recovered from it soon. 
This hot weather is very much against them. Captn Harvey & Hutt 
died1 within 24 hours of each other. I will write to you again soon, 
when I know what is to become of me. A sad confusion this misfortune 
of Adm'l Bowyer's makes; all the Lieutenants and officers of every 
description adrift and seperated have, as it were, the world to begin

1 Great Sea Fights, i, 7.
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anew. God bless you my dear Sir. With kindest love to Aunty and all 
your house. Believe me with sincere regard and affection, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

26. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Portsmouth, 
August 3, 1794

MY DEAR SIR, I have been a good deal racketted about since I 
had the pleasure of your letter, which I assure you was very com 
fortable to me. The effect I most apprehended from that uncandid 
invidious letter was being injured in the esteem of those whose good 
opinion is the foundation of my happiness and whose situation does 
not enable them to come at much particular information on the 
subject. But I have no doubt the day will come that I will satisfy not 
only them, but he who wrote it of its injustice. Immediately on my 
being superceded I went to London, and was received by Lord Chat 
ham with great kindness who told me I shou'd have as good a 74 as 
was at that time disposable. The Hector at this port, and Edgar at 
Chatham, were vacant. I told him my object was to go to sea as soon 
as possible and with Lord Howe in preference to any other situation, 
when I did not doubt I shou'd soon raze from his mind any unfavour 
able ideas he may have conceived of me, and, if it please god, so I 
will. For what is so ill founded cannot have stability. They both want 
men, but I preferred the Hector as being at this Port, and in some 
state of readiness, and a,s Adml Montagu1 and his people had to 
remove from her, which wou'd take a week or ten days, I determined 
in that time to go and see my Sarah, and my darlings. I arrived at 
Morpeth on Friday night, met my blessed wife on the road waiting 
my coming, and forgot all my cares and vexations for eight and forty 
hours. On Sunday I received a letter from the Admiralty ordering me 
to Portsmouth, where my commission waited me, and here I am 
quite time enough, for they have not yet so completely finished the 
accounts of the ship as to enable me to take possession, and I am 
sorry I did not stay a few days longer with my family. Lord Howe 
came down the day before me, but I understand the fleet does not 
sail for some time yet. There is such a parade and ceremony in every 
thing done here that the French squadrons which are now very 
numerous, threaten to destroy our trade while we are making our 
arrangements. At present we hear nothing of this man's quitting

1 Spencer Papers, ii, 161.
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the command. I believe a change for Barrington wou'd be very 
acceptable, the seamen in the ships are sour, any little matter wou'd 
make a convulsion just now. I have heard the Barfleur's have shown 
symptoms of a dangerous restlessness when part of them was to be 
drafted into another ship. On Adml Elphinstone's1 coming there, 
they refused to go, they would not be seperated, but the temperate 
and good management of Capt. Elphinstone settled the business 
quietly. Now I do not believe this proceeded from much personal 
attachment to each other, nor from dislike of the ship they were 
going into, but rather evinced a disposition to cavill, of which I fear 
the seeds are sown. Let them take care the growth is checked dex- 
trously, or we will need no foreign enemy to confound us. In London 
I found people very desponding on the event of the war. The style 
of it has hitherto not been a good one. Our army exhausts us and an 
army is the hobby. When we are reduced to defence, depend on it they 
resort to the Navy, but the Navy cannot be manned; the difficulty 
every day increases.

I was delighted with my little daughters, who quite met my 
expectations. 2 Sarah seems to possess all the sweet gentleness of her 
mother, mildness and sensibility are marked in all her childish actions. 
That child will be a comfort if we live old. Mary Pat: possesses more 
fire, a quicker temper; she will be a spirited dame, but with proper 
training and the example she will ever have before her, I doubt not 
we shall have in her an unexhaustable source of joy. How thankful 
I am for three such blessings. Give my love to our good Aunt. Well 
I knew that I could not suffer what I did from that slanderous letter, 
and she be quite at ease. God bless her. I hope the day will come when 
I shall make her a joyful amends. Give my love also to your nephew 
Carlyle and ever believe me my dear Sir with great esteem, Your 
faithful & affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

27. To Sir Edward Blackett
Portsmouth, 
August 7, 1794

DEAR SIR, I cannot tell you how very thankful I am for your 
two very kind letters, which I have received since I wrote to you last; 
the first was a great comfort to me, and came to me at a time when 
I very much wanted it, for in my life I never met with any

1 Spencer Papers, ii, 17, 215, 490; and Keith Papers (ed. Lloyd), ii, passim.
2 Collingwood had made a fleeting visit to Newcastle. See next letter.
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circumstance that gave me such mortification and exquisite pain of 
mind as that ill-conceived report of Lord Howe's. It was as much as 
I could bear, and had I not trusted that truth and facts that had 
evidence enough in the fleet wou'd stand their ground against any 
injurious insinuation, I should have sunk with grief, and I really had 
not spirits to write to anybody until my sky opened out a little. 
Lord Chatham, when at Portsmouth, took some pains to get infor 
mation on the subject, and before he left it sent me a message that I 
shou'd be employed in a ship proper for my rank. When I went to 
London, he sent for me, and offered me the command of any 74 that 
was then vacant. The Hector and Edgar were quite ready, and I chose 
the Hector as being at this port. Admiral Montagu was to remove 
from her, which wou'd probably take ten days or a fortnight, and I 
was determined in that time to see my good little wife and family in 
Northumberland, and short as my visit was, I was well rewarded by 
finding them in great comfort, and my little daughters as fine healthy 
children as ever the sun shone on. We had scarce time to express our 
joy at meeting before I received an order from the Admiralty to 
repair hither and take the command of my ship. I fully intended to 
pay a visit to you in my way, but when I came to London found my 
commission sent to Portsmouth, waiting to be dated for my arrival, 
when the other officers of the ship were to be appointed. I did not 
choose, particularly at this time, to be missing for an hour, and so 
made the best of my way and have now taken possession of my ship. 
We have no men, but as all the ships we can muster will be wanted, 
I am [in] hopes it will not be long before I get out. I went yesterday 
to visit Lord Howe at Spithead, who received me very graciously, 
lamented that the Admiralty had put nice officers into the fleet who 
were unacquainted with his signals and general discipline, and hoped 
my ship wou'd soon be in a condition to join him. I told him how 
much I have been disappointed and hurt, after all the exertion I was 
capable of, not having obtained that testimony of his approbation 
which he had given to others, and which I hoped for; but doubted not 
on some future day it wou'd not be denied. He talked of the dis 
advantages the fleet laboured under by the windward situation of the 
enemy, and what we shou'd have done if we had had the good fortune 
to have had the wind of them at first meeting, steering clear of any 
explanation which related particularly to me. I believe he heartily 
wishes his letter had never been wrote. Adml Graves is not so well 
recovered as to be certain whether he goes out or not: he and 
Sir Alexr Hood are to have peerages.
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Indeed, I think I shou'd congratulate Major Scott that he does 
not now join our retreating army on the continent. The mark of 
esteem and confidence in his knowledge and military skill which 
Lord Cornwallis has testified by choosing him for so important a 
situation is very gratifying and I hope they will both soon have better 
opportunity of doing good service to their country than the state of 
things on the continent now offer to them. The fleet is now just ready 
for sailing. I am sorry to say they have been very languid in the 
preparation, while the French squadrons have shewn an alertness 
that is ruinous to our trade. It is not a wonder that the merchants 
complain. There is a report today that the frigates have had an action 
off Scilly, and it is not unlikely.

I never saw Mr Blackett look better, or in better spirits, than 
when I was in the North, and Mr Hen'y Blackett was very well; he 
was so good as to dine with us at Newcastle the day I was there. I 
beg my respectful comprts to Lady Blackett, your sons, and to 
Major and Mrs Scott. If I have an opportunity to get to town during 
the fitting my ship I will certainly do myself the pleasure to visit 
Thorpe Lee and Thorpe. Young Wise is a fine young man and says 
he is sure he will like the sea service; he is at present with Capt. Keates 
in the Galatea, where I intend he shou'd remain until the Hector is 
ready for sea, that he may have as much in the way of improving 
himself as possible. Their Majesties are, I hear, to be at Weymouth 
on the i6th.

Wishing health to you, Lady Blackett, and all your family, I am, 
dear sir, with great respect and esteem, Your affectionate and faithful 
Hmble Servant. CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

28. To Dr Alexander Carlyle

Hector, Portsmouth, 
September i, 1794

MY DEAR SIR, The moment I received your letter I wrote to 
Sir John Orde 1 to ask the discharge of Gray, and he very civilly, as 
I expected, has promised that he shall be discharged, but as Captains 
have not a power to discharge a man without the Admiral's order he 
must take a favourable opportunity to ask it, when his compliment 
is complete, or near it. However, as it will be a satisfaction to old 
Gray to know his son will be discharged as soon as conveniently he 
can I have sent for him Sir J. Orde's promise. I am going on very slow

1 Promoted rear-admiral 1795.
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with manning the Hector. In short there are a great many ships 
commissioned, and no prospect that I see of manning any of them. 
Lord Ch[atham] told Adml Gardner that he intended I should be 
dispatched amongst the first, and as I am more forward in the ship 
than any other, it is likely I shall be among the first attended to. 
Lord Howe has been at St Helen's (a sort of advanced post) this ten 
days. Why he does not go to sea I do not know. Any body else at this 
time of year would find their way down the channel, but he does 
everything with great parade. I was, and notwithstanding the truth 
of the proverb, I confess I am, very desirous to join his fleet. It would 
be a sweet sort of a revenge, to exact from him that justice which he 
has withheld, and if it please god, the day will come. There is at 
present no prospect of the war terminating, the French are fast 
increasing the force of their fleet and we are increasing the numbers 
of our ships, in that languid sort of a way that things have been done 
from the beginning.

The French have 3 or 4 active squadrons out that have done 
infinite mischief to our trade. By a retaken Dutchman, which arrived 
here the other day, we learn that 3 frigates which took her had taken 
24 prizes in about 3 weeks, 18 of which were English. No trade can 
stand that. By the time our fleet gets down the channel the enemy 
will have pretty well done their business and returned to Port. I do 
not see any great good consequences attend the reduction of Corsica, 
on the contrary, by annexing it to the crown of England, I suppose 
we shall have the expense of establishments there, and the honour of 
defending it. In the West Indies there is a lamentable spectacle in the 
ravages made by sickness, and unless happily a hurricane disperses 
the infected air, and saves the remnant of English left, those islands 
will be ready for the possession of those who first get a force out, and 
the activity of the French makes the odds in their favour. Since 
Sir P. Parker1 went on leave of absence I have, as Senior Officer, 
commanded at the Port and been so confined to it that the 3d of 
Sept'r, I have not finished your letter.

Yesterday, Sir John Warren 2 arrived. His squadron of frigates 
chased a French frigate on shore, where they demolished, and two 
small men of war. The frenchmen continued to engage them when 
on the rocks and never struck his colours at all, but when the ship 
was broke by the rocks, they left her. Today advice was brought here,

1 Nelson and Collingwood had served under him in their youth. Nicolas, Dis 
patches and Letters of Lord Nelson, vii, 233.

2 D.N.B.
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that a squadron of nine sail of the line were cruizing in the coast of 
Ireland and had taken a great number of ships, Lord Howe still lay 
ing with the fleet at St Helens. Any dull merchantmen can get down 
the channel & yet this fleet of fast sailing ships cannot go because the 
wind will not admit of their sailing in certain forms. It would be 
reckoned nonsense in any but his Lordship. It is not the Port Admir 
al's tardiness that ships are not sent to sea on intelligence being 
received, their business being merely to urge and direct the equip 
ment, they have not authority to send ships to sea without the order 
of the Admiralty, which, however, they certainly ought to have. 
Hector goes on slowly in manning but I think when the ships expected 
from the Mediterranean arrive I shall be completed at once.

Give my Love to my good Aunty & Carlyle. God bless them. I 
hope Mrs R. Home is better, but I am afraid she is not good at 
resisting misfortune. My darlings are all gone to Newcastle. Mr 
Blackett could not get longer to them, and they seem all from home 
when they are not together. Believe me my dear Sir, with sincere 
regard your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD. 
[P.S.] They set fire by great negligence to one of the finest and newest 
of the French ships the other night, by carrying a light into the 
magazine, where was a quantity of wet gun powder: four men were 
burnt in her and I shall lose 200 pounds by (their) carelessness. 1

29. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Hector, Portsmouth, 

October 18, 1794

MY DEAR SIR, I thank you for your two kind letters which I 
received by Captain Patton. 2 I am sorry to find by the last good 
Aunty is not so well as I wish her, the sudden change from a very hot

1 Admiral Bowyer to Admiral Roddam. Part printed in the Memoir, pp. 24-5.
Cowes, 

October n, 1794
DEAR SIR, As your letter of a very late date with which you was pleased to 

favour me was not on any matter of Bussiness to require an Imediate answer, I am 
very glad to avail myself of that circumstance as an excuse for deferring it, that I 
might reply to it with my own hand, and not lose the satisfaction I always feel in 
doing justice to the merit of a Friend of yours which I hardly do in saying I don't 
know a more Brave, capable, or better officer in all respects than Captain Colling- 
wood. I think him a very fine character and I told Lord Chatham when he was at 
Portsmouth, that if ever he had to look for a first Captain to a commander-in-chief, 
I hoped he would remember, that I Pledged myself he would not find a better than 
OUT friend Collingwood. Yours, GEORGE BOWYER.

2 Philip Patton, son of the Collector of Customs at Kirkcaldy, later Admiral. 
D.N.B.
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summer to cold weather has affected everybody in some degree and 
I hope Mrs Carlyle's complaint will wear off as the weather is regular 
in its temper. Bowel complaints have been very common here, and 
when they are the fashion I never fail to have my share. I am glad 
your Traitor was executed, and I sincerely wish the example may 
deter other turbulent spirits from stirring comotion among us at 
home, while we have so much of serious business to look to abroad.

The defeats of our Armies are quite shocking, and from present 
appearances I think we shall probably be reduced to stand on our 
defence here in England by the next Campaign. The French party in 
Holland is numerous, and the government not very alert. I shou'd not 
suppose the resistance there will be effective, on the contrary that 
there is great reason to apprehend before Midsummer next they will 
be in possession of the Ports there, then what a temptation to try 
their fortune in England.

What Rod'm Home says of the difficulty of judging of naval 
affairs is in general true, but when we see a great fleet equipped, 
superior in number, and possessed of more skill than the enemy, and 
at the same time find your trade almost demolished, and the Ports 
of the Enemy filled with your ships, it is very fair to conclude the 
best possible use is not made of that great fleet, which ought to pro 
tect them. I think you attribute it very properly to stately move 
ments. What kind of a march wou'd an army make in the parade 
order of St James 1 Park?

I do not understand there is any doubt but that the French have 
sent a very considerable naval force to the West Indies, and it is not 
likely they wou'd go without an army. Our troops destined for that 
country are still at St Helen's, waiting for a wind.

Though the West Indies formerly agreed with me as well as with 
any body, I have no desire to go there, and hope I shall avoid it at 
least this year, for the difficulty in getting men is such that I do not 
know when I shall be manned for sea. I do not muster more than 130 
in all, but in all other respects am ready for sea at a very short notice.

Had I expected that my stay in Port wou'd have been so long I 
shou'd certainly have entreated my good Sarah to have come with 
me here, for I feel my absence from my family sore now that I am 
not actually at sea. But such is the uncertainty of our state, that I 
may be off in a week, or remain here this three months. I trust they 
are a great delight to Mr Blackett. The accounts I have of them give 
me a pleasure that cannot be derived from any other source. Their 
Mother is unremitting in her cares for them, and I have no doubt
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they will imbibe from her qualities that will make them estimable, 
as she is. I like Captain and Mrs Pat'n very much; his gravity wears 
off on better acquaintance, and she is a well bred genteel woman. I 
invited them to dine, to introduce them to some of my friends here, 
and yesterday Mrs Hughes and I dined with them. They have got a 
small house for the present only. It is not an easy thing to get a 
comfortable habitation here. I hope Edinb[oro] will agree with 
Mrs Carlyle. Wishing you all health and every comfort I am, my 
Dear Sir, with great esteem your faithfull and affectionate, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. Sir Thomas Clavering1 is now at last worn out and gone. The 
little French woman will now make a dash. What a revolution from 
the nothingness of her former French condition. I read in the papers 
today of the death of Mr Bigge of Benton and am very sorry for it, 
he leaves a fine family, but too young to lose such a father. Do you 
know the father of Sir And[re]w Douglass, 2 who I have heard is a 
Hatter in Edinburgh?

30. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Portsmouth, 

November 17, 1794

MY DEAR SIR, I have been so very much unsettled lately that I 
scarce knew what account to give of myself, and so deferred writing 
to you until I would have a more certain one. Lord Chatham promised 
some time since to bring my ship forward to service as soon as he 
conveniently cou'd, but as the difficulty about men still continued, 
on the late promotion of Admirals, he wrote to me offering me the 
Alexander, which became vacant by the advancement of Capt. Bligh3 
to the rank of Admiral, and was a ship remarkably well manned. 
This offer I was very thankful for, was commissioned for her, and 
waited here her arrival. You have heard what has befallen her. The 
Canada and her fell in with 5 sail of the line, the Canada being the best 
sailer got off. The firing began upon the Alexander between 8 & 9 in 
the morning, she was continually engaged till between 3 & 4 in the 
afternoon, and had not then struck her colours, but you may suppose

1 M.P. for County Durham (1768-90), succeeded by his nephew, who married 
Clara, daughter of John de Gallars de la Bernardin of Anjou. Debrett, Baronetage,
i. 373-

a Capt. R.N., wounded ist June. James, Naval History, i, 270.
3 Sir Richard Rodney Bligh, promoted rear-admiral 1794. Keith Papers, ii, 13; 

Spencer Papers, ii, 122, 140. For Captain J. M. Bligh: infrat Letter 185.
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there was little chance of her disabling so many of them and herself 
remain in a state to get off. I have heard that the Admiralty are not 
quite pleased with the conduct of Captn Hamilton1 of the Canada. 
I do not know enough of it to form any judgement. This has been an 
unlucky event to me, as it has thrown me quite out of employment, 
but poor Bligh's misfortune is so much greater that mine seems 
nothing to it. Engaged in active scenes of life we must expect hits 
of ill luck, as well as strokes of good fortune. I see every body experi 
ence them in their turn and why shou'd I expect to be exempt. I 
immediately on the arrival of the account wrote to Lord Chatham, 
but have not yet heard from him, and if I do not tomorrow I shall set 
off for London and endeavour to get myself establish'd again as soon 
as possible. It gives me a great deal of trouble, but thank god I have 
health and think nothing too much trouble to accomplish a point so 
near my heart. You will have heard accounts of our family at New 
castle; Mr Blackett's toe is getting better, and all the rest well; my 
little lasses thriving charmingly. Mary Pat grew 5 inches in height 
last year, Sail about 3^, and their precious mother is doing all she 
can to make them good as herself, and what can I desire more?

The Medditerranean convoy is arrived safe, which is good luck, for 
the fleet was in Torbay and the Squadron that met Alexander was 
probably looking out for them. There is another convoy expected 
under the America from Lisbon, and one of the ships has a very con 
siderable sum of money on board for the Merchants. I see no prospect 
of peace, but think we are in a fair way of having the war to our 
selves, the Allies will probably all drop off this Autumn, and we, by 
confining our operations to where we are more immediately con 
cerned, will do better. Admiral Bowyer, you will have seen by the 
papers, has got safe home. He was here a few days and in excellent 
spirits, his wound almost well.

I hope Edinburgh agrees well with Mrs Carlyle and all your 
family, and that your stomach has no returns of the complaint. 
Mrs Hughes met Col Dickson, her dear brother-in-law, in a house 
here yesterday, and they parted without taking notice of each other. 
The Col knew her, but was as distant as if she had been of another 
species. I pity their hearts that have so little of affection in them, so 
much of resentment. What joys can life have for them? Give my kind 
love to dear Aunty & Carlyle. Comp's to Miss Cardonnel and ever 
believe me, my dear Sir, with true regard and affection, your faithfull 
kinsman, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

1 Ibid., ii, 377.
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31. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Excellent, Plymouth,

January 3, 1795

MY DEAR SIR, I believe I wrote you in London when I was first 
appointed to the Excellent, but I have really since the beginning of 
December been so much on the gallop and have had so much to do 
in a short time that I scarce remember to whom I have wrote. Ever 
keeping my blessing of a wife in my mind, when I found I shou'd 
probably have ten days or a fortnight on hand, before the fleet 
arrived in Port, with which my ship was, I set off for Newcastle and 
passed 8 or 9 days amongst my darlings in great comfort, forgetting 
all my ships, and all my cares. But the arrival of the fleet rather sooner 
than was expected hurried me off, and a long journey I had to Ply 
mouth. We are in great bustle just now, docking and refitting our 
ships. It was rather unfortunate that so many shou'd be dismasted 
together and that when we want the fleet on a spur a number equal 
to the enemy cannot be collected. It is said they are at sea with 31 
sail of the line, and all their frigates. A Mr Campbell, who made his 
escape from L'Orient, brings this information, but we have never 
found any ship that has seen them at sea, and though all the convoys 
are stopped, on a supposition that they are, we have not sent any 
frigates to reconoitre the neighbourhood, or look into Brest. We are 
making all the exertions we can to get ready, but as our equipment 
mostly depends on the dockyard people I do not know when we shall 
be ready. There are 6 seventy-fours exactly in the same state. I hope 
whenever we meet them we shall be in force sufficient, a ship or two 
is no consideration, and then I have no doubt of the issue of a battle. 
If the weather is fine they will have little advantage from the superior 
construction of their ships which, in rough weather, becomes a subject 
for consideration, for our builders never will be equal to them. The 
French fight their lower deck when ours cannot be opened for the 
sea. Mr Campbell gives an account of the army of Le Vende, which 
was not understood before. He says Charrette has two hundred 
thousand men in the field and is gaining in the estimation of the 
country daily, that the detachment from the Northern army, which 
has been order'd against those Royalists, manifest the strongest 
dislike to the service. Now when we consider that L'Orient is not 
more than eighty miles from St Malo & into Bretagne from the rest 
of France, that two hundred thousand men must occupy a very con 
siderable tract of country to subsist them, and their existing must
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depend on the country in general being favourable to them. Sup 
posing, I say, Mr Campbell's account of them accurate, is there not a 
possibility that the French fleet is gone to the Medditerranean, out of 
reach of the successes of that army, lest Brest shou'd become another 
Toulon to them? They are all gone to sea. There did not seem to be 
an object for them all, even to intercept the Convoys when our fleet 
was in great measure dismantled and under repair. After all we are 
in the dark. I shou'd like to know your conjectures on this subject 
because they are always well founded. I shou'd suppose whatever 
peace the Dutchman may make for himself he will be very tender 
how he acts against us, for he has a great stake in our funds and his 
interest is the best security for his friendship.

We were surprised to find Lord Chatham left the admiralty so 
suddenly. I have to say that I have received great civility and kind 
ness from him and am thankful to him that he has left me nothing to 
ask of the new Lord. The day after he gave me this ship he sent for 
me to say the Robust was going on a Station he believed I wou'd like, 
and if I prefer'd her to this ship I shou'd be appointed that day. He 
said he was induced to make that offer as it wou'd secure me from 
going to the West Indies, and he remembered when I was last there 
it did not agree with me. I am glad my dear good Aunty enjoys 
Edinburgh] so much. God give her health and she will never want 
disposition to be happy. I wish you all the Compliments of this 
season. Many years of comfort and enjoyment. I wish Mrs Home 
wou'd take example from my darling Sarah, who does not love me 
less but bears my absence from her like a sensible woman. My kind 
love to good Aunty & Carlyle Bell. 1 I ever am my dear Sir your 
affectionate and faithful, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

32. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Excellent, Plymouth, 

January 21, 1795

MY DEAR SIR, I have received your letter of the I5th today and 
truly glad I am to find by it that my kind and affectionate Aunty is 
better by her going abroad to dinner. I hope she is very well recovered, 
and I am thankful for it. I sincerely condole with you on the loss of

1 A nephew. He lived later at 7 Royal Circus, Edinburgh. On the death of Dr 
Carlyle, the Collingwood letters passed into his ownership. He sent them to Mrs 
Newnham Collingwood in 1840: she had not seen them previously (Correspondence 
at Greenwich). They were subsequently owned by Lt H. Blackett until acquired by 
the National Maritime Museum in 1928.
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your sister. I wou'd have wrote to you when I received your letter 
which informed me of that event but what cou'd I say to soften your 
sorrow? That I participate in it I hope you believe, for the love and 
esteem I bear you gives me a sincere interest for all your family.

A day or two after I had wrote to you I received two letters that 
which had stopped at Portsmouth] and the other relating to the 
discharge of Gray. Sir Jno. Ord did promise to take an opportunity 
of discharging him and I have no doubt he will. I shall take care to 
keep it in his mind but there is some difficulty in it. Although we can 
receive all persons who offer themselves to serve, we have no authority 
to discharge the meanest person in the ship, but by the order of the 
Admiralty or Commander in Chief. And if the person has received the 
king's bounty it increases the difficulty. You may trust I will do what 
is in my power to effect the purpose you wish, and hope for his poor 
old father's sake it will be done.

If the French fleet is still cruizing in those seas it appears to me 
a very impolitic measure in them, sparingly as they are provided with 
stores, to exhaust them in a wintery sea. Their fleet at Burgin [Bergen] 
must be a great object to them, yet I do not see how they are by going 
to sea to secure their arrival, unless they meant to divert our attention 
from them by offering themselves as the Butt, and at this season of 
the year they cou'd always avoid an action if they meant not to fight. 
Short days and blowing weather is not for our purpose, for whatever 
is not perfectly decisive is against us. If they cou'd draw us out their 
convoy might then with more safety attempt to come down the 
channel. Great vigilance is required in the North sea, to watch their 
motions. Half the reports we have of their armies, fleets, and state of 
their country is conjecture of people who think they have more 
penetration than their neighbours, and longer heads. We have heard 
no more of the army of La Vendee. On the contrary > the amnesty was 
said to have been well received, and the other day it was asserted 
their fleet had gone before Ferrol to prevent the retreat of the Spanish 
fleet, while a great army was approaching it by land, where it is said 
to be very accessible. I am mistaken if before May Day we are not 
able to give a much better account of them than any of those.

I am glad to hear my blessing intends to visit you in the spring, 
because I know how much she loves her Aunt and you, and I believe 
you will have an equal joy to see her. Little Sail has had a bad cough, 
but I hope it is better. They are both, thank God, as healthy children 
as can be and I look forward to great happiness when I can tell them 
every day how dearly I do love them.
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This is not a war of proffit: much gain is not to be expected in it, 
but I believe that is as little a consideration with sailors as with any 
class of people. We are to have, however, £1400 for the French prizes, 
£1000 to be paid now, that will enable me to make purchases. The 
Dutch affairs seem to be in a desperate way. All the Dutch ships here 
are ordered to be detained, they are stopt for the use of proprietors. 
I am glad to hear your account of the Edinburg Volunteers, the 
example of such a band of true Patriots must have great influence in 
preserving the harmony of the country, as well as a noble defence 
against any attempt from an indignant enemy. I beg you will 
remember me kindly to all my friends in Edinburg, I am remember 
ing the great civility of all those Home's to us when in Edinbfurgh] 
with great thankfullness. Give my love to good Aunty and your 
Nephew Carlyle, and ever believe me my dear Sir, with great 
respect and regard, yours faithfully and affectionately, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. I think I shall sail in 3 days from here to join Lord Howe at 
Spithead.

33. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Excellent, Spithead,

March 20, 1795

MY DEAR SIR, I have been very busy ever since we came into 
port, getting my ship into the best order I can. And except a few 
men being wanted to complete my complement, I think we are in as 
good order as any ship in the fleet, and as fit for service.

My good Sarah made me very happy by telling me she had lately 
heard from her Aunt, who wrote to her in good spirits and had quite 
recovered from her violent cold. Indeed the uncommon severity of 
the weather has been trying to all constitutions, but now I hope the 
excess of it is over and that you will all get strong. My bonny bratts, 
I think, bear it better than any body and their good health does great 
credit to their mother's management and care. She is a darling, but 
I cannot help being jealous of her. I think she will get such entire 
possession of the affections of those two creatures that even when I 
return to them I shall be nothing to them, their mother all. It must 
be so for a tender care like her's will have its effects on the growing 
minds of any thing not entirely savage.

I do not know when we shall go to sea with the fleet. Detachments 
are out to keep watchful eye on the enemy and will probably be
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relieved by others, but we hear nothing of the great fleet sailing. 
Lord Howe is very ill and has been so ever since that severe day we 
had at Torbay, the I3th of February, when I assure you I had 
dreadfull apprehentions for the fate of the fleet. It blew a violent 
gale of wind, many ships parted their cables, others broke their 
anchors and at one period were driving about in a most lamentable 
way. The Admiral was on deck almost the whole day and the severity 
of the weather brought on gout and all the mischiefs attending it. He 
is however getting better. If he does not go I have no guess who will 
succeed him for I have heard it was a subject of consideration for a 
fortnight in the Privy Council when we sail'd last, without being 
determined.

My politics are, that \ve shall either have peace this summer or 
more work for our fleet than ever the British fleet had to do before, 
ships we have plenty, of good ones, but there is not one of us who 
does not feel weak for want of men. Recruiting the army has, I fear, 
thin'd the country and an act of parliament cannot make men. 
There is one thing in the use of those we have which I think is ill 
judged, the frequent shifting of them from ship to ship, and change 
of officers so that people do not feel themselves permanently estab 
lished. 1 To make the best use of all the powers of a body of men it 
is necessary the officers shou'd know the characters and abilities of 
their people, and that the people shou'd feel an attachment to their 
officers, which can only exist when they have served some time 
together. However, this, I understand, is to be corrected and men of 
interest having made their election of a ship to serve in, must stay 
with her, and take the service allotted to her. In the Convention 2 
they breath violent threats against England. They have made an 
astonishing progress with their armies and succeeded beyond the 
imagination of any. Yet I have no doubt of what will be their fate, 
if ever they attempt to cross the sea, and the manning of our fleet 
shou'd be the first consideration. I hope it will. I hope old Gray's son 
was discharged, but I have not seen Sir John Orde this winter. Before 
I could get on board the Venerable he was gone to London, and is now 
removed into the Prince George at Chatham. But as the Venerable is 
appointed to be Admiral Duncan's ship at Leith, I think there will be 
no difficulty in getting his discharge when there, if he is not already. 
If a great fleet is wanted on an emergency, perhaps they may resort

1 An interesting observation on the later mutinies. There was no trouble on 
Collingwood's ships.

2 French.
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to the embarking troops to make up their complements. But remem 
ber, that will not do. Better to embark them now and let them be 
trained to the guns, and the sea, and afterwards land them if they 
are more wanted on shore. They may acquire much of a soldier's 
duty here, lose nothing but perhaps the brilliancy of their plumage. 

Give my love to dear Aunty; God bless her and give her health. 
I shou'd like to be of my Sarah's party when she comes to see you 
this Summer. I hear nothing of Rodfham] Home. I hope he was well 
when his wife heard from him. Let me have the pleasure to hear from 
you when you have leisure, and ever believe me my dear Sir, with 
great regard and esteem, Your truly affectionate kinsman, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD^

P.S. Our frigates are successful against the Convoys of the French. 
Destroying their coasting trade must very much retard the equip 
ment of their fleet. No doubt great quantities of stores will be sent 
from the ports [of] Holland to Brest. I wish I was sent into the Chan 
nel with a couple of frigates with me to scour their passage down it. 
I wou'd answer to be always ready to join the fleet whenever they 
went out. God bless you. Farewell. Kind remembrance to Carlyle, 
Miss Colt & all your neighbours, the Homes.

34. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Excellent, Spithead,

July 2, 1795

Thank you, my dear Sir, for your kind letter. It is always a 
pleasant thing to hear good accounts of you. To have them from 
you I reckon amongst my comforts. The bad season has indeed been 
trying to tender constitutions, but it is to be hoped it will mend and 
that our good Aunty will reap great benefits from its improvement. I 
am about to increase my distance from you, but it is a satisfaction 
that I shall still be in the line of a direct post and not entirely deprived 
of the greatest pleasure I have, that of hearing from my family and 
friends. I am appointed, and if the wind is fair certainly shall sail on 
the 8th with, I believe, rather a numerous convoy to Spain, to 
Portugal, up the Medditerranean to join our fleet there, where I 
think I shall pass the rest of the war. The Indiamen go with me, as 
far as our way is together, and while I am at sea I cannot serve in a 
better country. I was well acquainted in it, but it is long since, 1

1 Presumably as a midshipman.
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and I think we are more likely to have business to do there than on 
this Atlantick side of Europe. The South of France, I understand, 
depends very much on the import of corn from Africa, 1 and their 
fleets must come to sea to protect that trade. They are so completely 
done up by the action of Lord Bridport2 that there is little chance 
of their making any show here this summer, and Cornwallis's retreat3 
will certainly tend as much to dispirit them, for they have seen that 
an English fleet, great or small, is impregnable. It is extraordinary 
that Cornwallis, than whom no man stands higher for bravery and 
good conduct in action, shou'd have established his character more 
by his retreats than Victories. It was his lot twice during the American 
war to have similar affairs to his late one, where there was no pro 
portion in the opposed forces, and where they teazed him (as he 
calls it) until they were worn out. In one, with Le Motte Picquet, he 
engaged near 40 hours, and at last obliged the French Admiral to 
shift his flag and go into another ship less mauled.

Your account of little Sail quite delights me; I felt every word 
you said of her quite at my heart. I pray she may ever be a blessing 
to her darling Mother, the gentlest and kindest of all human creatures. 
I would rather she was good looking than handsome, and possessed 
of plain good understanding, than wit. Kindness of heart and gentle 
ness of manners she will catch from the example of her intructress. 
I believe children, like all other animals, ought to be taught very 
young; the impression is easier made, it is not the effect of study. In 
her case there is no danger of bad impression.

Every thing is so extravagently dear that it is wonderful how the 
poor live. We give 45 & 50 shillings for sheep which before the war 
were sold for 30; hay £7.10 shillings a ton; a bad fowl for half a 
crown. I assure you it puts both William and myself to our manage 
ment, and I do not think there is likely soon to be an end to it. To 
establish peace on good ground there must be a better form of 
Government in France than at present. Themselves are conscious 
that they have none, but I believe it must be their own army that 
must put them in order. If it is practicable for the Royalists in 
Bretagne and Normandy to cut off the communication between Brest 
and the body of France, and I should rather think it is, and rein 
forced and supplied from England to hold it, Brest, L'Orient and 
St Maloes must soon fall to them, for it wou'd be our care to prevent

1 In 1809, Collingwood, had difficulties with the Dey of Algiers arising from the 
naval blockade. Letter Books, passim] infra, Letter 184.

2 Later, commander-in-chief.
3 In the Low Countries.
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their receiving supplies. A famished army, repulsed by those Royal 
ists, wou'd turn their desperate arms against their governors.

Lord Spencer's 1 management of the Navy is very much approved. 
You perceive that our Ships are more at sea, and we have fuller 
possession of it, than when we moved in more parade. We are out of 
luck with our prize but I have no regrets on such subjects. I have no 
ambition to be rich, and if my Sarahs can be happy and content I 
can never be otherwise, and I hope we shall always have what is 
necessary to comfort.

I think when Lord H[owe] reads Cornwallis's letter he will blush. 
I believe Sir Charles Cotton 2 as well deserved commendation on 
that occasion, as on this, but it was not the Policy of the day to 
give it.

I am sorry for your losses by the death of your friends. I pray 
God to give you good health and that we may all meet some day 
in great comfort. Give my love to our good Aunty and all your 
family. I ever am my dear sir, Your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. Mrs Patton, and her good husband are well. They are very 
worthy people. I think him a very clever, sensible man. I shall be 
glad to see your Nephew, Mr Bell, but I rather think he is not here 
just now, but in one of the Indiamen which is to come. I hope to find 
Sail can swim like a frog, the darling. 3 Why should a miss be more 
subject to drown by an accident than master?

35. To Sir Edward Blackett
Excellent, Leghorn, 

August 31, 1795

MY DEAR SIR, I am perfectly well and am enjoying a consider 
able degree of satisfaction that I have brought all the convoy safe, 
without damage of any kind or loss of one. We arrived at St Fiorenzo 
in Corsica on the 23rd of this month. A more miserable prospect than 
that island presents is scarce to be conceived of, the most savage 
country, barren brown mountains, rearing their rugged, wrinkled, 
heads to the skies: the valleys produce a little corn, bad wine and 
olives, but the barbarians who inhabit there have not industry to

1 First Lord of the Admiralty since December 1794. See Spencer Papers.
2 Promoted rear-admiral 1797; commanded the Majestic in the Glorious First 

of June, succeeded Collingwood as C.-in-C. Mediterranean in 1810.
3 His daughter: infra, Letter 176
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cultivate any of them. Their manners are savage, their ignorance is 
gross, but the part of their character of most consequence to us is 
the inveterate hatred they on all occasions express to the English. 
Every man of them travels in the country with a rifle, gun'and a 
dagger, with which he kills with admirable dexterity such game or 
Englishmen as he may chance to meet in his way the ships of war 
have lost several men stabbed by those fellows and do it with the 
same composure that an old butcher kills a pig. The Gibraltar had 
four seamen stabb'd the last time they were there, three of them died. 
But the disposition of the people was shewn more unequivocally 
lately, by their assembling in a considerable body and marching 
towards Bastia, the Capital, to assault it. Our troops are not very 
numerous, disease has thinned them and they were obliged for several 
days and nights to stand upon their defence. Now judge, my dear sir, 
what great benefits can accrue to England from the possession of 
such an island, and such a people. The ports in it are necessary to 
us while the war is carried on in this country, but it appears to me to 
be a wasteful extravagance making establishments there which can 
not be permanent. There is a Viceroy, a Governor of Bastia, a Com 
manding Officer of the troops, Adjutants and Quarter Masters 
General, a Commissioner of the Navy, and, in short, all the appoint 
ments of a great and consequential establishment. The expence of 
Corsica, I understand, exceeds that of Gibraltar its use temporary 
and ends with the war. Having replenished our water, and repaired 
our foremast, which was sprung, we sail'd for Leghorn on Thursday, 
27th, and joined the fleet here yesterday. On the I3th of last month 
they had an action with the French fleet, but the issue of it has not 
given much satisfaction to the officers. I have heard little of it from 
them, because sensible people are guarded in their conversation when 
there is no subject for praise, but I can understand it was one of 
those fortunate opportunities which not often happen to strike a 
strong and decisive blow, and was not made all the use of that might 
have been. I understand our fleet saw the French fleet between 3 and 
4 o'clock in the morning, before day light, it blew hard and the 
French were to leeward about four miles. In the night they had 
separated so as to make two distant (sic) parts, and it appeared easy 
to place the English fleet so as to prevent their juncture, if not to stop 
them all. They stood towards the land, we stood from it, several 
ships of ours had split their sails in the night and the position of the 
English fleet was not altered till about 6 o'clock, by which time they 
had increased the distance so much that it was I o'clock before our
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headmost and best sailing ships got up and as they drew towards 
the land the wind fell away almost calm. The Alcide struck and was 
set on fire by accident and burnt; near three hundred of her men were 
saved by the English boats. The rest of the enemy's ships got in 
with the shore and our ships were called in. We should be careful and 
slow in censure because men of weakest judgement are most prompt 
to question what perhaps their want of intelligence makes them not 
comprehend, and in this instance, because the Commander has been 
esteemed a skillful, good, officer. Yet the opportunity seemed a good 
one to ruin the French naval force in this country.

You see the Spaniards have made their peace and all the Italian 
powers are on the eve of it, so that before three months elapse the 
contest will be all our own. How long we are to carry it on, or with 
what prospect of success without allies, you can judge better than I 
can. Then it will be determined whether our expensive alliances were 
really aids in this cause, or clogs to our activity.

We do not know what to make of the Spaniards; we hear they 
have 18 sail of the line cruising off Cape St Sebastian. I feel exceedingly 
relieved that I have got my convoy safe off my hands. I seldom slept 
more than two hours at a time all the way out, and took such true 
care of my charge that not one was missing. All the Masters came on 
board my ship to thank me for my care and attention to their safety. 
I met an old friend today, Sigr Spannochi1 who commands one of 
the Neapolitan ships, he hugged me in the most public street until 
I was quite ashamed. It is twenty-four years since I saw him; he is 
about to quit the sea service, being appointed Governor of Leghorn. 2

36. To Sir Edward Blackett
Excellent, St Fiorenzo, 

March 30, 1796

DEAR SIR, I hope I may congratulate you by this time on the 
addition Mrs Scott has made to your family which I sincerely do, and 
wish her and her infant health, that it may live long, a source of 
happiness and comfort to you and its parents. It is with great pleasure 
I hear from my wife that you and Lady Blackett are in good health.

I am going on much in my usual way, seldom have any complaint
1 The following note has been added to this letter: ' Sigr Spannochi is of a noble 

family, he and Capt. Collingwood were brother midshipmen with the present Adml 
Braithwait.' Letters 37-9.

2 This letter is a copy.
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more than a little cold, which while we are so much at sea in bad 
weather it is impossible to avoid.

Since I came into this country the fleet of the enemy have not 
quitted their port of Toulon, except the six ships under Richery that 
destroy'd our convoy. But if the campaign goes on (and there seems 
no appearance of its stop) and they carry the war into Italy, which is 
understood here to be their plan, their fleet must come to sea. They 
know we are always ready; for that they may have no doubt about 
it, we sometimes parade off their port so near that they may count 
our guns if they please. They have assembled a great army at Toulon 
and in Piedmont. We understand they mean to cut short their march 
by landing them in the bay of Espacia or some other bay in the 
Dukedom of Tuscany, where they enter at once into a plain country, 
leaving the Austrians behind them. It will be of great consequence to 
them to garrison Leghorn for a certain time and I do not apprehend 
they will pay much regard to the neutrality of a Prince whose resent 
ment they need not fear. The only bar to this project is the English 
fleet, and I hope it will be found an effectual. The Italians seem com 
pletely tired of the business. A squadron of Neapolitans have been 
attached to us all the war but now, either from sickness or some 
inability in their ships, real or feigned, they have all left us. But our 
fleet is in exceeding good order, healthy and well appointed, and my 
Excellent one of the best sailers in it. A few months since the French 
squadron in the Levant disregarding the neutrality of the Turkish 
ports, took the Nemesis when she was within the limits of Smyrna 
and the Port[e] refused to give any satisfaction on the subject. The 
Bey of Tunis had suffered an English merch't ship to be taken while 
in his protection too, so that it became necessary not to be too nice 
with those people. Admiral Waldegrave1 in January went to Tunis 
with four sail of the line to demand restitution of the vessel which 
the French had seized there, taking with him a number of Tunisians 
who had been captured in their piratical cruises by some Corsicans. 
No satisfaction cou'd be obtained as to restoring the captive Turks  
'he had people enough, if they liked it, they might roast them.' 
Admiral Waldegrave, finding the barbarian cou'd not be brought to 
any friendly terms of accommodation, embarked the Consul, a 
Major McGrae, and his family in his ship and then took possession 
of all the French that were there, viz, the Nemesis, another small 
frigate and a corvette, and brought them off.

1 William Waldegrave. For his tribute to Collingwood after the battle of Cape 
St Vincent, see Memoir, p. 43.
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I had an unlucky accident happened to my ship in our last cruize. 
The Princess Royal ran foul of us in a very dark and rainy night and 
carried away the foremast and bowsprit which reduced us to a 
helpless wreck. In a fortnight I had all my damages repaired and 
rejoined the fleet before the cruize was out, very unexpectedly.

We have very cold weather still, the mountains all round us are 
covered with snow. When I was at Ajaccio, the beginning of this 
month repairing my ship, the communication across the country was 
entirely cut off by the deep snows. For many days there was no 
travelling in the mountains but the valleys are fertile and the sides 
of those mountains produce a fine grape, and were the natives less 
savage than they are it might abound in corn and wine and oil. But 
they are a curiosity in Europe. Surrounded by civilised nations, there 
seems to have been no improvement in their manners, nor their arts, 
since the Christian era. They plough with a crooked billet and pound 
their corn in a mortar: they have no idea of restraint by laws, or 
making an appeal to them when injured, the blood of the offender 
can alone appease them; they are always armed, even when they go 
to church. Such is our new kingdom.

I beg my respectful compliments to Lady Blackett, to your sons 
and all your family, and am, dear sir, etc., CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

37. To his sister
Excellent, off Toulon,

June 10, 1796

MY DEAR SISTER, I have been a long time since I wrote to you 
because I consider writing to my wife as giving all the information 
to my friends that they can have about me. I have good health, 
indeed a sort of constitution that all countries agree with. For the 
rest, it is but a languid sort of life, always at sea and little to do, but 
as this will only be while the French are not in condition to come out 
with their fleet, the state of affairs may soon take a change as they 
are daily getting forward in their preparation. We lay with our fleet 
close to the entrance of Toulon harbour, so that nothing can pass in 
or out, but is subject to our examination. They had a frigate which 
lay as guard ship within the Hieres islands, within view of their 
grand fleet. Last night the Adml sent the Southampton in to bring 
her out, which she has done very well, notwithstanding all their 
batteries, and rather an awkward navigation for the night. Nelson, 
who has always been employed with a small detachment, alarming
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the coasts has cut out three or four vessels laden with ordnance 
stores for the army, 1 which I hope will be a favourable circumstance 
to the Austrians. This is the only way they can be come at, for we 
never see a Frenchman at sea.

I do confess that I was a good deal surprised to hear that Mr. Col- 
lingwood had really begun to build his house at Dissington, which 
he has long amused himself with talking of. I hope he will make him 
self a handsome habitation, but, if I am not mistaken, Chirton will 
always maintain its preference as a residence. It has many con 
veniences, which are so established in his modes of living that he will 
not easily reconcile the giving them up. The building it will be 
amusement for so many years as it lasts. I am sorry to hear Adml Rod- 
dam is not in a good state of health. He is old and will not bear hard 
shakes of constitution. I had a letter from him not long since, wrote 
in very good spirits, and reckoning on great comfort and happiness 
for the rest of his life. I dare say Mrs Roddam will make his life quite 
as comfortable as it ever was and spare him many a long journey in 
pursuit of pleasures. I have had great satisfaction in meeting my old 
friend, Spannochi, who was midshipman in the Liverpool with us. 
He is a very worthy, and a very clever man, in great estimation both 
at Florence and at the Court of Naples. He has been serving in the 
Neopolitan Navy all the war and is now demanded by his own Prince 
to return to his country and take the government of Leghorn, which 
is the best thing in the Grand Duke's gift. I had a letter from him 
the other day, lamenting the probable fate of Italy, to be ransack'd 
by a set of plunderers who carry desolation and misery wherever they 
come. Nothing can save those states, but a great turn of fortune in 
favour of the Austrians who have, however, been defeated in all their 
projects hitherto, until they retook Milan, and though Tuscany is not 
at war with France it is not improbable whenever their army does 
march southward that they will garrison Leghorn to prevent our 
drawing supplies from thence. He says the French already talk very 
big and give him a great deal of trouble. It is said there is to be a 
promotion in the Navy this summer, and Adml Waldgrave says it 
will probably extend beyond me. I cannot say I feel much interested 
about [it], for though I should be very glad to be an Adml, 2 I shou'd 
leave this service we are engaged in with regret and the more from 
the difficulty I shall have in getting an employment amongst so many 
flag officers.

1 Collingwood continued these tactics later. Letter Books, passim.
2 Collingwood did not become a rear-admiral until 1799: infra, Letters 48, 65,
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I shou'd return to home with more pleasure was the war quite at 
an end and peace established for the rest of our days: but we must 
take events as they come and make the best of them. I desired my 
Sarah to send you twenty pounds from me. A good prize wou'd have 
given me the greater satisfaction as it wou'd have enabled me to do 
more what I wished.

I hope my Aunt at Gateshead and all the family at Eland Hall are 
well. I beg my love to them all when you see them. John Wilkie of 
Hetton is married I find, to Miss Terrat of Berwick. I remember her 
very well, a genteel, well behaved woman she appeared to me to be. 
I hope Mrs Jackson and all her family are well. Amongst the marriages 
at N[ew]castle I have been expecting to hear my amiable cousins had 
disposed of their fair hands, but I suppose they are difficult to please. 
I beg my kind love to my brother, and all our family and ever am, 
my dear Sister, your most affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I do not suppose we shall return to Port while the summer 
months last. I have sent William1 to Leghorn to bring me a few 
sheep and poultry for my stock is getting low.

38. Nelson to Collingwood 2
Captain on her passage from Bastia to Leghorn,

August 18, 1796

MY DEAR COLL, Many thanks for your letter of Aug't n. So 
soon as I heard of your arrival at San Fiorenzo I wrote you by way 
of Bastia, but too late to catch you, although I hope you will in time 
receive it as it will serve to assure you that our friendship is recip 
rocal. It is folly to say that any man, let his business be what it may, 
has not time to write but the fact with me is, that I never have a 
premeditated Scheme to send off vessels, therefore 'tis the occasion 
of the moment, and when my Publick 3 letter is done, the ship sails; 
I ought to write before hand, but so few of us do as we ought to do: 
this Span[ish] War [is] in Idea for I can hardly bring myself to believe 
the Dons will suffer themselves to be such Dupes; it is not difficult to 
foresee ruin to Spain as a Monarchy, if she does. We may lose Corsica; 
depend on it that will be all our damage and our fleets will cover

1 William Ireland, storekeeper, his old servant. Admiralty Correspondence, 
ADM./i6i9 (January 10, 1794).

2 This letter is not included in Nicolas, Despatches and Letters of Nelson, cf. i, 
241-4. Original in Collingwood MSS. at Greenwich. For two earlier letters from 
Nelson to Collingwood, see Memoir, pp. 24, 28.

3 I.e. to the Admiralty.
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every Sea but the Mediterranean. I am sorry Manfn] 1 came up 'till 
Sir Hyde's Convoy had hoped [left (?)], or the war more certain. 
Now Richerry, 2 should really the Spaniards not go to War, will cruize 
off Cape St Vincent and we shall be distressed indeed. If Man[n] had 
laid in Gibraltar, Richerry would not have come out, I think he has 
been in a hurry. Leghorn is heartily tired of the French and I believe 
the French begin to wish themselves away; poor Spannochi is still in 
prison, so infamous is his Sovereign. As to our Allies, we must pay 
the Emperor if we mean him to continue the War, and perhaps we 
shall buy faithless Prussia. The Empress will not destroy her Troops: 
as far as a paper War will go ag'st France, she will act vigorously; it 
is not certain that Naples has yet made its peace, if the king does, it 
will be an honorable one. I send you some Newspapers, if you have 
read them, well; if not, they may be amusement. All our troops in 
Corsica are preparing for an expedition; it is not yet publick where 
the storm is to fall. Civita Vecchia, Leghorn, Port Lorgona, and the 
entrance of the Tyber are mentioned by the Publick, but where ever 
it may be I hope the plan is so well considered that it will be success 
ful. It is true and extraordinary that there is at this moment a 
Rebellion in Corsica. Sampoleno wears the French Cockade and avows 
his principles, his numbers are not great but none will give him up 
and he is known to carry on a regular correspondence with the 
French. I shall keep my letter open in hopes of adding a postscript 
worth all my letter.

Aug'st 2oth. All our hopes are blasted: the Austrians have been 
beat, if not defeated on the 3rd, 4th and 5th, the consequences I 
cannot say, if it is as the French acc'ts say, Austria will make peace. 3 
On the Rhine things are worse. Believe me, Your most affectionate, 
HORATIO NELSON.

39. To Sir Edward Blackett
Excellent, off Toulon,

August 27, 1796

DEAR SIR, It was with very great concern I heard of the loss you 
have sustained in your family by the death of Mr Blackett, and most 
truly do I condole with you and Lady Blackett on that account. 4

1 Admiral Robert Mann. James, Naval History, i, 297-300.
2 The French Admiral. James, ibid., 303-5.
3 She did at Campo Formio a year later,
4 (?) Their son.
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Every day I live I have more reason to be interested in whatever 
relates to your happiness and to deplore whatever interrupts, it. 
Nothing can be more gratifying to me than your esteem and friend 
ship and I owe you great gratitude, my dear sir, and to Lady Blackett, 
for those repeated and uncommon acts of generosity by which you 
have exemplified your friendship and for this late instance of your 
kind and tender regard for the interests of our family. In a letter I 
have just received from my dear Sarah she informs me of the mag 
nificent present you and Lady B. have made to my precious children. 
What have we to return but thanks a thousand fold? And an unremit 
ting care to make those little objects of your bounty worthy of it? 
To make them good and virtuous women, and to teach them the 
gratitude they owe to their kind benefactors for so early a care of 
their comforts.

I shall be very glad whenever an honourable termination of this 
war will allow us all to return to those cares, but am afraid at present 
there is little prospect of it. The French, puffed with the victories of 
their armies, and having in view some indemnification to their 
exhausted finances by the plunder of those countries they overrun, 
shew no disposition to peace. In Italy they have collected immense 
sums of gold and silver, and do not confine their plunder to specie, 
but every monument of art or magnificence which has rendered a 
country respectable and is moveable, they carry off. Their army is a 
band of robbers, acting under a most horrible tyrrany which it is 
melancholy to see has stretched its injustice over so great a part of 
Europe. To be their friend or foe is equally ruinous. I believe they 
were disappointed that the Duke of Tuscany did not resist their 
taking possession of Leghorn, then they would have had a pretext 
for going to Florence. The statues and pictures of his famous gallery 
wou'd have gone to adorn the Louvre, as those of Parma and Modena 
have done, and wou'd have enriched them more than the little 
English property they found in Leghorn. 1 As it is, he is ruined in 
another way: the great part of his revenue arising from the trade of 
the port of Leghorn, being now suspended by the blockade. The 
Governor, Spannocchi (who is a very old acquaintance of mine when 
he served in the English Navy, and an honourable good man as any 
in Italy) Bonaparte treated with the greatest indignity, reviled him 
with opprobrious names, accusing him of partiality to the English 
because he had not entered into his schemes of plunder, but allowed 
the merchants to withdraw themselves and property when they

1 The filched art treasures were restored in 1815.
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thought it was no longer safe to stay there. He was sent prisoner to 
Florence, where his Prince, either because he dare not at present 
incur the resentment of the French by releasing him, or perhaps in 
regard to Spannocchi's safety, keeps him in confinement. Is it not 
wonderful that this young man Bonaparte, without that experience 
which has been thought necessary to the command of great armies, 
is able to defeat all the schemes and armies that the best Austrian 
officers can present to him, and this not merely by hard fighting and 
superior numbers, but by address, continually offering an object for 
their attention, as a mask to his principal design.

The enemy seem to have given up all naval operations in this sea. 
Since we came here in April we have kept our station so close to this 
port that the moment they pass from under the protection of their 
forts we are ready for them. So impatient does the Adml appear to 
be to get at them, that were they to venture from their anchorage 
the protection of such forts as they have along the shore wou'd not 
*nuch avail them. They have had an equal number of ships to ours, 
tfhen the detachments were away, but I fancy find it easier to dis 
cipline men to their army than qualify them for the various duties of 
the navy. Our fleet is in excellent order, well provided with every 
thing, in which the Admiral, Sir J. Jervis, takes wonderful pains, and 
the consequence is we are remarkably healthy after being twenty- 
eight weeks at sea.

I beg my most respectful compliments to Lady Blackett and all 
your family, wishing health and every comfort in the world. I am 
with great respect etc., CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

40. To Sir Edward Blackett
Excellent, Lisbon, 

January 15, 1797

DEAR SIR, I have not heard from my wife nor any body belong 
ing to me for near three months, but hope now we have drawn a little 
nearer home that ere long I shall have good tidings of my family and 
very glad shall I be to hear Lady Blackett, yourself and family are 
all as well as can be. We have had but a lamentable winter. Political 
events have gone very much against us, abandoning the Mediter 
ranean, leaving our army behind,1 which was not likely to effect any

1 Corsica was evacuated by the British in September 1796.
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thing without us. But the elements, the dreadful and almost constant 
gales of wind, have done us infinitely more harm, and reduced our 
little fleet to the strength of a cruizing squadron. The Courageux and 
Bombay Castle are lost; with the Courageux most of her men perished. 
The Gibralter and Zealous have had miraculous escapes, and have 
injured their bottoms so much on the rocks that the first is coming 
to England to repair, the other is in dock here. We have but tardy 
allies in these Portuguese, they take every thing perfectly easy and 
seem to say, 'Well, if you will protect us, you may/

They have a few fine ships here, which I am persuaded the 
French might have taken without opposition if they had come in and 
asked for them, for those people are in no preparation for war. I am 
disappointed that Lord Malmesbury 1 has not better succeeded. 
Indeed, I thought the French nation were so impatient for peace that 
the Directory wou'd not venture to send him away, if the terms he 
offered were founded in equity: now it is impossible to say when we 
may look for it.

I have sent by Capt. Packenham 2 of the Gibralter a H'hd of 
sherry, which I beg you, sir, to do me the favour to accept and hope 
you will find it very good. I have desired him to send it by the 
Gosport Waggon which passes through Egham or Staines, but if it 
shou'd be left at any particular place on the road, will you have the 
goodness to write a line to the Captain of the Gibralter and tell him 
so, and he will give directions about it accordingly.

I beg my best and most respectful compliments to Lady Blackett, 
Mr Blackett and all your family.

41. To Dr Alexander Carlyle

Excellent, Lagos Bay, 
February 22d 1797

MY DEAR SIR, I wrote to my dear Sarah the other day giving 
her an account of the glorious battle off Cape St Vincent, which we 
fought on Valentine's day one of the most brilliant sea fights that 
was ever fought, and I hope it will be considered as such by our 
friends in England. 15 sail of the line against 27 or 28 sail (for we 
scarce had time to count them) of Spanish ships of superior force 

1 The English plenipotentiary at the peace talks in 1796.
2 Hon Thomas Packenham, commanded the Invincible in 1794. Memoir p. 24.
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there only wants 28 guns to make them double the number of ours. 
The Admiral 1 had intelligence of their being in our neighbourhood 
and notwithstanding their superiority sought them. We had the good 
luck to fall in with them in the morning of the I4th, our fleet in a 
compact little body, theirs wide extended and unwieldy from their 
numbers. We dashed at them like Griffins spouting fire, and having 
passed their line divided them into two parts, and by a skillful 
manoeuvre, which was led to by Commodore Nelson, turned most of 
our force to the greater part where their Adm[iral] was. Nelson and the 
Culloden were the first in this assault. I was not long after them. The 
first ship I assailed was San Salvador del Mundi, 112 guns, and all the 
fleet know, as well as I do, that she struck to the Excellent. When her 
colours were down and her fire ceased, I asked them if they surrendered 
or if the colours were down by accident. The man who stood by them 
bowed submission, and we left her to go on to the next, when she 
hoisted her colours again, and continued her battle. Our next oppo 
nent was San Ysidore of 74 guns. We did not fire on her until we were 
within 5 yards of her, and in less than a quarter of an hour made the 
Spaniards themselves display the British flag, for I did not stay to 
take any possession, leaving that to be done by the frigates, but with 
all my ragged sails set, made my way to the Sn Nicolas and Sn Josef, 
which ships had been long engaged with my good Commodore and 
Culloden, and had done them much injury. 2 My arrival up with 
Nicolas gave them a breathing time. We went so near that until the 
smoke clear'd away I did not know whether we were fast to her or 
not. In her attempt to sheer from us she clapt alongside Josef, which 
was close to her, so that all my shot went through both ships. On her 
fire ceasing, and the two Spaniards on board of each other, I con 
sidered their business to be done, though their colours were not 
down, and again made sail to what had all along been my object, the 
Spanish Admiral in the Santissima Trinidada, but by this time the 
sails and rigging were in so shattered a state that I cou'd not fetch 
near enough to do her business effectually. We were a musket shot 
from her, and at that distance engaged her an hour, when the signal 
was made to withdraw from action, and we carried off with us four 
of their Capital ships, two first & two third rates, and left the 
Sant[issima] Trinadada a wreck among her fleet. When I left San 
Nicolas they fell on board the Captain (the Comm'r's ship) which was

1 Jervis, Earl St Vincent. For other accounts of the battle, see Memoir, pp. 35-9. 
A Journal giving a detailed account of the action is given in Appendix A.

2 See Nelson's letter of thanks to 'Coll' after the action. Memoir, p. 41. The 
original is now at Greenwich.
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very much disabled in the severe service she had had, 1 when the 
Commodore, whose judgement supported by a most Angelic spirit 
is equal to all circumstances that arise, boarded the Sn Nicolas, and 
having reduced her to obedience sword in hand marched on to the 
Sn Josef, which was fast on the other side of her; the resistance they 
made was not great, a sort of scuffle in which a few lives were lost, 
and there on the quarter deck of a Spanish first rate, he received the 
submission & swords of the officers of the two ships, one of his sea 
men standing by him, and making a bundle of them with as much 
composure as he would tie a bundle of faggots.

What is particularly happy in this great event is that there is no 
drawback, no slander2 though all were not equally engaged, and all 
did what was in their power to reduce them, and I understand the 
Admiral has wisely avoided all partial praise of particular acts, 
which might insinuate to the disadvantage of those whose ill luck 
prevented their getting into conspicuous situations. This event will 
be fortunate for some of my people, for the Admiral has very kindly 
offered to promote those of my recommendation, and I hope to get 
Christie made a Purser, and Fogo a gunner, for which offices I 
would not have recommended them if they were not well qualified. 
San\tissima] Trinidada is still at sea by herself. After such an attack 
I need not say anything about our Admiral. It was certainly the 
highest compliment he could pay his fleet, leading them against so 
superior a force, as it evinced his full and entire confidence in their 
ability and exertion in their country's service, and at the same time 
the fullest proof of his undaunted spirit and resolution. We brought 
them in here to rigg them, and refit ourselves, and when we arrive 
at Lisbon I hope to hear from you that you think we have done well.

Sir Gilbert Elliot 3 was a spectator in this action. If you are 
acquainted with him he will give you a much better account of it 
than I can. He wishes to do it, to any persons who are so much 
interested in it as you and my good Aunty are. My kindest love to 
her, and accept the same my dearest friend yourself, with my heart 
iest wishes for your health and happiness, I ever am, my dear Sir, 
Your truly affectionate kinsman, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. I have not heard from home since the 22d Oct[ober]. Judge of 
my impatience. I beg my compliments to Captain Home &c.

1 Nelson subsequently moved to the Irresistible.
2 Cf. supra, a reference to 1794. The article on Collingwood in the Dictionary of 

National Biography is a posthumous slander the insinuation that he never learnt 
the tactical lessons of 1794, 1797 and 1805.

3 First Earl of Minto, governor of Corsica from 1794 to 1796. D.N.B.
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42. To Dr Alexander Carlyle

Excellent, off Cadiz,
June 3, 1797

MY DEAR SIR, I have received with great pleasure your letter 
of the 23d of March. It is a source of infinite satisfaction to us all that 
our exertions against the Spaniards was so generally well received. 
No part of it has delighted me more than the kind congratulations 
from those whose esteem and affection has ever been near my heart. 
It does make me proud that our dear good Aunty is content, that her 
neice (who she loves I believe as a daughter) has such a husband.

We came here on the first of April, and have ever since closely 
blockaded the port, suffering no ships of any nation to enter it, and 
only such neutrals as were loaded in the port at our arrival to depart. 
Nothing surely can be more audacious on our part, or more humil 
iating to the Spaniards, who have ben lying just within us, 29 sail 
of the line, and frigates enough, & 4 or 5 others refitting. Latterly we 
have lain at anchor just far enough off to be clear of the range of shot 
from Rota, a small town on the opposite side the bay to Cadiz. The 
Dons seem now to be quite reconciled to us and bear their disgrace 
with great patience. Their fishing boats, which have always been 
unmolested, come on board daily to supply us with fish, and some 
times vegetables: perhaps, paying better, we have the preference to 
their own people. But with all this we are well aware how critical our 
situation is. At Carthagena 4 sail of the line, joined by 7 of French 
from Toulon, are ready to make a junction with this fleet whenever 
they can accomplish it. They would then be 40 sail, to our 22. And 
this junction is very practicable, at least to present both fleets to 
us at sea at the same time, but there is no doubt that should this 
happen we should make the best of it, and if we should not be vic 
torious we are in no danger of being disgraced. For this fleet is not 
yet republican 1 ; we have no delegates to determine what our move 
ments shall be, or whether we shall move at all. The state of the fleet 
in England has given me the most poignant grief. How unwise in the 
officers, or how impolitic in the administration, that did not attend to,

1 A reference to the naval mutinies of 1797. Collingwood was a strict disciplinarian. 
'Send them to Collingwood,' Lord St Vincent said, 'and he will bring them to order.' 
Quoted in Memoir, 49. Later he paid this tribute to the ship's company of the Ocean, 
'They have always preserved the order of a regulated family rather than of men 
merely kept in subjection by discipline, their duty seemed to be what most interested 
them; they have done it faithfully and well and I part with them with regret' (to 
W. W. Pole, Adm. Corr.). Letter Book, xi, fo. 513.
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and redress the first complaints of grievance, and not allow the sea 
men to throw off their obedience and to feel what power there is in 
so numerous a body. What is conceded to them is not received as a 
provision which justice makes them, but as what they have extorted, 
and they now know how they may extort, what in justice they have 
not the same claim to. It is a melancholy state to be in, and affords 
an argument for peace more powerful than any other event which 
has happened. What joy will it be to me to return to my darlings, 
that my soul's happiness is wrapped up in.

My Bonny will have told you what reason I have to exult over 
Lord Howe. The injustice he did me in taking no notice in his letter 
of as much zeal as any man in his fleet and as much exertion as I 
was capable of. 1 His Majesty has been graciously pleased to make me 
all the amends he can, by ordering that distinction to be done away 
which was made between those named in his plagued letter and those 
not, and sending me the Medal for the Victory of June with that for 
Febr[ua]ry last. I am very much flattered that you thought any part 
of my letter worth copying. As far as it went it gave a correct account 
of the action, but it is a very difficult thing for any one (particularly 
one who is engaged) to relate all the circumstances of a battle. Every 
one is so much employed by attention to his own situation and 
watching the movements and signals of the Admiral, that it is 
impossible to know exactly what others, that are not very near you, 
are doing. And being so much employed in my own affairs that day, 
no one is less qualified to give an account of the whole. I was amused 
by the observation of your Cynics, and think their wives poor women; 
they must have dreadful times of it if they are so hard to please. I 
admire Clark's 2 tactick very much. There is much ingenuity in his 
system which is supported both by mathematical demonstration and 
experience, but the truth is we did not proceed on any system of 
tacticks. In the beginning we were formed very close and pushed at 
them without knowing, through the thickness of the haze, with what 
part of their line we should fall in. When they were divided, & the 
lesser part driven to leeward, the Admiral wisely abandoned them, 
made the signal to tack, and afterwards stuck to the larger division 
of their fleet, which was to windward, and could not be joined by their 
lee division in a short time. After this we had neither order nor signals, 
for the Admiral was so satisfied with the impetuosity of the attack 
made by the ships ahead of him that he let us alone, and the only

1 In 1794. See Mariners Mirror (1951), 263, for the 1794 medal.
2 John Clerk of Eldin, author of Essay on Naval Tactics, 1790. D.N.B.
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signal he made was to the Irresistible and another to cease firing 
lest they should cripple me, when I was alongside the Salvador. Had 
we on the contrary stuck to the leeward ships, tell the cynics, their 
weather division would have joined them with a fair wind and 
tickled our rear up, as we did theirs, and after all we should perhaps 
have been content to get off without the 9 ships. If you are acquainted 
with Sir Gilb[ert] Elliot, 1 and see him in Edinburg, he can describe 
that day to you much better than I can and perhaps is best qualified 
to give a general account of it, as having only to look on and make 
his observations.

I am very glad to hear Mr Jno. Home has been so well last winter, 
pray give my kind respects to him. My good Sarah did not tell me a 
word of her intention to visit you this summer, I should like very 
much to be of her party for there is no visit I shall make with more 
pleasure than that to Musselburg. We expected Rodham Home with 
his Caesar to join us, but between him and his wife they have managed 
to keep in England. How often do I bless my Sarah that she is not 
importunate about my being here or there, she does not love me less 
than any Lady in the land her husband, but has too much good sense 
to make my absence from her more painful than it is by a teazing 
complaint of what ought to be and is her pride that when my 
country needs my service I am devoted to it. I do pray that those 

. little notes of civility, which I sent to her, because I knew that they 
would give her pleasure, and which happened to be lying on the table 
when I wrote her, may not be shewn, it has too much the appearance 
of trumpeting, which I detest. I beg my love to dear kind Aunty. 
Heaven bless her with health, and that you may long enjoy every 
comfort the world can give you. I ever am my dear sir, Your truly 
affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Our correspondence latterly by Leghorn was very uncertain. 
Your letter has [just] come to me.

43. To his sister
Excellent, off Cadiz,

August 7, 1797

MY DEAR SISTER, I have received your letter of the gth June 
and truly glad to hear you are all well. I do not wonder at your

1 He returned to England from Naples in April 1797.
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anxiety least our Johnnies shou'd follow the example of their brethren 
(as they call each other in England). The truth is we saw strong 
symptoms of convulsions but by the timely application of the only 
good remedy we were immediately restored to reason and firmness. 
A plan was discovered on board the St George to new model the fleet, 
d la Nore, only a few hours before the purposed time of putting it in 
execution. The ringleaders were seized promptly, four brought to 
trial, and being condemned to die late on Saturday night, hoped for 
Sunday's respite, but the case was urgent and admitted of no delay, 
they were hung in the face of the Spanish fleet before 9 on Sunday 
morning, and we have had the most perfect order since. I had no 
symptom of anything irregular here, but it is impossible to say what 
wou'd have been the consequence if there had been an irruption any 
where, for those popular tumults spread with the violence of a 
conflagration. In some of the frigates who were detached from us the 
spirit of insurrection shewed itself but has been quelled in the same 
way, and I think we shall have no more of it. It is impossible that 
Lord Howe can justify his not having taken proper notice of the 
memorials and petitions of the seamen which were sent to him, and 
which neglect was the sole cause of this great national calamity 
which has shook the constitution of England, and given a wound to 
naval discipline which will require a length of time and the most 
delicate treatment to heal. There are many concurrent causes which 
made the thing practicable, the increase of soldiers' pay, the total 
neglect of seamen's, which was to be made up for, by trumping their 
praises in nonsensical paragraphs in a newspaper, calling them 
England's best hope, the country's sure defence and such stuff, led 
them, poor silly fellows, to believe the country wou'd submit to 
whatever they should demand. But were it the seamen who were to 
demand and to receive extraordinary bounties from their country, I 
believe without being powerfully instigated by the arts of others they 
wou'd not have engaged in so disgraceful an undertaking. But the 
chief promoters and counsellors in all this business has been what 
they call Billy Pitt's men, the county volunteers, your ruined poli 
ticians, who having drank ale enough to drown a nation, and talk'd 
nonsense enough to mad it; your constitutional and corresponding 
society men, finding politics and faction too rare a diet to fat upon, 
took the county bounty and embark'd with their budget of politics, 
and the education of a Sunday's school into the ships, where they 
disseminated their nonsense and their mischief. Those are the fellows 
who have done the business, the seamen who suffer are only the cat's
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paws. 1 Making seamen's letter free of postage has very much pro 
moted the business; every lazy fellow finds an excuse from work by 
writing a letter, and what kind of correspondence were you to expect 
from the refuse of the gallows, and the purgings of a gaol, and such 
make a majority of most ship's companies in such a war as this? 
The respectable part, and comparatively harmless, the seamen, are 
but a small part. The palpable neglect shewn to the best officers in 
the navy, and the perfect indifference with which they were treated 
in this whole affair so wounds my mind that I cannot speak of it with 
patience. I had no idea of Lord Bridport's tamely submitting to the 
indignities he suffered, and allowing Lord Howe to sap the founda 
tions of all future discipline while he commanded the fleet. But I 
hope peace is near. It never was so anxiously look'd for by the navy 
as at this time. The Spaniards tell us the negotiation goes on pros 
perously and there is every reason to believe peace is not very distant 
 the sooner the better. There is a young man, Neal Alien [in] this ship, 
a good sort of young man, no Mich'l Alien. I find the Harrison you 
mention is Lieut of Marines of the Collossus, but at present in one of 
the Spanish prizes. He won't come near me, you may depend on it. 
I congratulate my brother2 on his new appointment, which Omman- 
ney tells me he has received, and hope it is a good one. I have been 
rather fidgetty that it shou'd be so long in settling. Your account of 
the little lasses makes me very happy. I hope they have from nature 
good tempers. We must make of their heads the best we can. I pity 
poor Mrs Wilkie having such an unhappy family, of weak heads, 
uncultivated. Is not the sense of shame left in that fellow's numb- 
scull? I did receive a letter from Mr Collingwood when he was in 
London, a sort of a friendly letter, in answer to mine. God knows 
when we shall break up this blockade, not while there is a chance of 
the Spaniards coming out, or a peace puts an end to it. What pleasure 
wou'd it give me, cou'd I hope to pass my Christmas at home. 
Remember me kindly to all our friends. My best love to all at 
home. I ever am, my dear Mary, your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Admiral Parker3 (Jenny Collingwood's husband) is very 
impatient to get home, and so is everybody, and with good reason. 
Nelson is gone on an expedition, I believe, to Teneriffe.

1 A novel and interesting comment on the mutinies.
2 John.
8 William Parker married, in 1766, Jane, daughter of Edward Collingwood. He 

was knighted in 1797 after Cape St Vincent. D.N.B.
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44. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Excellent, Lisbon, 
December 16, 1797

MY DEAR SIR, When I tell you that nothing delights me so 
much as to hear my wife praised, and that my children are hopeful 
creatures and promise to be like her, you will judge how much 
pleasure I had in your very kind letter of the ist October, which I 
received on my arrival here about three weeks since, and the good 
account you gave of your own health, and that of our dear good aunty, 
completed my satisfaction. God bless you both and give you health 
and spirits to live in happiness all the days of your lives.

I arrived here with my squadron the latter end of November, 
after having been out of port 8 months, & without a sick man more 
than the common casualties that must happen among such a number. 
The Spaniards at Cadiz continue to hold themselves in such a state 
of preparation for sea that we cannot trust them. Sir Jno. Orde re 
lieved me and in a few days we all sail to join him, except the Com 
mander in Chief, whose presence is necessary here in the present 
critical juncture. I think it very likely we shall have another battle 
soon, but then we shall be so much outnumbered that the best we can 
hope for is to frustrate the schemes of the enemy. They have at Cadiz 
more than 30 sail of the line: the French, Spaniards and 6 sail of 
Venetians make more than 20 sail in the Mediterranean, and those 
are daily expected down, to join their friends at Cadiz. It will be a 
difficult thing to prevent their junction, as from Algaziers in Gib 
raltar Bay, they can have an hourly communication with Cadiz. But 
when they get together they make but a heterogeneous sort of a 
compound and never can act with that forcible effect that a neat 
little active fleet does, the celerity of whose movements is likely to 
get part of them into a situation where the rest cannot relieve them. 
I have no doubt that the object is to assemble a great naval force in 
the French ports near to England, and that this spring they will make 
a vigorous attack on our Country. I cannot say I have any appre 
hensions for the consequences of that; on the contrary, I think it is 
the most likely means to terminate the war, by the defeat of their 
army and frustration of their grand scheme to reduce Britain to a 
province. Our watch over Cadiz is almost at [an] end and I think it 
cannot be long ere we return to England, even if we have not an 
action, as by the Portuguese peace, which we know is ratified, we 
shall be excluded from all their ports. Except 6 ships great and small
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it is not possible to lay at Gibraltar, both because of the badness of 
the port for a fleet and from the annoyance which the enemy give 
by their gun boats. 1 One of our frigates had near 20 men killed and 
wounded lately by them, and was unable to help herself or do them 
much injury. They insult us even under the very guns of the garrison, 
and the Governor (who calls himself the Tiger of the Rock) will not 
fire from the batteries, least it should draw on the town and garrison 
the fire of the Spaniards. I do not understand that kind of civility, or 
of what use Gibraltar is to us under these circumstances. It rather 
serves as a trap to catch Englishmen in, and a grave to bury drunken 
Soldiers in. There is perhaps more dissipation at Gibraltar than in any 
other station in the world. One great fee of the Governor arises from 
wine drunk there, and licenses for wine houses; therefore drunkenness 
is not a punishable offence in a Soldier. On the contrary, there is a 
sort of encouragement given to jolly fellows and I am told at least 
two thirds of the garrison are drunk every night.

This Portuguese peace seems not to have been at all expected by 
our Ministers, for I understand they have not made any provision for 
it in the orders given to the Commanding Officers, either by sea or 
land. On the contrary, all the Transports which must convey the 
troops hence were ordered to be sent to England. 2 It has very much 
the appearance of want of intelligence. The prospect of coming to 
England is very pleasing to me, but we have been so often dis 
appointed in this expectation that I have not even hinted to my dear 
Sarah that I think it probable. She has, good soul, had many an 
anxious hour in this our long separation (five years) and I would not 
raise her expectation until it is more certain. Her patience and equa 
nimity in my absence are exemplary and honourable to her; they are 
proof of her wisdom and resignation to the inevitable circumstances 
of the times. But oh! how blest shall I be when they no longer exist 
and I can return to the society of the kindest friend and most 
affectionate wife, that ever made a poor sailor happy. Your descrip 
tion of my little darlings made my heart warm, tho 1 various in their 
natural tempers and dispositions, they may prove equally good, and 
perhaps the bond of friendship between them may be stronger from 
this circumstance, for I think it generally subsists most firm where 
the natural endowments are different. I hope our good aunty will 
keep her health this winter. I think the warmth of your town house

1 Collingwood's Letter Books, 1806-10, contain instances of this nuisance.
2 A small British force, under the Duke of Northumberland, operated in Eastern 

Spain in 1793. Letters (Appendix).
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will better suit the delicacy of her constitution than Musselburg, 
which is more exposed to cold winds. Tell her I hope before another 
winter overtakes us to embrace her and tell her how truly I love and 
respect her. Remember me affectionately to your nephew and to my 
respected friend Mr Jno. Home, for whose kind enquiries for me I am 
much obliged. Give my kind respects to Admiral Grame 1 when you 
chance to meet him. I ever am my dear Sir with great regard, Your 
faithful & affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. I am provoked that Admiral Duncan's splendid and well fought 
battle 2 should be sullied with accusations; I know Gregory3 well, he 
was as good an officer, and as gallant a man as any in the navy. I 
do not know what change time may make in his character.

45. To Sir Edward Blackett
Excellent, Spithead, 

December 3, 1798

DEAR SIR, Your letter, which I had the pleasure to receive today 
made me very happy to hear you, Lady B. and family were well and 
safely arrived from your long journey. All the accounts I have of my 
family are comfortable to me, and I am now suffering a painful 
impatience to see them. The moment the destination of my ship is 
determined I shall ask leave of absence and hasten to them. If there 
is any impediment to that, which I do not apprehend, my Sarah must 
come to me wherever I am, for I am restless and unfit for anything 
until I see her. I think I shall very soon have an opportunity of pay 
ing my respects to my kind and affectionate friends at Thorpe Lee.

I am feeling very happy that I am once again in England,4 for 
the station I have been on has not latterly been very agreeable. The 
disagreement between the Chief and other flag officers, 5 and his 
impetuous conduct towards several others on trifling occasions, shut 
the door to the few comforts that were to be found there. I had, how 
ever, the good fortune to keep clear of all disputes, but could not help 
feeling disquietude at many violences and innovations which I wit 
nessed. The Admiralty, I find, have entirely disapproved of his

1 Alexander Graeme, promoted rear-admiral 1795.
2 Camperdown.
8 (?) George Gregory, promoted rear-admira JiSio. James, Naval History, ii, 75. 
4 Collingwood had just returned. Spencer Papers, ii, 366, 417-9. 
6 E.g. St. Vincent quarrelled with Sir William Parker, besides Sir John Orde, and 

Vice-Admiral Thompson.
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sending Sir Jno. Orde home; it seemed to everybody an unwarrant 
able stretch of power and I think the Admiralty cannot consider it 
other than a hardy stroke at their authority in sending the officers of 
their appointment home to them, without even the slightest charge 
of misdemeanour. Sir Jno. Orde is proud and carries himself very 
high, and circumstanced as he was, it needed not great sensibility to 
feel indignities: they were generally gross enough for the roughest 
minds, they drew from him expressions of what he felt, and discussion 
was crime enough. He wrote for a court martial on the Commander- 
in-Chief. When Lord St Vincent showed me his letters I was sorry for 
it, because it wou'd have been more judicious in him to have left the 
Board of Admiralty to defend themselves and their appointments, 
than to make himself the opponent of the Chief. They have given him 
leave to come to England, perhaps before he asked it and offered 
Sir Jno. Orde a command in the Channel fleet immediately. The only 
great mortification I suffered was not going with Adml Nelson. He1 
knew our friendship; for many, many years we had served together, 
lived together, and all that ever happened to us strengthened the 
bond of our amity, but my going would have interfered with the 
aggrandisement of a favourite to whom I was senior, and so he sent 
me out of the way2 when the detachment was to be made.

After all this what joy am I feeling in the hope of soon seeing my 
most excellent wife and precious darlings. I hope I shall never again 
be so long separated from them.

I have a letter today from Mr Blackett at Harrowgate and am 
sorry to find he is far from well, having got a violent rheumatic com 
plaint in his head which he attributes to the too liberal use of the 
Harrowgate bath.

1 I.e. Lord St Vincent, who had sent Nelson off on an independent command in 
the Mediterranean.

2 (Collingwood to Evan Nepean, Secretary, Admiralty Office, London)
Excellent, Lisbon,

February 9, 1798
SIR, On the recall to England of Flag Officers from the Fleet under the command 

of Earl St Vincent, I received from his Lordship an appointment to direct a division 
of the Fleet and wear a broad Pendant, a copy of which I have the honour to enclose 
to you, as also the order which superceded it on the arrival of the Flag Officers. And 
request you will be pleased to move their Lordships to order me such allowance for 
pay for that time as is usually given to Commodores not having Captains.
[Endorsed]. 'What instances are there of allowances to persons under similar circum 
stances?

SIR, The case most in point is that of Capt. Frederick who while Capt. of the 
Blenheim, upon Admiral Hotham striking his flag at Leghorn, hoisted a Distinguish 
ing Pendant by order of Sir Hyde Parker and was paid in consequence io/- a day.'

[Ordered] To be paid ten shillings a day.
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I am very thankful to you, my dear sir, for your kind offer of 
accommodation to us, in the event of my wife coming to the South 
soon. I hope we shall have the pleasure of paying you a visit together 
some day, but all the business I have in town I propose doing before 
I go to Northumberland.

I beg to pay my best respects and affectionate regards to Lady 
Blackett, Mr B., Col and Mrs Scott, and wishing you all health and 
every comfort, I am, etc.

46. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Excellent, Portsmouth,

December 16, 1798
MY DEAR SIR, I was glad to hear from my dear Sarah on my 

arrival that our friends in Scotland were well. I have great satis 
faction in my return to England, for some time I have had a sad 
longing to see my family and the service we were on, though a 
necessary one, was very tiresome, every day alike, no variety for 
near two years, and as to the Spaniards there was no appearance that 
the scene was to be made more active by any movements of theirs. 
Now I am here I am feeling the utmost impatience to get down to the 
North. Had the condition of my ship made it necessary for me to 
stay here any length of time, my wife would have come up to me, and 
perhaps brought one of the children with her, but as she is to be 
repaired, and for that purpose paid off, I shall have it in my power 
to go to Newcastle, and pass, I hope, a few months in the enjoyments 
of all my blessings together. I shall be glad of such relaxation; my 
health requires I should be a little on shore, for though I am not sick, 
I have entirely lost my strength, for want of other exercise than 
merely walking on a smooth deck. Our station of late has not been 
very agreeable. The Chief, having no very material service to execute, 
carried trifles with a high hand, took dislikes and prejudices most 
capriciously, and in the instance of Sir Jno. Orde, and some of the 
Captns, carried his resentment of, I never could understand what, to 
such extremity as to send them home. Those who did not feel the 
effect of this caprice could not witness it without feeling a certain 
degree of disgust. However the Admiralty have entirely disapproved 
of this mode of annulling their appointments, and immediately 
offered Sir Jno. Orde a station in the fleet at home and I understand 
have given Lord St Vincent leave of absence from his duty for six 
months, which leave Lord Keith carries out to him. 1

1 Keith did not succeed St Vincent until a year later. Keith Papers, ii, p. 59.
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I know, my dear Sir, what joy you would feel at the unparalleled 
victory of Lord Nelson. 1 It was indeed a charming thing. It was the 
promptitude, as much as the vigour of the attack, which gave him 
the superiority so very soon, the Frenchman found himself assailed 
before he had determined how best he should repel the assault, and 
when victory had decided on our side the fruits of it were carefully 
gathered in. Will not those successes, when backed by complete 
confusion of the enemy's schemes on Ireland, by Sir Jno. Warren's 2 
squadron, have an influence to dispose them to peace? Will not the 
junction of all Europe against them, and now Asia too,3 demonstrate 
to the French people that the plans of domination which their tyrants 
are pursuing are abhorred by all mankind. If they can bear patiently 
the miseries which such a warfare brings on their country they must 
be content, as long as they are a nation, to be ruled by tyrants, by 
whatever name they call them.

I called on Captain and Mrs Patton the other day, and was glad 
to find them very well. I am very impatient to begin my journey from 
hence northward, but must necessarily stop a week in London. I 
really have now no satisfaction in any body or any thing; all my 
thoughts are bent on my Sarah's &c, and Mr Blackett being just now 
so much indifferent with the rheumatism in his head and stomach is 
giving me a great deal of uneasiness, and that I should be so long in 
England without seeing any of my family is a misfortune. Had my 
ship been kept in commission I should have been down now, but to 
ask Sarah to come here at this season, immediately to go down again, 
would be trying her health and strength too far.

Give my kindest love to my dear good aunty and my kind remem 
brance to your nephew Bell, and ever believe me, my dear Sir, Your 
affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD

47. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Portsmouth, 

January n, 1799

MY DEAR SIR, I hope you received my letter, which passed 
yours on the road. Since that time I have been daily expecting to 
approach you, but had I suspected I should have been half this time 
continued in my ship I should have requested my dear Sarah to come 
to me, for I am bearing my absence from her now with ten times more

1 At the Nile.
2 Promoted rear-admiral 1799.
i The formation of the Second Coalition and the defeat of Tippoo Sahib.
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impatience than when I was abroad. I have daily expected an order 
to discharge my men and pay my ship, and have been daily dis 
appointed. I think however it cannot be long ere I am let loose to the 
greatest enjoyment a human creature is capable of, the sweet caresses 
of a beloved wife and children (for I expect they will make much of 
me) & the affectionate regards of a family and friends that are very 
dear to me. I hope, my dear Sir, you and our kind aunty have re 
covered from the cold you had caught, but it has been a most inclem 
ent season, such has rarely been known in England. Good fires and a 
warm house must make a climate for you. I was dismantling my ship 
during the severe frost, and truly neither me nor my men seemed to 
be so sensible of the cold as other people were.

There has been much talk of a promotion in the navy, but I doubt 
whether there is any intention in the Minister to make one. 1 The Army 
is the line of promotion, the Navy the field for service. Those in the 
Army who are junior to me in the year '90, now rank with the 
Admiral, with the flag at the main-top mast head. (Gen[era]l Trigge 2 
in the West Indies). I suppose it is very right, but I do not pretend 
to understand it. It is the general opinion in the Navy that if the 
country was happily restored to peace, there would not be any 
promotion until we were threatened with another war. But however 
it looks as if Lord Spencer3 did not mean to let me rust on shore 
for want of being put to use. A week since I received a very kind 
letter from him offering me the command of the Atlas of 90 guns. 
She is ready for sea and may sail in a few days. I had no hesitation 
in declining it. I would not for the world have done what I believe 
would have given so much pain to my darling Sail, as unexpectedly 
going to sea without seeing her, and after my long absence from 
England it cannot reasonably give offence.4

My friend Lord Nelson has courage to fight any thing, and ability 
to beat any thing that approaches to equality, but I fear neither his 
courage nor ability will preserve Italy from the ruin that awaits it. 
Things are as bad as possible in the Mediterranean, even the taking 
Minorca. I reckon nothing so near the coast of France, so easy of 
access to troops in several ports of it, that whenever they want to 
drive us out they can inundate it with troops. And perhaps it would 
have been much better left in the Spaniards' hands, than transferring

1 Collingwood was promoted rear-admiral in 1799. Haydn, Book of Dignities. 
1 Sir Thomas Trigge, captured St Bartholomew, West Indies. James, Naval 

History, iii, 150.
* First Lord of the Admiralty.
4 He had been away nearly four years.
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it in this way. The king of the Sicilies is ruined. All our fleets can do 
for him now is to bring him safe away. Is it not curious that in all 
those critical operations, the Commfander] in Chief l should remain 
at Gibraltar? I know it was expected by the Admiralty that he should 
have gone up the Mediterranean] when Nelson's reinforcement did, 
but he could not have done the business better.

Give my kind love to our good and affectionate aunty. Wish her 
health and every blessing. If I can see you this spring, it will be a 
great pleasure to me, but that must depend on many circumstances. 2 
I have been long from home and perhaps have but little time to stay 
there. Remember me with kindness to your nephew, to Mr Jno. Home 
and his wife, and to all my good friends who remember me. I am ever, 
my dear Sir, Your truly affectionate and faithful servant, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

48. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Morpeth, 

February 25th, 1799

MY DEAR SIR, I hope you will excuse my not writing an answer 
to your very kind and affectionate congratulations, 3 for which I am 
very much obliged to you, but the truth is, since I arrived at New 
castle I have been so visited and visiting that I have scarce sat half 
an hour at a time, except at a feast. I am very much flattered by the

1 Still St Vincent.
2 This is the only letter I have found from Dr Carlyle to Collingwood. It is in the 

Collingwood MSS. at Greenwich. It would not appear that Collingwood went to Bath 
at this time.

Edin[bu]r[gh], 
January 18, 1799

MY DEAR SIR, I must write you a few lines on the Cover, tho' I should have 
nothing to say, but to acknowledge my Relation to you. I never was but six Days at 
Bath, and for so short a time I liked it well. It was thirty years ago however, when 
my Tastes were Different from what they are now. Sarah wishes that the waters seem 
(sic) to agree with you. Be sparing of them, however, till you have proved them for 
they are not like some other Minerals to make it much the same whether you Drink 
them or no.

I am sorry to see that our sanguine Hopes occasioned by Nelson's Victory are 
blasted by the Rashness of the King of Naples, and the Falsehood of the Emperor. 
We may perhaps be able to carry the expell'd King to Sicily. But we cannot prevent 
the French from following him. Buonaparte will establish himself in Egypt (for the 
Grand Signior can do nothing) and wait till he can be reinforc'd. Even Minorca we 
cannot keep long if the French choose to retake it, for it is very near Toulon. God 
forbid that we venture on any enterprise on the Continent. For the Jealousy & Folly 
of the Emperor & K. of Prussia will leave us in the lurch. There are but two Nations 
in Europe, France & Brittain, & they must fight it out to the last. I shall be happy to 
hear from you at your leisure. I am, my dear nephew, Yours affectionately, ALEX'R 
CARLYLE.

8 On his recent promotion.
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kind reception I have met from every body at Newcastle, and at this 
place. We came here on Saturday and shall stay but this week. I 
shall then set off to London, where I think it is not improbable I 
shall find my friend Admiral Home.

I have spent a month of great happiness. Every body and every 
object about me contributes to it. My Sarah is all that is excellent in 
woman, my two girls as sweet children as ever were. They are pretty 
creatures and appear to me to have the greatest affection for each 
other, and for their mother, and to possess tempers that promise 
them a fair share of happiness, so that if this great promotion which 
the King has made in the navy should exclude me from serving at 
sea, and check my pursuit of professional credit, I have as many 
comforts, and sources of rational happiness, to resort to as any 
person. But I shall never lose sight of the duty I owe to my country. 
I immediately on being made a Rear Admiral, wrote to Lord Spencer 
to offer myself for service and to solicit an appointment on any 
station he might judge proper to employ me. If I find on my going 
to town there is a prospect of my succeeding, I shall not return to 
the North, but leave the beauties of Morpeth to take care of them 
selves, and my dear Sarah will then come to me. But if I am dis 
appointed I shall have the satisfaction in my retirement to know 
that my being in a private station is not voluntary on my part. It is 
a subject of great anxiety to me at present, for hope of peace there 
is none. It is impossible to have a peace which would not be more 
dangerous to a country than a continuance of the war. I have health 
and strength in me at present for any thing. Our operations at sea 
are those of most consequence to the defence of the country. I should 
feel it a great diminution of my own importance not to be in 
employment.

When I consider the impetuosity of the French armies, the 
ambition of their government, and the impotence of the nations they 
are about to attack, I am sick with abhorrence of them. That under 
the mask of friendship to mankind would subject them to the most 
degrading slavery that ever the human species groaned under. Every 
year they grow in strength and how or where their tyranny is to end 
human foresight is too limited to form conjecture. I hope we shall 
not live to see the resistance of Britain slacken, and that Providence 
will in its own time reward our perseverance. The contest is like to 
be long and severe. They have tried us in battle, and have failed. 
They have endeavoured by their emissaries to corrupt the sentiments 
and to sow sedition and contempt of government among the people,
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but good sense prevailed, their wicked arts were exposed and those 
who are weak or wicked enough to join in the scheme of overwhelming 
all order are either afraid or ashamed to confess it. It is only left for 
them now to make war on our finances. The possession of Spain and 
Portugal would be a severe stroke to our trade and of course diminish 
the revenue, which makes it an object of first consideration.

Mr Blackett would not come with us to Morpeth; he had some 
business the beginning of the week and the latter end of it he goes 
to Bolden for a few days to Mr Harry Blackett, who has been very 
indifferent for some time with unfixed gout but is now better.

My good Sarah joins me in kind love to dear aunty, and kind 
remembrance to all friends, Carlyle Bell, Admiral Graeme, Mrs & 
Miss Colt &c and I am &c. CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

49. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Morpeth, 

April 26, 1799
MY DEAR SIR, Your letter promising us a visit gives to my Sarah 

and myself very great pleasure and I hope the change of air and 
journey will establish you all in good health. Whenever it is con 
venient to you to come we shall be ready to receive you, and truly 
glad I shall be to see you my dear Sir, and our good aunty, in as full 
health and spirits as I always wish you. Before you set out you will 
tell us whether Saturday or Tuesday is the day on which you will be 
here. We came to Morpeth on Monday, children and all, and expected 
Mr Blackett would have joined us here on the 4th or 5th, but he 
writes now that some business which he did not foresee will prevent 
him until the middle of the month. However, I hope it is not so urgent 
but that when he finds you are coming (which he will know tonight) 
he will be here to meet you. I was unlucky in not seeing my friend 
Admiral Home. 1 He did me the favour to call on me but I was gone 
to Thorpe Lee & in very shabby health, which prevented my going 
out when I came to London again. And when he passed through New 
castle we were with uncle Harry at Bolden. I have a very great 
respect and esteem for him and beg you will remember me kindly 
to him.

Lord Duncan 2 passed through yesterday in his way South to 
resume his command. No chance of my being employed: there are 
now so many great Admirals that I suppose I will be left to my blessed

1 Promoted rear-admiral 1797.
2 The victor of Camperdown.
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family and my garden. 1 However, before I left London I waited on 
Lord Spencer to say whenever he had employment for me at sea I 
was ready. I have no desire to command in a port, except at Morpeth, 
where I am only second.

I hope the campaign of this summer will be favourable to man 
kind. That the destruction of the French armies, the exposure and 
defeat of all the schemes of the seditious will convince all men of the 
fallacy of pursuing a system of anarchy in hopes of attaining hap 
piness. The Arch Duke has made them show their shoulders. I hope 
ere long he will make them hide their heads and make the name of 
Frenchmen as contemptible to all men as it ever has been detestible 
to me. In their best days they were a set of fawning, dancing, impious 
hypocrites. Sarah wou'd add a few lines to her aunt but she says her 
fingers ache with her work. She is making a new cover for her sofa 
against her friends come always industrious. She joins with me and 
the girls in kindest love to you, aunty and Carlyle Bell. I am etc. 
CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Nanny Collingwood has been very indifferent in health and 
her sister is so still.

50. To Sir Edward Blackett
Morpeth, 

May 4, 1799

DEAR SIR, Here I am now settled in my own house with as many 
comforts and sources of happiness about me as anybody wou'd 
reasonably wish. We are all in very good health and have a constant 
amusement in the improvement of oar children, who we brought with 
us from their school at Newcastle and who, I think, will do better 
under our own instruction, at their age, than at a school. The change 
of air and good exercise, for which I am in great part indebted to 
your good horse, has made me stronger and better than I have been 
for some time, and had we but peace I could be content indeed. But 
I cannot in the present state of things suppress an impatience to be 
in the exercise of my profession, and this will increase when the 
newness of my present situation wears off. There is a nothingness in a 
sailor ashore at such a time that will, if it lasts long, weary me; but 
I rather think it will not last long. I called on Lord Spencer the day 
I left London, when he told me it was his wish and intention to 
employ me, but that it wou'd not be so immediately as to prevent

1 Collingwood was an enthusiastic gardener. Letters 57, 117.
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my going into the country. I know how much he is pressed by numbers 
who are as anxious as I am. So having done what was proper on the 
occasion I must now wait his time. The papers today tell us the 
French fleet have got to sea in greater force than was expected, but 
as their strength consists less in their numbers than their condition, 
I think whenever Lord Bridport meets them he will not wait to 
count them. I hope you have heard and had good accounts from 
Brigr General Scott, that he is well and his command there satis 
factory to him. We are all feeling an anxious interest for him, for 
affairs in Ireland, between the threatened invasion of the French and 
the Union, are exceedingly critical. The Archduke and Austrians in 
all quarters are acting a noble part. Wou'd to God that those suc 
cesses wou'd humble the French, bend their minds to peace and 
restore to those powers the possessions and rights of which they have 
robbed them. The French must make great exertion to recruit their 
army, which will increase the discontent of the people with the war 
and with their tyrants who wage it. I have great hopes in the result 
of this campaign.

Next week we expect Doctor and Mrs Carlyle to visit us from 
Musselburg. Uncle Harry and Mr Blackett are to meet them here, 
so that we shall have our house pretty full. Our Morpeth neighbours 
are very gay and good humour'd to us, but when I tell you the 
dining room where we dined yesterday was ornamented with pictures 
of Tom Paine and Horn Tooke, you will conclude we have strange 
characters amongst us. It was at young Burdon's, the son of him who 
lives at Newcastle; he was bred at Cambridge and is a philosopher. 1

My wife joins me in kindest love to you, Lady Blackett, Mr Black 
ett, Mrs Scott and family. With best wishes for good health to all 
your family, I am ever etc. CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I hope Mrs Stanley, the Jebbs and all your good neighbours 
are well.

51. To his sister
Triumph, off Gibraltar,

June 12, 1799

MY DEAR SISTER, I shall just write you a little letter, without 
knowing how it is to come to you, to tell you that so far all is well

1 William Burdon, born at Newcastle 1764, entered Emmanuel College 1781; 
Fellow 1788-96, but resigned on declining to take Holy Orders. A wealthy coal- 
owner, he lived at Hartford, near Morpeth; married the daughter of Lt.-General 
Dickson; Venn, Alumni Cantab. The Newcastle branch of the family were bankers: 
infra. Letters 186, 197.
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with me. I was bustled off in a great hurry indeed, but I prefer that 
to lounging about a length of time in a state of uncertainty. I am not 
well provided with necessaries, but I shall always be able to get a 
sheep, a pig, and some fruit, and rather than have been absent from 
this campaign I wou'd have been content with a piece of old salt 
beef, and it is not a thing I like. Off Brest (between ourselves) they 
made a horrible bungling work. The look out frigate saw the French 
fleet come out the weather was thick and hazy the signals he made 
cou'd not be distinguished for some hours after. By the thickness of 
the weather, and their increased distance as they went on their 
voyage, Capt Percy1 lost sight of them and unaccountably taking it 
into his head (which I shou'd imagine is something like the weather) 
that they were all gone into port again, as if the French fleet wou'd 
come out merely to shew how well they cou'd go in again, he anulled 
all the signals he had made, as if the whole had been a miscompre 
hension of his, and their circumstance, which he had indicated by his 
signals, had not occurred. The Comm'r in Chief [did] indeed make his 
sig'l to come to him to explain the matter, but at the same time set 
so much sail in his ship that the frigate cou'd not get up to him until 
towards midnight, and then they determined to look in the port and 
see if they really were gone, and found it clean swept, and by that 
time sufficiently advanced to be out of danger of being overtaken. 
Perhaps it is as well. I hope we shall meet them here on fair ground 
some good day. I do not like my ship at all, she sails so very ill, so 
much worse than the Excellent in her worst day, that if the fleet were 
not to stop for me a little I shou'd be left. You have heard the 
French, avoiding a battle with Ld Keith 2 which was offer'd the nth, 
the Spaniards follow'd the iyth, Adml Whitshed3 with 5 sail passed 
Gibraltar the igth, and now we are going with 12 sail more. All the 
navies of consideration in Europe with Russian, Turks etc., are col 
lected in those seas, and here I hope we shall terminate the war.

I hope my dear Mary is quite recovered from her complaint and 
that Aunt Philly is better. I am very anxious, you may suppose, to 
hear from home, for I have not since I left you. Give my kindest 
love to all our family, Mr Coll. and friends. I ever am, my dear sister, 
your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Sr A. Gardner might have brought my letters but I suppose he
1 Josceline not Algernon, son of the Duke of Northumberland: see infra, Letters

I37-8-
2 Keith Papers, ii, 46-7. In command of five ships from the Channel fleet. Ibid., 

p. 38.
3 Sir James Hawkins Whitshed, promoted rear-admiral 1799, 

H
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thought of nothing but his own return, so went off suddenly without 
giving me an opportunity to send them.

52. To Sir Edward Blackett
Triumph, Torbay, 

August 17, 1799

DEAR SIR, I am afraid we shall be very unwelcome to England, 
returning from so fair a field for great deeds, having effected nothing. 
The fleets of France and Spain seemed to be in our power, at least 
to combat them, and we had a force that promised everything, but 
the truth is our efforts were not great. I do not pretend to give reasons 
why they were not the way of them was obvious to every body, but 
we did not go that way. Lord St Vincent, sick on shore, continued to 
command and give orders to the fleet at sea and acted on intelligence 
which the Spaniards chose shou'd be received at Minorca, while 
Lord Keith, at sea with the fleet, 1 daily received his information 
from those who had no interest in deceiving, persued their fleet to 
the Bay of Albingo, on the coast of Genoa, and when their look out 
frigate was in view from our fleet, bethought of Minorca's safety and 
bore away for its protection, and left the French to follow their 
schemes at their leisure. Our whole operations were of this class and 
managed with the same degree of skill. It was obvious to every person 
that the French might have been come up with before they left 
Carthagena, and as obvious to most men that they never wou'd be 
come up with. Lord St Vincent's sagacity and penetration I am sure 
saw this man failing in every thing, without displeasure; he wou'd 
have ill brooked the laurels which presented themselves to us, being 
gathered by another hand under his nose as it were, and perhaps he 
does not like him. To those in the fleet who only looked how best 
their country's interest might be supported, whose only object was 
the destruction of the enemy's fleet, it has been a continued series of 
vexations and disappointments. I have been told some sharp corres 
pondence has passed between Lord Keith and Sir Willm Parker on 
the subject. 2 The short story is that the whole business had been 
dreadfully marr'd, and the British navy suffered much in our own 
opinions, and no doubt will be sharply handled by our friends on 
shore. I wrote to Mr Blackett soon after our arrival at Minorca that 
nothing great or good was to be expected of us. It did not require

1 Keith Papers, ii, 54. 2 Not in the Keith Papers, ii.
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second sight, or the gift of prophecy to discover it. After all this bad, 
the good I have to tell you is that I have had remarkable good health, 
which I am sure you will be very glad to hear, and to believe that 
nothing will give me more pleasure than to hear that Lady Blackett 
and yourself have been as well; that Mr Blackett, Mrs Scott and her 
family are all as well as can be, and that Genl Scott was so when you 
heard from him. I suppose this combined fleet mean to try some 
grand experiment upon Ireland, and unless we manage our affairs 
better than we have done, our friends there may have their hands full. 

I beg my kindest love to Lady B. and all your family and am, 
dear sir, etc. CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

53. To his sister
Triumph, Torbay, 
September 21, 1799

MY DEAR BESS, On our arrival here yesterday I received your 
kind letter, my dear sister, and though I am very much obliged to 
you for your solicitude for my safety, I cannot but lament we did 
not meet the enemy on our former cruise. It might have been a step 
towards peace, and I assure you I desire it with my whole heart. The 
Fatigue and anxieties of our life has very much increased this war. 
Our security in great and imminent dangers is skill and seamanship. 
By the increase of the Navy, such numbers of unqualified, ignorant 
people are introduced into it that my astonishment is that more 
accidents do not happen. I was never so sensible of this truth as 
since I came into this ship. She is one of the noblest ships in the navy, 
but has been in bad hands, neglected in all points, the effect of not 
knowing much about the matter. I was left at Plym[th] superintend 
ing the equipment of such of our ships as wanted repair but, on the 
arrival of a brig with dispatches informing the Admiralty that the 
enemy were making movements that indicated sailing soon, I quitted 
Plym[th] and ordered Admiral Berkeley1 to follow me with all that 
was ready when he sailed. I joined Lord Bridport two days after, off 
Brest, and have had very bad blowing weather ever since not such as 
wou'd suit the Dons at sea, and so the Adml very wisely brought the 
fleet in here. The five Spaniards which have been so long in the ports 
of France, perhaps made an effort to join their friends at Brest (a 
faint one I dare say) but finding we were on the coast bore away

1 Hon. Sir George C. Berkeley, promoted admiral 1799.
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for Ferrol, I dare say as thankful that they have escaped the French 
friendship, and the English hostility. Sr Jno. Warren was looking for 
them but I believe never got near them. Poor Mrs Wilkie must have 
enough to do with her income to support those two drones and give a 
subsistence to her daughter's family. If the man has been well edu 
cated, and can acquire knowledge enough to practise perhaps he may 
sit himself down under the shadow and protection of his mother, 
M.D. of Ponteland, and he cannot have better subjects to try his 
professional skill upon than he will find in his own family.

I think I told Mary that the Brathwaites have been very poorly 
this summer. Georgina 1 had a fever, the care, anxiety and watchings 
of her mother, brought on a cold which ended in inflamation of the 
lungs, and the Admiral, 2 to add to the distress of the house, was 
attack'd by a severe fit of the gout in hands and feet. But when I 
heard from her last Georgina was recovered and they were all getting 
better. I am, as you see, provoked when I see the treachery of man 
kind in treating a poor woman with injustice and cruelty, whose 
greatest fault, or folly, was putting her confidence in him. I dare say 
she thought Tommy Gaul3 a Non-Pariel, the flower of sweet hus 
bands, but it is hard she shou'd be so severely punished because she 
cou'd not distinguish the exact proportions of knave and fool that 
constituted her Tommy.

I hope the wine which I desired might be sent to you, is good, I 
had it for the first quality, and have more pleasure in its being 
comfortable to you than any that drinking it wou'd have given me 
and so merry be your hearts.

Give my love to my brother and sisters, and to all our friends. I 
heard poor Reay was ill, and am afraid it is a return of a complaint 
he once had. Indeed he did not seem quite free from it when I was 
with you.

G.4 is a pitiful creature and always was, she has got a sort of 
ladylike cant by living with her former mother, and a consequential 
conceitedness which she mistakes for the manner of a gentlewoman, 
but she is a stranger to that pride of spirit that is jealous of a favour, 
even from those they have claims on.

God bless you, my dear sister. I beg my kindest regards to Mr 
Collingwood, and am your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLING 
WOOD.

1 See Letter 115.
2 Richard Braithwaite, promoted in 1790.
3 (?) Gaull, a wine merchant, the Close, Newcastle. Directory.
4 (?) Georgina referred to earlier in the letter.
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54. To his sister
Triumph, Torbay, 

October 23, 1799

MY DEAR SISTER, We still keep our station in this good port, the 
best place we can be during the tempestuous weather we have had, for 
had we been at sea, half our ships wou'd probably have been rendered 
unfit for service and crippled, but, stationary as we are with our 
great ships, the frigates are doing their duty to some purpose. The 
Ethalion has taken a Spanish frigate, the Thetis, from La Vera Cruz, 
which has part of her cargo, 1,411,500 dollars, on board. This is 
Captain Young's1 account to the Com'r in Chief from the best 
intelligence he can collect from the officers, the documents of her 
cargo and other papers being all thrown over board. Another frigate 
was in company with her, having on board an equal quantity of 
treasure, and as she was closely pursued by the Nay ad and Alemene, 
she will doubtless be taken also. But as those are frigates not attached 
to our fleet, we shall not share in her. The capture of those ships is a 
great national concern, and an irreparable loss to the enemy, but 
what makes it particularly satisfactory is I shall probably share two 
thousand pounds by her which, let me tell you, is no bad Michaelmas 
goose, considering how many are to share Sr Allan Gardner, Lord 
Keith, Sr Chas Cotton, 2 myself, Adml Whitshed, Adml Berkeley and 
Sr Jno. Warren, one sixteenth; the Com'r in Chief, Lord Bridport, 
one sixteenth to himself. What the Captain and officers of the ship 
will do with their money I don't know; I wish they may have strength 
of mind enough to keep their senses. We understand the enemy at 
Brest are in great force, but I doubt not we are in condition to meet 
any thing that can put to sea.

I met Mr Alien 3 the other day ashore here. He was so stout and 
large I did not know him until he spoke to me. I hope you have quite 
recovered your strength again and will have no return of that painful 
complaint which was troublesome to you in the spring, and that you 
benefited by the air and exercise you got at Chirton. How does 
Mr Collingwood keep his health? I hope well. Give my kind respects 
to him. I understand he has taken a house in Newcastle for the winter. 
I think he will be more comfortable in the society of the town than 
retired during the long nights of this season. I suppose the Misses4

1 Keith Papers, ii, 49. James, Naval History, ii, 402.
2 Promoted rear-admiral 1797.
8 (?) Thomas Alien, a Newcastle coal-fitter, or W. Alien, chief clerk in the navy.
4 I.e., Collingwood's own daughters.
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pay you many a visit. Do you perceive them grown much since the 
spring? I am sure you will see a great advance in their learning. 
Sarah reads very well I am told, and Mary Pat. promises fair.

I was sorry to hear my Aunt had met with an accident in slipping 
downstairs. I hope her arm is well again. Give my kind love to my 
brother, and all our family. I ever am, my dear sister, Your truly 
affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Wednesday noon. The second Spanish frigate arrived at 
Plymouth yesterday, she is in value like the first.

55. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Triumph, Torbay, 

November 6, 1799

MY DEAR SIR, It is with great pleasure and satisfaction that I 
learn from my dear Sarah that our good aunty is recovering from the 
long and severe illness she has suffered, and I hope she has got 
strength enough to resist the effects of this miserable season, which I 
assure you is trying us both men and ships, though the Admiral very 
wisely exposes us as little to it as possible, consistent with the look 
out that it is necessary to keep on the enemy. We returned the other 
day from looking into Brest, where they make a very formidable 
appearance. And now that we have engaged, by the convention at 
the Helder, 1 to mann them, they will be in fact more powerful than 
at any period of this war.

You have heard a great deal of our pursuit of their fleets in the 
Mediterranean; it is a subject I wish I cou'd blot the remembrance 
of from my memory. They were to all appearance in our power, at 
least to prevent their ever coming to Brest, but we trifled time away 
that was most precious and, when it was too late, made a great push 
to recover what was past for ever. I assure you it established opinions 
in the minds of the fleet that were not very favourable to the renown 
of some very great men.

We have a fine fleet here and I hope we shall make amends for 
all former miscarriages this winter, for there is no doubt they have 
some great design to execute, which will bring the fleets out. Ireland 
is doubtless the object, as being the most vulnerable part of the

1 The Convention of Alkmar (October 20) by which we agreed to evacuate 
Holland and restore the Dutch prisoners. For an account of the descent, see D.N.B. 
(Sir Ralph Abercromby and Sir Andrew Miichell).
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Empire. Their fleet will carry an army of 30,000 men, without taking 
a transport ship, and if they can reach Beerhaven 24 hours before 
us they may establish themselves so strong on shore as to give perfect 
security to their fleet in that port. But I think we shall overtake them 
at sea. While we lie in this bay we are much more ready than if we 
were at sea. They can scarce come out without the wind is easterly, 
and we cannot lie here with that wind. I know the people on shore 
think we are too much in port, but they do not know that it would be 
impossible to keep this fleet in a condition to meet the enemy if we 
were exposed to the buffetings of these gales. As it is, we are very 
short of the complement of men. Nor would all the stores in England 
supply our wants for two months. When the Militia was reduced it 
would have been well to have offered some encouragement for their 
entering in the navy, but I don't know how it is, people seem to think 
the ships may in time learn to fight themselves. At no period while 
I was in the Excellent abroad, where supplies could not be got, was I 
so short as I am in this ship. 1 1 am afraid, my dear Sir, you will think 
this a very growling sort of letter, but I have been fretting ever since 
that army went to Holland. 2 The beginning of the expedition was a 
fine stroke. Had the sentiments of the people of Amsterdam been 
consulted then, how far they were disposed to join in emancipating 
themselves from the tyranny of their French masters, we should have 
known on what ground we stood. They should have been required to 
take an active part or, rejecting our proposals, destroy the fortifi 
cations and the port, as far as it was practicable, and leave them to 
open it again. The apprehension of such another assault would have 
obliged them to increase the army for its defence and have added a 
burthen to the country, which themselves would have revolted at. 
Now what is the case? We have had such a lesson, such a loss of men, 
such an expence of treasure, as I think ought to deter us from attempt 
ing any permanent establishment on the continent, and Holland will 
be relieved from an army which it must otherwise have maintained. 
Another inference may be drawn from the experience we have had 
there, which is not very comfortable. If ever the French accomplish 
a landing with 30,000 men I doubt whether the skill of the Captain 
General3 & his staff would be able to stop their progress, which

1 In the previous August, Lord Keith had reported to the Admiralty that the 
Triumph was 'Fit for service, wants some stores.' Keith Papers, ii, 57.

2 The landing at the Helder on August 27 and the subsequent surrender of the 
Dutch fleet. See note i, p. 104.

3 Sir Ralph Abercromby was superseded by the Duke of York in September. 
See postscript.
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makes one the more sorry to see that the navy is considered as Eng 
land's best defence. This fleet wants about 1500 men to compleat 
them.

Now for a little bit of good. The frigates which were taken the 
other day are of great value; the specie in them amounts to £640,000 
and I think I shall get about four thousand pounds for my share. 
There are two more frigates and a line of battle ship expected home 
soon. Who knows what may happen to them?

Give my kindest love to our good and affectionate aunt, with my 
best wishes for her good health kind remembrance to Carlyle, and 
respects to Miss Dickson1 who, I understand, is a charming creature. 
My Sarah lamented her departure from Morpeth very much. Remem 
ber me kindly to Adml Roddam Home, Mr Home Edin[burg]h, and 
all my friends who have the goodness to remember me. If I come into 
port this winter with any prospect of staying, I hope my lovely Sarah 
will come and see me. It is the only [hope] I have of comfort. All the 
rest is labour and vexation and it must be so. God bless you my dear 
sir and give you good health, I am etc. CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. I wish your neighbour Abercromby2 had been continued in the 
Chief command not that I think he would have succeeded but 
things would probably have been less bad.

56. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Triumph, 

December 5, 1799

MY DEAR SIR, I received your very kind letter since we left 
Torbay, and had great satisfaction in the good account you give of 
yourself, and that our good aunty was in a hopeful way of recovering 
from her long illness. My Sarah had told me she was getting better. 
I know how much care her tender constitution requires and I hope 
she will keep herself warm and comfortable, and have no more 
returns.

We have been off Brest near three weeks, and are now on our 
return, fully satisfied that the fleets there are not in a state to come 
out. At sea (particularly at this season) we have little communication, 
even with each other. All that I have heard relative to them is, that 
it was found necessary to land the troops which made a part of their 
companies to oppose them to the Chouans, who were in such force

1 Dr Carlyle's niece.
2 General Sir Ralph Abercromby lived in Clackmannan.
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that the communication with Brest and Paris was become difficult. 
Of course the ships were in a certain degree dismantled. We play off 
those Chouans against the French government as they do Ireland 
against us, and with more effect. Their situation, should ever they 
attain force enough, being such as would stop the communication 
between Brest and the country, and must always be a subject of great 
embarrassment to the government. Captain Keates1 carried lately 
to them very considerable supplies of arms, money &c, and this, as 
it is only opposing one Frenchman to another, whatever is the result, 
can do no harm. It may be productive of great good.

What think you, my dear Sir, of the last Revolution in France? 2 
I do not know how to form any judgement of its consequences. It 
appears to me but as another scene in the tragic farce they have been 
acting for so many years, where Knave succeeds to Knave. Whether 
Seyes, having determined to restore the monarchy as the only means 
of saving France, and has engaged Buonaparte to prepare the army 
for such a change and obtain their concurrence, or whether it is the 
old tyranny to go in a new way, time only can disclose. But what do 
the gentlemen say, who were for making peace four or five years since 
with this firm established government, who were so competent to all 
the relations of a permanent amity? Where is now the August Direc 
tory who was to give law to the nations of Europe, and the Ancients, 
that bright constellation of wisdom? a set of villains who have 
halloo'd the poor misled multitude to robbery, plunder and murder, 
all vanished in a moment, their power sunk into the dust, by Gipsey 
Buonaparte's Hocus Pocus. We do not know at all how these things 
are going on [in] France since, or how the armies receive the change, 
but I suppose you do.

I am obliged to you for your congratulations on our good fortune 
in the prizes; it adds something to our income and it is a comfortable 
thing to be at ease in pecuniary matters, but I do not consider it as a 
thing that has any relation to our happiness, and I believe Sarah feels 
very much as I do on that subject. Your sentiments of her brought a 
pleasure to my heart that the prizes never did. It is that calm and 
wise temperament of mind that can adapt itself to our circumstances, 
whatever they may be, that makes my wealth. I am persuaded were 
they more confined she would possess a peaceful composure under 
them, and if ever our good fortune advances them, no body will use

1 Richard Good win Keats, promoted rear-admiral 1807.
2 The coup d'ttat of the i8th Brumaire (November 9) which established the 

Consulate.
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them more creditably to themselves or more beneficially to their 
society than she will. But I do like to hear my wife praised and 
reckoned a Philosopher of the right cast. But I shall not get so much 
by those Spaniards as you have reckoned. I do not think my share 
will be more than £3500, for there are 8 junior flag officers, besides 
which it is not unlikely that the unreasonable claims, which are said 
to be made by Lord St Vincent, may involve us in law, for money is 
the seed of discord and it would be strange if so much should not 
produce fruit. I dare say he will succeed to the command of this fleet 
and will do it a great deal of good, for it is at present in a very very 
relaxed state, so different from what I have been used to, that it often 
gives me pain to see with what indifference the service is done, such 
as you might expect from Spaniards, in the dog days. I have a Captain 
here, a very novice in the conduct of fleets or ships. 1 When I joined 
her I found she had been twice ashore, and once on fire, in the three 
months he had commanded her, and they were then expecting that 
the ships company should mutiny every day. I never saw men more 
orderly, or who seem better disposed, but I suppose they took 
liberties when they found they might, and I am afraid there are a 
great many ships where the reins of discipline are held very loosely, 
the effect of a long war, and an overgrown navy.

I assure you, my dear Sir, I am not insensible of the great dis 
advantage of an uncouth provincial dialect and corrupt pronunciation, 
and would be glad to take any means to correct it in my darlings. And 
the only means, no doubt, is to associate them with some person 
whose language is good. But it is a difficult thing to find one with 
whom they would not lose more on one hand than they would gain 
on the other. Their hearts, their minds, are of much more consequence 
than their tongues. God bless my good aunt. I pray for her good health. 
My kind remembrance to Carlyle, and comp'ts to Miss Dickson, 2 who 
is a very great favourite in my family. I am ever . . .
P.S. Dec'r gth. I am just arrived in Cawsand bay. My best respects 
to Admiral R. Home and family.

57. To Sir Edward Blackett
Triumph, Plymouth, 

December 24, 1799

DEAR SIR, I cannot tell you how much I am obliged to you and 
Lady Blackett for the interest you so kindly take about me and my

1 (?) Capt Stephens. See Letter 62. a See Letter 62.
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jewel. We are both very thankful to you indeed, and I look forward 
with great pleasure to the day which I hope is not very distant, when 
we shall meet in great comfort at Thorpe Lee. We have had a cold 
and comfortless cruize off Brest, but as it is not necessary that all 
the fleet shou'd be at sea at this season I was sent in here to be 
refitted and held in readiness for any urgent service that may be 
required.

As my continuance here is very uncertain, I stated my situation 
to my wife, and left her to judge whether she wou'd take so long a 
journey on the uncertainty of finding me here when she arrived. In 
the mean time I have pressed Lord Bridport in his distribution of the 
fleet during the winter months to come to let me come up to Ports 
mouth, in which case Mrs Coll. will immediately set off from Newcastle 
and I will meet her amongst her kind and good friends. I do not 
suppose they will let me leave this until Adml Berkeley or some 
other flag arrives to take the direction of equipment of our fleet 
here, but I think they will all be in port whenever the wind comes 
to the westward. I am not without hope that some proposals may be 
made by the French this spring for making peace: their acknowledge 
ment of the ruined state of their country seems to be a prelude to it, 
and preparing the French people for rescinding their wild declara 
tions of holding dominion over all the countries which they have 
conquered.

Then will I plant my cabbages again, and prune my gooseberry 
trees, cultivate roses,1 and twist the woodbine through the haw- 
thorne hedge with as much satisfaction in my improvement as ever 
Dioclesian had, and with the same desire and hope that the occasion 
never will recurr to call me back to more important but less pleasur 
able occupations.

The weather here is exceedingly severe and hard frost, and the 
poor suffering very much from the scarcity of fuel, for it is a bleak 
and woodless country. Mr Blackett, Sarah tells me, wou'd be well but 
for a little rheumatism that the cold weather makes him feel, and 
Uncle Harry in good health but confined by bad roads to Bolden. I 
wish he cou'd be persuaded to live in Newcastle during this dismal 
season of the year. Bolden is too retired for his social habits. I am 
glad to hear you have got an addition to your neighbourhood and at 
your house, and hope you will find Mrs Grant as agreeable and 
entertaining as she is beautiful.

I beg my kindest and most affectionate regards to Lady Blackett,
1 Cf. the misreadings in Clark Russell's Collingwood, p. 23.
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Mr B. and all your family. I hope General Scott was well when 
Mrs Scott heard from him. I am ever . . . CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Does Mrs Aubin live near you? I think he was agent for a small 
prize taken by Capt. Grindall1 in the Thalia? which I understand 
something is due to me for. If I knew where to address him I wou'd 
ask about it.

58. To Sir Edward Blackett
Triumph, Cawsand Bay,

January 12, 1800

DEAR SIR, I am much obliged to you for your last kind letter 
and all the good wishes it brings me. I have been hoping that on the 
arrival of Sir Alan Gardner with the fleet I shou'd be ordered up to 
Spithead to join the Barfleur, and then it was I looked for the pleasure 
of seeing you and meeting my Sarah at Thorpe Lee, and shou'd have 
been as happy a creature as the sun ever shone on. But I do not know 
when I am to be thus gratified, for on the fleet's arrival in Torbay I 
am ordered to join them with all the ships that are ready, and hear 
from thence that they expect to go to sea again as soon as the wind 
comes easterly. I most sincerely wish peace was more in view. Bona 
parte seems more moderate and reasonable, both in his acts and 
language, than any of the ruling factions in France hitherto have 
been. Whenever his powers are generally acknowledged by the French 
nation monarchy is established in his person with another name, but 
not less absolute than in the reigns of their former kings, with a more 
formidable army at his command and the Councils subject to his nod. 
Will the people (versatile as they are) submit to this usurpation after 
all the clamour they have been making for so many years about 
Republicanism and liberty and equality, and wading through such 
scenes of blood and devastation after a phantom? And if they resist, 
another week may produce another new constitution and a new class 
to treat with. Yet I pray the means of peace may be found practicable, 
for I think I see even here, where war is the profession, all people 
impatient for its termination. I hope when Mr Blackett does write 
history he will choose an era less pregnant with misery than these 
times, for it is a melancholy tale, and will be best recounted by some 
less interested than those who live in it. The report of Lord St Vincent 
commanding the fleet seems to have been dropt, yet I believe it was

1 Richard Grindall, promoted rear-admiral in 1805. He commanded the Prince 
at Trafalgar.

a In Lord Keith's squadron off Cadiz. Keith Papers, ii, 64.
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in contemplation. Had he managed our affairs well in the Mediter 
ranean last summer it wou'd not have signified now who commanded 
it. Lord Spencer is, I believe, a very able Minister, and is as vigilant 
and industrious in his office as a man shou'd be who undertakes a 
great public trust. But in the executive part, here in the ships, there 
is a languor, an indifference that is truly provoking: the officers in 
general are not such good seamen as they used to be, nor is there the 
same emulation to excell each other that did make the life and spirit 
of the navy, and yet there is great encouragement given to those who 
exert themselves.

At Newcastle, my wife tells me, they have been passing their 
Christmas very happily. No people understand festivity better than 
they do, but they cou'd not prevail on Uncle Harry to join them. 
Bolden is too retired, too lonesome, for his cheerful disposition, and 
yet he will not leave it. Captain Digby 1 told me he had the pleasure 
of meeting you and Lady Blackett lately. He is a fine young man, one 
of those active spirits that maintains the credit of the navy and he 
has been well paid for it for I believe he has got above four score 
thousand pounds by his prizes this war. I beg to offer to Lady Blackett 
and yourself the compliments of this season, that you may live long 
in health to enjoy many returns of it, and the same to Mr Blackett, 
Mrs Scott and all your family. Hope her General was well when she 
heard from Ireland. I am ever . . . CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

59. To Sir Edward Blackett
Barfleur, 2 Torbay,

April 8, 1800

DEAR SIR, We are just returned from a long and tedious cruize 
off Brest, where we have been watching those Frenchmen, who are 
there in very great force, and I dare say meditating something very 
mischievous. Whether the Ministers here are apprized of their plans 
I do not know, but there seemed great anxiety that we should be as 
watchful of them as possible, and so we were, for we stuck very close 
to their port. However, we have now left them to the westerly wind, 
which will as effectually prevent their sailing as if we were there, and 
come in to replenish our ships. I hope Lady Blackett and all your 
family are now very well. I heard with great concern that Mrs Scott

1 His ship Alcmene had captured the Spanish frigates El Thetis and S. Brigida 
off Finisterre in October 1799. Keith Papers, ii, 395.

2 Formerly Lord Keith's flagship. Keith Papers, ii, 30. For his report on her, 
ibid. 55.
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had been ill, but hope she is now perfectly recovered. It will give me 
great pleasure to hear good accounts of all your family.

We have been very unfortunate in loss of ships this cruize. The 
revolt of the Dande's crew is a shocking thing, but those who knew 
a good deal about her are not much surprised at it. There may exist 
a degree of violence when severity is substituted for discipline that is 
insupportable. I have heard that the young man who commanded 
her1 paid not long since £4,000 for having tarred and feathered a 
young gentleman belonging to his ship at Lisbon for an offence of 
which it was afterwards found he had not been guilty, and I have 
heard that his modes of discipline were not much improved by his 
experience. Two sixty-four gunships, the Repulse and Agamemnon2 
were sent to watch a part of the coast a little way from the fleet; one 
was lost, the other rendered unserviceable, and this without any 
violence of weather which shou'd cause such a misfortune. The truth 
is, in this great extensive navy, we find a great many indolent, half- 
qualified people, to which may be attributed most of the accidents 
that happen. Every day I see what makes me wish for peace most 
sincerely, and I have great hopes in the events of this summer, if all 
goes well in Ireland. I think it not improbable that this great arma 
ment at Brest is intended for that country if any rebellious opposition 
to the Union should make such an expedition hopeful, and that our 
great secret expedition is a preparation to counteract such an attempt. 
But I hope if we meet them on the seas we shall save our friends in 
the army a great deal of trouble. It is a great comfort to me that I 
have such good accounts of my family and all our friends in the North, 
my girls are most delightful creatures; they write me letters and I see 
improvement in every one. What a happy creature I shall be if ever 
we have peace again.

I beg my kindest love to Lady Blackett, Mr B. and all your 
family, and wishing you health. I am ... CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

60. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Barfleur, Torbay, 

April 17, 1800

MY DEAR SIR, Your letter had been some time at Plymouth so 
that it did not come to me until two days since, and I was sorry to

1 James, Naval History, iii, 9-10.
2 The crews of both these ships were seriously involved in the mutiny at the Nore 

in 1797. Keith Papers, ii, 12, 23. Both ships were in service again in 1804. Blockade 
of Brest, ii, 225-275.
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find by it that our good aunty has not been so well this winter, as I 
had understood from my Sarah's letters, who always tells me what 
she knows of your family, and had given rather favourable accounts 
lately. Whenever the Naiad joins the fleet, or I see Captain Murray, 1 
I will use my influence with him for the discharge of Thompson, but 
it is very seldom they come within our reach. The usual mode of 
application is to the Admiralty, the father or friend stating the 
circumstances of the person and requesting his discharge in lieu of 
two to be provided by him, which I believe they seldom refuse, but 
do not encourage. And if the man is fit for service it often happens 
that he is impressed again in six months, and then the remonstrances 
and applications to the Admiralty which follow is probably the reason 
why they rather discountenance it. The Caesar is at Plymouth just 
now, and I suppose Mr Ferguson in her. Whenever we meet, any 
civility I can shew Mr Ferguson I shall be very glad to do. I am very 
sorry to hear my good friend Admiral Home is still in so bad a state 
of health and has such difficulty in rallying, but I hope the milder 
weather of the spring will be of service to him. How much better the 
sea agreed with him than the shore. I wish he was embarked again. 
But, my dear Sir, have we no chance of peace this summer? I grow 
very impatient for it. The people of France appear to be worn out 
with the oppressions which this war has brought on them and ready 
to receive any government that brings with it a prospect of relieving 
them. If the Consul has really those difficulties in raising men and 
money, which we hear of, I think he will be glad to make his con 
ditions with the Royal family while he is in power, and before any 
considerable losses which he may sustain in the campaign, or the 
railings of the deserted Egyptian army2 does effect his popularity.

We had a long cold cruize off Brest, and probably by being there 
prevented the fleets of the enemy sailing and giving any encourage 
ment to the factions in Ireland. They are in great force, and I have 
no doubt they have some object at which they will make a dash, by 
and by whether Ireland, or Portugal, or Italy, I can give no guess. 
The Union no doubt will be accomplished. What good consequence is 
to be derived from it time and experience only can unfold. I can judge 
ill of nice political questions, but I believe no union of government, 
however nicely devised and closely knit, can ever effect a union of 
sentiment, and opinions, and general manners in the people, who 
appear to be as distinct a race from the Britons as a Mexican from a

1 George Murray.
2 Napoleon had escaped from Egypt in October 1799.
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Parisian, who have nothing alike but the feathers they wear in their 
caps hot, hasty, and inconsiderate: they are governed by no prin 
ciple of right and wrong, lazy as savages, but more ferocious and cruel 
in their resentments. Even education does not eradicate this dis 
position, it only checks its impulse and slightly veils a mischief which 
is innate. Twenty Irishmen in a ship give more trouble than five 
hundred English. They seldom ever become seamen and I believe 
only are good in battle, because it is so much like that mischief they 
delight in. If they are here twenty years their manners change no 
more than the colour of an Ethiopian would by looking on the snow. 
We have been very unfortunate in the loss of ships this winter, and 
not one of them has suffered by distress of weather. Since I left the 
Excellent I have acquired more knowledge of the general state of 
ships than I had before, and can better account for calamitous events. 
That nice arrangement that maintained order and constitutes the 
strength.of fleets, is not so well understood as formerly. Some ships 
are as perfect as possible but a great many are otherwise.

I have been disappointed very much this winter that I did not 
go to Portsmouth, because my good Sarah intended in that case to 
come up to me and I might probably then have got leave of absence 
for a short time. Now I think there is little chance of any respite this 
summer. I rather think Lord Bridport will retire from the command 
soon, but who to succeed him I cannot tell. Lord St Vincent and the 
D[uke] of Clarence have both been named. I hope it will be the first. 
Give my kindest love to our aunt and Carlyle. I am ever my dear Sir, 
Your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. I desire my kind remembrance to Admiral Home and will be 
very glad to hear he is recovering well.

61. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Barfleur, off Brest, 

September 8, 1800

MY DEAR SIR, I have put off writing to you from time to time, 
in hopes that I should have something good to tell you, something 
to make a letter worth receiving, but I know not when that is to 
happen and so will no longer defer telling you, what I know you are 
always glad to hear, that I am well and though I have been almost 
constantly at sea for this last year and half, am fish enough not to be 
a bit the worse of it. My Sarah, my good Sarah, tells me all my friends 
at Musselbro' are well and that is amongst my comforts.
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The French at Brest, and indeed all along the coast as far as 
Bourdeaux, never were more closely blockaded. The summer has been 
such as has admitted that service to be done well. This has caused 
great inconvenience to the people along the coast, but that is the only 
effect. I do not apprehend the great object of peace is much advanced 
by it. You have heard much of the secret expeditions. We who are 
nearer to them can form very little judgement of the object of them, 
and are not very sanguine in our expectations of success from them. 
We have had a considerable force in the neighbourhood of Belleisle 
all the summer, but not of strength equal to any enterprize. Belleisle 
was too strong, and too much on their guard against a sudden assault, 
but our few troops and ships stuck there like a thorn, pricking and 
perplexing, but inflicting no wound of any consequence. We con 
sidered it as the point of rendezvous for some other objects to be 
undertaken, and at last about the loth of last month Sir Jas Pulteney1 
and a gallant army came to us; several men of war joined them, and 
away they went for Belleisle. With the troops there they amounted 
to thirteen or fourteen thousand men. About the 23rd they sailed, and 
arrived quite unexpected at Ferrol. On the 25th every thing seem'd 
to favour them: the landing in a bay at the harbour's mouth was 
effected with little interruption, a small battery was abandoned by 
the Spaniards, the army marched up the hill, and what the soldiers 
call, took post there for the night. One wou'd have thought after 
having been so long confined in ships they wou'd have been glad to 
stretch their limbs a little by a walk. The sailors in the mean time 
made a battery by dragging six guns and a mortar up a great hill. 
The next day they marched to the town and looked at it, and at fort 
St Phillips, which was neat and pretty strong. This was the reco- 
noitring part, which being finished, a message was sent off to Sir Jno. 
Warren to embark the troops again as fast as possible, which was 
done with the same ease with which they were landed and so there, 
the business ended, as much I dare say to the astonishment as to the 
satisfaction of the Spaniards, for Captain Paget, 2 from whom I had 
this account, says they did not appear to be in any state of prepar 
ation to oppose such a force as ours. So that the General was probably 
governed by information he received, which was not generally known. 
But what seems odd to us, who are not conversant in land affairs and 
the etiquette to be observed by armies, is, that they were in possession

1 General, 1808. James, Naval History, ii, 450.
2 Hon. Charles Paget, commander of Endymion. Ibid., ii, 75. iii, 180; Blockade 

of Brest, i, 52.
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of the arsenal, amongst the naval store houses, and where ships were 
building, and did not burn them. Perhaps they had not carcases, 
links and port fires, and it wou'd not have been military to have 
struck a light in a tinder box. They sailed from thence to Vigo, which 
they also looked at, but did not land. Some of the ships' boats cut 
out a french Privateer that was lying there. About the 3rd, they sailed 
from thence towards the Mediterranean and every body here seems 
very thankful they are so far off. Yet I wish they were in England, 
or a few here to compleat the complements of our ships. The French 
are fitting out their whole fleet, about fifty sail all fishermen and 
seamen of every discription are in requisition: they are to be ready 
the 22nd inst., and if they are [as] good as their word, to come and 
try their fortune on the seas. We are not so many, but enough.

Of peace, or the continuance of war, I can form no judgement, 
but rather think Buonaparte wou'd wish to try his skill at England 
alone, if he could make up his affairs with Austria, especially if he 
could urge the Danes and Baltick powers to take a part with him. 1

Give my kindest love to Mrs Carlyle, your nephew Mr Bell, whose 
health I hope is better than in winter. I am, dear Sir, . . . CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. Col Stuart, a son of Lord Galloway, was shot through the body 
at Ferrol. He is gone to England and in a good way of recovery. 
They lost about twenty men and fifty wounded.

62. To his sister
Barfleur, Torbay, 
November 16, 1800

MY DEAR SISTER, I have just room in the frank for a little bit of 
a letter to say how glad I am to hear that you are all very well and 
that Aunt Phill has quite recovered again, for Mrs Coll. tells me she 
met her at your house looking as well as she ever saw her.

We have had ten days in port, and happily in that time escaped 
a very severe gale of wind, but the winter is long enough to have our 
share of them yet. We expect Sr Hyde Parker to join us every day. 
I cannot but wonder the Admiralty shou'd be so anxious to have him 
employed, for in the little I have seen of him I could only discover a 
good tempered man, full of vanity, a great deal of pomp, and a pretty 
smattering of ignorance nothing of that natural ability that raises

1 Austria made peace in 1801 and the Northern Powers formed the Armed 
Neutrality.
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men without the advantages of learned education. But I fancy he is 
the barrier against Cornwallis, 1 if any effort shou'd be made to bring 
him into the fleet, Lord Spencer thus provides against his being 
second. Capt. Stephens is appointed to another ship and I shall have 
a much better assistant in Capt. Irwin.2 But I am afraid I shall be 
obliged to sail without him this time. I am sorry I did not know young 
Ommanney was in England, or I shou'd have asked for him, but I 
thought he was in the W't Indies. Capt. Stephens wanted a frigate 
but he is not calculated for it. They have given him an old 64 gunship, 
with carronades. 3 It will do well enough for him, as they have not 
much sea work in the North Sea. Sr Jas Saumerez sent to me to tell 
me that on some boat service they had, Mr Wood had given him 
great satisfaction: he had in consequence recommended him to 
Lord St Vincent, who had taken him into his ship for promotion. I 
am glad of this because he will succeed soon. I hope Mr. Collingwood 
is well, and beg my kindest love to him and to all my sisters and 
brother. I ever am, my dear sister, your most affectionate, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

63. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Barfleur, Cawsand Bay,

December 7, 1800

MY DEAR SIR, On my arrival here the other day I received your 
very kind letter, and to hear you were well and our good Aunty, was 
very comfortable. God bless you both with health this many years to 
come and may peace ever dwell with you. I am sorry the health of 
my respected friend Admiral Home is so precarious. By your account 
he seems to be in a dangerous state. When he was at sea I understood 
he was always pretty well, and in good spirits. What is it then that 
disagrees with him so much on shore? If I was his Physician I should 
prescribe a cheerful friend or two, who could be merry without being 
loud, light and nourishing food, and a bottle (at least) of good claret 
after dinner. If it increased his low fever at first, it would at last, as 
his body got strength, cure it. It is his spirits that are affected. They 
lose their tone, become languid and weak for want of his mind's 
exercise. I pity him most sincerely. Sarah told me of his brother's

1 Admiral Sir William Cornwallis. D.N.B. He was later in command of the 
squadron blockading Brest. Blockade of Brest, passim.

2 John Irwin.
3 In 1783 Collingwood had had carronades removed from his ship Mediator and 

replaced by 18 pounders. Admiralty Correspondence.
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death very lately in this neighbourhood. I remember him at your 
house. My Sarah still laments the loss of your neice, Miss Dickson, 
who has been her companion this autumn, and of whom she has said 
so much that I am entertaining a very great respect for her, and if 
ever I go to London again I shall make my acquaintance at Kensing 
ton. But God knows what is to become of me. There is a report that 
great changes are about to take place in our fleet, in the first place a 
promotion is to take place, which will probably advance the Rear 
Admirals, as far as Sir Chas Cotton to be Vice, when Lord Nelson is 
to join as second in command, Sir H. Parker to go on shore and marry 
Miss Onslow. She brings youth and gaiety, he age and experience: 
she, a fine person, and he plenty of money to enable her [to] sport it. 
Sir Henry Harvey1 goes to recruit his health, and enjoy quietly the 
comforts of affluence and a happy family. Sir Andrew Mitchel to fight 
his old friends the Russians in the North Sea, if it should be necessary. 
Admiral Whitshed to the Cape of Good Hope. Sir Chas Cotton, 
Calder, 2 and myself, I suppose will stay where we are, but how well 
this arrangement is founded I do not know. Somebody is to go to the 
Mediterranean soon, for Lord Keith is heartily tired of it, and perhaps 
the Admiralty tired of him. 3 I do not know him well, but from the 
little I have seen of him I think of his ability as you do. He under 
takes without a studied plan, and in execution is fickle, wavering, 
and undetermined. Fortune may give him success but he will never 
wrest it from her. One mark of his want of judgement is that he 
always has about him a set of very dull men, very incompetent to the 
aid a Comm[ander]-in-Chief needs. I have heard that he and Aber- 
crombie 4 do not agree at all. To be sure, nothing could be more 
injudicious than the conduct at Cadiz, subjecting themselves to the 
disgrace of a repulse, without making an effort to attack. 5 Indeed in 
the state of sickness it was, it would have been a melancholy thing to 
have assailed the dying men and shared their fate.

Of Politics, I am little able to form my judgement. France seems 
to have bribed Russia and Prussia by feeding their ambition with 
schemes of aggrandizement, giving Europe up to the partition of a 
set of Royal plunderers. If sentiments of justice only influenced the 
rulers of those states, there appears little difficulty in restoring peace 
to mankind, but the prospect seems still so clouded, so involved in

1 Promoted rear-admiral 1794. 2 Sir Robert Calder. D.N.B. 
3 This report was unfounded. See Keith Papers, ii, passim.
* In 1800 Sir Ralph Abercromby succeeded Sir Charles Stuart in command of 

the troops in the Mediterranean. Keith Papers, ii, 131-3.
6 Ibid. There was a force of nearly 24,000 under Abercromby.
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storms, that my heart aches at the little hope there is of my returning 
soon to the blessings of my family. I assure you I think of it sometimes 
'till my soul sickens with sorrow. I have now been in port longer than 
my usual time. What a comfort would it be if my Sarah was here. I 
have desired her to come when the winter takes its turn, perhaps she 
may accompany her sister, Mrs Stead, and I could get leave for a 
fortnight to meet her somewhere. But to travel 1000 miles to be 
four or five days at home I think is more than I have strength for. 
It was a very odd thing, and a very foolish thing, that Mrs Hughes 
never could be prevailed on to become acquainted with the Pattons, 
for whom I had a very great respect as worthy, sensible people, and 
every way deserving of her friendship. Your niece is a woman of the 
gentlest manners, and her husband a sensible, well informed, but a 
grave serious man. I was always afraid she would ask me why 
Mrs Hughes declined their acquaintance, which she certainly did, and 
I am sure I could not tell her. I dare say they were both obliged to 
some good natured friends who, on both sides, found reasons for the 
other's coolness. His office is a thing of no emolument, except a good 
salary, I mean nothing towards establishing a fortune. Indeed I 
know of none such in the naval department for an honourable man, 
except the chance of prize money. A Knave can make money any 
where, but I believe Captain Patton and myself must think ourselves 
rich without it. Give my kindest love to our good aunty. Remember 
me kindly to your nephew Mr Bell, and believe I ever am, dear Sir, 
with great respect and regard etc. C. C. 1
P.S. Dec'r loth. Now they say Gambier is going to the Cape and 
Whitshed to the Admiralty in his stead. 2

64. To Sir Edward Blackett
Barfleur, Spithead,

January i, 1801
DEAR SIR, I arrived here with the squadron from Ireland 

yesterday, just time enough to wish you the compliments of the 
season, which I do most sincerely that you and Lady Blackett may 
see many returns of this day in health and happiness. I hope the rest 
of my New Year's days may be on shore in peace and comfort with 
my family, for in truth my domestick comfort has been very much 
interrupted.

1 All letters signed hereafter 'C. C.' are fully signed 'Cuthbert Collingwood' in the 
originals. [EDITOR.]

2 James Gambier left the Admiralty Board in February 1801 (to May 1804) but 
Whitshed did not succeed him.
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We are rather under disagreeable circumstances at present. When 
it was known that the French were about to send a great armament 
to the West Indies, four of our ships viz. Temeraire, Formidable, 
Vengeance and Majestic, were fitted for foreign service, and order'd 
to sail to open their further orders in a certain latitude. It was pretty 
well understood among the sailors that they were to go to the West 
Indies, and they peremptorily refused to weigh anchor except to 
England. Having, in this instance, thrown off their obedience to the 
officers, (as is ever the case) they proceeded to other irregularities, in 
which they were opposed by the officers in the Temeraire, and several 
of the most active taken into custody. As there was a strong sus 
picion and in some ships evident proofs that the determination 
not to go abroad was too general, the whole squadron were ordered 
to this port, and the men in confinement are to be tried very soon. 
Except in the Temeraire, the general deportment of the men has been 
very orderly, but I doubt whether it wou'd have been so in any that 
was order'd to sail. It is a melancholy consideration that under what 
ever circumstances the country may be, there should be a doubt 
whether its active force can be applied in the prompt manner which 
may be necessary. I hope, however, that peace, established on a firm 
basis, will soon put an end to our anxieties on this subject. It is a long 
time since I heard from the North, then our Uncle Harry had been a 
good deal indisposed by an inflamation of his eyes. All my other 
friends very well and I hope to hear that he is so very soon.

From what I understand, Lord St Vincent's illness renders him 
quite incapable of attending to public business. 1 On all despatches 
arriving at the Admiralty lately, Mr Addington has been immediately 
sent to, and in one instance Lords Grenville and Spencer were sent to, 
and they were long in consultation before it was settled that the fleet 
should return to England. The state of the West Indies is at this time 
very critical indeed. The French principles of equality, which have 
loosened all the ties of government in Europe, have (doubtless by their 
emissaries) found their way to the negroes, and what will be the con 
sequence is dreadful to look forward to, for the number of Europeans 
there is trifling to that of the blacks. A West Indian estate is at 
present a very precarious hold of a fortune, but after the revolutions 
and changes made by such a war as we have worked through, it 
hardly appears to be the same world we were born to. I hope Mr and 
Mrs Blackett and Mrs Scott and family are well, and beg my kind

1 St. Vincent succeeded Earl Spencer as First Lord during the Addington Ad 
ministration.
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remembrance to them. I hope it will not be long before I have the 
pleasure to see you, and a great pleasure it will be to find you and 
Lady Blackett well. With my kind love to her I am ever . . . C. C.

65. To his sister
Barfleur, Cawsand Bay,

January 4, 1801

MY DEAR SISTER, Many happy years to you according to the 
good old greeting at this season, and may we all live to see the times 
mend, and peace and comfort again return to the habitations of men. 
I was glad to find you were so much better as to be able to go to 
Chirton. The change of scene and the kind attentions you wou'd meet 
there wou'd do you as much good as medical applications, and are 
indeed the best applications to the infirmity we are most subject to  
I mean weak nerves. God knows how much I suffer from them, what 
hours of sadness and depression of spirit I pass heavily away. I 
endeavour to correct it by exercise and cheerful company, but this 
requires an effort, for langour and indisposition to any thing gay is a 
part of [the] disease. In us I believe it is in great measure consti 
tutional. I have been very poorly lately, weak in the greatest degree, 
and never sleep at nights. The only time I am free from this weight, 
this oppressive something, as if I bore a mountain on my shoulders, 
is the few hours that I am dispatching my business, and at that time 
I know no ill, all is brisk with me then. The weather has been uncom 
monly warm; if a frost shou'd set in for a few days I think I shou'd be 
better. There is to be a promotion in the navy, perhaps it has already 
taken place, but it gives no immediate advantage to me. I advance to 
a Red flag, and will probably reach vice next time, but I feel no 
impatience on that subject. 1 None can pass me, so that the difference 
of pay is all.

I heard from Ommanney lately, who gives me but a poor account 
of Adml Brathwaite not that he is sick, but does not recover his 
spirits since the loss of his wife. I do not wonder at that. She leaves a 
great blank in his family and having enjoyed for so many years the 
comfort of such a friend, his affliction for her loss cannot but be 
great. No woman knew better how to take the asperity from mis 
fortune, or to smooth the brow of care, than she did.

I have been near five weeks now in port, but I have little satis 
faction here, for I have neither eat nor slept ashore. The Admiralty

1 Supra, Letter 48. Cf. Haydn, Book of Dignities, p. 579. Collingwood was pro 
moted rear-admiral of the White in 1799.
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have given an order that no captain in this port shall sleep out of his 
ship. The days are so short that it is impossible for them to dine 
ashore and come two or three miles to sea after perhaps in a storm. 
And so (though this injunction did not extend to me) I have endeav 
oured to lessen the rigour of this order by adhering close to the party 
afloat and, by my example, and making their time pleasant to them 
here, give them less impatience about the gaieties ashore, but some 
who have their families here cannot but be sour on the occasion.

I told you, my dear Mary, in my last letter that 40^ wou'd be 
added to your acc't at Martins and which perhaps they told you, was 
done some time since.

I do not know how long I may stay here, perhaps a great part of 
this month if there are many ships to fit, which is the purpose for 
which I am sent to brush them up. But the truth is, they do not 
want it, for there is little pleasure here, except to those who can see 
their families by it for a few hours.

If this Russian quarrel comes to war with them it will probably 
make a great change here. 1 Detachments will go off to the Mediter 
ranean to join the Turks, and fight the Russians in the Black Sea and 
Asoph. I think not about it. It is of little consequence to me in what 
part of the world I serve, but my heart will lighten indeed when we 
have peace for I do long to see my girls I do indeed.

Give my kindest love to my brother and sisters. God give you all 
good health, and present my affectionate regards to Mr Colling wood 
and Adml Roddam and to all our family. I am ever, my dear sister, 
Your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] This young Emerson2 will never make a sailor, the dullest boy 
I ever saw. He never comes even on deck but when he is sent for by 
some officer, and does nothing below. And yet he messes with some 
as fine boys as are in the Navy. The Newcastle boys do not prosper, 
at least in my hands.

66. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Barfleur, Spithead, 

January 25, 1801

MY DEAR SIR,  Long expectation of a blessing increases its value, 
and sweetens enjoyment of it, yet I do not think I needed this delay

1 The Czar Paul I had renewed the Armed Neutrality.
2 There were several Newcastle tradesmen named Emmerson.
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to increase my desire to return to the quiet comforts of my own house. 
I look towards it with considerable impatience, but do not expect 
it until all affairs are finally and securely settled with France, which 
time, I hope, is not far off. 1 It has grieved me very much that those 
trials of the seamen shou'd have been necessary, but they were 
absolutely necessary, for there was a dangerous spirit rising in the 
ships, to oppose their going to any foreign service, not only in Bantry 
Bay, for they followed the example of their friends in England. The 
officers there did not know (for it was thought proper to keep it a 
secret) that the ring-leaders to the amount of ten or twelve had been 
taken out of two ships in Torbay, but the men knew it well, for 
Government keeps posts and Packets always ready to circulate their 
seditious movements, from one end of the kingdom to t'other, free 
of expense. The intention was kind and considerate, but the allowing 
seamen's letters to pass free of postage has done infinite harm. Of a 
hundred letters not more than five are from wives or relations, but 
either scrawls from the nannies, or plans of resistance from other 
ships. Amongst the comforts and pleasures I am looking forward to, 
a meeting with you and our good aunty in health and mirth, is a 
great feature. It is that which warms my heart when I think of it, a 
kind of cordial reception by those I love and respect. I hear often 
from my Sarah, who is indeed a treasury of worth and goodness. The 
gentlenessof her disposition, I believe, has very much corrected mine, for 
the desire to imitate what I so much admire in her often corrects little 
acidities that I feel rising, and my daughters seem to have completely 
imbibed her temper, for sweeter tempers were never. She has lately 
been engaged in making a bargain for our house at Morpeth, not that 
I have any great partiality for our situation there, but there were 
good reasons for it. We must have given it up at May, and no place 
offered so well suited to us. The markets and vicinity to Newcastle 
were considerations but it has cost us a great deal viz, £1850 for 
Mr Horseley's 2 part and Miss Saint's, which are the old houses and 
gardens on the opposite side of the street. This, Sarah tells me, was 
necessary to us, to cleanse our neighbourhood, and will make us a 
little field. I considered that two or three turns out, is a much 
greater expense than a dear house, and once firmly fixed we must 
look within our own walls for happiness. And where so likely to 
find it?

1 The Peace of Amiens (October) 1801.
2 William Horsley, organist and composer, had taken up an appointment in 

London. D.N.B.
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I sent your letter to Mrs Patton, and saw her this morning when 
we had some conversation on the subject of your letter. As to a 
pension, my dear Sir, I am afraid it is an unheard of thing for an 
officer in the navy to receive a pension, until he has either lost a limb 
or knocked off many from his enemy. I have a sincere regard for 
Captain Patton, and a perfect sense of his merit and ability, but I 
wou'd not recommend him to ask for a pension, because I think it 
would interfere with any other request he might make, more likely 
to succeed. While the Transport Board is continued he will probably 
continue his present office. 1 In the meantime, he should look out for 
some office which has a service attached to it, and which wou'd suit 
him. 2 A ship, I dare say, he might get, but this, Mrs Patton thinks, 
wou'd not do well. But he has in his brother and Sir Charles Middle- 
ton 3 such able advisers who know so much more about the officers 
than I do, that they can better direct him. He was not in town being 
gone to Farnham, but if I can see him before I sail I will hear if he 
proposes anything, and if I can assist him or promote it in any 
degree, I will do [it] with much pleasure. I am now only waiting for 
a wind to carry me, with six sail of the line, to Torbay to join the 
fleet there. There is as much bustle about forming fleets and squad 
rons now as if a war was beginning instead of concluding, but this, I 
think, is only to prevent mischief, which is the effect of idleness. I 
hope Mrs Home is well. She has been unfortunate indeed, and I pity 
her in my heart. Give my kindest love to our good aunt. I ever am, 
my dear Sir, . . . C. C.

P.S. Sir Edward [Blackett] and his good old wife are exceedingly 
happy now in the prospect of their new daughter giving an addition 
to their family.

Mr Stead is in affliction for the loss of his friend and companion 
Lord Ashbrook, 4 who was a very kind hearted man. The love of wine 
was his bane, and ruined his constitution. I have sent a great deal of 
my baggage home, because I had a good opportunity. I wish I may 
not have been too hasty, for I see no prospect of following it.

I cannot get a frank and am sorry for it.

1 The Transport Board, an independent department, was abolished at the end of 
the war.

2 Philip Patton became a lord of the Admiralty in May 1804 and continued until 
the death of Pitt.

8 Created Lord Barham in May 1805 and First Lord of the Admiralty.
4 William Flower, Viscount Ashbrook, an Irish peer. The report of his death was 

premature. See Letter 71. Kearsley, Peerage, ii, 552. His sister, Miss Flower(s), 
continues to figure in the correspondence.
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67. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Plymouth Dock, 

March 15, 1801

MY DEAR SIR, On my arrival here on Thursday I received the 
favour of your letter, and it was with great concern I heard of the 
death of my worthy friend, Admiral Home, whose state of health had 
prepared me for this melancholy event. And it wou'd have been happy 
had his poor wife also endeavoured to reconcile herself to the decree 
of Providence and to bear her great affliction with composure. Then 
the attentions of a kind friend might have been useful in soothing her 
mind to peace. But what can be applied to frenzy but bonds? I hope 
time will calm her.

I have had a very anxious time during my last cruize, having left 
my poor Sarah the day after her arrival here. Nothing could be more 
unfortunate than the French squadron making its escape just at that 
time, which gave rise to the report that their fleet was out and hurried 
us all to join our friends off Brest. But she has managed her affairs 
and made out very well. All the families have been very kind and 
attentive to her and she is already much better acquainted with their 
histories than I am. I cannot tell you what my delight has been for 
the four days I have been here, with my wife and little Sail. My 
former disappointment heightened the pleasure I have felt now, and 
I hope to remain with them some days to come, as Lord St Vincent 
was so good as to say I should stay here as long as the state of things, 
fleets &c. wou'd allow, which however cannot be very long, as at 
Brest they seem to be quite ready for sea, and when operations begin 
in the Baltic the combined fleets will assuredly come out, either to 
assail Ireland or give us battle, previous to any movement in their 
troops. They cannot leave those poor deluded Danes and Swedes to 
be ruined, for they are not of force alone to resist our fleets. They are 
under the dominion of France, as all the rest of Europe is. The assert 
ing the rights of neutrality is a mere pretext for a quarrel which the 
French, by Paul, 1 require them to engage in. The maritime law, which 
authorises powers at war to search neutrals for contraband, or articles 
used in war, is the law of Nations. It is an act of self defence, and when 
we compare the manner of acting under it by our fleets with that of 
the French, this war, or the Russians and Swedes during their war, 
we have been in general, patterns of moderation and temperance. 2

1 The Czar, supra.
2 This was certainly true of Collingwood's enforcement of the Orders in Council 

after 1807. Letter Books, passim.
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Our existence depends on the exercise of it, and I hope it never will 
be given up. The French have made this clamour and hallooed the 
Northern Nations to war since their own fleets have been driven from 
the seas. Do they forget the edict of their government confiscating 
American ships bound to or from England, whatever their cargo 
might be? I cannot say I have any hope of negotiation being opened 
to treat of peace, but believe the French having so far succeeded in 
overpowering all the continent, will make a great effort to reduce the 
power of England.1 I hope in this contest we shall have the good 
fortune to meet them at sea fleets, armies and whatever they have  
where I think we have a better chance of defeating their schemes than 
on shore. You see with what secrecy all their schemes are executed. 
It is not positively known where the French squadron is gone. There 
are letters here from Sir John Warren's off Cadiz, and the entrance of 
the Straits of the yth Feb'y, when they had not seen nor heard of such 
a squadron, for no mention is made of it. The letters from C[ap] de 
Gatte relating the capture of the Success frigate are not believed, so 
that it is yet suspected they may be gone to the West Indies. It has 
been said that the change of Ministers2 was in consequence of a 
difference of opinion on the subject of the Irish Catholics, but they 
are succeeded by men acting on the same general principles. It was 
more likely to have been a political experiment, on some change of 
measures, the adoption of something more conciliating towards the 
enemy, and which might be supposed to come better from a new 
Ministry than from Pitt. 3 But I do not think any temperance or 
expression of a desire for peace on our part will now prevent the 
French government from making their great experiment to over 
whelm England. The navy, I doubt not, will be ably directed by 
Lord St Vincent. His ambition, which has ever been his ruling passion, 
has kept him all his life in the continual exercise of his powers, and 
established in him habits of business which will enable him to keep 
the Admiralty as active as his predecessor, with more knowledge of 
the character and ability of all the officers. I do not know how the 
changes can affect me. Under the present circumstances I am satis 
fied with my station in the fleet, but I believe Lord St Vincent is very 
kindly disposed towards me, and if he thought some other situation 
might be more advantageous to me I do not think he wou'd ask me 
anything about it.

1 Napoleon forced Austria to make peace at Luneville in February 1801.
2 Pitt had resigned and had been succeeded by Addington in March 1801.
3 There was some truth in this assumption.
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My dear wife, who with her daughter is sitting by me, desires to 
join me in kindest love to aunty, and remembrances to all our friends 
near you. I am ever, my dear Sir, . . . C. C.

P.S. My wife has just received your letter informing her of the 
death of Mrs Murray, which we are exceedingly sorry to hear, and 
condole with her family on this melancholy occasion.

68. To his sister
Barfleur, off Brest,

July 23, 1801

MY DEAR SISTER, I have received the pleasure of your letter of 
the 6th which makes me very happy to find you are all well, and that 
my precious Mary is so spritely and so gay after the little jauntings 
she has had, which I dare say will strengthen her and do her health 
good. Poor little Sarah is very much troubled with her eyes, which 
inflame upon every little cold she takes and even exposure to the 
wind makes them very sore, and particularly the sea air. I am con 
vinced from what I saw at Plym'th that bathing in the sea is not 
proper for her. None of the applications to her eye has done it good. 
Doctor Trotter disapproved of them all and recommended small 
quantities of sulphur and honey to be taken merely as an alternative, 
which one may reasonably hope wou'd correct that sharp humour 
which causes the inflamation, which I hope it will in time. My wife 
told me of the death of poor Hannah Wilkie, which considering the 
circumstances of her condition, promising nothing of comfort or 
happiness in life, ought not to be lamented. Yet I think the mother 
must possess a good deal of the Stoic philosophy so soon to be 
reconciled to the loss of a daughter who has lived in her shadow, as 
it were, so many years. I do not mean that there is not wisdom in it, 
but Nature will sometimes combat against reason. I do not wonder 
that the father wou'd rather keep his child than resign it to Mrs 
Wilkie; he may have many reasons for it. Natural affection, no doubt, 
is one. Besides it may be necessary to make frequent requisitions for 
aids; these may be more forcibly urged on behalf of her daughter's 
son, than in his own. I have seen an example of this practice in 
Mrs Hughes' family. Though Parke had on some occasion forbid that 
Mrs. H shou'd even see her grand-daughter, he had no hesitation in 
his distresses to urge her for supplies of money to enable him to go 
on with his schemes, thrusting the child's interest in to open the 
avenues to her heart, and her purse. His applications on the same
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subject came to me for 50^, as the education of my relation (his 
daughter) cost him 40^ a year, in dancing, music, and other rare 
accomplishments entirely for the honour and credit of the family. 
The recovery of Miss W. I was very glad to hear, and I hope it will 
continue as long as she lives.

I was very sorry to hear of the accident that had befallen 
Adml Roddam. 1 It is very odd that people shou'd have such a dread 
of the infirmities of age as to take such pains to conceal them. A man 
of four score pretending to the alacrity of youth is rather ridiculous. 
He is a man of strong constitution and had health and strength un 
common at his time of life, without vain pretensions. I wrote to him 
when I heard of the accident and had in reply a letter from his wife, 
which has a good deal the style of a novel, a vein of weak wit in it. 
No mark of that good sense I thought she had possessed, or of that 
serious turn which I expected her account of so lamentable an 
accident wou'd have taken. She says 'We have now got down on the 
lower deck to live'; 'We are carried out in chair every day to take 
the air' etc. I suppose she thought I might not have understood her 
if she had called it the ground floor. She ridicules the complaints and 
infirmities of poor Colly, laid up with gout one day and the next 
riding over the country, and takes occasion to put me in mind of the 
great obligations I owe to the Admiral. Poor woman. She did not 
know perhaps that I have a much better remembrancer here, that 
will not allow any kindness, or friendship I have received to be 
forgotten.

When we first came out we had a malignant fever in several of the 
ships: we lost nine or ten men by it. It was at that time I was ill with 
a little fever and a great cough, which, however, I recovered in about 
three weeks, and have since been very well, and the ships are now 
very healthy. The French are making such preparation of their fleet 
and army on the whole extent of their coast that I do not expect we 
shall return to port until the Autumnal gales drive us in. Nothing can 
be more tiresome than this constant watching and the misfortune is, 
that the chances are that they may in thick or foggy weather escape 
the utmost vigilance at last. They certainly meditate (if there is not 
peace, and that I do not expect) some grand effort against England 
and Ireland, perhaps at the same time, to divide our force and dis 
tract our counsels. In our fleet we are well prepared for any thing. I 
was well aware, my dear Mary, that my income wou'd be considerably 
diminished by purchasing a farm, and it was not the vanity of being

1 A fall. See Letter 95.
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a land holder that made me desire it. But the times are so ricketty 
that I thought a division of securities, even for a little, was a prudent 
thing, although not a profitable one. But I have no anxiety or wish 
about it except in this consideration. It is exceedingly dull cruizing 
for the frigates now, for the French, having nothing at sea, no prizes 
are made; nothing of any account has been taken this four months. 
I keep them well employed for me at Payngton in making me pickles 
and preserves and shirts. 1

I never was so well supplied or taken so much care of in any of 
my former cruizes. Give my love to my brother and my sisters and 
all our friends. I hope you found Mr Collingwood well when you went 
to Chirton. I had a letter from Sr Edwd Blackett some time since to 
tell me his son was soon to be married, an event that gives all his 
family great satisfaction. I am, my dear sister, Ever your affection 
ate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] July 26. I have been but indifferent two days but am better. 
These long cruizes, I am afraid, will not do for me.

69. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Barflettr, off Brest, 

August 24, 1801

MY DEAR SIR, I have often heard of you by my dear Sarah's 
letters, but was very happy yesterday to hear from yourself that you 
and our dear aunty are enjoying good health. I am much obliged to 
you for your concern for me. Thank God I am now very well, but 
have been more out of health this cruize than I ever was, which I 
attribute very much to long confinement. This is the third summer 
that I have hardly seen the leaf of the trees, except through a glass at 
the distance of some leagues. I hope, however, the successes of the 
campaign, when that of Egypt is happily concluded, 2 will be pro 
ductive of peace. Perhaps the negotiation may be at this time well 
advanced. But the French government must keep up the appearance 
of some service for their army so long as they are to be kept together, 
and the hope of plundering England amuses the lively fancies of 
Frenchmen. Even shou'd all negotiation fail, I cannot persuade my 
self, that they will seriously attack England, but rather that the 
grand effort will be made in Ireland, and all the preparation to the

1 Supra, Letters.
2 The French forces in Alexandria, under Menou, capitulated in August.
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Eastward, and by the Dutch, merely a feint, to veil their real purpose. 
Nothing can be more insipid than the service of watching a port where 
I have now been seven months, with the exception of a fortnight that 
I was at Plymouth. And after all the chances are that when the nights 
are longer, and the winds stronger, their squadrons make their escape 
in spite of us. Whatever is to be undertaken will be from home, and 
the Western ports, where they have considerable armies, and all their 
ships ready. And what is a suspicious circumstance is that they now 
give out that their fleet is totally unfit for sea, not half manned, 
ill provided with stores, sickly, and in want of everything. Now I have 
a habit of not believing a Frenchman, especially when he speaks 
humbly of his own powers or ability, and augur well from this account 
of their distressed state that something is nearly ready for execution.

Sir James Saumarez' attack of the ships at Algeziras1 was a hardy 
measure, that many men of as good judgement would not have 
attempted, for the batteries on the land are everywhere as strong as 
the situation will admit of, but in its consequences it has been a good 
thing, and has increased that terror of meeting the English which, I 
believe, both French and Spaniards had a good store of before. In '96, 
when Lord St Vincent and the fleet lay at Gibraltar, a Spanish frigate 
ran into the same place and was considered by everybody so well 
protected as to be out of reach.

Lord Nelson is an incomparable man, a blessing to any country 
that is engaged in such a war. His successes in most of his undertak 
ings are the best proofs of his genius and his talents. Without much 
previous preparation or plan he has the faculty of discovering advan 
tages as they arise, and the good judgement to turn them to his use. 
An enemy that commits a false step in his view is ruined, and it 
comes on him with an impetuosity that allows him no time to recover. 
In his private character he is kind heart[ed] [M.S. torn] [it is] said his 
attachments in Italy altered his ... mending them. I could not dis 
cover what [. . .] any great change in him. . . . The man is no doubt a 
great joy to his father and mother, and to all his family. If the Scotts 
did entertain hopes and wishes that they shou'd inherit his fortune it 
was unreasonable and everybody may, I think, be glad of their dis 
appointment, without offence. Those calculators that in their poor 
ambition to be rich bring the whole property of their family into 
their treasury, are generally and justly disappointed.

When Sir Andrew Mitchell returns to the fleet I believe I shall go 
in for a few days, and have written to my Sarah to meet me at

1 See Keith Papers, ii, 360.
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Plymouth, after which I think she will be glad to bend her course 
northward, before the severities of winter come on. She has had but a 
hapless time of it, but it passed off better in summer and a pleasant 
village than it will in winter, and there is reason to think I shall be 
more in port than I have been. I hope Mrs R. Home is very well. 
The Blanche belongs to the fleet but we never have any frigates with 
us, they are all dispersed along the coast, on the look out, and are 
seldom half an hour with the fleet, to receive orders. If I had oppor 
tunity I will enquire about young Home. I beg my love to our good 
aunty, and wishing you both health and every comfort, I am, my 
dear Sir, . . . C. C.

[P.S.] I hope Mr John Home and his family are well and beg my kind 
remembrance to him.

70. To his sister
Barfleur, Bearhaven, Bantry Bay,

November 8, 1801

MY DEAR SISTER, When the peace was concluded we very 
naturally expected that a short time wou'd have returned us all to 
our families and friends, but the very reverse is the case, and we are 
kept as far from home as possible. How long this will last I have no 
conjecture, but it is a proof with what caution the ministers move, and 
I think some pretence will probably be found for keeping a Navy in 
action for some time to come, until all is composed, and the memory 
of hostility a little blunted. Our being here in Ireland with so formid 
able a fleet it is to be hoped will cool the ardour of the Insurgents and 
their hope of aid from France cut off, dispose them to be content with 
their present government, but they are a turbulent people, a sort of 
vulcanic composition that bursts into flame and violence to its own 
destruction. We had not the least intimation that we were to come 
here, until the signal was made in a gale of wind to join Sr And'w 
Mitchell who had that morning received his orders. And some, de 
pending on being paid off soon, were very ill provided for an expedi 
tion of this kind. Eight or ten ships (two deckers) are gone to the 
southward, we suppose to the Mediterranean, to bring home the army 
from Egypt and garrisons of Malta and Minorca. I once expected that 
before Christmas I shou'd have seen you, but I cannot say I do now; 
on the contrary, ships from England are daily arriving here, and more 
are expected. This is an excellent harbour, but the country about it 
rude, barren hills; the natives as wild as the land they inhabit, are
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half naked, and live entirely on milk and potatoes of which they have 
this year abundance. Much more might be done with the land of the 
valleys, but, having no market, they just grow enough for their own 
subsistence, and if the crop of potatoes fail, they have a famine. In 
the mean time, were it not for a little impatience that every body has 
to get home, we live here comfortably enough amongst ourselves, 
which is a very pleasant society, dining with each other every day, 
which is a new thing and a happy change from the life we led off 
Ushant. And if we are not to come on shore yet I am glad to be from 
England just now while those courts martial are going on. Sir Willm 
Parker is to be tried on a charge of some irregularity in his command 
at Halifax and Adml Bligh has demanded a court martial to enquire 
into his conduct at Jamaica, from whence Sir Hyde Parker sent him 
home in rather an irregular way. No man cou'd be more disliked by 
the people of Jamaica than Sir Hyde was, and Bligh being a cheerful, 
good humoured man, was perhaps more in their esteem, and atten 
tions to him created jealousy; but this is merely my own conjecture. 
Sr H/s intrigues with the French women were abominable, and the 
stories that are told of them neither do grace to his head or heart. 
The woman he brought to England was bought of her husband for a 
sum of money with which a brig was purchased and fitted as a 
privateer in which the Frenchman (depending perhaps on the 
powerful patronage that supported him) committed such piracies that 
he was at last taken and brought to Jamaica: he was in goal and no 
doubt of his conviction. The French party, his wife at their head, per 
suaded him not to suffer the disgrace of an ignominious death, to be 
hanged wou'd reflect infamy on them all. There was only one way to 
escape it, and the countess, being a good cook, prepar'd him a pigeon 
for dinner, that removed the necessity of providing supper. He was 
taken from the prison and buried in the crossing roads with a stake 
through his body. After which, the countess enjoyed uninterrupted 
felicity with her gallant protector. I think an enquiry into circum 
stances of times, when such was the system, will not sit very easy on 
the mind of Sr H. He has acquired immense wealth by the war, but 
he has failed in what is of much more consequence to his happiness  
he has failed in establishing that respectability of character that to 
an honourable man is the first consideration. External grandeur is 
shadowy indeed, when compared with that solid contentment arising 
from a mind at ease. I do not know when I shall have an opportunity 
of sending this. We have a small frigate here that I expect will go soon 
to Torbay. I beg, my dear Mary, you will draw on Martin etc. for
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forty pounds; I have not wrote to them but that will make no 
difference. I am very anxious to hear how my wife and my precious 
child got home, where I hope they are now all well, and that it will 
not be very long before I join them, to part no more. You wou'd be 
very glad to hear of Adml Brathwaite's good fortune. Lloyd, when he 
died, left them his estate in Wales, which is a very comfortable one: 
I do not know what, but I believe about a thousand pounds a year. 
They talk of a naval promotion by way of a concluding reward for 
our hard service and I hope that will make me a Vice Admiral. Give 
my kindest love to all our family, whom I hope soon to find very well. 
I hope Mr Collingwood is well and that Admiral Roddam is as much 
better as possible. I am ever, my dear Sister, Your truly affectionate, 
CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

71. To Mrs Stead
Barfleur, Bantry Bay,

November 30, 1801

MY DEAR SISTER, I was in hopes that in your own house I should 
have thanked you for your kindness in coming to Portsmouth to us 
and for the happy days you gave your sister and little Sail at Wadley. 
I have just heard from her at Newcastle, arrived safe and well. No 
part of her journey has given her more satisfaction than her visit to 
Wadley. The pleasure she had in being with you was very much in 
creased by the kind attentions of your good husband and all your 
family. I was in hopes that the happy turn affairs took soon after you 
left us at Portsmouth would have allowed me to join the party, but 
things have taken another turn, and you will easily conceive what my 
disappointment was to be sent here, to the most miserable part of the 
King's dominions. Nothing can exceed the nakedness of the country, 
and the wretchedness of its inhabitants, but it is a fine port, where the 
ships lie in safety, and I conclude we shall stay here until all the con 
ditions of the peace are settled by the definitive treaty. But however 
it is peace, and the time not very distant when I shall be in possession 
of all my blessings, and none knows better how to estimate them than 
I do, or can be more thankful for them. I was sorry to hear Lord Ash- 
brooke had been so indifferent in health as to make it necessary to go 
to London for advice. I hope he has benefited by it and will get quite 
well without trying the experiment of a cruize at sea, as I rather think 
I shall not be in a situation to receive the honour his Lordship intended
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me next summer in being my guest in the Barfleur. The only society 
we have is amongst ourselves in the ships. We dine with each other 
when the weather will allow boats to pass, and indeed the young men 
find ladies even amongst those rocks to make a dance now and then. 
I mean all those who have shoes and stockings and a bit of blue 
ribbon to adorn their black heads. They can all dance, and while they 
hold their tongues, are very decent behaved people. Little Pepwell (a 
Lieut. of the Barfleur who you may have seen) has fallen deeply in 
love with one of them, and though he is but a very little man and 
the lady another Huma mama, he is not at all dismayed. But little a 
warrior dares exploits of danger, and this is certainly an undertaking 
that requires nerves.

I think it is likely that we shall stay here until after Christmas, by 
which time I hope Lord Cornwallis will have finished the business in 
France 1 and established for us a peace which will last us all our lives. 
I am not of the opinion that we ought to have continued the war and 
might have done it with advantage. The object for which the war was 
undertaken is I hope fully obtained; it was to resist principles of 
revolution which the enemy disseminated in our country, and which 
threatened our existence as a nation, but when those principles are 
become the object of universal abhorrence, and their dire effects fully 
exemplified, as they have been, they lose their danger, and the price 
of peace can scarce be rated too high, in restoring what was con 
quered but as securities and a means of continuing the commerce 
which was lost in other parts of the world. Now it remains to be 
proved whether the French are equally sincere and whether the 
Republican government is more disposed to live in amity with the 
world than their monarchs were. The experiment is a fair one to 
make: for my own part, I have been in the habit of considering a 
Frenchman as a restless sort of animal, prone to change, ever questing 
after novelty, and ready to quarrel on the smallest interruption to his 
pursuits. Now was this the constitution of the animal, or the policy 
of the Court? We shall see. I hope nature had nothing to do with it.

Need I say, my dear Sister, how happy I should be to see Mr Stead 
and you at Morpeth. I often lament that the great distance between 
us separates friends whose regard and affection I so much desire to 
cultivate. Give to your husband my kindest regards, to Lord Ash- 
brooke and Miss Flowers my best respects and compl'ts, and ever 
believe me, my dear sister, Your very affectionate brother, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

1 The negotiations for the Peace of Amiens.
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72. To Mrs Stead
Barfleur, Portsmo', 

January 16, 1802

MY DEAR SISTER, I received your kind letter the day before 
yesterday; it followed me from Bearhaven. I was then lamenting the 
death of poor Lord Ashbrook, which I had seen in the newspapers and 
knowing the friendship that has long subsisted between your families, 
I condole with you on his loss, and with his sister whose affection for 
him seem'd very great. I saw in him at Portsmouth, a kind hearted 
benevolent man, and when such a one has long lived with us in habits 
of intimacy and friendship, we feel in their death the loss of a relation. 
I am very sorry for him. If it was not for the occasion that brought us 
to England I should be very glad that I had got a little nearer to you 
than we were there, but we have had great troubles with some of the 
ships that were ordered to the West Indies and a melancholy catas 
trophe it has brought them to. The sailors, I suppose, having read in 
the newspapers that they were all angels, took it in their heads they 
might do what they pleased and refused to go abroad when they were 
ordered. In the Temeraire, Adml Campbell's ship, they proceeded to 
other outrages against discipline and order, which gave the oppor 
tunity to seize the principal leaders, and we have been ten days past 
trying twenty of them by court martial. Of fourteen who were first 
tried, thirteen were sentenced to death and six were hanged yesterday; 
we ended the trial of six others today, five of whom were capitally 
convicted. It is a melancholy thing, but there is no possibility of gov 
erning ships, so as to make them useful to the state, but by making 
examples of those who resist the execution of their orders, and I hope 
this will have such an effect upon the whole fleet that we shall have no 
more commotions amongst them. God knows there are none more 
desirous than I am that they might return to their families. Few have 
such families to return to, but I have ever avoided making any expres 
sion of my desire, and I hope the final settlement of the treaty will 
give us all relief soon. I am very sorry, my dear sister, that I should 
have disappointed you and grieved poor old Senior by an omission 
(which was not intended) to mention his son when I wrote to you 
from Ireland. The truth is, I forgot it, and it was not because of any 
misbehaviour: he is a very good lad and conducts himself extremely 
properly: the only irregularity was his having staid longer on shore 
than he ought, when he had leave to go and amuse himself. For this I 
lectured him, because I was afraid of his falling into bad company,
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and, happening then to be writing to Sarah, I mentioned the circum 
stance to her but not in the way of complaint, for I really think him 
a very good lad and am very sorry that his poor old father should 
have been so much grieved by my having omitted to tell you he was 
going on well. Where I was in Ireland I got for Sarah a piece or two 
of the manufacture of that country for her gown. / think it is beauti 
ful, and if you will wear a brown stuff gown, and tell me to whom I 
can direct it in London, I have a piece for you, which I beg my dear 
sister to accept from me. If Mr Stead is in town could I send it to his 
lodging?

I would take Mr Crespigny's 1 son with a great deal of pleasure 
and be kind to him as coming from you, but my staying with ships 
I think will probably be very short and as the Barfleur will be amongst 
the first dismantled it is scarce worth removing him from the situ 
ation he is at present in. But of this I leave you and them to judge. 
But I consider my disembarking as so near that I have already sent 
off all my heavy baggage in a collier to Newcastle and Bounce 2 
amongst the valuables.

My jewel is engaged at present in making a bargain for the pur 
chase of our house at Morpeth, which I hope she will accomplish, but 
Mr Horseley knowing it is convenient to us and the difficulty of find 
ing a place out of Newcastle to suit us so well, demands a great sum 
for it. However, I think if it was our own it is very capable of being 
made a comfortable house. In Newcastle I should not like at all to 
live, and if we pay dear for it we must give it credit for being so much 
the finer house.

Give my kindest respect to Mr Stead and to Miss Flower. I ever 
am, my dear sister, Your truly affectionate brother, C. C.

73. To Sir Edward Blackett
Barfleur, Spithead, 

January 28, 1802

DEAR SIR, The receipt of your letter and of Lady Blackett's 
since gave me great pleasure as they informed me of the health of all 
your family. I wish I cou'd say when it was probable I shou'd have it 
in my power to visit you, but at present I see no prospect of it. We are

1 Infra. In 1810 Lady de Crespigny published a short monody to the memory 
of Collingwood.

* Collingwood's dog. Letter 184.
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just as much confined to our ships as ever and I suppose until the 
definitive treaty is signed there will be no reduction and I must 
content myself.

It has the appearance of the French artfully procrastinating as if 
some sinister purpose was to be obtained by time. The Spanish 
Embassador's presence at Amiens was necessary to the conclusion of 
the treaty, but he was sick and cou'd not travel until the first Consul 
had left Paris and then the Don cannot proceed until he has had an 
interview with Bonaparte and Bonaparte is gone to Lyons and Mar 
seilles and will find business to detain him as long as it is convenient. 
A Frenchman is such a trickish animal that I cannot consider him but 
with suspicion, and a Corsican has given proof that he can out-trick 
a Frenchman.

The Ministers, though they hold fair language and do not publicly 
declare doubts, seem not to be without them, for a great part of the 
fleet are fitted for foreign service and held ready at a moment's notice. 
There are 7 sail of the line here and 8 at Torbay ready to go with the 
first easterly wind, and I am going with 6 sail of great ships and a 
frigate to join the fleet at Torbay. The men belonging to infirm ships 
which are paid off are retained and sent here to be distributed in other 
ships. In the Courts Martial we have lately had a very painful duty 
to perform, but I hope our decisions have purged off that humour of 
resistance to orders which had shewn itself in some instances, and 
which had it ripened wou'd probably have had a very baneful effect 
on our pending treaties. My wife has been very busy lately in making 
the purchase of our house at Morpeth. It was to be sold and we must 
either have bought it or be turned out. The situation is convenient for 
us and so we bought it, and I feel a satisfaction now that we are not 
subject to be removed at the will of a landlord. On examining the 
house they tell me it is good and strong built, and will be a good house 
after our time.

Our poor old Admiral here (Milbank) 1 is very ill, he got out of 
bed one night to read a dispatch which arrived, caught cold and 
has been very ill ever since. His day of service is almost past. A 
frigate is just come in from the Mediterranean in which they tell 
me Lord Keith is returned from his Command there. 2 I congratu 
late you, sir, on the happy state of your daughter in law and hope 
such causes of gratulation will frequently occur. I beg to offer my 
most affectionate regards to Lady Blackett and all your house and

1 Mark Milbank (of County Durham), promoted admiral 1779
2 He was still at Gibraltar in the middle of May 1802. Keith Papers, ii, 389.
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at Thorpe. I hope Genl Scott was well when you heard from Ireland. 
I am, . . . C. C.

74. To his sister
Torbay, 1 

April 20, 1802

MY DEAR SISTER, When my wife was at Newcastle I did not 
write often to you because I knew you heard of me every week from 
her, but now I conclude she is gone to Morpeth, where I assure you I 
wish I was also, for this uncomfortable suspense is teazing. It cannot 
last long now, though I do not expect I shall be ordered on shore 
while there is a ship left of the fleet undisposed of. They go off from 
hence in parties such as can employ the officers of the dockyard in 
receiving their stores without bustle and confusion. Today, six are 
going to the different ports and then there will only remain the Com- 
mander-in-Chief, 2 and myself, with six ships and the frigates, which 
I think in a week or ten days will also go off to their resting places. I 
am sure I have had my share of the war. I begun it early and see the 
last of it, and I hope it is the last we shall ever see. I heard you were 
at the Children's Ball, and well entertained with the performance of 
my girls. I wish I cou'd have seen them, but I must have them at 
home for a little time when I come.

Is there any thing I can do for you in London? When I am there 
I must necessarily stop there a few days but they shall be as few as 
possible. If I can do any thing for you there let me know. I think I 
shall be at Mr Ommanney's in Bloomsbury Square. Not that that is 
at all convenient to me, but he has pressed me much and I do not 
like to refuse. I shall go to Greenwich and see Adml Brathwaite's 
family and hope I shall find them all in good plight and health.

Sarah tells me Mr Collingwood will probably be in town when I 
am there. I shall find him, I suppose, in his old lodgings. He is, I 
understand, about to make a considerable purchase and add to his 
estate near Ponteland. This will be very convenient to him if he 
intends to make that his place of residence, for the comfort of a good 
house is lost, if the access is difficult. Impassable roads are a bar to 
hospitality which makes a happy country. I have lately had a great 
troublesome and painful business in holding courts martial and trying

1 Collingwood had been ordered by Vice-Admiral Mitchell to join Cornwallis at 
Torbay on January 23. The Admiralty ordered him to return to Spithead on April 28, 
and to strike his flag on May 6. Admiralty Letters 121, fo. 41, 196, 198-9.

2 Cornwallis. Ibid. fo. 187, 196.
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almost all the officers of the San Fiorenzo for their misdeeds. 1 They 
were sent from Ports [mouth] to this place for the purpose of their 
trials and to amuse us, I suppose. There is a brig here which will sail 
today or tomorrow for Sunderland, I have sent by her a small trunk 
and part of my lumber, and two h'hds of most excellent cyder. I will 
be much obliged to my brother if he will enquire for the arrival of the 
Diana, Capt. Be van, at Sunderland, and let Mr Blackett know who 
will send some person over to take care they are properly sent by the 
waggon, and vented, lest by its motion the casks shou'd burst. I hope 
Aunt Philly and the family at Elandhall2 are well. I beg my kind 
love to them and to my brother and sisters, and ever am, my dear 
sister, Your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I think in a week or ten days we shall certainly go from hence.

75. To Mrs Stead
Thorpe Lee, 3 

May 9, 1802

MY DEAR SISTER, I have at last got from my ship4 and am 
safely landed. As the time approaches I shall get home to my blessings 
my impatience increases, and I can scarce persuade myself that I 
have now only to study how to make every body about me happy as 
they can be. That every day will be that I have been wishing for ten 
years past. I am indeed, my dear sister, feeling a degree of content 
ment that is truly pleasureable. I fully intended to have made Wadley 
in my way home, but the long disappointment we suffered in Torbay 
has detained me so much longer from home than was reasonable that 
I hope you and Mr Stead will excuse my coming down now. I have 
some matters to settle in London that I must endeavour to have 
finished next week. Sarah tells me you have just fallen into that 
embarrassment with which we were threatened and which induced 
me to buy pur house. We were in danger of being obliged to move off 
at a very short notice, and there is no other way of getting the better 
of that. But I hope Mr Stead will find some place soon that he will like.

1 Viz. embezzlement of stores. Admiral Cornwallis subsequently forwarded all 
Collingwood's papers on the subject to the Admiralty. Admiralty Letters 121 (end 
of volume).

2 History of Northumberland, xii, 469 .
3 Egham, the home of Sir Edward Blackett.
4 On May 6. A week later his agents, Ommaney and Druce, of Cecil Street, 

Strand, wrote to the Admiralty for payment of his 'Flag Pay, Table money, 
Stationary,' and the usual allowances from May 12, 1799, to May 6, 1802. Admiralty 
Letters 121, fo. 202.
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I should recommend Northumberland for your residence, a fine 
healthy air; in winter a comfortable fire and friends about you that 
would be made happy by your neighbourhood. I came from Portsmo' 
yesterday to this place to dinner, and found a large family here; 
Uncle Harry1 laid up with gout, Mr and Mrs Blackett and Mrs Chess- 
well, all very well. But I observed old age had made considerable 
advances since I saw them last, they are both very deaf, but in cheer 
ful good spirits. Uncle Harry purposed leaving this in a day or two 
in his progress homeward, but now that he has got more gout than 
the Metallic tractors can remove, he must wait the regular course of 
the disorder before he can travel. I am very much pleased with 
Mrs Blackett's appearance and manners, the more because I think I 
see a similitude to you in voice and manner. Her husband seems to be 
totally occupied in his attentions to her, but one would hope a little 
of that would wear off, because the world we live in claims a part 
of our regard, which we must not withhold if we mean to be at 
peace with it. I go from hence to town tomorrow morning. Is there 
anything, my dear sister, that I can do for you there? If there is 
write a line to Mr Ommaneys in Bloomsbury Square. Give my 
kindest regards to Mr Stead and Miss Flower. Wish them for me 
health and every happiness. I ever am, my dear sister, Your most truly 
affectionate, C. C.

76. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Morpeth, 

June 25, 1802

MY DEAR SIR, I am very much obliged to you for your kind 
letter, congratulating me on my return to the enjoyment of as much 
comfort and happiness as any man has a right to expect in this world, 
I have great gratification in the improvement of my children, and am 
full of thankfulness to God that they, and their beloved mother, enjoy 
such perfect health that it is hardly known in our family what an ail 
or an ache is. I never knew Mr Blackett better than he is now. He is 
cheerful and far less deaf than he was formerly. When he is not obliged 
to be in Newcastle about his business he comes to us, and as the 
children are with us for the holidays we are a merry family, and I do 
not wish that this state of our domestics may be interrupted by any 
public employment. Lord St Vincent was kind enough to offer me

1 Rector of Bpldon, County Durham. For the Blackett pedigree, History of 
Northumberland, xii, 377-9.
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command immediately, but as I believe this proposal was made in 
kindness to me I have no idea of his being offended at my declining 
it, or that it shou'd at all interfere with my employment in the event 
of a war. And until that happens, which I hope is very distant, I am not 
desirous of being engag'd in the sort of service that peace offers. The 
duty of a Port Admiral, I do not like much, and the office is so far 
from being lucrative that I think it would be more likely to put us to 
inconvenient expenses. I never knew how to make money (as they 
call it) nor had any great respect for those I have met who did. The 
manner and style of living at the ports is above what can be sup 
ported by the pay, and there is no prize money now to help it out, 
so that I think we are much better at Morpeth than there. I have 
workmen opening out the back part of our premises, by pulling down 
the old crazy walls and dog houses, and building a low wall to separate 
the garden. When we get the ground opposite to us, we intend to 
throw it into a little field which will be convenient, and improve the 
prospect from our house. But this must remain with the tenant until 
February next, and I believe I shall do little more this summer than 
is now in hand. I am sorry to hear our good aunty's health is so un 
equal to contend with winter colds. She has from nature but a weak 
constitution, a body tender and delicate, subject to all the 'skyicy' 
influences, but nature has given her also a strong and noble mind that 
can suffer the infirmities of the body, with a patience that is admir 
able, and in the midst of them is not regardless of the happiness and 
comforts of her friends. I am sorry to find you do not hear so well 
as you did. I do not hear as I did formerly. I am not short sighted, but 
I do not see as I did formerly, and sometimes can scarce read without 
spectacles. 1 In ten years I think I shall be as old a man as you are 
now, but this is a subject I contemplate with pleasure rather than 
regret. To live a good life has been my care, even since I had care: 
to live a long one has never given me a thought. I do not think you 
are in danger for many years of wearying your friends. Your fund of 
knowledge and entertainment, like a rich man's wealth, may spare 
much without diminution, for, like it, it generates its kind, and your 
constitution is as strong as perhaps any man's in Great Britain. But 
I would not have you think too well of it, and too freely make experi 
ments of it. We found Admiral Roddam better than I expected, for 
he was cheerful and had a good appetite for his dinner, but totally 
lame, and his legs swollen and watery. His wife says she thinks him as 
likely to live 50 or 60 years as any person she knows, but if she really

1 He was nearly fifty-four.
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thinks so, I believe she is singular. His daughter, Miss Roddam, is 
soon to be married to a clergyman who is very well spoken of, 
Mr Lloyd: he has a living in Kent and some estate in North Wales. 

We have it in our minds to pay you a visit at Musselburg; but 
cannot yet determine exactly when. Mr Blackett comes here on 
Monday, Mr Collingwood on Wednesday, and the beginning of the 
month we go to Newcastle and to Bolden, where poor Uncle Harry is 
confined by the gout. My dear Sarah and our girls join me in kindest 
love to our aunt and yourself, and wishing you both good health, and 
every comfort. I am ever, my dear Sir, C. C.

77. To his sister
Morpeth, 

Friday evening [? July 1802]

MY DEAR SISTER, We are very much obliged for your inquiries. 
We arrived here at two o'clock on Wednesday, all very well, myself 
only well wet, for the heat obliged me to pull off my coat. Of two evils 
I chose the cool and refreshing drops.

Mr Blackett, from whom I had a letter this morning, had told us 
of the death of Mrs Roddam at London, before your letter arrived, but 
I rather think she died in Kent at the house which was her brother's. 
I am sorry that any event shou'd happen to give the Admiral so 
much uneasiness as I think this will. It is a great change to him and 
to the neighbourhood of Roddam, and very materially affects a large 
body of people, Colvilles, Bennets etc., who will now find things not 
exactly what they were.

I have sent by the waggon, directed to you, nine spinal of yarn, 
which I beg the favour of you to tell Stark to send for. It is to be wove 
into as many yards of huckabak as it will make f [yard] wide. This is 
the spinning of our damsels in our absence. Our garden is beautiful, 
and abounds in vegetables. Sarah joins me in love to all with you, 
and believe me, my dear sister, Your very affectionate, CUTHB'T 
COLLINGWOOD.

78. To his sister
Morpeth, 

Sunday evening

MY DEAR SISTER, We have heard of you every day by Mr Black 
ett, who constantly writes accounts of my sister and aunt, and truly
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sorry I am to find they have both been so very ill since we left New 
castle, but I hope now that the cause of my sister's complaint is 
removed, and that she will get her health and strength again soon. 
And as Mr Blackett will not be at Newcastle] next week, I beg you 
will write us a line now and then to say how Mary does.

We are all very well here, the children I think already stronger and 
better looking for the change of air. Little Mary is in better spirits and 
less weak than she was. Nothing can exceed Sarah's strength and 
mirth. They are kept close and regularly at school every morning, 
besides a little lesson in the afternoon, in which they are very diligent. 
I had a little complaint when I first came here for two days, which was 
merely the consequence of a little cold I had taken, but it went off 
without medicine of any kind and I am now as well as can be.

My wife joins me in kind love to all our family with you, and we 
hope-in a few days to hear a better account of my sister. I am ever, 
my dear sister, Your affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] The Ordes are at Nunikirk. There is in the newspaper a Colling- 
wood Ward a bankrupt. Do you know who he is? Some of these 
Wards I suppose.

79. To his sister
Sunday, i8th .. .

MY DEAR MARY, I just write to you a line to tell you we are both 
very well. I have been at Capheaton for a few days but the roads were 
too rough for Sarah to venture. If the weather keeps fair and good I 
shall come some day this week and see you, and take a dinner with 
you. I suppose Mr Coll. is gone by this time; if not, you may tell him 
Mr Orde1 received his letter and is obliged to him for his civility: 
wou'd have wrote to say he had no commands to London but hap 
pened to be very much engaged just then. I never heard any reason 
why they did not visit at Chirton as they once intended. Mrs O. said 
today 'now I think Ned will marry as I see Miss Clarke's gone/ This 
speech shews the opinion she entertained that there was a possibility 
of his attaching himself to her. I set her right, however, in that 
respect by telling her that though he might amuse himself by those 
nonsensical flirtations that afforded tea table history, whenever he 
was serious, the object wou'd be in a very different style. I am sorry 
poor Mrs Askew is dead. Mrs Stead saw Mr and Mrs Airey at Bath,

1 William Ord, M.P. for Morpeth, 1802-33.
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both looking miserably ill. Sarah joins in love to all with you, and 
believe me, my dear Mary, your affectionate, C. COLLINGWOOD.

80. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Morpeth, 

August 31, 1802
MY DEAR SIR, I received both your kind letters and we are very 

happy to hear that you and our good aunty are well. I was once in 
hopes that we should have had the pleasure of seeing you this sum 
mer, but am afraid we must give it up for the present. We have been 
jaunting about a good deal which has wearied Sarah, and she has 
become languid and relaxed, so that the sea bathing, she thinks, is 
quite necessary to set her up before the winter pinches her, and in 
about ten days we go down to Newbiggin. Mr Blackett left us before 
the assizes, and comes to us again at Newbiggin. He is at present at 
Hexham with Mr Beaumont, 1 in very good health and spirits. The 
birth of a son to Mr Blackett has given them all a fillip, and has so 
animated the grandfather, Sir Edward and Lady B[lackett], that I 
dare say they will live the longer, as well as be the happier for this 
event. I have been very busy with the ground about our House, very 
much to its improvement. The old cottages that were opposite to us 
are removed, not a vestige of them left. In their place is a low parapet, 
wall, with iron rails on it which opens our view to what will be a very 
pretty little field, at the end of which the river and the high banks 
covered with wood. On the other side our house we have done a great 
deal but there is yet as much to do, and next summer we purpose 
making some alterations within, which altogether will make it a very 
comfortable dwelling. My wife likes it, which makes me take much 
pleasure in improving it. It is very expensive, but then we in the mean 
time avoid the expenses as much as possible, which makes that matter 
easy. Major and Mrs Barclay stayed ten days with us and only left us 
yesterday. She seems a cheerful, good humoured woman, and he a 
worthy man, whose constitution has been broke by severe service, and 
does not look as if he cou'd weather out this winter. Sarah intends to 
add a few lines to her aunt, so I must conclude, with kindest love to 
her, and hope she will be so much strengthened by the sea bathing as 
to be proof against the winter storm. I am, my dear Sir, C. C.

1 J. E. Blackett was Mr Beaumont's agent: infra, Letter 172, Thomas Richard 
Beaumont was M.P. for Northumberland from 1795 to 1818. He was reputed to have 
an income of ^100,000 a year, which was deemed to constitute an ideal circumstance 
for an independent M.P.
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Si. To Mrs Stead

ft ewcastle, 
October u, 1802

MY DEAR SISTER, It is always a great satisfaction to me when I 
have any thing to communicate to you that will please you, and now 
all I have to say to you is comfortable. Here we are a set of happy 
creatures. The bathing at Newbiggen has given your sister health and 
strength and spirits that brightens all the objects round her. Mary Pat 
is quite recovered from the meazles which have been of the most 
favourable kind, and Sarah is very desirous that her turn should 
come soon; from little appearances I do not think she will have long 
to wait. Your father is as well as can be. We came from Morpeth on 
Saturday that we might be here to celebrate your birthday, my dear 
sister, on Wednesday, when we shall join in wishing you to see many 
in health and happiness, and we came for a few days before that 
Ingham1 might stiffen my limbs a little which have been rather in 
firm lately with rheumatism, but are better. No creature was ever 
more carefully nursed than I have been while home, by your dear 
sister. Her kind attentions have contributed much to my cure and 
was a sweet source of comfort to me. I received a letter yesterday 
from Mr Thomas, 2 one of my Lieutenants in the Barfleur, which gave 
me a peice of intelligence which I am sure will be acceptable to you. 
and make old Coachy happy. He tells me Jos Senier went out with 
them in the Cambrian to Hallifax: that Sir And'w Mitchell (the 
admiral) had taken him into his family as a servant and that he now 
lives on shore with him at Hallifax as his coachman and drives his 
chariot. He was behaving very well and as Sir Andrew is a good 
tempered man I think he may do very well there. Mr Thomas says he 
has charged him to write to his father, which I hope he will. We expect 
your uncle Harry here tomorrow to attend a great meeting at the 
Infirmary, 3 and to oppose a proposal which is made for receiving 
infectious fever into it for cure, a measure which I think may at last 
be destructive of a great and good institution, but there is a fashion 
in these days to overturn old establishments.

Your father, Sarah, and our girls join me in kindest love to you

1 William Ingham, a Newcastle surgeon.
2 Richard Thomas, later post Captain with Collingwood in the Ocean. James, 

Naval History, iv, 292; O'Byrne, W. R., Naval Biographical Dictionary, p. 1168.
3 The Newcastle Infirmary, founded in 1751.
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and Mr Stead, and pray give my best respects to Miss Flower. I am 
ever, my dear sister, Your truly affectionate brother: C. C.

Enclosure.
Sarah Collingwood to her sister

MY DEAREST SISTER, I am sure you will be happy at the accounts 
your bro'r [sent] yesterday of Joseph Senior. He will now no doubt do 
very well and Sir Andrew Mitchell is a very good tempered man and 
my husband intends writing to him in Joseph Senior's favour. Mr Thomas 
says in his letter that if he can be of any use to him he will.

I must now tell you, my d'r sister, that since I wrote to you, your 
bro'r1 has been extremely ill indeed with this violent attack of the 
rheumatism and happy was I to get him here to be near Mr Ingham, who 
has already been of great service. Last night was the first good night he 
has had since his attack and, thank God, he is greatly better this morning. 
The dear girls are quite well and much grown and improved. We shall 
remain here about ten days longer, I have not been out of the house since 
I came here, seen only Mrs Hunter; the Johnsons came from Tynemouth 
today but I suppose we shall not see much of them, as Miss Johnson, as 
her father calls her, is so much afraid of the measles. God bless you, my 
dear sister, the children send their kind love to dear Aunt Stead. I remain 
ever your affectionate sister, SARAH COLLINGWOOD.

Best love to my Bro'r and Miss Flower. 
To Mrs Stead, 
at Paul's Walden, 
near Welwyn.

82. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Morpeth, 

March 16, 1803

MY DEAR SIR, I was sorry to find you had been suffering from 
cold, which I have had a good share of this winter, and indeed few 
have escaped from, but hope your care and skill has entirely con 
quered it by this time. And as you do not mention our good aunty as 
having been a fellow sufferer with you, I hope she has kept free from 
its attack. If Mr Bell could have made it convenient to have called 
and made a resting place here for a little, we should have been very 
glad to have seen him, perhaps in his way down he will be less pressed 
for time. But alas! when he comes down, God knows who may be 
here. We are again threatened with war, and all its miseries. I have 
little hope that it can be avoided and, in that case, I suppose I shall

1 I.e. Collingwood himself.
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be employed immediately. I received a letter five days since from 
Sir Evan Nepean, 1 to know if I was ready (in the event of being 
wanted) to go on service at a very short notice. I answered 'to be sure 
I was* and packed up my trunk and my signal book and am now 
waiting for a summons to take my station wherever it may be. I have 
only to hope, if we are compelled to resist by arms, the ambition and 
perfidy of that arch enemy to the peace and happiness of mankind, 
that all will feel in their hearts that detestation of his character and 
that zeal for the preservation and honour of our country which fills 
mine, that when the day of trial comes we may strike hard, and with 
God's help, punish the injustice that would invade its happiness.

On the probability that I should go soon I sent for my children 
that I might caress them for the few days that I may be here. 
Mr Blackett and his brother of Bolden likewise came over. They are 
all well and desire their kind remembrance to you and Mrs Carlyle. 
Sarah is bearing this event like a British lady, who far prefers her 
husband's honour to her own comforts.

I have heard the complaints that are made against the first Lord 
of the Admiralty [St Vincent], and am not surprised at it, because I 
know how great a clamour a few rogues can make. The abuses and 
peculations in the navy were to an extent that were a burthen to the 
government, and reproachful to ministers to allow, yet they have 
allowed it, rather than contend against so numerous a band as were 
concerned in them. He has undertaken to correct them and accus 
tomed to that promptitude which is the soul of military operations, 
would proceed in the same right lined ways against their knaveries, 
which would be perhaps more effectually suppressed and with less 
danger of giving annoyance to innocence, by making discovery of the 
crooked paths the reptiles work in. But after all, though his measures 
may be harsh, I will believe an honest man has nothing to apprehend 
from them. I think the Cardonells have been in luck, that they were 
not abroad when the commotion between France and us began. Per 
haps now they will rest content with what of pleasure England can 
afford.

Mr Wilson has left off his practice as a surgeon here and Mr Sands, 
his partner, has his business. 2 It is one of our great blessings that we

1 Secretary to the Board of Admiralty, 1795-1804. Collingwood wrote to him 
from Portsmouth on June 2, 1803. 'My baggage, including my charts, instruments 
etc. necessary to sea service will arrive on Sunday evening. I would request that 
their Lordships would be pleased to permit me to stay at Spithead a day or two in 
order to receive them.' Admiralty Correspondence 122, fo. 80.

2 I.e. at Morpeth. Neither is included in a list of Newcastle surgeons. 
L
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have not much need of any, so that Mr Stuart would scarce find it 
worth while to settle here. Sarah and my girls join me in kindest love 
to you and our aunt. I am ever, my dear Sir, . . . C. C.

83. To his sister
Morpeth, 

Sunday morning, [end of April 1803]

MY DEAR SISTER, We are very much concerned to hear you have 
had the influenza so general in your house but hope it is wearing off 
as it is here from those who have had it. We have escaped quite and 
would be very glad if you or my sister Bess would change your air 
and come to us for a little. I think it would do you good, and establish 
your health. I have never heard more from the Admiralty. Indeed, I 
did not look for further notice until war was positively determined. 
And now I hope affairs will be so accommodated that peace will stand 
on a greater certainty than hitherto. But the best security we can 
have for it is not great while France continues to be governed as it is.

Mrs and Miss Colt have been staying with us a few days and leave 
us today. Mrs Blackett comes to us on Monday, the 2d May. I would 
be very glad if you would come about that time.

My kindest love to all our family. I hope the family at Elandhall 
are better than when I last heard of them. God bless you, my dear 
sister, I am your truly affectionate, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

84. To Capt Purvis1
Venerable, 2 

September 16, 1803

MY DEAR SIR, Though I should have had great pleasure in seeing 
you, I am very glad you did not give yourself the trouble to come on 
a business which your Lieut. has performed admirably. We begin to 
look out for you as we used to do for Little Nimrod, that had many a 
trip with orders. I think when Bonaparte is informed that our packet 
boats carry ninety guns he will not look to the sea for his glory. I have 
sent you a couple of the Black Rock Trout, taken yesterday from the

1 John Child Purvis, commanding H.M.S. Atlas; promoted rear-admiral 1804.
2 Collingwood was appointed to the Venerable on renewal of hostilities and was 

off Brest on July 26. Admiralty Correspondence 122, fo. 182. 'Here comes my old 
friend Coll, the last that left and the first to join me/ remarked Admiral Cornwallis. 
Quoted in Ralfe, J., The Naval Biography of Great Britain, ii, 340.
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fishery we have there, they are part of some my friend De Courcy 
sent me.

[P.S.] I would be glad that you kept company with us until I see 
whether the captains can make their reports which are required, time 
enough to go back by you. If there is any delay, I will make your 
sig'ls to depart.

85. To John Erasmus Blackett Esqre 1
Venerable, off Ushant,

October 10, 1803

MY DEAR SIR, I wrote to Sarah about a week since, when you 
would hear that I was very well and in great ease and comfort since 
I left the squadron in shore, which was a station of great anxiety and 
required a constant care and look out, that I have often been a week 
without having my clothes off, and sometimes up on deck the whole 
night. I was there longer than was intended for want of a proper 
successor, and saw all my squadron relieved more than once. The 
Newcastle volunteers, with the two youngsters, joined about a fort 
night since; they are a set of stout young men and a great addition 
to my strength, my ship being now very well manned, and so many 
are ill manned that I cannot say I have any great anxiety to change 
her at present. I received your letters by the boys and by Gray don, 
and will attend to their interests as much as I can. I have ordered 
Gray don to be a quarter gunner, which is a better sort of station. The 
French are fitting their fleet slowly, just fast enough to keep us 
constantly watching them. I had a letter from Sir Robert Calder the 
other day off Ferrol, where the French have five great ships fitting, 
stores and provisions being sent to them from France, and helped 
out, I daresay, with what they want from the Spaniards. But certainly 
we shall not allow this friendly aid to be given to the enemy, while 
they will not permit us to take a little sand off the beach to scour the 
decks. Is this being in amity with us? They become parties in the war 
by allowing the French ships to fit out there. I think in the course of 
next month Bonaparte's experiment of the invasion will be made, and 
I only hope it will not be held too lightly; in that consists the only

1 This letter is printed in part in the Memoir, pp. 93-4, but not, however, Col- 
lingwood's suggestions for beach defences. A comparison of the Memoir with the 
text here printed is a good illustration of the liberties Newnham Collingwood took 
in editing the correspondence.
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danger. They should not only be repulsed, but it should be with such 
exemplary vengeance as may deter them from any future attempt to 
subjugate our country. We should give an example to all nations how 
to preserve their independance. I do not know that this firing and 
bombing upon their coast is of any essential benefit, or rather whether 
it does not harm, by accustoming them to a great fire which does them 
little injury. I would strongly recommend that on all the points of 
Bays where there is a probability of their landing should be thrown 
up close redoubts, two of them in front, towards the beach, 350 yards 
apart, one in the rear and forming an equilateral triangle, with the 
two others: those towards the beach should have a 32 pd carronade 
and an 18 pounder, that in the rear two 18 pounders mounted on 
barbet or slides; the ditch 12 feet deep and 16 wide, a hut in the middle 
for a barrack for twenty men, which would be a sufficient garrison for 
them. They are to be entered by a ladder, which must be taken into 
the work. No work would give such annoyance to the enemy, such 
protection to our own assembling troops, and could not be carried in 
a short time; they should be well supplied with hand grenades, fire 
balls, to fill the ditch with fire when they are assailed. From their 
situation, each redoubt is a defence to the other two, and can be 
constructed by countrymen in forty-eight hours without the help of 
an engineer.

I have directed Sarah to ask Mr Mitford if he will sell his field, for 
after having done so much to our house I should be very much morti 
fied to have any building, or perhaps a slaughter house, next door. If 
he would let us have it, he might continue possessed of it by lease if 
he liked. I hope you left Mr and Mrs Blackett well at Matfin. I think 
she will brush it up a little and amuse herself with the improvements, 
as I did with mine.

I have been eighteen weeks at sea, and at this time, except two or 
three sore legs, have not a sick man in my ship. But now that the cold 
weather is beginning I am afraid we shall feel the want of warm 
clothing; I am sure I shall, for I have only two coats, and one of them 
is very old. When I sailed I had not time to make a coat, and did 
not suspect I should have been so long without the means of getting 
one.

I hope Uncle Harry is better than when Sarah wrote to me. I beg 
my kindest love to him and to all our family. God bless you my dear 
Sir. I am ever your most affectionate son,... C. C.

[P.S.] I beg my best Comp'ts to Sir Hugh & Lady Dalrymple.
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86. To Mrs Stead
Plymouth Dock, 
December 26, 1803

MY DEAR SISTER, I hear of you often from my Sarah and hear 
with great pleasure that you and Mr Stead are in good health. I have 
been lately in great distress about my good wife, who has been very 
ill, and of a complaint very alarming, but my last letter informed me 
she was so much better as to hope a perfect recovery, and I am going 
to sea again somewhat more comfortable on that account. I have had, 
my dear sister, a long and laborious cruize ever since June. My ship1 
is rotten and worn out and I am just going to set off in a new one, the 
Colossus, for we 2 must not wear out until the times are better, or until 
this storm that is impending is dispersed, which with God's blessing 
I hope it will be soon, for the fatigue of body and anxiety of mind we 
suffer keeps human nature upon the full stretch. The only comfort I 
have, and it is one that warms the heart, that when I am fit for 
nothing else, I shall be kindly received in the happiest home that ever 
man had. You have lately seen our friend Miss Dickson, who has 
passed the summer at Morpeth. She is a chearful pleasant woman, 
and would give you a full account of all my loves there. The children 
are growing charming creatures, and since Miss Morison came to be 
their instructress are daily improving in every thing. Amongst other 
accomplishments they both play on the pianoforte and will, I hope, 
some day arrive at perfection to accompany you [on] the harp. In 
their tempers they have all their mother's meekness, kind and 
benevolent; they wrest admiration. Those are the sweet souls in 
whose affections I look for the reward of all my cares. Our good father 
is a wonderful man: he has just business enough to make him active, 
and prevent languor. His care for the comfort of others, far or near, 
never ceases. They had a deep snow and hard frost, and considering 
how much they must be pinched who were exposed to it, he sent me a 
bale of flannel to clothe myself and the boys in. Uncle Harry I[m] 
afraid is very poorly, the gout keeps about his stomach and affects his 
throat. Mr Blackett, who was in the north all the summer, gave me 
but a very indifferent account of him. You will have been much dis 
tressed at the accident that befell Sir Edward [Blackett] which from 
the account I have of him, he will never well recover.

We had a gale of wind yesterday that I dread to hear the effects 
of on our fleet at sea. One ship, the Impetueux, is come into port today

1 Venerable. * My italics.
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having suffered very much, but can give no account of the rest. Two 
ships in the port of Plymouth were dashed to pieces by the violence 
of the sea, the men were saved, but one of them was a French prize 
for which I should have got two or three hundred pound, which I have 
lost by her. After such a gale it is that we must look for the attempt 
the French are to make. From all accounts their preparation is quite 
ripe for execution, but we are in most points so well prepared that I 
do not think we have much to apprehend from them. 

[End of letter missing.]

87. To Lady Blackett
Culloden, Plymouth Dock,

February 28, 1804

MY DEAR MADAM,   A letter which I have just received from my 
wife informs me of the death of my much respected and beloved friend, 
Sir Edward, on which melancholy occasion I would condole with you 
most truly and share your sorrows for one of the most benevolent men 
and kindest friends that ever lived. Your grief, my dear madam, must 
be great indeed, but who is there that knew him and does not grieve 
that he is no more? If lamenting with you will assuage your sorrows, 
you will find comfort and consolation there. I pray God to give you 
fortitude, that you submit yourself to the decrees of his will with a 
patient and pious resignation, that your sorrows may be softened to 
a sweet and grateful remembrance of the virtues of our lost friend and 
of the blessing they were to you. God give you health, my dear 
madam, is the sincere prayer of Your affectionate and faithful Hmble 
Servant, CUTHBERT COLLINGWOOD.

To Sir Wm Blackett, Bart.
Culloden, 

February 28, 1804

MY DEAR SIR,   I am lamenting the loss of your most excellent 
father, of whose death I am informed by a letter I received the other 
day from my wife. I feel in this event the loss of a kind and affection 
ate friend and most truly condole with you and Lady Blackett on the 
occasion. He has carried with him to the grave the regrets of all who 
knew him, the sweet gentleness of his manners made him the object 
of universal reverence, the benevolence of his heart was unbounded. 
His kind and friendly attention to me will make him ever dear in my 
remembrance.
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I hope your mother, Lady Blackett, keeps her health. I do not 
wonder that with such a scene of distress before her she should be a 
little impatient, but now that the event is past I hope she will be 
restored to her natural calmness and be lavish in her affections to 
those to whom they are so justly due.

We are lamenting too the death of poor Mrs Carlyle, who had for 
my wife a maternal affection.

We are here, my dear sir, doing all we can to prevent the designs 
of the enemy, who are however getting into such force by the increase 
of their navy that I think it will not be long before they bring it to 
the issue of a battle, for which we are perfectly prepared, and a happy 
day would it be if it put an end to the ambitious projects of insolent 
and rapacious France.

I beg my kindest and most affectionate regards to Lady Blackett 
who, and your little son, I hope is very well, and beg to assure you 
with what truth I am, my dear sir, . . . C. C.

88. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Prince, off Ushant,

June 17, 1804

MY DEAR SIR, The good accounts I have received of your health 
from yourself and from my dear Sarah give me very great pleasure, 
and I sincerely hope you will long enjoy it. I am very glad you 
thought my girls improved: indeed I hear the same accounts of them 
from all quarters, and am never unmindful of the great kindness of 
our late dear aunt, who ever took a maternal interest in what related 
to the happiness of her niece. I wish I had been at Morpeth to have 
given you the welcome to my house, but I do not despair of doing it 
some day, and perhaps 'ere long, for this change of the Ministers 1 
seems to me to have brightened all our prospects. Everybody seems 
to be awakened to new hopes. Mr Pitt has shewn himself the greatest 
statesman in Europe. During the late war, when Europe presented a 
new state of things, when no rule of conduct could be drawn from the 
example of former times, he extricated the country from dangers at 
home and abroad which would have overwhelmed any country whose 
councils were not directed by profound wisdom. We have great reason 
to be satisfied with Lord Melville at the head of our department. 2

1 Pitt had replaced Addington.
2 Henry Dundas, Viscount Melville, replaced Earl St Vincent as First Lord on 

May 15.
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From his former situation he must have got great knowledge of the 
detail of the navy, as he is a man of great ability and application to 
business, and I think could not approve the late system. We have all 
reason to be glad there is an end of it. The best proof that it was 
radically bad is that our fleet grew weaker every day, and men in 
every department, but particularly in the Navy Board and Dock 
yards, more dissatisfied. Their hobby horse was the correction of 
abuses, which had arisen to a great height, but instead of touching 
them as a skilful surgeon does a dangerous wound, they lopt or rather 
tore the limb off. I hear that a Board of Officers are to examine and 
report the state of the yards, and am afraid they will be found want 
ing in everything necessary to a fleet, particularly in timber and men. 
We have seldom been able to muster more than fourteen or fifteen 
ships here, while the French have twenty complete in all things. Now 
if they were to come out and we even got the advantage of them with 
this fleet, it is not likely to be such a victory as is necessary to the 
country at this time. Nothing short of exterminating them whenever 
they appear should be in idea, and we should have a force equal 
to it.

The Volunteer system will doubtless be an object of the first 
attention of government. They have always appeared to me to be a 
powerful body, loosely governed, which not only made it difficult to 
apply their strength when it was wanted, but made them dangerous, 
if any case should arise in which they took a wrong bend. Mr Adding- 
ton was a sensible man, and an honourable man, he was industrious 
and had the best intentions in the world. But the times require 
talents, which fall to the lot of few men. Perhaps Pitt is the only man 
in England who can find resources against all the evils we have to 
encounter. The war, I think, will soon have another aspect. The 
continental powers must come on forbearance but increases their 
danger they must resist it. The Spaniards will join their Imperial 
friends; the aids they give them in money is little short of hostility 
now. I think I should like to go off Cadiz, because I know that 
coast well.

It is great pleasure to hear you have such comfort in the affections 
of your nephew, Carlyle Bell. I have seen little of him since he arrived 
at manhood, but from my wife I know he is of amiable temper and 
disposition, and I hope you will live to see his filial attentions to you 
rewarded by every kind of good fortune. Pray make my kind regards 
to him. Sarah told me how kind our dear Aunt had been to her in the 
disposal of her property; indeed, in every instance she ever showed a
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maternal regard for her, and their affections were reciprocal. Mr Black- 
ett never mentioned to me that you had difficulty with your tenant at 
Hethpoole. He is so much engaged and troubled with Beaumont's 
great concerns that he seldom mentions his own. But a profitable, 
thriving estate ought not to have a bad tenant.

You have got Admiral Vasham1 to command at Leith. He is a 
worthy, honest man of plain manners, but an excellent officer. If 
anything is to be done on the coast against an enemy I think it will 
be done well.

I sailed the 5th of June 1803 from Portsmouth, and except the few 
days I was at Plymouth, have been at sea ever since. The late Admir 
alty shifted me about from ship to ship, but I hope now I shall get 
settled in one. Those frequent changes are against discipline; I never 
know my strength. I hope Mr Home is well and beg to be kindly 
remembered to him. Wishing you health, my dear Sir, and comfort, 
I am ever . . . C. C.
[P.S.] I have been told Lord Melville found at the Admiralty an order 
recalling Lord Nelson from the Mediterranean, which he put in the fire.

89. To Dr Alexander Carlyle
Dreadnought, 

August 27, 1804

MY DEAR SIR, The little Cladius arrived here about a fortnight 
since and was the more acceptable to me for having brought to me so 
good an account of your health and well being. I will take the best 
care of him, and I hope he will turn out a good boy. He is in my cabin 
every morning soon after six, to read, and after breakfast goes to the 
school master who, I believe, is an able mathematician and would 
take pains with the young sirs, but in general they are so abominably 
fine, and in their own conceit so wise, that they think nothing wanting 
to their perfection but a larger hat and a pair of boots and tassels.

I am indeed very well satisfied with the change of the Ministry 
altogether. Mr Pitt is the only man in Europe perhaps that can con 
duct our war against France with hope of success, and he is ably 
supported by a sound statesman at the Admiralty, who will manage 
that department without resorting to the rigour of military discipline. 
I believe Lord St Vincent stayed there longer than he wished, or was 
wished, but there was a difficulty in finding a successor to him. Lord 
Melville I think declined it until Mr Pitt became the Premier, and

1 James Vashon.
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Lord Hood, to whom it was proposed, by Mr Addington, replied ' that 
the paralysed state to which the navy was reduced required abilities 
superior to his to restore it/ Such was the opinion of men capable of 
judging of its condition. But there wanted not a stronger proof of its 
humbled state than its resorting to the argument in Mr Tucker's 1 
writings and eloquence of Sir Edward Pellew for its defence. In return, 
on their advocates they lavished their favours, and those who could 
not be made useful to them were neglected. I thought they were not 
civil to me before they went out, professing everything, they would 
no nothing, and at last gave the ship in which I was settled to 
Sir Edward Pellew, without giving me the smallest intimation, leav 
ing me quite unsettled. But on my stating this circumstance to the 
Admiralty and to Lord Melville, they have done everything] I 
wished and, in return (if ever the occasion arises) I will do everything 
they wish, to the extent of my power and ability. I hope the time is 
fast advancing when the powers of Europe will rouse them [selves] 
and aid the people of France in emancipating themselves from the 
bondage they are under, to as much villainy as ever disgraced human 
nature in the person of one man. What do you think of this poisoning 
plot for destroying the whole Royal Family of France? No fear of 
the vengeance of heaven, no regard to the principles of honour, can 
restrain him from actions the most atrocious, that seem to secure him 
in his elevated station, but in him it is not new. They talk much of 
expeditions. I hope they are not to the Coast of France, because from 
experience we know how seldom we have succeeded there, when we 
have had less to oppose, and any little check would be made much of, 
and raise the spirits of their army, which will of itself sicken for want 
of action. And if he brings them forward in any of his boasted schemes, 
we will have the advantage, we in the other case give them.

Four men, who called themselves deserters from the French fleet, 
came on board one of our ships about a week since in a small boat. 
They stated their fleet to be in a deplorable condition, ill manned, no 
discipline and great dissension amongst their officers. It may be so, 
but I would not put much faith of such fellows, who I rather suspect 
had robbed a shop, by a number of goods they had with them, and 
ran away from the gallows. But Sir Thomas Graves 2 is so satisfied

1 Benjamin Tucker, second secretary to the Admiralty, 1804 (January 18 to 
May 22), and again 1806-7. Haydn, Book of Dignities, 167. Tucker had published 
Observations on a Pamphlet which had been privately circulated concerning the 
treatment experienced by Sir Home Popham since his return from the Red Sea. He 
was secretary to Earl St Vincent. D.N.B.

2 Promoted rear-admiral 1801. He commanded the advanced squadron off Brest 
at this time. Blockade of Brest, ii, 319, 368.
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of the truth of all they say that he thinks it possible to overwhelm 
Brest, burn the arsenal and take all their fleet. I think he could not 
have given a stronger proof of his want of a cool judgement. His zeal 
is unbridled and wou'd run away with him if there was not discretion 
somewhere.

Col Kerr succeeding to a Dukedom is one of the extraordinary 
changes in men's fortunes which every now and then we see, and 
would be a subject of gratulation to him if it ensured him an increase 
of happiness in proportion to his high rank, which it seldom does. My 
Sarah, I think, about this time is as happy as a dutchess in having 
the company of her sister, who she was expecting when I heard last. 
All agree that Mr Blackett grows younger, and I really think his 
trips to Morpeth, out of the heat of Newcastle, conduces much to his 
good health. Mr Landless, when he joined me here, said in passing 
through Morpeth he had seen my daughters and my brother, who I 
found on further enquiry was no other than grandpappa, who was 
with the girls.

Give my kind regards to your nephew Carlyle, who I am glad to 
hear is well and doing well, and I hope he will some day be Lord 
Advocate of Scotland. I hope Mr Home will send Sarah the picture 
from Paxton. It is a dead letter there, but she would like it. It was 
not a miniature, but a small portrait about 16 inches. I wish you 
health, my dear Sir, and every comfort, and am ever, . . .

90. To the Right Honble Lord Viscount Nelson1
Dreadnought, Cawsand Bay,

December 13, 1804

MY DEAR LORD, I have seen Captain Sutton 2 and had infinite 
satisfaction in hearing from him a good account of your health, for 
I had understood that the anxiety of your situation and the fatigue 
of long cruizes had impaired it and made you desirous to return to 
England. It is with great pleasure I find your Lordship's health so 
much restored as to enable you to continue your services when they 
are likely to be so much wanted, for I believe the time is fast approach 
ing when the Military Despotism which rules France, and awes all the

1 Philipps MSS./Sg, xi, at Greenwich. See Collingwood's letter to Admiral Sir T. 
Byam Martin, pp. 305-6 of October 27, 1804, in which reference is made to Nelson's 
ill health. ' I do not wonder that the constant anxiety attached to such a command 
. . . should have worn out his body which was always but a flimsy case for his 
Herculean Soul.'

1 Samuel Sutton of the Victory. James, Naval History, iii, 176-7.
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powers on the continent, will be put to the test whether it can be 
supported by the Army and insidious arts of Talleyrand against the 
opinions and interests of all mankind. The outrages that are daily 
committed abroad and oppressions at home, have not left him a 
friend even in France, except his soldiers. The sort of dilatory war 
that he is now carrying on against us is a new system and of deap [sic] 
policy; it is war against our trade and finances, a war the object of 
which is to subject us to great expences and to diminish our means of 
supporting them, but experience will teach him the fallacy of the 
system very soon.

Admiral Cornwallis keeps the sea very much, coming to Torbay 
only when it blows hard Westerly. I am just come into Port after 
being out since the ist January last, in that time I shifted about from 
ship to ship in an odd sort of way which I did not like, but the present 
Admiralty, on their coming into office, appointed this ship for me, in 
which I collected my officers who had been superceded and sent ashore 
from the Culloden to make room for Sr Ed. Pellew.

There are many reports of changes and promotions to take place 
soon that Lord Melville is going to the Board of control, Lord 
Spencer to the Admiralty, and that this new ship, the Hibernia, is to 
be fitted for Lord Gardner to go to sea in. Amongst other reports is 
one that the powers in Europe are about for [to] form a Congress in 
which the terms of a general peace are to be settled; whenever it 
comes to that I shall conclude that Bonaparte's affairs in France are 
become critical.

Mrs Collingwood is very well in the North and keeps in mind your 
Lordship's kindness and attention to her when she was here. She had 
learnt long before to take an interest in your Lordship's happiness 
and wellbeing and Captain Sutton's account of you will give her great 
pleasure.

God bless you my dear friend. May every thing that is great and 
good be your lot. I am ever my dear Lord, Your affectionate and 
most faithful Humble Servant, CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

91. To Dr Carlyle1
Dreadnought, off Cadiz,

July 2, 1805
MY DEAR SIR, It is a long time since I had the pleasure of a 

letter from you, but from my good wife I have the satisfaction to hear
1 This letter is the last of the series: Dr Carlyle died in the following month. Part 

of it has been printed in Blockade of Brest, ii, 296-7.
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you are enjoying yourself in good health and I pray it may long con 
tinue to you. I have had many changes and much uncertainty in my 
situation lately, but at last am settled here for the present while 
things remain in the state they are now, but as this seems to be an 
eventfull season, it is impossible to say how short a time that will be. 
I have a perfect indifference about stations and look for no comfort 
untill I can retire to my rest at home. This place certainly has the 
advantage of the finest climate in the world, but we shall want almost 
everything else. I must tell you by what chance I came here. In the 
beginning of March I was ordered to prepare with a small squadron 
for prize service, the number was increased to the time of my sailing, 
but I apprehend no certain destination was then determined for me, 
but merely a measure of precaution to have a force ready for any 
thing. The sailing of the Toulon Squadron 1 and their joining the 
Spaniards here put me in motion: my ships were increased to 14 sail, 
to pursue them, unless I received certain information that Lord 
Nelson had, and then I was to be directed in my conduct by the 
intelligence I could get of the enemy. Lord Nelson was at this time 
supposed to have taken a station west of Ireland, convinced from the 
stile of their preparations that the enemy were destined for that 
quarter.

In my way south I met Sir Richard Bickerton who first informed 
me of the real state of things, when finding the Spaniards here and at 
Carthagena had a considerable force ready to sail I determined to 
come here, where I found them on the eve of departing, waiting only 
for the Carthagenians, who actually did sail on the very day I arrived 
here, but hearing of us on their way down, returned back to their 
Port. I sent two ships to strengthen my friend in the West Indies, and 
the rest are divided between the two Ports here. Such is my employ 
ment at present, without means of giving much annoyance to the 
Spaniards, while they keep snug, and little expectation of their coming 
out. But I think it is not improbable that I shall have all those fellows 
coming from the West Indies again, 2 before the Hurricane months, 
unless they sail from thence directly for Ireland, which I have always 
had an idea was their plan, for this Bonoparte has as many tricks as a 
monkey. I believe their object in the West Indies to be less conquest, 
than to draw our force from home. The Rochfort squadron seems to 
have nothing else in view. If the Toulon people can put the Spaniards 
in possession of Trinidad and cause a great alarm and draw a

1 Under Villeneuve.
2 N.B. Collingwood's remarkable intuition.
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great force there from England, they will have so much less to 
oppose them in their real attack, which will be at home in harvest 
time.

Nothing could have happened to any person to whom I am un 
known, that would have given me so much concern as Lord Melville's 
affair has done. 1 He has certainly been irregular in the conduct of his 
office, and trusted more to Mr Trotter2 than Mr T. was worthy of. 
But that a man of such abilities, such talent to plan, such industry to 
execute the most arduous undertakings, of the most critical times, 
should arrive to the later period of his life with a character that 
adorned the age, & should at last have his good name impeached, is 
afflicting in the highest degree. That he has been imprudently indul 
gent to a person who was convenient to him in the arrangement of 
affairs that he had not time to attend to himself, that that indulgence 
has been abused, and the conduct of his office not so regular as it 
ought to have been, I will believe; but that a man of his sense, his 
high rank, enjoying the favour of his Sovereign, the esteem and 
confidence of all with whom he acted in his ministerial capacity and 
allowed by all men to be of extraordinary abilities as a statesman, 
should forfeit his high estimation for any consideration, I would 
hardly believe. But that he should risk it for 20,000 pounds, I will not 
believe there is so much depravity in that sort of human nature that 
I have always depicted him in my mind. That he has not been correct 
I will admit, but the clamour that is made against him, not only in 
Parliament but in every alehouse, is the contention of parties. He is 
the object at which they aim, in hope of shaking the whole Ministry, 
all other subjects seem to be of no consideration. Invasion by the 
most wily enemy England ever had to contend with is scarce a matter 
for a moment's discussion, and I really think he is making a progress 
more alarming now, than at any former period. His fleet is become 
numerous and increase like mushrooms; they are ill manned I be 
lieve, but they will avoid a battle at sea for some time, and for all the 
purposes of carrying an army, they are enough. I hope notwith 
standing all this, that I shall live to spend some cheerful days with 
you in peace; & happy days they will be, for once landed again, I 
never more will embark, I think so now.

I hope Mr Bell is well, remember me most kindly to him, and to 
Mr Home. I ever am, my dear Sir, with most sincere regards, 
CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

1 His impeachment. a Melville's paymaster.
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92. To his sister
Dreadnought, off Cadiz,

August 26, 1805

MY DEAR SISTER, When I was sending off my publick dispatch 
by the Euryalus on the 22d I was so pinched for time and so impatient 
to get the frigate away, that I had only time to write a few lines to 
Sarah, which would inform you how I was beset with multitudes of 
those creatures. To be sure we had a squeak for it, but the winds were 
favourable to us and I believe the enemy did not believe us to be 
English when they first saw us, for the Thunder Bomb, being far to 
the North, I lay with a short sail to enable her to join us.

We were close to the light house of Cadiz when at 6 o'clock in the 
morning we discovered first 6 sail, and soon after 26.1 soon made out 
what they were, and called in any detached ships jogging off slowly 
as people do when they are sullen. For as the Spaniards had eight sail 
in the port, 4 of them ready to come in a moment, and I was exactly 
between the two, I did not chuse to shew any alarm which might 
rouse their activity. The Combined Fleet 1 had run down about 2 
hours when 16 sail of them parted from the rest and gave chase to us. 
I gave the Bomb all the time I could to join us, but she sailed heavily 
as we do.

I had only 3 ships, Dreadnought, Colosstis, and Achille, with the 
Niger frigate. We ran until we had the gut of Gibraltar open and then 
put an impudent face on our shabby weak state. We shortened sail, 
and I sent the Colossus (an excellent sailer) to reconoitre them more 
closely, which she did most masterly, and when they made a push at 
her we tacked and stood towards her as long as it was prudent. 
Whether they suspected by these movements that we had discovered 
a reinforcement or were afraid of being drawn through the Streights 
and separated from the body of their fleet, I do not know, but soon 
after, they all hauled off and made the best of their way to Cadiz. 
Two chased the Thunder, and certainly they might have taken her in 
half an hour, but with great good management she run so near the 
shoals that they did not like to follow, and they all seemed careful 
to secure a retreat into Cadiz.

While they were in chase of us I sent the frigate off to put Sr Richd

1 Under Villeneuve from Ferrol. It would be difficult to match the skill and bluff 
of Collingwood in shepherding the greatly superior enemy fleet into Cadiz. 'You 
have done right,' wrote Nelson, 'Twenty-six sail of the line were not to to be left 
to chance and if you had, for want of such precaution been forced to quit the vicinity 
of Cadiz, England would not have forgiven you.' Memoir, 113.
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Bickerton 1 on his guard, but he was sick, and gone on shore. The 
Mars joined me the next morning, and the Euryalus came a day after 
the fair, to give me intelligence of them. I had sent off to England by 
the way of Lisbon the same night and the Euryalus enabled me to 
send home direct. I returned immediately to Cadiz and it falling calm, 
we were a great part of two days in sight of them. They entered Cadiz 
with 36 sail twenty seven, or twenty eight of the line, and are in the 
port like a forest. I reckon them now to be 36 sail of the line and 
plenty of frigates. What can I do with such a host? But I hope I shall 
get a reinforcement, suited to the occasion and, if I do, well betide us.

The Mediterranean ships came to me three days after; they are 
only four sail, and perhaps had better staid where they were, for I 
reckon they were a check upon 8 sailing from Carthagena which may 
now join their friends and I cannot help it, when they will be 44 sail 
of the line. They are embarking troops in great numbers: this is either 
for England or Naples I rather think the former, and wish it. I have 
heard once from home since I left England. Indeed, there has been 
no opportunity; even their Lordships of the Adm'ty are not very 
communicative. Then I received your kind letter.

I think my stay abroad will not be long because if those fellows 
move northwards I shall stick to their skirts and I rather wish it, for 
I am worn exceedingly with fatigue. I have a diligent young man for 
my secretary2 and Clavell, my Lieutenant, 3 is the spirit of the ship; 
but such a Captain [Captain Rotheram],4 such a stick, I wonder very 
much how such people get forward. I should (I firmly believe) with 
his nautical ability and knowledge and exertion, have been a bad 
Lieutenant at this day. Was he brought up in the Navy? For he has 
very much the stile of the Coal trade about him, except that they are 
good seamen.

Sometime last spring I thought instead of having to tell Martin 
(sic &c) every now and then to make a little transfer to you it 
would be better to do at once what would save me that trouble 
and I have directed them to purchase for you 2000^ 3 pr Cents as 
cash might come into their hands for me. I hope before this time it is 
done, when they are to inform you of it, but I do not mean this to 
restrain me from doing what I like, as I may have ability, but as 
a mark how true an interest I have in your comforts. Did I tell you 
that I had received a letter from Mr Stanhope asking me to take his

1 When Nelson sailed for the West Indies in May he left Bickerton in command 
in the Mediterranean.

2 W. R. Cosway: infra Letter 200.
3 John Clavell. 4 Edward Rotheram.
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son to sea with me as a Midship'n. I did not know he intended to 
send his son to sea. If I had him I would be kind to him and do 
every thing in my power for him, but it is rather late in my day to 
send him to me, for I had reckoned upon coming on shore next spring 
for the rest of my life, satisfied with having done my duty faithfully, 
and entitled to a little respite from its severities. But as this might 
have the appearance of an excuse, I did not tell him so, but that 
I would certainly take him. Currell, Kennicott and the other 
youngsters that came the beginning of the war begin to be usefull 
Midsh' and are all well disposed. I read in the Newspaper the death 
of our cousin Adm Brathw't and was exceedingly sorry. He was an 
honest and an honourable man. He had indiscretions in his younger 
days but they were such as affected him and his latter life made 
ample amends for them. I wonder what will now become of his 
daughters. What a comfortable thing that they have that estate in 
Wales. Did William come to see you when he was at Newcastle? I 
found as he grew rich he was less usefull to me and he often got 
drunk which I abhor. But our being ordered abroad determined him 
and the moment he mentioned his wish I acceded to it and now have 
a quiet sober young man who has been well educated and whose 
parents are respectable people in London, and am very glad of the 
change, for servants may live so long with one that they think 
themselves entitled to take liberties. Give my love to my Brother 
and Sisters and all our family. I ever am, my dear Mary, Your most 
affectionate, CUTHBERT COLLINGWOOD.

I have not yet seen any account of Sir R. Calder's fight, but hear 
it was rather a puzzled affair which I am sorry for

[P.S.] 3ist August. I have a reinforcement of 18 sail, making me 26 
of the line and now a fig for their Combinations.

93. To his sister
Off Cadiz, 

October 25, 1805

MY DEAR SISTER, We fought a battle on the 2ist and obtained a 
victory such as perhaps there is no instance of. We were 27 ships, the 
combined fleet 33. My dear friend Nelson fell in [the] middle of the 
battle. I followed up what he begun and in the end took 19 ships of 
the line, the Santissima Trinidad of 130 and St Anna of 120 guns are 
amongst them. Villeneuve, the French Commander in Chief, is now 
sitting by my side, Gravina escaped; but I took D'Alava, Spanish
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Vice Adml, Cisnaros, Spanish Rear Admiral and am told Magon the 
French Rr Admiral is also amongst the captives. Four Admirals at a 
dash is something new.

But they have injured by poor Rl Sovereign very much so that I 
was obliged to quit her after the action and come into a frigate1 to 
conduct the business of the fleet. The next day a violent gale came 
on and has continued ever since, many of the captured ships are sunk, 
some we have burnt, and such is the wrecked state of the whole that 
I do not expect to get one into port. But the terror of the combined 
fleet is over and the difficulty in making another encreased.

The loss in my ship Sovereign was very great, I do not know what, 
but I fear between two and three hundred from all I can hear. When 
I tell you I have scarce slept or eat since from the anxiety of mind, 
and the extreme fatigue of my body I am sure you will excuse a short 
letter. I am ever, my dear Sisters and brother, your most affectionate, 
CUTHB'T COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Tell Thompson's2 father that his son [a Newcastle lad] be 
haved so admirably in the battle, that if he had served his time I 
would have made him a Lieutenant the same day. He is wounded in 
the arm, but would not quit his duty upon deck until, at the very 
closing of the action, his leg was broke by a large splinter.

94. To Sir Peter Parker, Bart. 3
Queen, off Cadiz, 
November i, 1805

You will have seen from the public accounts that we have fought 
a great Battle, and had it not been for the fall of our noble friend, who 
was indeed the glory of England and the admiration of all who ever 
saw him in Battle, your pleasure would have been perfect that two 
of your own pupils, raised under your eye, and cherished by your 
kindness, should render such service to their Country as I hope this 
Battle, in its effect, will be.

I am not going to give you a detail of our proceedings which you 
will have seen in the public papers. ... It was a severe Action, no

1 Euryalus. Captain Blackwood, her commander, sent to his wife this account of 
Collingwood. 'He is a very reserved, though a very pleasing good man, and as he 
fought like an angel, I take the more to him.' For Collingwood's own journal of 
Trafalgar, see Great Sea Fights (Navy Records Society), ii, 201-4.

2 Granville Thompson, later appointed to the Scout.
3 Nicolas, Dispatches and Letters of Lord Nelson, vii, 226, 233-4; infv&t Letter 159.
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dodging or manoeuvring. They formed their line with nicety, and 
waited our attack with great composure, nor did they fire a gun until 
we were close to them and we began first. Our ships were fought with a 
degree of gallantry that would have warmed your heart. Everybody 
exerted themselves and a glorious day was made of it.

People who cannot comprehend how complicated an affair a 
Battle at sea is, and who judge of an Officer's conduct by the number 
of sufferers in his Ship, often do him a wrong. Though there will appear 
great difference in the loss of men, all did admirably well; and the 
conclusion was grand beyond description; eighteen hulks of the 
Enemy lying amongst the British Fleet without a stick standing, and 
the French Achille burning. But we were close to the rocks of Trafal 
gar, and when I made the signal for anchoring, many Ships had their 
cables shot, and not an anchor ready. Providence did for us what no 
human effort could have done, the wind shifted a few points and we 
drifted off the land.

The storm being violent, and many of our ships in most perilous 
situations, I found it necessary to order the captures, all without 
masts, some without rudders, and many half full of water, to be 
destroyed, except such as were in better plight; for my object was 
their ruin and not what might be made of them.

95. Rev. Henry Blackett 1 to Collingwood
Bolden, 

November 24, 1805

MY DEAR LORD, Among the many Gratulations you will receive 
on your late great and important victory and the honours which a 
gratefull King has confer'd on you on the occasion, none can be more 
sincere than those which an old Man turn'd of four score now troubles 
you with; was I to indulge my pen in the Liberty it would launch out 
if possible into Adulation, but you will before this reaches you be 
tired of reading your own Praises, so shall only say that I think my 
self happy that my Neice is so closely and affectionately connected 
with, so good and brave a man to whom his Country is so deeply 
indebted. I have stole out of my retreat twice to enjoy with Lady Col 
lingwood the congratulations she daily receives personally and by 
letters: she wears her honours with great propriety, not elated with 
them, but decently sensible of them, as the Reward of merit in a

1 Lady Collingwood's uncle. The letter shows how Trafalgar was celebrated in 
Newcastle. The original is now at Greenwich.
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dearly beloved husband. Your Daughters, as they grow up, will, I am 
confident, look up to their mother as to their conduct and Behaviour 
in Life. My Brother was so overcome with joy on the occasion that 
Tears, not words, could only express. Nothing in Life, I thought, 
would ever again have drawn me out into a mix'd large Company 
but an Invitation from the Buffalo Club to celebrate the Victory and 
drink your health had that attraction, where among many of your 
friends I found Admiral Roddam. Was you a dear son of his own he 
could not enjoy more apparent happiness than he does in our just 
applauses and says no Rewards are equal to your Services. He told 
me he was four or five years older than me: that except being lame in 
his legs from his Tumble he was in every respect as well as forty years 
ago. Your time is too precious thus to be taken up in reading trifling 
correspondence so with every good wish for your future health and 
happiness, I am, my dear Lord, with the utmost respect, Yours most 
sincerely and affectionately, HENRY BLACKETT.

96. To his sister
Queen, off Carthagena,

December 6, 1805

MY DEAR SISTER, You will be very happy to hear how graciously 
his Majesty has been pleased to receive the service of his fleet. The 
honour he has conferred on me has made me very gratefull. I have 
been told nothing could exceed his joy on the receipt of my letter. 
They say he wept over it even in publick. His heart overflowed with 
joy fullness and with gratitude to God Almighty and so has mine 
often. It was a matter of great distress to him that they could not 
find any person to inform them what the name of my estate was, 
that my being raised to the dignity of the peerage might be published 
in the Gazette. I should have been very much surprised if they had, 
and how they found out that I had any thing to do with Hethpole 
I think is odd enough I suppose through Davison who knows more 
about the affairs of that country than any other I can think of. 
I have enclosed a copy of a letter, to Sarah, which his Majesty ordered 
to be written by Colonel Taylor, his private secretary, to the Ad 
miralty, to be communicated to me. It contains in it his Majesty's 
opinion of me and of my conduct in a stile so highly complimentary 
that to you who feel so sensibly every good that befalls me, it will 
be a matter of great delight. I have until this time been harrass'd by 
the crowd of business which I have had. Now it begins to remit a
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little, but every ship will bring me a renewal. I hope the winding up 
our account after the gale which though it destroyed our prizes was 
the compleat ruin of the Combined fleet, will be satisfactory in 
England. There is only one of them left a serviceable ship (the 
French Neptune) all others that escaped us, dismasted or lost. In 
short, my dear sister, there never was such a battle and all the world 
says so. There is only one thing wanting to complete my good 
fortune, and that I think is in good train. The Lark sloop fell in with 
and narrowly escaped the Rochfort Squadron. She brought me 
intelligence. I immediately detached Sir John Duckworth with a 
squadr'n in pursuit of them between Madeira and Teneriffe where 
I conclude they have taken a station for the winter months and will 
not expect after the recent events an attack from this quarter. From 
England they know they have two good months lace. If they meet, 
I shall reckon myself 'the fortunate 1 and it is a probable event.

You will get a copy of Col. Taylor's letter which I reckon the 
King's letter from my wife. Shew it to any body, that it may be 
publickly known what his Majesty's opinion of my services is, but 
allow none to have a copy of it, least it should get into a newspaper 
which would give me great concern.

I hope that you are all very well and that I shall hear from you 
soon. Direct to me at Plymouth. Adm Sutton will send my letters. 
I have a com[mission] to Command in Chief, and now with my great 
fleet I hope I shall get some fortune to my title or I shall be a poor 
Peer. I am very anxious to hear that the disabled ships are arrived 
in England. Many of them will be soon repaired. I have three charm 
ing Spaniards at Gibraltar. The old Swiftsure is knocked to shatters. 
I do not think they can make any thing of her. I hope Mr. Collingwood 
is well and Adm'l Roddam. I long to hear the Adm'ls opinion of our 
adventure. We have given him a promotion which he did not expect, 
to the Red Flag. Give my kindest love to all our family. I am, my 
dear sister, Your truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

97. To Sir Thomas Pasley1
Queen, off Carthagena, 

December 16, 1805
MY DEAR SIR THOMAS, I am exceedingly obliged to you for your 

late letter of congratulation on the great events a happy day it
1 He had fought with Collingwood on the Glorious First of June. James, Naval 

History, i, 162-72. Dr. E. F. Collingwood has a copy of the original letter.
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would have been indeed had my dear friend survived it but I cannot 
separate from the glory of such a day, the irreparable loss of such a 
Hero He possessed the zeal of an enthusiast, directed by talents 
which nature had very bountifully bestowed upon him and every 
thing seemed as if by enchantment, to prosper under his direction  
but it was the effect of system and nice combination, not of chance  
We must endeavour to follow his example, but it is the lot of very few 
to attain to his perfection We knew that whenever they gave us a 
meeting they would be very numerous. You know what time is re 
quired to form a regular line of Battle Lord Nelson determined to 
substitute for exact order an impetuous attack in two distinct bodies. 
The weather line he commanded and left the Lee Line totally to my 
direction. He had assigned the points to be attacked it was executed 
well, and succeeded admirably probably its novelty was favourable 
to us for the enemy looked for the time when we should form some 
thing like a line. The light wind was unfavorable to us I thought it 
a long time after I got through their line before I found my friends 
about me: Duff, worthy Duff, was next me but found a difficulty in 
getting through for we had to make a kind of S to pass them in the 
manner they were formed and had we to pass them from the Leeward 
it would have been still more difficult as it required nice steerage, and 
which was the cause of so many of our ships getting on board them  
Those dots1 will give you an idea how they were formed except that 
they did not make a right line but the center bent to leeward, but in 
half an hour there was nothing like order. The Victory got on board 
the Redoubtable. The Temeraire boarded the Tougont and another, 
and many of the ships astern of me were on board the French 
men. The Defiance boarded L'Aigle and had the possession of her 
poop for some time when the Frenchmen rallied and drove them 
back and if I could tell you all the histories of all the ships you 
would find much to admire. Every body was sorry Malcolm2 
was not there because every body knows his spirit and his skill 
would have acquired him honour. He got out of the Gut when 
nobody else could and was of infinite service to us after the 
action.

If it is in my power to be of use to Mrs. Tailour, I shall have 
pleasure in advancing your friend here is a long list and little means 
that I see yet let us see what time produces. I wish you health my 
dear Sir and every happiness and with many thanks for your kind

1 Indicated by a series of x in the letter.
2 (?) Capt. Pulteney Malcolm.
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wishes to me I am with great regard, Your faithful and most obdt. 
humble svt., COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. Truly sorry am I that Calder1 was not of the party that he 
might have settled his account with M. Villeneuve.

98. To his sister
Queen, 

January i, 1805 2

MY DEAR SISTER, I am very much obliged to you for your kind 
letter. I am sure all your house would rejoice much at my success and 
my good fortune. The expressions of approbation of the King are 
highly flattering to me. His Majesty seems to take a pleasure in re 
peating his sentiments: he has ordered another letter to be written by 
Col Taylor of commendation of my conduct. My wife would shew you 
the copy I sent her of the first. You will make the same observation 
upon it, I dare say, that I did. I have letters innumerable, from every 
body; the Duke of Clarence wrote the most kind letter to me, 3 to 
congratulate me, and sent me an elegant sword which he beg'd me 
to accept as a mark of his friendship and esteem. The only thing I fear 
is that my rank, so far above my fortune, will subject me to a thou 
sand embarrassments, for there is no chance of making a fortune at 
sea, all the enemy's property is so secured under neutrality that there 
is no coming at it. No such thing as a French or a Spanish ship now  
all embarked in American bottoms4 and unless something is done 
to prevent it our commerce will be ruined and theirs daily increased, 
while we see it passing every day and cannot touch it. The four prizes 
we have will produce us very little, yet I think Parliament will come 
forward and grant something to the captors. The loss of the ships so 
hardly won should not be the loss of those poor creatures who laboured 
so to win them, but of the Nation. I shall want a little money very 
much. What do you think of Calder's modesty? The first thing he did 
on his arrival at Portsmo' was to write to me signifying his claim to 
share. There was a great indelicacy in it under all circumstances and 
not a small portion of ignorance. He ought to have known he had no 
right. But it is a true Scotch principle, to claim every thing and get 
what they can, or Lord Keith would not have been so rich by many a 
good estate. I never will have any thing to do with a Scot. I do not

1 After his action off Ferrol, he had been recalled to face a court martial.
2 Sic for 1806.
3 Memoir, p. 158.
4 For the ensuing difficulties, see Collingwood Letter Books, passim.
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suppose I shall get above 1500^ for the whole of it, which is far less 
than I got for the I4th Feb'ry, 1 so that my reward is not in money. I 
suppose all the public reward of money will go to the parson, the 
present Earl Nelson, who of all the stupid dull fellows you ever saw, 
perhaps he is the most so. Nothing in him like a gentleman. Nature 
never intended him for any thing superior to a village curate and here 
has Fortune, in one of her frisks, raised him, without his body and 
mind having anything to do with it, to the highest dignity. Ten years 
since it did not seem to be in the cards.

I have been off Carthagina five weeks where the Spaniards have a 
fine squadron. But now, finding the French from Brest are at sea, I 
am in my way down to be ready if they should come south. I am at 
present very anxious about Sir Jno. Duckworth, he is looking for the 
Rochfort people and I do not think his squadron is equal to the 
business they have before them, for he sailed before the reinforcement 
I sent him joined. Were not you surprised to find me stiled of Heth- 
poole? 2 And so was I, or how they came by any knowledge of 
Hethpoole. I rather think Madam Hughes was asked where my estate 
was, and what the name, and her pride would not allow her to say I 
had none. And so I have a great Barony it may be called a Barreny 
to me value 305. a year, or thereabouts. But if I live long enough I 
will make it a place of consideration.

Jariy 4. Here I am again off Cadiz and the French men are not 
come to this port, or any account of them to me except that they are 
doing all the mischief they can in the Bay. I told you, I believe, that 
I had made Sr P. Parker's grandson a Post Captain: that gave me 
great pleasure and rejoiced good Sr Peter. I have not heard from the 
Admiralty this age; they seem to have left me entirely to my own 
devices. Give my kindest love to my brother and my sisters. I ever 
am, my dear Mary, Your most affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I conclude the Misses3 are your frequent visitors on Pudding 
days. I wish they would write to me a little oftener. I want a French 
letter3 and some of Sarah's poetry.

Jan. 8. The Alamene has come to me by chance and gives the 
means of telling you I am well so far, but no French fleet yet. Another 
touch at them would just set me up.

1 1797. Cape St. Vincent.
2 In his title as Lord Collingwood. Actually, the eminent Durham historian, 

Robert Surtees, supplied Miss Collingwood at the time with an historical account of 
the family, but this made no mention of Hethpoole. Surtees' original letter is in the 
Collingwood MSS. at Greenwich.

3 Collingwood's daughters were learning French.
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99. To his sister
Queen at sea, 

March i, 1806
MY DEAR SISTER, We have just fallen in with the convoy going 

past and I have only time to tell you that I am very well, but the 
truth is worn to death with care and anxiety. I have really not time 
to write a comfortable letter. We have had a strong gale of wind for 
three days, and in the night of the 26th four French frigates which 
were in Cadiz taking advantage of the storm ran off. They must have 
passed us within a few miles. We took a brig of 18 guns which was 
with them, and as I dispatched some excellent ships after them when 
they could not be above 25 miles off, I think there is yet a fair pros 
pect of their catching them. It will be a nice trick if they do.

The poor Spaniards are almost starving I hear at Cadiz, eat up 
by the French.

Tell Adml Roddam I have received the letter written by his 
amanuensis and will take the best care of Mr Proby x I can. The 
Powerful is one of the ships gone with Sr Jno. Duckworth, but when 
ever she returns if she does return I will pay strict regard to what 
he says about Mr Walker. Give my kindest love to all our family. I 
hope Mr Collingwood keeps up pretty well this winter and that you, 
my dear sister, have no returns of your complaint. Remember me 
kindly to Lady Dal[rymple] and Sr Hew. Pray desire her to give my 
compliments to Miss Leighton when she writes to her.

Pray desire my Sarah to write a note to Mr Bowyer2 at the 
Historic Gallery, Pall Mall, and request he will let her know what the 
amount of his bill was for the two last prints, for Ommaney's acc't 
charges for them a great deal and I have lost Bowyer's account.

I beg my love to my brother and all our family. I am, my dear 
sister's, Most affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

100. To Mrs Stead
Queen,

March 5, 1806
MY DEAREST SISTER, I knew my dear Patience that you would 

rejoice to hear of my good fortune and all the fine things that have
1 Granville Proby, appointed later to the Bergere. Letter 116; James, Naval 

History, iii, 442.
* An engraver. See Collingwood prints in the Department of Prints and Drawings 

in the British Museum. G. Callender, Descriptive Catalogue of the Portraits in the 
Painted Hall, Greenwich. In his description of the Collingwood portrait by Henry 
Howard, R.A., Sir Geoffrey Callender continued the denigration of Collingwood 
begun by Sir John Laughton's article in the D.N.B.
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been the consequence of it, but the great pleasure I have and what is 
indeed a delight to my heart is the congratulations of those I love 
and regard. I cannot tell you how much pleasure Mr Stead's letter 
and yours gave me. I have a great many fine letters, the work of 
people's brains. Yours, my dear sister, and your husband's, were the 
flowings of warm friendship from your hearts, and made their way 
straight to mine. Thank you, my dear sister. I was amused at your 
writing two or three letters before you could please yourself. I sup 
pose you were determined to be very correct and say something fine, 
but when you tell me you regard me and rejoice in my good fortune, 
the subject makes the value, the manner of it is nothing. I am afraid 
when I look at the date of your letter you will think I have been long 
in answering it. The truth is I only got it a few days since. I have a 
great deal to complain of on that score. Ever since the Action1 the 
Adm'ty seem to have cut off all correspondence with me and my fleet. 
If we had lost twenty sail of the line we could not in this respect have 
been more neglected. There seems to be something in their gizzards 
indigestible, but I am not conscious of what it is, unless it is that 
letter which I wrote to somebody at Newcastle. They published it in 
the newspaper and has given me a great deal of uneasiness. But pray 
do not mention it, for I have said too much about it already. I shall 
remember your promise, my dear sister, and glad shall I be when the 
day comes that I can call on you for performance of it, to go with me 
to Newcastle. I am told there has been great joy there, and every 
possible attention paid to my dear Sarah Fine Balls, great Feasts. 
What a mercy it is that this battle happened in winter or they would 
have all had fevers. And I suppose we shall have it all to do over 
again when we go down more feasts and more balls if the thing is 
not forgot by that time. At present I see no prospect of my coming 
home soon, unless the new Ministry2 may think it proper to have an 
admiral of their own. But the truth is, there are not many who would 
be anxious for it. It is a most laborious situation and in such a war as 
this not at all profitable, unless I could catch another fleet of theirs 
a little further from the land. With God's blessing I would bring them 
all to England, and take up my quarters at Morpeth for the rest of 
my days. I have been expecting ships from England this three months, 
and somebody to relieve Lord Northesk, 3 who has had leave to go 
home this five months, but I can neither let him nor his ship go until

1 Collingwood invariably referred to the Battle of Trafalgar thus.
a Of All the Talents, after Pitt's death.
8 William, Earl of Northesk, promoted rear-admiral 1804.
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I get somebody to fill his place. The enemy have squadrons at sea and 
I will not leave myself weak and unable to cope with them if they 
should come this way. Would you believe that many of the officers 
have not heard from their families since the action, nothing having 
sailed from Plymo' since their first reply to my letter. Not a promotion 
of any officer in the fleet here I except Adml Grindall, who was 
included in the promotion of flags, of which he was not informed till 
three months after, by the convoy, which is, you know, like sending 
an express by the stage waggon. The consequence is that the Senior 
Officers are in extreme dejection with vexation and disappointment, 
and the younger ones all desirous of getting home, where they may 
have a chance of promotion. In my ship, the Royal Sovereign, I have 
not heard that there is one person promoted, except those who were 
made angels in the Action, and my first Lieut't, 1 who I put into a 
death vacancy with which the Admiralty had nothing to do. But those 
who can make a good story of a very trifle, get whatever they please. 
I hear they have given Sir Richd Strachan a pension, and so they 
will me perhaps, when I ask it. But, my dear sister, though I am poor, 
I am proud too, 2 and would be sorry it should be suspected that I was 
wearing my days out here, abandoning every thing that makes life 
pleasureable for the few pounds that they might give me. The times 
require that all should exert themselves for their country, and while 
I can see at all, I will not lose sight of that. The King has rewarded 
me amply rewarded me by the most gratifying expression of his 
approbation and the dignity he has conferred on me. Those are the 
rewards that are valuable to me, for, as to money, if I had but fifty 
pounds a year, I would not spend sixty, nor think myself debased by 
my poverty. Yet the neglect shewn to the fleet I feel most sensibly. 
There seems to have been a puzzle about proposing the thanks of the 
Parliament to the fleet,3 as if it was made a question whether it should 
be done. I know the devil is always at work somewhere, but how he 
could have brought that about I cannot tell. I hope we shall laugh at 
all this some time or other when we make a circle round our own fire 
sides. God bless you, my dear sister. I shall never be quite unhappy 
while I have your friendship and regard, for I am your truly affection 
ate brother, COLLINGWOOD.

1 Clavell, whom Collingwood appointed to command the Weazel.
2 See Letter 103 for his annoyance at Mr. Stanhope's intervention in the House 

of Commons.
3 January 28, 1806. Printed copies of the three resolutions are now at Greenwich;
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101. To Benjamin Stead
Queen, 

March 5, 1806

MY DEAR SIR, Your letter gave me infinite pleasure. Those ex 
pressions of regard for me, and satisfaction in my success, are ample 
rewards for my labours and I thank you most sincerely for them. It 
will be a happy day when I can return to the enjoyment of my family 
and my friends, for I think it will be allowed that I have taken my 
share of this war. Since '93 that the war began with France (now 
more than thirteen years) I have only been with my family one. And 
now the times are such that whoever can stand in the breach to 
defend their country is bound to do it. I see no prospect at present of 
my coming to England, unless the new administration should think 
it proper to appoint an admiral here of their own selection.

I cannot help thinking the former gentlemen have behaved very 
shyly to me and to the fleet in general. Indeed since the battle they 
seem to have dropped all correspondence with me and have not even 
given the necessary directions about the common duties of the fleet. 
I suppose they think every thing is done that was important to them, 
but they may be mistaken, for I believe we have a great deal more 
to do here. There seems to be something amongst the Ministers that 
has given dissatisfaction, but then why do not they out with it? I 
am not conscious of deserving any censure or coolness from them and 
yet their neglect of the fleet is breaking the hearts of those officers 
that all the rest of England is so extolling, so that you see it is not in 
all men's minds that we have that high estimation which your good 
ness has given us credit for. The King has been gracious and kind to 
me and to the fleet in expressing his approbation in the strongest and 
the handsomest terms of their conduct, and there it stops. No pro 
motion in any ships after near five months. Whatever they do now 
has lost the pleasure of receiving as a compliment, and will hardly 
salve those pains which the neglect has caused. I suspect they think 
I have been too civil to the Spaniards. God knows that indulgence 
which was so convenient to them, was also necessary to get disengaged 
from a number of prisoners that it was very inconvenient to keep, and 
it was done with a rigid observance of our own rights over their 
future service. 1 But I received a short letter demanding to know 
what number of prisoners I had taken in each ship, and how I had 
disposed of them. You would hardly expect to receive from me at this

1 Memoir, pp. 207-8.
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time such a grumbling letter, but really I cannot help saying that 
with respect to the Admiralty's attention to the officers of the fleet, 
I am disappointed. I have wrote a long letter to my sister and beg 
you will both accept the assurance of my sincere regard and affection, 
and my hope that we shall all meet happily some day in North 
umberland, and that I am ever, my dear Sir, most sincerely and 
affectionately your friend and serv't, COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. Do not think I have been neglectful in not answering your 
letter. I only received it a few days since by the convoy.

102. To his brother
Queen, off the Straights,

April 3, 1806

MY DEAR BROTHER, I am very glad to hear by my sister's letter 
that you are well. I am sure you would be rejoiced to hear of all my 
successes and of the honours which have been conferred on me by 
his Majesty in reward to my services. To be sure I have had a most 
fatiguing time of it but while the war is necessary we must keep the 
Ball up, and I trust we shall bring it at last to a happy conclusion, and 
that I may pass a few of my days in peace and quietness amongst my 
friends at home. I feel very much gratified by the regard which has 
been expressed for me by the town of Newcastle every body seems 
to have taken a great interest in my good fortune. I hope it will con 
tinue to me. If it does not, it shall not be my fault. But the events of 
battles depend on so many circumstances that no man going into an 
action can say how it shall end. But I am thankful and am looking 
forward to another encounter with them. The squadron that Sir Jno. 
Duckworth is in pursuit of in the W't Indies, 1 I suspect, after 
landing a reinforcement at St Domingo, will proceed to the Havannah, 
where they will be joined by such new ships as the Spaniards have 
built there, probably laden with timber for the repair of those at 
Cadiz, and all the specie they can extort from the Spaniard. This I 
strongly suspect to be their plan, and shall look out for them.

The affairs of Naples have been sadly marred by the folly I think 
of their Court. Since they abandoned Naples I am doing every thing 
for the protection of Sicily, and hope have established such a force

1 Of five sail of the line and two frigates, under Vice-Admiral Leissegues, which 
had escaped from Rochefort. It was defeated by Duckworth off San Domingo on 
February 6.
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there as will give them perfect security. I had a letter from the King 1 
stating their miserable condition. I knew before what they must 
necessarily be reduced to and had given them a good naval force, but 
Naples is gone I fear.

My fleet here is but small, but remarkably healthy. I must reduce 
it still more, soon, for the Britannia and the Dreadnought sail so ill 
that they can be of little use to me in a pursuit. I intend sending 
them home with the prizes.

Mr. Landless has given me a great deal of vexation, not on his 
own account for it is [not] all his own doing, but because Adml Rod- 
dam wished him to be promoted. When Lord Nelson came out, and 
I was to go into the Sovereign, he thought all hope of promotion was 
at an end, and pretending a complaint in his eyes, declined going with 
me that he might return to England in the Dreadnought. I gave him 
good time to consider it, and at last he determined to go home. With 
me he would have been Second; in the Dreadno^lght he remained 
Third Lieut for I removed those who were senior to Clavel out of the 
Sovereign. My Lieut'ts, two or three of them, are made captains, and 
Mr Landless remains where he was. I wrote to Lord Barham2 to ask 
the favour of him to make him, but he did not stand in the situation, 
and it is not done. I hope Adml Roddam will see that it is entirely 
Landless' own affair. I have put him into a bad vacancy that nothing 
can be expected from, merely to keep him here, until something good 
happens. Capt. King,3 that my sister speaks of as recommended to 
them by Miss Peareth, I brought from England with me: he was mid 
shipman with me in the Barfleur in '94. I have kept him here that he 
should not be superceded, for he is only a locum tenens and have done 
every thing for his interest that I could, but I am afraid he will be 
superceded soon. I am told the Corporation, the Trinity,4 and associ 
ations of Newcastle have been very attentive to me, and liberal in the 
honours they have done me, but it is odd and is vexing me that I have 
received none of their letters. The Admt'y have not been so attentive 
to me in that respect, as I think they might have been. I hope all our 
family are well and desire my love to my sisters, my kindest regards 
to Mr Collingwood and the good Admiral, of whose health I am glad 
to hear so good an account. I am ever, my dear brother, Your truly 
affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

1 Memoir, p. 185.
* First Lord of the Admiralty, May 1805 to February 1806. Memoir, p. 202.
3 (?) William King who took part in the capture of Buenos Ayres. James, Naval 

History, iv, 189.
4 The Trinity House had a separate establishment at Newcastle.
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Enclosing extract of Col Taylor's second letter to the Secretary of the 
Adm'ty, dated Windsor, 2&th Nov'r 1805, written by his Maj'ty's 
command. l

'Every event subsequent to the glorious action, has in his Majesty's 
'opinion distinguished in an additional degree the meritorious, able, 
' and most zealous conduct and exertions of Lord Collingwood, and his 
'brave officers and men: and the result of the whole has proved as 
' decisive and important to the interests of the country as it has been 
'honourable to its gallant defenders/

The first letter on the subject you had before from my wife. Mr Huth- 
waite is in the Spencer with Sr Jno. Duckworth. If he does not get 
made there, and comes back to me, I will make him a Lieut. as soon as 
I can. You may depend on it. I will also attend to Mrs Shipphardson's 
son Ralph, 2 1 am puzzled to guess who that letter of hers was written 
to. The Apollo was with me half an hour, but where Curieux is that 
he is appointed to I do not know, for she is not here.

io2a. To the Rt. Worshipfull the Mayor of Newcastle*
Queen, off Cadiz,

April 13, 1806

SIR, By my letters from Newcastle I am informed that you have 
done me the honour to write to me a letter to congratulate me in the 
name of the Magistrates and Corporation of Newcastle on the success 
of His Majesty's fleet, in the battle of October last. I have waited with 
impatience for the letter which would have much gratified me to 
receive the congratulations and good wishes of a Body I so truly 
respect, and where I have so many personal friends yet I have to 
regret it has miscarried and not come to me.

But understanding the purport of it to be complimentary to me, 
I cannot delay to return my sincere thanks for it, and for an elegant 
piece of plate they have presented to me, which as a token of the 
esteem and regard entertained for me by that ancient and respectable 
Body, I shall preserve an inestimable value for.

I beg, Sir, you will please to make known to my respected Towns 
men the high sense I have of the honour they have done me, in the 
Interest they so kindly take in my welfare and success, which I hope 
will attend me as long as I have health to serve my Country. I have

1 Memoir, p. 166.
2 Lieutenant in the Indefatigable, James, Naval History, iv, 158.
3 The original is in a bound volume, Collection relating to Lord Collingwood, in 

Dr E. F. Collingwood's possession.
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the honour to be, Sir, with the greatest regard and esteem, Your most 
humble servant and Townsman, COLLINGWOOD.

103. To his sister
Queen, off Cadiz, 

April 17, 1806

MY DEAR SISTER, I was indeed exceedingly concerned to hear 
of the death of our friend at Chirton for although I knew his health 
had not been very good, I had no idea that he was in danger of dying. 1 
He has left to me more than I expected, for although he has often 
mentioned that to be his intention, I knew him fickle and uncertain. 
In the way it is done that is, merely life estates to myself and my 
brother the great object is to make it as productive as we can, for 
which purpose all impediments to working the colliery must be re 
moved. And as I suppose the Duke2 would not do a positive injustice 
to me, it is not for me in the present state of things to carp at a little 
difference in law opinion.

I think indeed he has not been very liberal in his remembrance of 
my sisters, which he might as well have done, or left it to be done by 
others. For my means shall always have your comforts for their 
object. As to my coming home, it is entirely out of the question at 
present. I cannot on any consideration quit my station here, but glad 
I should be if peace would allow us all to return to our homes. In the 
mean time I trust my affairs will not be neglected altogether. I write 
to my brother who I dare say will have the goodness to give such 
directions as may be proper. The principal objects appear to me to 
be, coming to some agreement with the Duke of Northumb'd to 
obtain his license, if that is necessary, and to let the colliery to the 
persons Mr Collingwood had agreed with, for I have no doubt but the 
terms which satisfied him were very proper. Whenever I know how 
things are circumstanced, what, if any, were objections of the Duke, 
and how they may be obviated, I will write to his Grace and hope 
that every impediment may be removed.

The Davisons, or rather Mr Davison, has always been employed 
for Mr Collingwood, and whoever has been should for the present be 
continued. The officiousness of Mr Stanhope in the House of Com 
mons was very offensive to me. 3 I saw an odd sort of speech by

1 Mr. Edward Collingwood.
2 Of Northumberland. For his letters to Collingwood, see Appendix.
3 Walter Spencer Stanhope of Cannon Hall, Yorkshire, M.P. for Carlisle, had 

moved that a pension be granted to Lady Collingwood and her daughters. Hansard, 
vi, 163-5, 530.
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Lrd Castlereagh and could not conceive how he came by his infor 
mation until you told me. And I received a letter from him, in which 
he told me what pains he had taken, but I give him no credit for it, 
he deserves none, for what was advanced was not true. Not regard 
for me, nor my family, was his motive. He probably knew that I was 
endeavouring to get the title to descend to my daughters, and if that 
was settled, the Master of Chirton might have settled the estate so, 
and his activity I impute to a means of diverting the ministers from 
my object. The moment the peerage was announced to me, I wrote 
to Lord Barham, to make my request to Mr Pitt on this subject. 1 
In two letters I had from him afterwards he told [me] Mr Pitt's illness 
prevented any thing being done. A letter I had from him the other 
[day] says: 'What you recommended to me, concerning yourself, has 
not been neglected by His Majesty's late Ministers/ There is nothing 
else I ever did ask or recommend to him. But before I received his 
letter I had wrote to Lord Spencer and to Mr Grey, 2 so that if it was 
not finished by the former Ministers, I hope it will by the present, 
but of this I beg you will not speak to any person. I also wrote to 
Lord Barham a letter which he will communicate to Lord Castlereagh 
on the subject of settling my pension, which I dare say will surprise 
them both, and draw on Stanhope the resentment of the latter for 
having misinformed him, and misrepresented me and my family. I 
told him that a pension flowing from Parliament as a testimony of 
their approbation of my services was honourable to me and I felt due 
gratitude for it, but what was extracted by arguments to excite the 
compassion of the House, as if they were providing for the family of a 
pauper, lost its value with me, and begged him to remember they 
were no arguments of mine, but of some officious person who pre 
tended to know more of the circumstances of my family than I did 
myself. I received a letter from Adml Sutton some time since in which 
he congratulated me on the peerage being settled on my daughters 
and Lady Northesk mentions it, but not in a way very clearly under 
stood. From the public offices they never tell me any thing on the 
subject.

The Ocean, which is sent out for my flagship, went past a few 
days since with the convoy. Stanhope has sent his little son out in 
her, the poorest, puny thing I am told that ever was seen, and excites 
the pity of every body, for the child has been ruptured three years.

1 The subject is not mentioned in the letters to Barham published in the Memoir, 
pp. 181, 201.

2 First Lord of the Admiralty in the Ministry of the Talents, later 2nd Earl 
Grey. Memoir, 205, 212. The original letters are now at Durham.

N
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Of course [he] never can be a sailor and is even without a truss or 
bandage for his relief. Is it not astonishing that people should be so 
inattentive to the circumstances of their children? Ruptured people 
cannot serve at sea, and are generally discharged from the navy, for 
the very air of the sea is unfavourable to their complaint.

I would write to my sister Bess to thank her for two kind letters 
I have received from her, but I assure you I have more confinement 
at my table and letters than an attorney's clerk. There is no end to it 
and I am not the better for having no exercise. Give my kindest love 
to her, and to dear Doll, who I hope is well. I am ever, my dear sister, 
Your truly affectionate brother, COLLINGWOOD.

104. To his brother
Queen, 

April 17, 1806
MY DEAR BROTHER, I am lamenting the death of our good friend 

at Chirton, whose departure was very unexpected to me, and has 
given me much concern.

My sister has given me a little sketch of his distribution of his 
fortune, in which Chirton is said to be left to me, and then to you. 
Under the circumstances it is, it behoves us to make it immediately as 
productive as possible and, as the coal mines are the parts of most 
consideration, to bring them as speedily as possible to working. I am 
told Mr Collingwood has received proposals for the working them, 
which he approved of, but there was still some impediment on the 
part of the Duke of Northumberland]'s claims, which must be the 
first object to get over. I should think the Duke would not make a 
claim which he did not suppose to be just and that it may be accom 
modated, without waiting for a decision by law. I will be much obliged 
to you if you will consult Mr Jno. Davison1 who, I believe, is better 
informed on the subject of that estate than any other person what is 
proper to be done and send me in a letter the heads of the proposals 
made by the gentlemen who would take the colliery, the conditions 
etc, what are the impediments by the Duke, and how they may be 
best surmounted. If the Duke has rights it is proper he should main 
tain them; if he has not, I should suppose he would not be contentious 
on a matter so highly injurious to me.

Tell me also what particulars of the property you can collect, 
where it is, and what its annual value, who has been receiver of 
rents, and when they are due.

1 See Letter 129.
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There are certain forms I believe necessary (in copyhold estates) 
to be observed in the Manorial Court, which should be observed, and 
as it is impossible for me to think of coming to attend to those affairs, 
I will beg the favour of you to direct whatever may be necessary to 
be done. Mr Davison knows more of the circumstances of Mr Colling- 
wood's affairs than any body and, of course, will be best able to 
advise you. I can say little more of them until I know something of 
the particulars, but trust, my dear brother, you will order to be done 
what is immediately necessary, and some person to give me the best 
account they can. For whatever is the consequence with respect to 
my private affairs, I shall not quit my station while the French go to 
sea and I have health to continue here. I refer you to a letter I have 
written to my sister for what relates to myself and am, my dear 
brother, Your truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Who were the persons that had offered to take the coal mines?

105. To Rear-Adml Purvis1 ~ re ^ j-Ocean, on Cadiz,
April 28, 1806

MY DEAR PURVIS, I was glad to hear from you and thank you 
most sincerely for your kind congratulations and good wishes for me. 
I am here almost worn to a shadow, sometimes with fatigue and 
oftener with anxiety. I have no soul with me as flag officer and Adml 
Knight2 at Gibraltar is rather worse than having nobody there. 
Sometime since I mentioned my desire to have another flag officer 
sent to me to Mr Grey3 and proposed you as one who I should prefer, 
and if he accedes to it I shall be very happy in having so excellent a 
second. I beg my kind regards to Mrs Purvis and to your Brother and 
am, my dear Sir, Your faithfull Serv't, COLLINGWOOD. 
To Rear Adml Purvis, 
at Wickham, 
Hampshire.

106. To his sister ~ ~ ~ ,. Ocean, off Cadiz,
April 30, 1806

MY DEAR SISTER BESS, I am very much obliged to you for your 
kind letters to me. I was much concerned to hear of the death of our 
friend at Chirton, for I believe he respected our family more than he 
did any body in the world, but I do not think he has done so much

1 The original letter is at Greenwich.
2 John Knight. 3 Charles Grey, see note 2, p. 179.
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for you and my sisters as might have been reasonably expected. 
However, he has left us Chirton and I hope there will always be com 
forts derived for you from thence. I have heard from Mr Blackett a 
curious account of Mr Stanhope's rigeur in claiming his personalties, 1 
the shabby creature wanted the old cask in which the wine was. I 
wonder he did not claim the bottles too. Really such meanness in 
people who call themselves, of condition, quite astonishes me. It is 
very bad condition. I have directed that he shall not have the frames 
from the vinery for they are fixtures necessary to the existence of the 
trees, and can no more be pulled down or removed than a chimney 
piece, the removal of which would injure the real estate. He wrote to 
me to say he should be in no hurry to remove the portion of books to 
Dissington. In reply I told him that I thought the sooner the direc 
tions of the will were executed the better, and that I had desired that 
a gentleman of learning and qualified to judge of the books and their 
value should attend the person he appointed to make the division as 
soon as convenient, and to leave nothing to future arrangement. On 
the subject of the furniture which he intended we should take as he 
liked, I told him if I had a son, which I hoped I should, I intended to 
pull the house down and rebuild it, and then the furniture which was 
at present in it would not suit it. He had taken such liberty with our 
poverty that I did think it fair to vapour a little. I thanked him 
coldly for the trouble he had taken in the House about my pension, 
but told him it was not at all what I intended, as I thought it most 
honourable to receive his Majesty's bounty to me, as it flowed from 
him, without asking any thing, and as my family was provided for in 
affluence independent of the pension, I did not think the continuance 
of it was a consideration. And that I had a great objection to the 
smallest appearance of the services I gave to my country having a 
pecuniary interest for their object. And it is very true. I would rather 
have gone without a pension than have craved for it. A man (who I 
believe is a little of the muck worm) will think this all nonsense but 
it will make him know his own poverty, which never can be improved, 
even by the mines in Peru. Take away the old casks! Did you ever 
hear any thing like it? But I hear he found money in the house, per 
haps aunty Lawson's snug corner.

I hope my brother, to whom I wrote on the subject, will not allow 
him to remove any thing he has not a right to, and that he cause 
everything to be removed which is devised to the Stanhopes. I know

1 Stanhope and Collingwood were beneficiaries under the will of Mr Edward 
Collingwood.
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he would have wished to have the Library that he might have drawn 
from it at his leisure, but I will have no common property with him. 
I rather think I am entitled to share in the captures made by Sir Jno. 
Duckworth. He is of the same opinion, but Admiral Louis1 and the 
Agents at Jamaica think otherwise, because they have an interest in 
its being otherwise, and they have an interest in every delay of the 
payment, and no honour to support. I have, however, stated the case 
for the opinion of the Civilians, and have myself little doubt of my 
right which will be, I suppose, three or four thousand pounds. The 
critical situation of our affairs here makes it impossible for me to 
think of any thing but them all else seems nothing to me. The 
country on the verge of ruin can only be preserved by the exertion of 
those who dare devote themselves to its safety.

This ship I am in is the finest I ever saw; she seems indeed to be 
perfection, but wants, like all new ships, much to be done in discipline 
and arrangement to make her what the Dreadnought was. I was very 
glad to hear of the Miss Brathw[aite]s. It is an odd scheme, but they 
have read novels and their heads run on rural felicity. They did not 
write to me when their father died. 2 They did not write to me after 
the action, which half the people in England did. Whether they knew 
me or not, Mr Cleneirs letter never came to me. I also understood that 
the Mayor, 3 Sr Mathew Ridley, and the Master of the Trinity had, 
and I wrote to them to apologise to them for not having answered 
them for they had miscarried and not come to me, and now I find the 
Mayor has not wrote to me, nor perhaps the others, and so they will 
get the answer before they write their letter. It will do as it will make 
them understand that they ought to have wrote. Their silver thing4 
is a secondary complim't; their letter would have been esteemed. 
Duckworth joined me from the W't Indies, but the Admiralty had 
authorised me to give him leave to return to England as his son had 
fallen from his horse and was in danger of dying, and he parted from 
me last night. I have a letter from an old clergyman, minister of 
St Andrew's, Norwich, enclosing me his sermon and claiming kindred: 
his name Lancaster Adkins; states himself to be lineally descended 
from the Lancaster who came over with the Conqueror and were the 
first Barons of Kendall in Westmoreland and so goes on to Sir Thos. 5

1 Sir Thomas Louis. James, Naval History, iv, 90-101. Duckworth's squadron 
was a detachment from the fleet under Collingwood's command. The dispute dragged 
on until 1809. Letters 159, 189.

2 The admiral. 3 Of Newcastle, Henry Cramlington.
4 The corporation presented Collingwood with a silver kettle, suitably engraved.
6 End of letter missing.
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107. To his sister
Ocean, 

May 15, 1806
MY DEAR SISTER, Of all the details I have had about Chirton 

and what relates to it, I think Stanhope's shabbiness exceeds every 
thing. I am told he wanted to be paid for the old casks the beer and 
wine was in, and the glasses of the fruit house, to neither of which I 
think he had any right, but if he had it does not much mend the 
matter. I have wrote to my brother to request that all the devises in 
Mr Collin[gwood]'s will may be conclusively settled, so that nothing 
may be left to future arrangement, either with respect to library, or 
any thing else. I have not seen yet a copy of the will, but from the 
extract Mr Blackett sent to me, it appears that half the library was 
left to Dissington, the other half to me. What I should like to have 
ascertained was it attached to the Chirton estate unalienably? For I 
understand Mr Stanhope has made a motion that the whole should 
be removed to Dissington, but I trust the letter of the will will be 
observed.

With respect to the colliery at Chirton, I have not information 
sufficient on the subject to determine about it, nor do I know the 
sentiments of the other proprietors, or how far the claims of the Duke 
of North'berland are founded on justice, even if they are greater than 
they ever were. We find every body in this golden age who have rights 
and properties making the most of them. I think they should be 
acceded to, rather than allow the mine to lay dormant until the Stan 
hopes come to work it. And if my brother, who is probably more 
interested in setting it going soon than I am, will consult Mr Davidson 
as to what may rightly be done, and the other proprietors as to what 
they will consent to, I think the objections may be removed. Could 
not the coals be worked upon the freehold near Sheilds, having only 
air shafts and engines on the copyhold? I remember Mr Collingwood 
having an idea of that kind. But if my brother will inform me what 
may be done about it, I will be much obliged to him.

The Pylades, one of my sloops, has taken a Spaniard brig the other 
day from La Vera Cruz, with a valuable cargo in. The Spaniards made 
their escape from her, and got on shore in Portugal. And if we can 
avoid dispute about the neutrality she will be a very good prize. It is 
not known whether she has specie in her or not, but being deeply 
laden, it is supposed that she has.

I shall, when I write to Martins, desire them at Midsummer, and 
Christmas, when the dividends are paid, to add fifty pounds to your
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account at those times, making an additional hundred pounds a year 
for your future use. What comes to you from Chirton will be paid at 
Newcastle.

If Mr Huthwaite had come to me from the W't Indies [I] would 
have made him a Lieut't, but as the Canopus went home I conclude 
he will be made there. [I] am enquiring for Shepperdson, your Dur 
ham friend. 1 I find he was made in the promotion appointed to the 
Hibernia and went home to join her. Admiral Roddam recommended 
Mr Haultaine to me, a relation of Coil's wife: he is 18 yrs old and as 
dull a lad as I ever saw. My conscience reproved me when I promoted 
him, which I made two or three efforts to do before I could bring 
myself to it. Nothing but its being Adml R's request could have in 
duced me. And now Capt. Lechmere tells me he is so entirely useless 
that he is afraid he must try him by a court martial to get rid of him. 
It is this kind of people that cause all the accidents, the loss of ships, 
the dreadful expense of them, mutinies, insubordination and every 
thing bad. They must produce a certificate that they are 21 years of 
age, which they generally write themselves, so that they begin with 
forgery, proceed with knavery and end with perjury. They have just 
been trying two Lieut'ts and Captain of the Scout2 ] the Lieut'ts were 
dismissed from the service. If the safety of the country is to depend 
on the navy it must be reformed and weeded, for a great deal of bad 
stuff has got into it and hangs as a dead weight where all should be 
activity.

Give my kindest love to my brother and sisters I ever am, my 
dear Mary, your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] That Hethpoole is a dead weight upon me. A Mr Taylor is in 
possession of the title deeds, and will not allow them to be inspected. 
He has a mortgage of £1,600 on the moiety. It never can be of six 
pence value to me but I would clear it for my daughters.

109. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

July 31, 1806

MY DEAR SIR, It so frequently happens that there are not three 
ships of a division by whose officers surveys may be held, that it is 
necessary it should be confined to them in this little squadron, but to 
take the three nearest and most convenient ships. The master or other

1 (?) Ralph Sheppardson. James, Naval History, iv, 158. 
1 Raitt.
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officers of a ship in which the survey is held I think should not be one 
of the surveyors, because it may happen that the perishing of the 
store to be surveyed may have had connection with his duty. Send 
me the name of the gentlemen you wish should be examined, they 
shall have a day soon. Mr Cosway1 tells me he has his name. I hope 
I shall hear from Sicily, for I am exceedingly impatient about them 
and the Endymion.
[P.S.] When you write to your brother remember me kindly to him. 
From Tangier I hear Lord Yarmouth is at Paris and negotiation for 
peace going on.

no. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Friday morning

MY DEAR SIR, I have sent you a side of an English mutton, 
which I had just killed when the bullock ship made her appearance. 2 
I am sorry [to] hear poor Mansfield3 is complaining again of his 
rheumaticks but I hope he will be in England in the turnip season, 
which will cure him of all his complaints. I have no news except that 
Bonaparte has a disease (the Plica Polonica) which is deemed incur 
able, but not immediately mortal; what a pity! There are stores in the 
Unite for the Minotaur and Prince. This easterly wind oppresses me, 
and the detaining the ships in Sicily embarrasses me exceedingly. The 
Endymion is not arrived yet, and all my projects are overturned, but 
I cannot help it for my life. I hope you are well. . .

[P.S.] You will see the Russians make peace with France within two 
months, or I am mistaken. It is said the French demands on Spain 
are such that they have determined on war rather than submit to 
them. The Prince of Peace is said to be in the wane of his power, and 
the Asturian party gaining ground.

in. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 
Tuesday

MY DEAR SIR, This easterly wind distresses me, I shall be as 
weak as Mansfield soon if we have not a change. The accounts I have 
from Sicily are not at all satisfactory to me, and the detention of the

1 W. R. Cosway, Collingwood's secretary.
2 Bullocks were obtained from Morocco for the Mediterranean fleet.
8 Capt. C. J. Mansfield of the Minotaur. James, Naval History, iii, 436-7.
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ships which I send up, and which are doing nothing there, is deranging 
the whole system of the station, but I hope when Genl Fox and Sir Jno. 
Moore get up 1 things will be better.

Sir Sidney 2 is a great soldier but I am afraid the ships and their 
service is not so much the objects of his regards as the Prince of 
Hesse's breach bastion.

What can have become of the Standard and Saturn)—sent on 
service that I reckoned would take them a fortnight or, by chance, 
three weeks; they have been absent seven past Sunday; they must 
have pursued something to the W't Indies again. The Standard's water 
must be out and her provisions nearly, but I understand Lord Amelius 
is a regular officer and I have confidence in his being right.

[P.S.] The Frenchmen captured by Termagent want to get on shore, 
but every man of them goes to England.

112. To Rear-Admiral Purvis

Saturday, August 23, 1806
MY DEAR SIR, I must tell you the news, which is very important 

to us, as I am led to believe this is the point to which Adml Willou- 
mez3 is expected to come from the W't Indies.

The Saracen, Capt. Prevost, from the W't Indies fell in with 
Adml Hervey off Finisterre in his way to England with the account 
of the French squadron having left the W't Indies and passed Tortola 
on the 8th July, steering to the northward for Europe. His ships are

[Guns] [Guns]
The Foudroyant 80 Adml Will'z Casard 74

Veteran 74 Jerome Valoreuse 44
L'Eole 74 Regulus 74
Impetueux 74 Le Cybele 44
Patriote 74 Le President 44

This account of them Adml Hervey sent to Lord St Vincent, and he 
to me. His Lord'p is in the Lag in the Hibernia, with four other ships, 
I do not know what they are.

1 General Henry Edward Fox, formerly Lieutenant-Governor of Gibraltar, was 
in 1806 appointed to the command of the army in Sicily (with Sir John Moore as his 
second) and ambassador to the court at Palermo.

2 Smith, promoted rear-admiral in November 1805. Early in 1806 Collingwood 
was instructed to employ him in a detached command on the coast of Naples. Add. 
MSS. 37425, fo. 73. Orders delivered to him, 'Most Secret/ Cadiz, 1806.

3 Willaumez, the French admiral, for whose exploits see James, Naval History, 
iv, passim.
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Sir Jno. Warren arrived at Barbadoes July I2th and on the night 
of the I3th passed by Nevis for Tortola.

La Seine and Galatea were keeping sight of the enemy, and had 
done from their leaving St Christophers.

We must keep the best possible look out for them. The Spaniards, 
when they believed it was peace, said he was expected at this port; 
if they come I hope a ship of theirs will not escape, though for want 
of frigates to look out we are very much spread.

113. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

Tuesday Even., [August] 1806

MY DEAR SIR, I meant by putting Prince to windward for the 
night to secure her being near in the morning, and I think it looks 
like a fresh wind.

The Cutter comes from Lisbon with further accounts from the W't 
Indies of the French squadron, which was in the Mona passage on the 
gth of July in their way to Saint Domingo. Sir Jno. Warren was off 
St Bartholomew on the I4th and as he was going to Tortola he would 
receive perfect intelligence of them. I doubt his catching them, but 
think it highly probable that we shall within this fortnight, unless 
they go to the Chesapeak, where I do not think Jerome would be very 
well received.

[P.S.] Lord St Vincent I hear has taken a house at Lisbon and lives 
on shore there. 1

Nothing from England, I hope Capt Mansfield is well.

114. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

September 26, 1806

DEAR SIR, I send you some newspapers which I got yesterday, 
in which you will find some interesting news, that the demands of 
France on the King of Prussia, and the refusal of Russia to ratify a 
treaty which was agreed to by M. Aubril without authority, still 
indicates the desire of those powers to resist his depredations and 
(what they really are) schemes for acquiring universal power in 
Europe. Emperor of the French was well, Emperor 'of the West/ or

1 He wrote to Collingwood from the Hibernia in the Tagus on September 7, 1806. 
Letter Books, i, fo. 572.
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perhaps 'of Europe' he thinks will be better, what a wretched life 
must so much ambition cause him. The papers do not mention 
Mr Fox being dead, but a letter I have from Sir Jas Saumerez says he 
certainly is, this is dated I2th of Sept. 1

[P.S.] When you have read the papers I will beg you to send them to 
Capt. Fremantle, and if tomorrow is a fine day I will be glad to see 
you at dinner, and if Capt. Finder will accompany you I will be glad 
to see him. 2

115. Collingwood to his cousin Georgina Braithwaite 3

Ocean, off Cadiz, 
September [1806?]

MY DEAR GEORGINA, [Glad to receive yours] . . . for not having 
heard from any [one] since I left England, but seeing in a newspaper 
the death of my much loved and respected friend and kinsman, your 
father, I concluded his dear daughter must have departed before 
him, until I heard from my sister that you were well and had retired 
to some place in Wales, near your estate.

But your father I ever felt the affection for of a respected and 
beloved friend. Those sentiments of esteem had grown with me from 
my youth and the more I knew of him the more I found in his 
character for admiration and esteem. Your mother, my dear Georgina, 
was dear to me as a sister and I will ever dwell upon her remem 
brance [with] ... anguish which is mournfully pleasing to. ... [Had] 
she lived, I should not have been a stranger to [the] important events 
of your family, for she [knew how] true an interest I took in them. I 
beg you will offer my congratulations to [your sister's] daughter on 
her marriage. I would have done [so] myself if you had done me the 
favour to mention the gentleman's name. I hope he is a man of sense 
and can justly appreciate the amiable qualities of your sister's 
[daughter] and has in himself those which will ensure her happiness. 
I am exceedingly sorry to hear of the misfortune Mrs Christie has had 
in the loss of one of her family, and beg when you write to her, you 
will give my love to her and to my dear friend Mrs Barber, who 
perhaps may be with you, though you don't mention her. I am, my 
dear Cousin, Your truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

1 Fox died on i3th of September.
2 Cf. Capt Codrington's complaint against Collingwood on this head. Memoir of 

Sir Edward Codrington.
3 The original at Greenwich.
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116. To his brother
Ocean,

September 12, 1806
MY DEAR BROTHER, I am much obliged to you for your two 

letters of the 8th and 25th May, which I have received last month 
with the statement of what Chirton now produces, and what it may 
reasonably be expected in future, for I dare say every thing is let 
upon old rents, and very low. Now though I think I should have what 
is the value as near as can be estimated, I would not like to have the 
appearance of squeezing beyond the ability of people to pay, nor to 
depend solely on the judgement or will of Mr Newton, whose con 
nexions in Shields may not leave him quite an impartial judge. The 
farms and wharfs, from the times which have increased the trade and 
diminished the value of money, I should suppose would very well 
bear a considerable increase of rent, on which subject I will be obliged 
if you will communicate with Newton and direct him. The colliery is 
the great object and I have written to the Duke of Northumberland 
to request he will grant his licence for wayleave without waiting for 
my return which, while the war continues, must always be very 
doubtful. In that letter I have told him that you have informed me I 
can give him a considerable accommodation in my property at 
Shields by a wayleave, and that I would be understood on my part 
to have every disposition to give convenience to the tenants of his 
property and that I hope the same dispositions will be found in his 
Grace. I remember that once in our walks about Shields, and down to 
Metcalf s house, that Mr Collingw[oo]d pointed out the bounds of the 
copyhold and where his freehold began, to shew me that the colliery 
could be worked independent of the license (even if the right to it was 
well established) by bringing the coals to day within the limits of the 
freehold. Shafts might be sunk and engines erected within the copy 
hold independent of any license; it is the waggon way only that is 
contended for, and the thing appears so very absurd that I should 
doubt the right. I hope the duke will write to you, or to Mr Davidson, 
on the subject, and if, upon consultation with people conversant in 
the value of mines, and the conditions of working, you shall agree 
to the terms of Mr Row etc., I shall approve of whatever you conclude. 
What I do not understand very well is, whether the consideration to 
the Duke for his license is to be paid by the proprietors of the mine, 
or by the lessees, for if by the proprietors it will be a great reduction 
of rent. But we must endeavour to get this consideration made as low 
as possible.
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I was sorry to hear of poor Richd Wilkie's death, for he seems to 
have been the only rational creature of their family, his brother a 
complete graceless. If poor Mrs Gofton could look out of her grave 
and see the heir and heiress who were once the pride of her heart, she 
would shrink back again with horror at the vicissitudes this mortal 
coil is subject to. If Mrs Wilkie had not been worn out past judge 
ment, she would have known how to secure a provision for her 
daughter, who may be left in the world long enough after her to be 
reduced to misery. If she had left the estate to you, or to my sisters, 
with an annuity from it to her daughter, as near the value as she 
liked, then her independence would have been secured. As it is, was 
her mother to die tomorrow, Miss would be married within the 
twelve month to some beggarly rascal who would feel a passion for 
her estate.

My sister says she never hears Chirton named by any of my family. 
The fact is they know not of my determination respecting it. It is a 
place I should dislike exceedingly as a residence. I could never bring 
my mind to be at home there. Yet it has conveniences that Morpeth 
has not, and is more like a gentleman's house. Had I been fortunate 
in prizes I would have bought a suitable residence, but as it is I fancy 
I must make Chirton my home, in a neighbourhood very disagreeable 
and in the smoke of coal engines and every kind of filth. I think in the 
letting there should be a condition that no engine should be erected 
within a certain distance of the house, nor small coals burnt for the 
repair of waggon ways or roads, but small coals either shipped or 
coaked and reckoned within the tentale. 1 1 have kept a vacancy a long 
time for Huthwaite in expectation of his coming, which I am obliged 
at last to fill. Tell Adml Roddam, for I am afraid I shall not have time 
for a letter to him, that I have appointed Mr Proby Captain of the 
Bergere, a very fine vessel which Prowse took, and will attend as much 
as is in my power to all his people. I am sadly off with this Sir S. Smith 
at Sicily; the man's head is full of strange vapours and I am con 
vinced Lord Barham sent him here to be clear of a tormentor, but he 
annoys me more than French or Spanish fleet and the squadron he 
has is going to ruin. Give my kind love to all our family. I am ever, 
my dear brother, your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Little Stanhope is very well and much grown, it is a pity that 
so sensible a boy should not have been taught something. His 
education has not been careful.

1 I.e. agreed output rent (the usual form of colliery lease).
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I have not the least idea of returning to England unless there is a 
peace concluded, nor the smallest expectation of that while Bona 
parte lives. I have had sad trouble with the Portuguese about the 
Spanish brig from Vera Cruz and fear we shall lose her at last, £500.

117. To Mrs Stead
Ocean, off Cadiz, 

October 9, 1806

MY DEAR SISTER, I cannot tell you with how much pleasure I 
receive in your kind and affectionate letter of nth May from Morpeth 
or how much I regret that I have never been at home when you were 
in the North that you might witness, my Dear, what a happy creature 
I am in the midst of my family, and how much it would be my care 
to make you so. But I shall hope whenever I return to a home, that I 
shall have the pleasure of Mr Stead and you to visit. I just mention 
this bye the bye, but will come to Crawfield to engage you. A great 
many of my letters miscarry, or they are locked up and taken so much 
care of that they do not come to me. Your father mentions several 
letters written by you and by my Sarah which have not come to me. 
How you delight me, my sister, when you speak of the comforts of 
my house and the beauties of my garden etc. I may say they are all 
the work of my own hands. I planned every thing and planted almost 
every tree, every honey suckle and rose bush; the sturdy oak and 
poplar tall owe their stations to me. But how are the sturdy oaks? 
For since Sarah resolved for Chirton, she very cunningly has left off 
talking of those old beauties of Morpeth. I must live, I suppose, at 
Chirton, but never did I like it, nor ever can consider myself other 
than as lodger. Morpeth could not now accommodate our family. As 
for being in the town, I never was in the town, nor know any thing 
about it, but if I had been fortunate enough to have got money here, 
I would have bought a residence where my family might have called 
themselves at home. I will do anything in my power for any friend of 
yours, my sister, or of Mr Stead's, and will appoint the Revd Mr Wyld 
my chaplain. He must send me the proper paper which is stampt and 
he need not hurry himself about it, for it is necessary that it is sealed 
with my Arms, which they have not quite settled in the Heralds' 
Court. I think there are to be some more lions added to it, and for an 
additional crest a young lady in the character of victory gathering 
branches of palm upon the sea, so like the nymphs of Newbiggen 
gathering kelp, that I dare say I shall be able to pass it off as a
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compliment to them. I was, I assure you, very much displeased with 
Mr Stanhope's officiousness in the House of Commons, and did not 
approve of such application being made without consulting me, by 
any person. I wrote to Lord Castlereagh and Lord Barham immedi 
ately and expressed my resentment of the manner in which the con 
tinuation of my pension had been pleaded. I told Lord Barham that 
I thought those persons had taken a great liberty with me in stating 
me as indigent, and endeavouring to excite the compassion of the 
House as if they were raising a contribution for a pauper; that what 
flowed to me from the Parliament was hon[orable] to me, and I felt 
the most perfect gratitude to my country for their regard of me. What 
was extracted from them by argument I begged his Lordship to 
remember were no arguments of mine. At that time, my dear, I was 
solliciting for the descent of my title in the heirs of my daughters, 
while the pension would have gone of course to them. But this 
application for settling the pension independent of the title quashed 
my application, which I believe would otherwise have succeeded. 
This is an odd sort of whimsical world we live in, where everybody is 
scrambling for what they can get, and a poor sailor stands but a cold 
chance amongst them. I dare say Stanhope thought it was necessary 
to get me provided for, 1 independent of Mr Collingwood's estate, that 
her uncle should not think it necessary to support me.

I have got here the French and Spaniards ready for sea, and as 
they are more than one fourth stronger than we are there is some 
hope of their coming out. God bless us whenever they come. I hope 
to give them what I owe them for keeping me at sea a full year waiting 
for them.

Neither you nor Sarah say a word of what you think of that 
Miss Carter for a governess, which augurs ill to my mind. Little Sarah 
gives her a little sort of left handed touch which does not relieve me 
on the subject. Give my best and kindest regards to Mr Stead and 
ever believe me, my dear sister, your truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. I do not know where to direct this. On the I3th of this month 
I shall drink your health and wish you [many] days, all happy. Bless 
you.

To Mrs Stead,
at Crawfield [Crowfield] Hall,
Suffolk.

1 Letter 103. Stirling, A. M. W., The Letter Bag of Lady Elizabeth Spencer-Stan 
hope, 56-110, for the correspondence between Collingwood and Stanhope.
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118. To Mrs Stead
October 22, 1806

MY DEAR SISTER, I have just received your half sheet enclosed 
in my Sarah's, and am exceedingly delighted that my sweet wife has 
had the goodness to present you with what you so much admire and 
which I shall admire when I see them set in each place and hanging 
in my lovely sister's ear. I wish I could make you a present great as 
my love is for you. You always have it in your power to make me 
ample return in your affection and regard. You are going to Crawfield 
and I hope you will find it a place that you like and will have a 
pleasant society of a few good neighbours for it is true that in the 
many there is least society. A place grows upon our liking by habit. 
We get a sort of affection for an old tree that has stood in our way for 
twenty years. I feel this very much and always leave a place I have 
been accustomed to with regret even for a better. I wish you had told 
me something about Miss Carter, for my girls' education is a subject 
that is continually upon my mind. Does she speak good language free 
from vulgar words, and with correct pronunciation? If she does, they 
will insensibly improve and lose that dialect which is certainly not 
very harmonious. I have received a very handsome letter from the 
Duke of Northumberland. It is in reply to one I wrote to him to 
thank him for the attentions he and the Duchess had been so good as 
to pay my wife when in London. But there is another letter I have 
written to him on the subject of the Chirton Colliery. I wish I could 
get that set to work, for as the estate is merely for my life, the best I 
can do with it is to get all out of it that I can. But I do not mention 
this because I know Stanhope would throw every impediment in the 
way of it he could. Some time since when he wrote to me about 
Chirton I do not know what I told him I did not then intend to 
live there, but as soon as Lady Collingwood had a son I purposed to 
pull the old house down and build a suitable one for my family. 
He held me up as indigent. I thought I had a fair right to boast a 
little. Sir J. Duckworth, I believe, is come here full of expectation 
that I will go home, but I have hinted to him that I may probably 
leave him to continue this dull blockade, while I proceed to take a 
peep at Sicilia's Court, where more active operations are probably 
to be carried on. Give my love to Mr Stead, and ever believe me, 
affectionately yours, COLLINGWOOD.
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119. To his sister
Ocean, off Cadiz, 
November 13, 1806

MY DEAR SISTER, It is so long since I heard from you that I 
think you must have been deceived by the current report which I 
have heard was circulated with great industry in England 'that I was 
coming home/ I have not yet thought of such a thing, but I suppose 
it originated with those who wished to succeed to my command. I 
came here, not of my own solicitation, or to answer my own private 
purposes, but because I was ordered as a proper person to conduct 
the service, and I have such a contempt for every thing like chicanery 
that I will certainly disappoint the authors. One great inconvenience 
I suffer from it, that the people I employ at Portsm'th and Plym'th 
to send me occasional supplies, expecting me in England, have dis 
continued to send them. The state of the war will not allow me to 
think of retiring from it while my health continues good and I have 
at present taken a step which the urgency of affairs seemed to make 
necessary. If it is approved, it will probably carry me further from 
home; if it is not, I do not care how soon I come home. For it is not 
that I delight in war, am ambitious of high office, or insensible to the 
comforts of a peaceful, quiet home, and the enjoyments of domestic 
life, but that I consider the war such that every man capable of 
serving is bound to render his best services. The enemy's fleet in 
Cadiz shew no disposition to come out, since the late hard gales we 
have had, they have moved up the harbour, but the French are such 
a subtle, trickish people that they cannot be trusted, and we must 
continue our watch. I have good health enough but weak, the natural 
consequence of no exercise, beyond walking a smooth deck, and 
languid for want of variety of company, the same board to walk on, 
and the same face to look on every day.

I believe I told you all about Hethpole before, and you will 
probably have heard what has lately been done. The former posses 
sors (Mrs. B[ell] and Mrs C[arlyle]) had full power over it, to do with 
it just what they pleased. Mrs B's portion of it is probably left be 
tween her daughters; all Mrs C's share was left by her will to Lady 
Coll, subject to an annuity for Mrs Stead of £50 a year, and a legacy 
of £2000 to Carflyle] Bell. On this moiety was a mortgage of £1600, 
on the other moiety a mort[gage] of £1000 laid by the former ladies. I 
had the mortg[age] of £1600 transferred to me, not removing the 
incumbrance on the estate, in order to come at the deeds and to
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ascertain how far the £2000 might legally be devised to Bell. The 
result was that they had full power to do with it what they pleased, 
and Mrs Car[lyle] had left one thousand Pds perfectly regular and 
agreeable to the law of England, and some time after left another, 
when being in Scotland, some formality was wanting about the seal, 
but having given an intelligible expression of her will: the law, I feel 
in my own breast, made me recommend that the want of legal 
formality should not be exclusive, so that the estate is of no intrinsick 
value to us, but I have a mortgage on it, instead of Mr Taylor, and 
possession of the deeds. A Scotch legacy is very much like a Scotch 
prize, rather worse than nothing. The late Mr Collpngwood] was a 
trustee jointly with Revd Mr Blackett for £6250 settled at my 
marriage. As I wish to have nothing to do with Mr Stanhope I am 
desirous that this money should be sold from the funds, and vested 
in a further mortgage on Hethpole to pay off Bell's legacy. I shall then 
have a mortgage of the rental of the estate and the trust be trans 
posed to that, for to tell you a truth which I dare say you are all 
aware of, if the war goes on (and how is it to stop?) the funds must 
grow a more precarious security every day and I would be very glad 
to shift as much of my property from [them] as I conveniently can, 
and could I get an estate of about twenty thousand pound value, 
which would keep my income up tolerably, I would be very glad to 
purchase it. I have seen a biographical sketch of my life and services, 1 
not very flattering to our high descent that used to be our pride. I 
wonder where those people get their information in what relates to 
Lord Howe and my correspondence with him, of which there is not 
one word of truth. I think I can trace a weak effort in Sir Roger Curtis 
to exculpate himself. 2 In the account of the legacy of Chirton, Stan 
hope stands prominent that very word, in the division of the books, 
the moiety to be selected by Mr Stanhope distinguishes him and 
explains his real meaning in the delay of dividing them, but he shall 
make no selection. I can't bear any thing like taking an advantage. 

I wrote to the Duke some time since on the subject of the colliery 
and told him I had requested my brother, and authorised him to treat 
with his Grace on the subject, but Miss Metcalf and her uncle seem to 
have made the greatest difficulty in demanding for their wharf more 
than seven times what it was ever let for. That may be very lawful,

1 Memoirs of the Professional Life of the Rt. Hon. Lord Collingwood. Printed at 
Gateshead by J. Marshall.

2 See Letter 25. Curtis's letter of congratulation to Collingwood on the battle 
of Trafalgar is at Greenwich. Curtis was now 'one of those appointed to revise the 
Civil affairs of the Navy.'
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but I do not reckon it quite honest, at least not generous. I shall be 
glad to hear poor Mrs Wilkie is comfortably settled in N[ew]castle, 
far from her graceless son, the heir, as poor Mrs Gofton used to call 
him. Little Stanhope is a fine child but I am afraid will never have 
health nor strength for a sea life. Thompson I have sent into a sloop 
of war where I hear he goes on very well. Currell1 is a sensible lad, 
but not animated. He has more knowledge than any of them. And 
pray tell Adml Roddam that I am afraid I shall not be able to save 
Haultaine from destruction; he has been twice in confinement and I 
have been obliged to write to and sooth his captain to save him from 
a court martial. I would remove him to another ship, but nobody will 
take him that can help it. His messmates do not associate with him, 
and it is all very bad with him. With my kind love to my brother and 
sisters I am ever, my dear Mary, Your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I just mention to you that my will is left with Martins and 
Stone the Bankers and happen what will, you will find yourselves 
possessed of all the means of comfort for this world, and that is at 
all times a source of comfort to me.

120. To his brother
Ocean, off Cadiz, 
December 2, 1806

MY DEAR BROTHER, I am much obliged to you for your letter of 
the i6th Oct'r with the information you give me of the colliery being 
let. I had received a letter before from the Duke of Northumberland 
to tell me he had acceded to every thing I had desired about the 
license. He says a little delay had been caused by a doubt in his mind 
of the responsibility of one of the persons said to be concerned in the 
lease, which made it necessary for the real lessees to present them 
selves, or otherwise, they were disposed to remain unknown. There 
is certainly something very trickish in this conduct of the Bells, 2 and 
every thing like a trick I have such an abhorrence of, that if I had 
been at home I do not think I should have had any thing to say to 
them on the subject after the disclosure. But it is under circumstances 
with respect to us that whatever good can be drawn from it may be 
said to be got out of the Stanhope's fire. But there is a circumstance 
which makes me amends for what I feel about the Bells, that there

1 See Arch. Ael. (4th ser.) xxxii, 34.
2 Matthew Bell, a Newcastle coal-fitter.
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are no conditions about the Low Lights wharfage, so that Miss Met- 
calf and her uncle are left to brood over their schemes of aggrandize 
ment. It certainly was most unreasonable to ask £600 for what was 
before let for £80, and does not do much credit to the advisers. I 
suppose you would have some conversation with Mr Stanhope about 
the colliery. Its being let with such facility will be a disappointment 
to him, who, I dare say, thought we should never be able to accom 
plish it. And if he had been in the situation of the Duke of North'd I 
am willing to believe we never should. He behaved very shabbily 
about every thing which related to Chirton and I know he wants to 
have the picking out of the library every thing that is valuable. To a 
liberal man, I should not have objected to his being accommodated 
with what he wished, to a certain extent. But I do not think such 
indulgence would be well bestowed on him. If he does not consent to 
an equitable division agreeable to the terms of the will before I come 
home I shall soon make one, and send his books off to Dissington 
before he knows where he is, for I have no idea of his taking it in his 
head that he is to have every thing as he pleases. His son is a fine 
sensible boy, not very animated and very bad health, and I do not 
think is calculated for a sailor for want of constitution. He has a bad 
stomach, is sick after eating very moderately, and this not sea sick 
ness. He rubbed the skin off his shin some time since and the surgeon, 
who is a very skillful man, says he cannot get it to heal, which looks 
like want of stamina. I have wrote to the captain of the Thunder to 
enquire about Mr Page, and will be very glad to do for him what is 
in my power. What is the matter with Adml Roddam's family and 
Stanhope, for I hear they are not at all cordial, and declining receiv 
ing Stanhope's visit when he was in the North? I was sorry to hear 
poor Colly was in so dangerous a way as not to be expected to live  
a letter from Mrs Roddam was very hopeless of his recovery. I was 
quite delighted to hear you had all been at Dissington, and that our 
dear Doll had been able to undertake so long a journey.

I am very sorry Lord Howick1 is gone from the Admiralty, for he 
was upon all occasions polite and civil to me. I maintained a free 
correspondence with him on subjects connected with the affairs here, 
and on his removal from the Admiralty he wrote to me as handsome 
a letter as could be, expressing his entire satisfaction in the communi 
cations made to him. If I should have a favourable opportunity to 
ask a favour, I should be glad to do it for you. For myself I want

1 Charles Grey. Memoir, 236, 248, 251, 254. A volume of Admiralty Corre 
spondence of this period is in the Grey MSS. at Durham.
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nothing, and would be glad if you would inform me before hand what 
I might ask that would be useful to you that, when there should be a 
favourable time, I might be ready to make use of it. I beg my love to 
my sister. Tell Mary she is entirely mistaken and misinformed on the 
subject she wrote to me. I am, dear brother, Your affectionate, 
COLLINGWOOD.

121. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

January 2, 1807

MY DEAR SIR, The schooner which was taken by Beagle sailed 
from Monte Video on the I7th of September and brings the account 
of the recapture of Buenos Ayres on the I2th Aug't. Genl Beresford 
and his troops amounting to 1400 about, after making all the resis 
tance in his power, and losing 400 in killed and wounded, was obliged 
to surrender at discretion, and the whole of them were marched into 
the country.1 Sir H. Popham had taken an anchorage off Monte Video, 
where he must remain in expectation of whatever is coming from 
England for his reinforcement, and to prevent the trade which is on 
its way from falling into the hands of the enemy, this station he must 
keep, short of provisions, short of water and reduced in his comple 
ment, and if it is true that three ships of the line escaped from Brest, 
as we heard some time since, they will probably be the first that finds 
him there. So much for an ill concerted expedition, undertaken with 
out adequate force to hold it and without the knowledge of Ministers 
in England, from whence he was to be supported. When he went he 
narrowly escaped Willaumez's squadron, and the first he meets will 
probably [be] Willaumez's successor.

The Hind, which ship I am quite in distress for, in deep distress 
for, came out of the gut with the Packet, was within a hour's sail of 
the fleet, and went back to Gibraltar to wait for orders, it is like 
infatuation.

[P.S.] They tell me the schooner will probably be worth £12000; 'twas 
a New Year's gift. I wish you and yours many happy returns, every 
one better than the last.

I have sent you a few Malta oranges, take care of my basket.

1 James, Naval History, iv, 189-91. On January 2, Collingwood, 'having received 
information that three enemy ships of the line, two frigates . . . are intended to sail 
from Cadiz with the first favourable opportunity,' issued detailed instructions to the 
blockading ships as to the signals they were to use in that event. Add. MS. 37425, 
fo. 75.
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122. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean,

January 14, 1806 (sic for 1807)
MY DEAR SIR, I am exceedingly embarrassed about the exchange 

of your Lieutenant, when I received your note with the name of 
Mr Chalmers I really concluded the exchange was with his concur 
rence, for without it I do not conceive myself authorised to supercede 
the commission he has from the Admiralty, and I find he has a great 
objection to removing. If Mr Blackney chuses to go into the Terrible 
I will appoint him, or otherwise, I will take the first opportunity of 
making an arrangement that may bring your son to serve in the 
Atlas] I should have wrote to you yesterday on this subject, but have 
been so much engaged that it escaped me.

123. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

February 9, 1807
MY DEAR SIR, In reply to your letter I can only beg to assure you 

that whenever I can consistently with engagements which I have had 
long, be the means of promoting your son, I will very gladly do it, at 
the same time I see no prospect of promotion for any body, nor has 
there been a vacancy except the Action and poor Hardy who was 
broke since I came here, and that is near two years. My own Lieut 
Landless was made by Lord Howick from interest made for him.

I am much obliged to you for correcting in the Atlas a practise 
that I think is not right in any ship, that of making any signals but 
the publick, and would be glad that you corrected it in any ship of 
your division where you may observe it.

The Atlas is particularly long in her wearing, which I attribute to 
the shivering the main and miz'n top sails, preventing her getting 
way, when you observe that practise I will be obliged if you will order 
it to be corrected.

124. Charles Arbuthnot to Admiral Collingwood1
Royal George, off the Dardanelles,

February 16, 1807
MY LORD, By the Active Frigate, Captain Mowbray, I had the 

honour of receiving your Lordship's Letter of the I3th January.
Shortly after Sir John Duckworth arrived with the Squadron and 

had the wind permitted it, we should probably 'ere now have been 
i Add. MSS. (B.M.) 46698, fo. 114.
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before Constantinople. I do not like to enter upon the subject which 
will have been detailed to your Lordship by the Admiral and which 
has made a sad impression upon us all. The loss of the Aja%1 was the 
most dreadful scene that I ever witnessed and in all its circumstances 
was as melancholy an event as could well have happened.

As Sir John Duckworth will transmit to your Lordship a Copy of 
a dispatch which I have written to Lord Howick, it is unnecessary 
for me to enter much into the present history of our Affairs. The 
Russians by going to War with the Porte in so imprudent a manner 
have rendered our chance of success far more doubtful. Full time has 
now been given to the Turks to construct their Batteries and to 
withdraw their Ships into a place of safety.

As everything has been fully obtained by negotiation from the 
Porte it was in my opinion unjust and unwise of Russia to go to war 
at all. At any rate, if this Empire was to be attacked it ought to have 
been a measure so combined with us, that the Porte should not have 
been put upon Her guard before we were prepared to act. Had this 
been done, Turkey must necessarily have been completely at our 
Mercy and nothing then but the appearance of Bonaparte before 
Constantinople could have revived French Influence.

I shall not however trouble your Lordship with any further 
Speculations on this subject. The next letters will be to answer the 
result of our operations and everything short of impossibility will, I 
am confident, be effected by this fine Squadron.

I can never sufficiently thank your Lordship for having at my 
request sent Sir Thomas Louis at the time you did. Had His M'y's 
Gov't been then able to reinforce it, our undertaking would have been 
far less arduous than it is at present.

I have the honour to be with sentiments of great respect, Your 
Lordship's most obedient Humble Servant, CHAS. ARBUTHNOT.

125. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

February 17, 1807
MY DEAR SIR, I have no doubt that the French are ordered to 

sea, what their destination is I have no information which can direct
1 A 74; burnt In the Mediterranean. James, Naval History, iv, 219. In an earlier 

letter from Constantinople (February 7, 1806) Arbuthnot had asked Collingwood to 
send battleships to Seraglio Point: 'it would not only tend to keep the Turks in 
awe but it might cause Bonaparte himself to be more cautious.' 'I have expressed 
my firm conviction to the King's Ministers that the demonstration of our Naval 
Power in these seas is become absolutely necessary,' he continued. He was particu 
larly concerned at French penetration into Dalmatia. Letter Book, fo. 8.
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my judgement. Two things are probable, one that they may be bound 
into the Mediterranean where there is business for them of the most 
important nature, and as I have heard a report that the Toulon 
squadron have sailed to the eastward this gives countenance to such 
a conjecture. The other is that they may be bound to the southward, 
either to the East Indies or West Indies, but probably the former.

Should it happen they get past us (which I think they cannot) I 
shall follow them with a part of the squadron as it is divided by the 
memorandum, and when their destination is ascertained, detaching 
a squadron of equal force after them, return to my station, unless 
there should appear a necessity that I should proceed myself.

I am informed the Spaniards are impatient to get a reinforcement 
out to their Colonies, the security of their Southern provinces de 
pends upon it, and they will probably sail whenever the coast is clear 
for them. I would have you therefore keep the Squadron with you out 
of sight of the Light house, one ship only and such frigates and sloops 
as may join you to be employed in watching the movements of the 
enemy in the port. There are three ships and a frigate ready for the 
service of relieving their colonies.

Whatever despatches may arrive from England addressed to me 
you will open, and act upon the directions contained in them, inform 
ing the Secretary of the Admiralty of the occurrences that may have 
happened as soon as possible.

The Lord Eldon is gone to Lisbon for a quantity of rope, which is 
to be delivered to the storekeeper at Gibraltar, and oranges to be 
distributed in the fleet. The Hydra off Carthagena must be relieved 
in less than a month.

126. Collingwood to Sir Thomas Louis, Bart.
Ocean, 

March 6,

MY DEAR SIR,   In the great uncertainty we are at present how 
the affairs of the Russians and Turks are, or are likely to be settled, 
you will suppose I am exceedingly anxious to hear from you, which 
I am sure I shall as soon as you have opportunity and the Question 
of Peace or War is finally settled. The moment the latter is determined 
Alexandria should be the object of ist consideration, for I am strongly 
impressed with the idea that the French intend to go there whether

1 Add. MSS. 37425, fo. 77. Duckworth's squadron actually passed the Dardanelles 
on March 19, but withdrew subsequently. Letter Book, fo. 355,
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they are Allies of the Porte or not. You know the possession of that 
country is the favourite object of Bonoparte. If he is in Alliance with 
the Turks it will be thought necessary, to prevent our possessing it: 
if the Turks make up their affairs with us, he will endeavour to seize 
it by arms. I mention this as reason for losing no time for putting 
that part of the public service in execution, if the case described in 
your order arrives.

Mr Grenville1 mentions in a letter to me that it ought to be a 
consideration how far we could cooperate with the Russians at 
Caterro in the driving the French in Dalmatia. The only and best aid 
we could give them, is the activity of the frigates preventing their 
supplies and stopping the communication between Venice and the 
Eastern Coast which I believe Campbell has done as effectually as it 
can be, while they have the advantage of the Austrian flag from 
Trieste and the Tuscan from Italy.

All the accounts I have, state the French Squadrons in all their 
ports to be ready for sea. It is natural for everyone to look at home, 
but there are many circumstances that lead me to believe they mean 
to renew that Plan of policy which they were proceeding on before 
the action and to bring the War into the Mediterranean. While you 
are engaged in the Archipelago I have not had ships to blockade 
Toulon where they have 4 ships, but should things be so arranged at 
Constantinople and peace firmly established, I have sent by this 
conveyance an order to you to blockade them there or wherever they 
may be, which you will have plenty of ships to do when the Ajax and 
Swiftsure are sent down: the Ajax to have the inquiry on the expence 
of stores and the Swiftsure to be the first ship to go to England, when 
any goes, but the departure of those ships from you must depend on 
the service they may be wanted for.

I have mentioned my suspicion of the enemy's intention to get 
into the Mediterranean to point out the necessity of keeping the best 
communication between the Squadron which you may have off 
Toulon and that at Sicily which then will not require more than 2 
ships of the line upon that coast and Naples, tho' while the Squadron 
was in the Archipelago I considered them as covering the Eastern 
part of the Mediterranean better at Sicily than if they had been off 
Toulon from whence I know the possibility of their escape.

A Lieutenant comes up in the Pylades for the Glatton and I will 
beg you to put Mr Cator in her into any vacancy which may occur

1 The Rt. Hon. T. Grenville had succeeded Lord Howick at the Admiralty. 
Memoir, 270-3.
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in the Squadron and when I am informed I will send him a Commis 
sion or Order as the Vacancy may be.

127. 

[Extract of a letter from Lord Collingwood to Lord Strangford, dated
Ocean, off Cadiz. March 29,

I have received some accounts from the Dardanelles which your 
Lordship will be glad to be informed of. Mr Arbuthnot took refuge on 
board the Endymion on the night of the 29 January. The Squadron, 
under the orders of Vice Admiral Sir John Duckworth, arrived at 
Tenedos on the 9 ult. This Squadron of 5 sail of the line, frigates and 
bombs, I sent up to reinforce Rear Admiral Sir Thomas Louis, when 
affairs began to come critical; writing at the same time to Admiral 
Seniovin at Corfu, to request he would add a few of his ships to them. 
While they waited a favourable wind off the Dardanelles the Ajax 
unfortunately (I know not by what accident) took fire and was burned 
on the 14. On the 19 the wind having become favourable, the Squad 
ron, 7 sail of the line, 2 frigates and two bombs, passed the Dardan 
elles against all the opposition that could be given by the Turks, whose 
fire from both Coasts was not returned from the Ships, except with 
about six guns, and as many bombs. The Spider, which brought this 
account, met on her way the Russian Squadron of 8 sail of the line 
going up, but I think before they can arrive there, the Porte will have 
acceeded to all our propositions, and peace be established, or 
Constantinople be in ruins.

128. To his sister
Ocean, 

June i, 1807

MY DEAR SISTER, I am exceedingly distressed at the account I 
have received from my wife and my brother of your severe illness, but 
happily the letters which informed me of it did not come until I got 
those also which told me of your recovery. I am very thankful for 
your health being restored and I hope the summer will establish it 
quite. I am, thank God, pretty well except my head aches, which I 
never had before and which I attribute entirely to a constant and 
intense labour of the mind, which the state of our affairs has kept

1 The original is in the Duke of Northumberland's collection at Alnwick.
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constantly on the stretch: nor do I see much chance of their being less 
interesting. I was sorry to hear of poor Rotheram 1 who, though I 
think him a stupid man, I was in hope might have gone on in the 
ship I put him, which I believe was the only chance he had of being 
in a ship.

I believe I am not mistaken about the young woman at Deptford, 
and my brother was of the same opinion, but was under circumstances 
which made that necessary for him to do what I do not feel at all 
necessary to continue. The woman had this child exactly nine months 
after my brother2 left London so far she was in luck. But long 
before he left London he had been in a state of health that having 
children was quite [out] of [the] question and those circumstances I 
found fully stated to her in letters. But he was more convenient to her 
than another and Sykes was at hand, who dealt out to her with a 
liberal hand much more than my brother could afford. When she 
pleaded the debts she had incurred I gave her money to clear her of 
the world, with which she seemed so satisfied that I never heard any 
more of her and never considered it other than as ending an imposi 
tion. But the people of Deptford nor Sykes knew nothing of the 
circumstance but that one paid money, and the other got a little of 
it. Nor do I believe my brother ever heard of it till long after he went 
to sea. I was vexed at Mr Blackett writing to Ommanny and making, 
as it were, a public enquiry. It would have only been civil to me to 
have waited until it was asked whether I was informed of it. But it 
would have been well if this had been the only instance of officious- 
ness. I could not but laugh at the idea of bringing the girl to Omman- 
ney's house to examine her as to her parentage, poor thing. There are 
many wiser than her who would be puzzled to know who their fathers 
were.

The children are at last gone to a school where I hope they will 
improve and receive that sort of education that will fit them to live 
in the world without being dependent on the head of another. I 
understand the colliery lease commences ist May and hope it will 
turn out well, but I know little of it, and really cannot turn my mind 
to think of it. I was afraid the people of England would be dis 
appointed at Constantinople. 3 I was, but feel quite conscious there is 
nothing rests with me about it. But what I say to you on the subject 
is to you alone, and must not go out of the walls of your house. I had

1 Capt. Rotheram: supra, Letter 92.
2 Capt. Wilfred Collingwood, who had died nearly twenty years earlier. 
8 See Arbuthnot's letter: supra, Letter 124.
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prepared the ships at sea for the service: no soul but my secretary 
knew it. Two of the ships were at Gib'r completing, but they knew 
not of going, but to join me. When D.1 got his orders he had to call 
for them and in a few days I heard the whole history of his expedition, 
and it was known at Constantinople] that he was coming with five 
ships some time before his arrival. So much for secrecy. The Admiralty 
order'd me to send five ships, which they thought was as many as 
could be spared. I sent eight and gave them my reasons, that it was 
an enterprise [the success] of which depended on the celerity with 
which it was executed, and the force employed in it, being imposing. 
I left myself weak, when all the enemy's squadrons were in motion, 
but this I made my mind up to, to favour a great political experi 
ment, and made for other points the best disposition I could. I took 
it ill that this letter to them was never answered, until the event was 
seen, and when nothing ill had happened in other quarters. I had 
approbations, the letter which Mr Grenville wrote to me on his 
leaving the Adm'y I think you would like to see. 2 But at Constan- 
[tinople] D. began negociating, when he was to make a peremptory 
demand and my orders prohibited him from entering into any dis 
cussion that should endure more than half an hour. His discussions, 
such as they were, lasted all the time he was there. When he first went, 
they were defenceless and the Grand Vizir sent off to say the Sultan 
had ordered him to conclude a peace immediately with the English. 
They artfully proposed a treaty and in four days did not care for the 
fleet. There were not less than a hundred thousand men employed on 
their works and what was only ruined walls, in these four days were 
crowded with artillery. My orders I have heard were very much 
approved: I sent them home as soon as D. left me. I do not know that 
I have any great civilities to expect from this Admiralty. This is the 
fourth or fifth Adm'ty I have had: they all are pretty much alike to 
me. I do the best I can. When one more approved is appointed, I will 
have great satisfaction in making place for him. I have nothing to do 
with particular sets of men. My Party is Old England my opponents 
the enemy. They succeeded to a marvel at Alexandria, by secrecy. 3 
The people who went there did not know where they were going, and

1 Admiral Duckworth. Collingwood congratulated him on his skill in passing and 
repassing ' the strongly defended Streights' of the Dardenelles in the course of which 
Rear Admiral Sir Sidney Smith destroyed a Turkish squadron off Perquies Point. 
But the main Turkish fleet was ' secured in an inaccessible fortress, the shores covered 
with defence which the irregular currents made it impossible to attack with rational 
hope of success' and accordingly the British squadron withdrew. Letter Book, fo.
375-

» Memoir, p. 265. 8 See next Letter.
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at Sicily and Malta, from whence they sailed, it was supposed for the 
Dardanelles, but I doubt the benefit that can arise from going to a 
large town destitute of every thing, even fresh water, and no com 
munication with the country. Stanhope grows strong and is very well. 
Currell I was obliged to send home to save him from consumption.

I am much obliged to my brother for two letters, and beg my 
kindest love to him and my sisters, and am, my dear sister, Your 
most affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

Enclosure.
Extract from Grenville's letter to Collingwood.— 'I cannot deny 

myself the pleasure of taking the same opportunity of acknowledging 
how much I have felt myself indebted to you for the attention and 
confidence with which you have been so good as to communicate with 
me while I was at the Admiralty. Had I remained there I should have 
thought it my particular duty to have expressed to you the entire 
satisfaction which I had felt in the orders and arrangements made by 
you both for the service of the Dardanelles, and for that of Alex 
andria, to both of which objects you had supplied all that could best 
contribute to their success.

'Allow me to assure you of the truth and regard with which I have 
the honour to be, T. G[RENVILLE]/

[P.S.] I do not know how Duckworth and Lord St Vincent are to 
gether. When D. was here he said every thing that was disrespectful 
of the peer. They had some great quarrel; he told me what about, but 
as I cared so little about it I do not know now. Lord St V. will turn 
and return just as will serve his turn, with any body, and now that he 
is out of power, I do not suppose any man has fewer friends, and he 
writes to me to recommend people. And when Duckworth was 
ordered home to command the Baltic fleet, I saw there was a letter 
from Lord St Vincent to him. D. has a great deal to say, and I have 
long since observed the peer dreads talking people, so that I do not 
think professions there are more than skin deep. I am very much 
obliged to Mr Ingham1 for his great attention to you, he has wrote 
to me about a young man, Mr Davison, his kinsman. I would take 
him most willingly, but I think before he could get out here I may 
probably be coming home, for it is not possible I can stay here long. 
I will write to him about it.

1 The Newcastle surgeon.
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I have been fidgetted about the Seahorse that all the papers stated 
to be taken. Now I find it was taken from the Paris papers, wherein 
she was said to be captured on the 4th of May, but as I have a letter 
from her Captain Stewart1 of the loth May, I am satisfied about her. 
If they have taken a frigate, the Sirius was most in their way.

129. To John Davidson2
Ocean, 

June 14, 1807

MY DEAR SIR, I have only now received a letter which you 
addressed to Mr Blackett in February on the subject of the Chirton 
colliery, and the right of laying waggon ways etc. on the copyhold 
estate, with or without license, and if by license, by whom it should 
be granted, and to whom. From what you have stated I have no 
doubt that the mine and right of working it, being a freehold grant 
authorising to use any machine then in use or which hereafter might 
be, were the owners of the mine themselves to work it, no license 
would be necessary either from the lord or possessors of copyhold. 
But I do not know that such right which is vested in the owners can 
be delegated by them to others who may rent the mine to exercise the 
same powers on the land. That is a question for you lawyers. If such 
power may not be delegated, the lessees become subject to the rights 
of the copyhold, and I suppose it is upon that ground the Duke's 
claim is founded.

But the question being settled, and the colliery in working, I 
would be much obliged to you if you will inform me particularly as 
to the terms and conditions of the lease which I understand you drew, 
both of the mine and whatever else Messrs Bell and Company have 
from me at Shields as wharfs, quays, staiths, houses etc., the term 
for which they rent it, and the rental they have conditioned to pay.

And when you have done that, if you could devise some means of 
making peace that I may come home and see all my much respected 
friends, I should be very happy. I believe the only chance is that some 
Russian will knock Buonaparte on the head. Our affairs in Turkey 
have not turned out well, and yet Mr Arbuthnot is a very able man. 3 
It is a very complex affair, if it is ever all known, for I firmly believe

1 John Stewart. James, Naval History, iv, 348.
* A Newcastle attorney and clerk of the peace for Northumberland. Dr E. F. 

Collingwood has the original.
8 He was later the close friend and confidant of the Duke of Wellington.
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the Turks sincerely lamented the war with us but their detestation 
of the Russians, with whom we are allied, is unconquerable.

In Egypt our troops went on adventures where they certainly had 
no business and they suffered most severely: 1 it is scarce credible 
that a whole detachment of more than eight hundred men, under 
Colonel Macleod of the Seventy-Eighth Regiment were slain or car 
ried off, not one escaping to tell what was become of them, which was 
unknown until an officer was suffered to leave Cairo on his parole. 
More than half were slain and Colonel Macleod amongst them. The 
Bedouin Arabs have a curious mode of making prisoners; they are 
well mounted, gallop in upon those they would surprise and hooking 
them with a hook rope, tow them off at full speed, if they fall they 
are killed by the hook. They carried off two officers of Marines and 
some sailors who were employed watering and a woman who, poor 
body, was gone to the stream to wash her smock. The day after she 
was found she had lost her head, did not tow well I suppose.

We are all anxious to hear the event of this great preparation for 
battle. The Russians are assembling multitudes, and if they are firm 
this time, the French will never stop, their veterans are diminished, 
their spirit has met reproof. On the next battle every thing depends. 
If the Russians fail I shall have a battle here for they must collect a 
fleet in the Mediterranean.

I beg my best respects to Mrs Davidson, your brother, and all my 
friends, your neighbours, and am, with great regard, my dear Sir, 
your faithful humble servant. COLLINGWOOD.

130. To Captain Hallowell 2
Ocean, 

June 30, 1807

MY DEAR SIR, I received your letter of the 4th May and am 
much obliged to you for the particular details contained in it which 
were as satisfactory as the history of misfortune can be. You have 
explained them fully and as, at that period, experience had brought 
the army to that point, from which, so far as I have understood, it 
was never intended they should have departed, that is, the mere 
occupation of Alexandria and from thence made the best use of the

1 At Rosetta. See Collingwood's dispatch of May 29, 1807. Letter Book, fo. 486.
2 Add. MSS. 37425, fo. 81. Benjamin Hallowell was Collingwood's most trusted 

colleague. Letter Books, passim. In the Order of Battle, dated January 4, 1810, he 
was to lead the Larboard Squadron. Add. MSS. 37425, fo. 95.
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Beys, Mamalukes and force of the country by negociation and to 
have engaged the friendship of the Inhabitants and Natives by a con 
ciliatory conduct and a market for their produce. Major Misset1 I 
conclude is like all other residents who pretend to more knowledge 
and more influence in the country than they really have, in which 
they probably deceive themselves, in mistaking acts of personal 
civility to them for acts of National Friendship. I wonder it never 
occurred to them, that it was as easy to starve at Rosetta as at 
Alexandria, for had they got quiet possession, it would doubtless 
have been invested and no more communication with the country 
from thence, than from Alexandria. Five thousand men could not be 
expected to possess various stations in the Country, but from Alex 
andria they might have formed friends and connections all over it and 
this I apprehend was the object of the ministers. With the preparation 
of gun vessels and boats which you have made, and the reinforcement 
the army would receive by the Melpomene, I hope you will be able to 
resist every attempt which the enemy would make upon it. I shall 
do whatever I can [to see] that your supplies shall be ample, but you 
must continue to address your letters to Adml Thornbrough who 
will be at Sicily. I am myself going to the Archipelago to make there 
the blockade of the Dardanelles as strict as possible but I am exceed 
ingly ill supplied with small vessels for the purpose. Yet I am told 
the Ports in England are full of them. Sir Arthur Paget is also going 
to propose a negociation for Peace with the Porte. How he is to get 
access to the Porte I do not know.

If the Canopus can be spared from Alexandria I should be very 
glad to have her with me for I shall have few ships, the Turks a great 
many, so that the force will depend upon the Russians over whom I 
have no control.

In England I do not know what is doing ships drop out of this 
Station of which I have no previous Notice. I hear from my Secretary 
that several are coming.

I believe it is necessary I should give the order to examine 
Mr Hamilton or it will not be valid; it is therefore sent.

I was very much shocked at the sudden and unexpected death of 
Sir Thos Louis. His complaint was more serious than he was aware 
and his neglect of it fatal. The young gentleman who was acting as 
his Flag Lieutenant made various applications to me, first for a 
passage to England, then to stay, next to be appointed to a ship. I 
left him just as he left his ship with an order for a passage home  

1 James, Naval History, iv, 232,
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rather suspecting that his conduct had not the entire approbation 
of his Capt. by his being so urgent with you to leave his ship.

I have left Adml Purvis at Cadiz with ten ships. 1 It is there I 
believe that the business will be done. I have heard the other day that 
every ship in Spain is immediately to be got ready for sea. As the 
Treasury of the Crown is low, the Prince of Peace has given notice 
that all supplies necessary for this Equipment shall be paid for from 
his private revenue.

I know nothing of the Armies of the Continent since the surrender 
of Dantzig; they are in array against each other and have been so 
long in that position that it has given ground to a conjecture that a 
negociation for peace is on the Tapis.

The Malta is with me commanded by Capt. Shield. Buller gone 
home upon his private affairs. The Repulse and Kent are (I expect) 
in the Archipelago. Adml Martin in the Queen and Montagu on their 
way thither; in the Queen is Sir Arthur Paget, H.M. Ambassador to 
Constantinople. The Canopus I hope you will be able to send to me 
going to Malta to replenish, and the Intrepid I expect to find ready 
at Malta and with those ships I must endeavour to do what is 
possible.

Whatever happens in the Archipelago I shall take care to give 
you timely notice of. Wishing you health, I am, Dear Sir, with great 
esteem, Your faithful humble servant, COLLINGWOOD.

131. To Rear Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

June, 1807

MY DEAR SIR, I have the pleasure to tell you I have appointed 
Mr. Coffin 2 into a death vacancy which has lately happened in the 
Spartan.

To Mr Blackney I have given an order to be Lieut of the Endy- 
mion, where a poor gentleman was unfortunately rendered unservice 
able by his wounds and conclude you will wish to have your own 
Lieut from the Terrible again, whose appointment is making for the 
Atlas.

[P.S.] Mr Blackney is to go up in the Queen directly.

1 There is a list of these in the Naval Secretary's House at Gibraltar, which 
Comdr T. P. Gillespie has copied.

2 John Townshend Coffin. James, Naval History, iv, 290. 
p
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132. To Rear-Admiral Piirvis
Ocean, 

June 29, 1807

MY DEAR SIR, The Delight just got in sight before we bore up 
from Gib'r and I received the dispatches. I have only time [to] say, 
open every thing that is directed off Cadiz and possess yourself of the 
subject, take copies of such as are necessary to you and don't be too 
delicate in venturing upon private correspondence. I have none that 
may not be published at the Market Cross, and I believe I never shall 
have any that I would wish to conceal from you. It would have been 
very proper that you had read Mr Foresti's. 1

I am sorry Captain Hornsby's Comm'n was forgot, but it comes 
now to you. I hope there will be no difficulty in getting bullocks from 
Lisbon for at present I should very much disapprove of the Emperor2 
being supplied with naval stores.

[P.S.] Pray have the goodness to send these letters by any thing going.

I33- To Mrs Stead
Ocean, 

July i, 1807

MY DEAR SISTER, I thank you very much for your kind letter of 
the 25th May, which I received two days since. I certainly wrote to 
you to tell you of young Crespigny's arrival here, and you may de 
pend on it I will pay all the attention to him in my power. He is a 
very fine boy and has a good understanding; that, nature has done 
for him, but of any thing like education to fit him for his profesion he 
is as entirely destitute as possible. Of the use of figures he has very 
little knowledge indeed, and as everything in our profesion depends 
upon calculation and geometrical deductions, it is a misfortune that 
a youth should be so far advanced without his mind being called to a 
study so necessary. He is sensible of his deficiency in this respect, and 
as we have a very good school master, I hope his application will 
make up for lost time. In every other respect he is a very fine youth. 
Your father's and sister's visit to you would make you all very happy, 
and from my Sarah's letter I am not without hope that you would go

1 H.M. Resident at Corfu. Letter Books, fo. 327.
2 Of Morocco. Letter Books, vi, fo. 41. 'The expense of fitting his last ship 

amounted to more than £10,000 sterling and the Emperor must not be encouraged 
to consider Gibraltar as a place of equipment for his fleet.' Collingwood to Consul 
Green, January 23, 1809.
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down into the North with her, where she might profit by your taste 
in making Chirton look beautiful. Then I may think of it for its 
inhabitants' sake and for them alone for between ourselves, my 
dear sister, . . . but you need not tell my wife that, for she rather likes 
it, and to an old and worn-out creature like me, who have but a few 
days to come, it is of little moment where they are spent. Where ever 
I have the best chance of seeing those I love and esteem will be most 
acceptable to me.

I feel a great satisfaction in the idea that my girls, that my dear 
children, whose welfare and happiness is never absent from my mind, 
are placed under the care of a lady whose character stands so high, 
as being qualified to improve their minds and to teach them enough 
of what they call necessary accomplishments as to prevent their 
being awkward and unknowing in any society their lot may fall 
amongst. How often do I wish I could live next door to them. I have 
intended every day for the last three months to begin a corres 
pondence with Mrs Moss on the subject of them, and the nature of 
their studies, but really I am so entirely occupied and so constantly 
engaged that I have difficulty in finding an hour to think of them, 
but in my prayers. I have a horrible dread of the education of a fine 
lady filling their poor little heads with Tiffany and Gew Gaws, and 
neglecting the happy impulses of nature which might be cultivated 
with ease and profit. To force upon them that which is repugnant to 
their nature 'tis like teaching a rook to sing, or Bounce to play upon 
the fiddle long labour lost for though Bounce is a dog of talents, 
I suspect he wou'd make but a discordant fidler. I am most grateful 
to you, my dear sister, for your kindness to them. It is, indeed, a 
great comfort to me that they have sometimes a chance of being 
inspected by you, and that Mrs Moss will as often be told of the sort 
of education they should receive. To improve the benevolence of their 
hearts and to direct it to have a knowledge of the world and how to be 
independent in it, in every condition of life, for independence consists 
more in the temper of the mind than in outward possessions. They 
may have good fortunes, enough to live with ease: they may have 
none at all, and, if the latter should be the case, their minds should 
lift them superior to the want of it. Sarah, I believe, is capable of 
this; I do not know that Mary is.

And here I have got upon the subject of my children, I ought to 
beg your pardon for dwelling so long upon it, but the interest your 
own kind heart takes in them will, I think, readily excuse me. I have 
had a most anxious time on account of the complaint in your sister's
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breast, which was once very alarming, but she assures me it is now 
pretty well and I hope it will continue so.

For myself, my dear sister, I do not know what to say, and yet to 
you who takes so true an interest for me, I ought to say something. 
My health is as good as I ought to expect considering, as Uncle 
Harry says, the weight of years upon my head, and the kind of life 
I have to lead. For to let you into a secret, your valet would make a 
bad exchange with me in point of comfort. My days are days of 
constant labour, and with such a compound of subjects that really 
my head is sometimes giddy with them. The only thing I have like 
pleasure is the consciousness that I have spared nothing to execute 
my trust faithfully, and the first joy I shall feel will be when I am 
relieved from it. I am going now on a service 1 that I doubt the 
practicability of, but without having difficulties to surmount the 
mind would soften to effeminacy. I know I shall have your good 
wishes. You, ever my dear sister, have my most affectionate regards, 
and I beg you will present them to Mr Stead. With my best wishes for 
both your healths and every happiness, I am ever, your truly 
affectionate brother, COLLINGWOOD.

134. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, between Sardinia and Sicily,

July 16

DEAR SIR, A favourable wind brought me within a few leagues 
of Sardinia in four days, since which we have had very light airs and 
made little progress; now the wind is good.

The Swiftsure with her convoy, which have been out, I believe, a 
fortnight, is come in sight, and by her I shall send such despatches as 
I have for England for you to forward. The Swiftsure has 200 
prisoners on board so that it will be inconvenient keeping her. I hope 
ships have arrived from England to make that unnecessary. When 
ever a 74 can be sent up to Admiral Thornbrough I have directed him 
to send the Windsor Castle down.

There will always be want of money. I hope the Niger is gone to 
Lisbon for what can be collected there. I shall be very glad to hear 
how you are going on with the Barbary people and that the Emperor 
is more accommodating. 2

1 To the Dardanelles. Admiral Sir John Duckworth had been recalled to take 
command of the fleet fitting at Spithead for the Baltic.

2 The Sultan of Morocco had stopped the supply of bullocks for the fleet and was 
demanding naval stores. Letter Books, fo. 677.
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135. To Capt Hallowell 1
Ocean, off Malta, 

July 22, 1807

. I am exceedingly obliged to you for your very interesting and 
very pleasing account of the establishment of Alexandria, indeed we 
seem to be the only Power which has a well founded establishment 
in Egypt, all the other Pashas, Beys, Albanians are discordant and 
so divided amongst themselves that the power of them all must daily 
diminish and in this prosperous state of things, having surmounted 
every difficulty, Egypt is to be nothing to us. I left Adm'l Purvis well 
and all with him. There was a report that all the Power of Spain was 
to be directed to the Equipment of their Navy. It is the kind of war 
I most approve and hope it is true.

We are upon very ticklish ground with all the Barbary States and 
the Port of Tunis swarms with french Privateers; our Consuls do not 
manage those affairs well. 2 The Admiralty Court at Malta will 
certainly make a war with Algiers in despite of everything I can do to 
avert it. There is not that dexterity in their management which our 
present state requires and I am really of opinion that we suffer more 
from a want of skill in ourselves than we do by french artifice, which 
with them is always a subject of serious study.

I wish you health, my dear Sir, and whenever I see you again it will 
be with pleasure, for I am with very sincere regard . . .

136. To the same*
Ocean, at Imbro, 

August 26, 1807

DEAR SIR, I have received by the Delight your Letters to me of 
the 24th and 3oth July with all the inclosures and give you my best 
thanks for the very clear and distinct state of affairs at Alexandria. 4 
The misfortunes which befell the Army at making this conquest were 
not necessary consequences of it, but we were led to them by un 
warily yielding to councils and following advice without examining 
how well it was founded. Major Mpsset] from your first appearance

1 Add. MSS. (B.M.) 37425, fo. 83.
2 For Collingwood's correspondence with the consuls at Oran, Algiers, etc., see 

Letter Books, v.
3 Op. cit. fol. 85.
4 Alexandria capitulated to a joint force on March 20. Letter Book, fo. 405.
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on the Coast appears to have been possessed by apprehensions (I 
allude to his going on board a neutral ship) which would have affected 
his judgement if it was ever good, but the misfortunes, which were 
the consequences of his representations did not prevent the making 
your establishment secure, and your influence in the Country of more 
weight and importance than any other in it. And I ought not to with 
hold from you the opinion of which I am firmly possessed that it is 
principally owing to your ability, your resolution in looking difficulties 
and dangers in the face and your skill in surmounting them that has 
made Alexandria a place of safety; and if it had been the intention of 
government to have retained it, would have prepared it for Mercantile 
importance. But it is not the intention of Ministers to keep it. It is 
hoped that Sir A. Paget, the Ambassador, will be able to make peace 
and place everything in the state it was before any hostility was com 
mitted, as far as the nature of things will admit to do it perfectly is 
not possible for we threw the Turks into the arms of the french who 
now direct all her Councils, where before they had but a precarious 
and doubtfull interest. I would tell you in what state the negociation 
was, if I knew. I understand the orders of the Ambassador was to 
treat only conjointly with the Minister of Russia who is Pozza de 
Borghe, the Corsican. Two days since in consequence of an armistice 
concluded by Bonaparte, Russia and all the powers of the North, the 
Russian Adml1 received orders to abstain from all hostility against 
the Turks and Sebastiani writes to him from Constantinople that the 
Peace of Russia, France and the Turks was ratified by the Emperors 
at Tilsit on the 8th July. Since the battles, the last of which was 
fought at Friedland of I4th June and in which each side is said to 
have lost 100 thousand men, those Emperors have been Embracing, 
exchanging Ribbons and Gew-Gaws and drinking coffee together, 
Bonaparte occupied in forming a few more new kingdoms, one of 
which the renouned Jerome is placed at the head of. In this state of 
affairs, as they are understood to be, Sir A. Paget is to meet the 
Turkish Plenipoteniary tomorrow at the Europe Castle and to treat 
with him for re-establishing the peace and former order of things with 
England. I mentioned to him the necessity of making stipulations in 
favour of the Inhabitants of Egypt, particularly of Alexandria, but 
he received the proposition with that coldness which people do when 
they think their particular business is interfered with, and as if there 
was a mystery in diplomacy which its Ministers were jealous of, yet 
I hope they will not be unattended to.

1 Sejiiavin. See James, Naval History, iv, 217, passim.
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I understand the language of the Turks to be that they have no 
war with England nor England against them, that in the Schism of 
politicks, hostile acts have been committed and property has been 
sequestered. Restore the property, quit Alexandria, raise the block 
ade of their Ports and things will then revert to the state in which 
they were before the difference existed. You will perceive this argu 
ment dictated by the french, but to write it in English would be thus 
 'Give up all the advantages you have gain'd, remove from us your 
forces where they annoy us and then we will tell you what we want 
more.'

But that Alexandria is to be quitted, is determined by the 
Ministers. The delay was thought adviseable in the hope that it would 
accelerate the Treaty here and it has become now particularly im 
portant that the Squadron should as soon as possible be relieved from 
this quarter where I believe their continuance is not of that impor 
tance, which has been accounted in England. The constant N.E. 
winds blockade the Dardanelles as effectually as a Squadron, and the 
supply of Constantinople cannot, I think, depend on this Navigation 
so much as has been reckoned. No vessel of any kind with food or 
Merchandise has gone in there for six months and yet the effect of 
that suspension of trade is not heard of. The french having concluded 
every thing on the Continent, will probably now attend to their 
Maritime affairs and the necessity of our concentrating our force will 
every day increase.

You may depend on it I shall not show any Letter which you 
write for my particular information to any person. I have also re 
ceived a letter from Col Rooke and consider it much in the same light 
which you do. I believe the Russian Corsairs of Istria have committed 
great depredations and this gentleman living amongst the sufferers 
was willing by his representation to recall his Commissions from those 
people but I do not know that it will put a stop to their Piracies.

Aug't 28. The Electro, is just come up with some letters and 
Instructions which you will receive with this, for barring the entrance 
of the harbour of Alexandria upon your leaving it. I hope the vessels 
will be found for the purpose but I understand most of those which 
were Turkish were sent away. It cannot be in better hands, whatever 
is possible I am satisfied will be done.

I am convinced the Turks will engage in no treaty with us but 
such as is dictated by the french. I understand from Sir A. Paget that 
he was to meet a Plenipotentiary to treat with him for the restoring 
peace and friendship. He went yesterday, met Ismael Pacha and had
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a long conversation with him, which however I cannot find was very 
interesting. Nothing was done, indeed Ismael told him he had not any 
powers to treat with him, that he was of too high rank in his country 
to engage in affairs of so little importance. What do you think of 
that? In short, I believe he proposed the meeting to sound the 
Ambassador and now between the Captain Pacha and him they are 
very well acquainted with him.

The french troops are embarked at Rochfort and their ships ready 
to sail. I cannot but consider this Turkish war as the most unfortun 
ate event that has taken place. It was undertaken to support the 
Aggressions of Russia and now she leaves us to enjoy the fruits of it.  
I wish you health and with great regard I am . . . COLLINGWOOD.

P.S. I would be much obliged if you would buy me 40 or 50 Ib. of 
Coffee and tell me the price when you send it.

[Addressed to Capt. Hallowell. H.M. ship the Tigre at Alexandria. 
Franked, Collingwood.]

137. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

August 30, 1807

MY DEAR SIR, I wish I could give you a favourable account of 
the negotiation which was proposed to be opened here, to restore 
peace. Many letters, messages and some visits have passed between 
the Turks and the Ambassador, but still every thing appears to be 
undecided. No place appointed to treat, nor person empowered to 
treat with Sir A. Paget, yet he appears to be sanguine of success, 
which I confess I am not. I suspect they wait for instructions from 
Bonaparte, in which case we may guess what sort of a treaty we shall 
have with that long headed fellow Talleyrand. The Turkish ships are 
all moved up the Dardanelles and the Russians, having received orders 
to cease from hostility, have moved their squadron from us.

There is not a ship on the sea but ourselves, no attempt of any 
thing to go into the Dardanelles, and yet no complaint of want at 
Constantinople; it has been a mistake that their existence depends on 
the supplies brought by sea. 1 We have a gale of wind five days in the 
week and have nothing in abundance here but sunshine and wind.

1 In a subsequent letter to his sister Collingwood reiterated these points. Much of 
Turkish trade was in Greek hands. He accordingly asked the Admiralty for instruc 
tions regarding 'the rule of conduct to be observed towards the Greeks who may 
be induced to withdraw themselves from their obedience to the Turkish Govern 
ment.' Letter Book, fo. 405 (April 27, 1807).
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In the Fame there is a young gentleman, a cousin of Captain Ben- 
net, 1 and son of the Duke of Northumberland. I am very much 
interested for him, any countenance you show him (Lord Algernon 
Percy) will very much oblige me.

I wish I was returned to you for every thing seems a blank here. 
Off Cadiz will [be], must be, the active scene this winter. I hope your 
son is well.

138. To the Duke of Northumberland2
Ocean, off the Dardanelles,

August 30, 1807

MY LORD DUKE, Since I left Gibraltar I have had the honour of 
two letters from your Grace, without having had it in my power to 
acknowledge your great kindness to me until now. I am much obliged 
for your Grace's information that all difficulties were removed from 
working the Colliery. I shall ever have a due sense of your Grace's 
anxiety to remove them, and now the circuitous forms of Law having 
gone their tour, which indeed is generally an uphill course, they have 
nothing to do but work.

I am sorry my service here should have taken me from Cadiz 
before your son Lord Algernon arrived there with my good friend 
Bennet. Whenever we meet, your Grace may trust that every atten 
tion, every kindness or service it may be in my power to show 
Lord Algernon will give me much pleasure, and I have in the mean 
time wrote to Adml Purvis, who commands the Squadron, to regard 
his Lordship as one for whom I am particularly interested.

At last, after much severe fighting, all the Powers on the continent 
are on the eve of peace, leaving England to continue alone with 
France, with all her means of annoyance much increased by the 
dispositions she makes in those states which are (it is lamentable) 
humbled at her feet. While England is true to herself I shall never 
despair of a happy termination. A striking instance how much the 
fate of Empires depends on the judgement of an individual, who in 
the great convulsion he has caused, appears to have little to do with 
the business, was given me in a relation I had from Mr Italinsky. 
When Bonaparte obtained his victory over the Prussians, and over 
whelmed that Kingdom by his arms, Mr Adair, the Minister at Vienna, 
wrote to Genl Michelson informing him of the events which had taken 
place, and recommended to him urgently that he should prevent the

1 R. H. A. Bennett. z The original is at Alnwick.
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French in their next probable undertaking by possessing himself 
immediately of Moldavia and Wallachia. To the Court of Petersburg 
he made the same proposal, which was approved. Genl Michelson 
possessed himself of Dheizim [?] &c at the moment that Mr Arbuthnot 
& Italinsky had concluded the treaty with the Turks, in which they 
conceded to those Ministers everything demanded of them. On the 
remonstrance of the Porte at this act of perfidy by Michelson, the 
Court of Petersburg endeavoured to salve it by assuring them that 
Michelson had acted without orders, but at the same time excused 
this declaration to Michelson on the ground of necessity and approved 
of what he had done. This aggression of our Ally, caused our rupture 
with the Turks, occupied a large portion of the Russian army, which 
would otherwise have probably been with their grand army, and has 
produced those events which we have now to lament. The Turks were 
thrown completely into the arms of France, and we have now to make 
a peace, if we can, with a people with whom we have no quarrel. The 
Ambassador, Sir Arthur Paget, is sanguine in his expectation that it 
will be soon concluded. I cannot say I am. They are lavish in their 
civilities, as far as words go, but when they treat with him, I fear the 
conditions will be dictated by the French.

The Russian Squadn came here with me from Tenedos, but on 
receiving orders to propose an armistice to the enemy, the Adml 
wrote to me a civil letter to inform me of it, and separated his squadn 
from us, a sort of indication to the Turk that our affairs were now 
become distinct.

I assure your Grace I have suffered much uneasiness on Sir Jn 
Duckworth's account, who is an able and zealous officer. That all was 
not performed which was expected is attributable to difficulties 
which could not be surmounted, and if they baffled his skill, I do not 
know where to look for the officer to whom they would have yielded.

I am concerned that Captain Blackwood should have felt so much 
uneasiness about the publication of the Court of enquiry. He must 
have known that everything that passes, goes by some means into a 
newspaper. I was sorry, very sorry, that he should have suffered 
himself to be advised to make that laboured address to the Court, 
representing me to have given an Order which was contrary to the 
Law, and oppressive to those who were the objects of it. His ever 
good sense, if he had allowed it to direct him, would have satisfied 
him that it was not contrary to the Law, that the practice was in 
common usage, and so far from it bearing hardly upon any person, 
the very object of it was indulgence and individual conveniency. I
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have endeavoured to remove his distress on my account, by assuring 
him I have felt none. The address to the Court I was sorry for, but 
those who are capable of j udging of it will not construe it unfavourably 
to me.

I hope your Grace will pardon my having troubled you with so 
long a letter, to which I will only add, by the offer of my most 
respectful compliments to the Duchess, and the assurance of the high 
respect with which I have the honour to be, My Lord Duke, Your 
Grace's most obedient & most humble Servant, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I believe the blockade of the Dardanelles as a measure of 
distressing Constantinople has been estimated too highly. There is 
not a vessel on those seas but the Russians and ourselves; none have 
entered the Straights for six months and yet we [hear of no want of 
anything there] 1 : all is conveyed by Caravans to the Sea of Mar 
mora and shipped there. The Greeks who traded to Spain & Portugal 
with Corn they received from the Continent are the only people who 
are suffering by the suppression of their trade.

139. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

September 5, 1807

MY DEAR SIR, I was very much distressed at the account of the 
Saturn's misfortune, 2 she is a ship that I should have thought the 
most unlikely to have met with such an accident, from the general 
care that was taken about every thing in her. I am sorry for it, be 
cause I cannot remove from my mind that the contest will again be 
at the entrance of the Streights and my spirit is rebuked that I should 
be here, on this milk and water service. My dear sir, we shall do 
nothing here, the Turks are under the influence of France completely, 
then we have to contend with France in our negotiation and that 
cursed long-headed fellow, Talleyrand; do you think we are a match 
for him? The fact is, the Turks will not treat with us, they profess 
friendship for us, and in this perhaps they give an instance of it, for 
a treaty now must be a French treaty and when will it be better? 
You, my dear sir, stand in the post of honour, they must send a fleet

1 In a later letter to his sister (see 143 n.) Collingwood declared that 'blockading the 
Dardanelles is completely absurd; their general supplies, I believe, are never conveyed 
by water but by land. . . . There is not a vessel in those seas, for the Greeks of the 
islands who navigate depending on the continent for their cargoes, and not the con 
tinent on them, have laid up all their vessels to wait a happier state of affairs/

* A 74 in Purvis's squadron.
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into the Mediterranean and you will have the glory of arresting them; 
would I was with you, my best wishes ever are.

Our negotiation (a plague of the word) is just where it was before 
we came, the Turks hum the Ambassador, and he of a sanguine 
temperament never loses hope. Lord help us. Hope without a basis 
is but a staggering supporter.

Bennet is an excellent young man. I hope you like him; remember 
me kindly to him.

140. To Capt Hallowell 1
Ocean, Tenedos, 

September 16, 1807

I have this night received dispatches from V. Adml Thornbrough 
and Lt Genl Sir Jno. Moore stating the change in all the affairs in 
the Neighbourhood of Sicily to be such as demands the most imme 
diate reinforcements of the troops and naval force in that Island.

I have not the smallest expectation of any treaty being entered 
into here with the Turk or that they will do anything but under the 
directions of the french.

There is a suspicion that the Russians are not only detached 
entirely from us, but that their whole fleet in the Mediterranean is 
ceded to the Enemy and they are to provide 10,000 men to mann 
them. I understand they are already in possession of Caterro Hospe.

The Russians had our Signal Book and private signals given them 
in England by the Admiralty. I have ordered the private signals to be 
altered, using the 3rd Vertical Column instead of the 4th as has been 
used hitherto.

If an additional ship of the line is not wanted by you for the 
Embarkation, I beg you will send either the Montagu or Standard 
down before the Convoy. They will bring in them whatever you 
appoint to receive. Order them to compleat at Malta and join me on 
the Coast of Sicily. I propose going from hence direct to Messina to 
learn the state of things.

By accounts from England thro' france, all the North sea fleet 
(above 20 sail of the line) and a great body of troops are gone 
to the Northward whether Holland is the object or not I cannot tell. 
The french paper also states that Adml Berkeley2 off New York, on

1 Add. MSS. (B.M.) 37425, fo. 89.
2 Hon. G. C. Berkeley; he was subsequently recalled. James, Naval History, iv, 

250-6.
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some dispute, came to action with the Constellation, American 
frigate, and sent her to Halifax.

Adml Gambier commands the North sea fleet. The Ambassador 
has continually urged the liberation of the troops at Cairo. The 
Turks give us fair words, but perform nothing. The Capitan Pacha 
informed Sir A. Paget that Minon had marched with 12000 men thro' 
Persia in his way to India. Is it possible for you to send a letter to 
India by Suez was it only seven words 'twould be enough? I am, . . .

P.S. I shall leave Adml Martin here with orders to remain untill the 
Troops etc. shall all have left Alexandria. The Turkish fleet are up at 
the Abydos Garths. The Seahorse cruizes between Matapan and 
Candia. The Hind between Rhodes and Candia to interrupt and take 
everything which may come from Alexandria.

141. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, off Matapan, 

September 22, 1807

MY DEAR SIR, As I hear nothing from England I conclude they 
are all so much engaged with business nearer home, but our affairs 
here since the horrible peace which the Russians have made1 are 
become very critical and it is not possible to foresee what the event 
will be. The Russian fleet, and they have 12 or 14 sail of the line, are 
said to be given up to the French. The Turks endeavoured to amuse 
us with civil messages, to keep our expectation up that they would 
at last treat with us on the terms of peace; the Ambassador was 
sanguine, I was not. At last, when their object was obvious to me, to 
cause delay, that whatever the Russian fleet was to do should meet 
no interruption, I left the Ambassador with Adml Martin and Kent, 
and with four ships, Ocean, Repulse, Malta and Queen, am endeavour 
ing to get (in the first place) as near the enemy as I can, and when I 
have got information of the nature of their preparation at Corfu I 
shall make the best disposition to repell them, wherever their attack 
is pointed. Off Corfu I hope to find Campbell from the Adriatick. 2 
They are assembling a great army in Italy, which I suspect this 
Russian fleet will be employed to convey to Sicily. I am weak but 
we must make up with activity what we want in numbers, and I

1 Tilsit.
* Capt. Campbell, who had been in the upper Adriatic cruising off Venice, was now 

ordered to take station further south. Letter Books, fo. 439.
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doubt not will be able to give a powerfull opposition to them; would 
that our troops and ships were from Alexandria, we should then be 
strong indeed. Adml Thornbrough has a difficult part to act with the 
Sicilian court, and not that assistance which he has a right to expect 
from the British Minister. I do not know Mr Drummond,1 but from 
what I hear suppose he is one of those indolent Philosophers of the 
Epicurean sect, who would rather yield to what he did not approve 
than be at the trouble of contending against it. But are such men fit 
for such times? When the Spanish boats get down to the Isthmus of 
Gibraltar they have no difficulty in transporting their cargoes over 
land, but the gun brigs in their turn used to watch the coast at 
Estapone and Mirabella and were often successful in stopping them, 
and the Redwing and Scout have another chance for them upon that 
station. I am sorry to find the Spaniards have been successful in 
getting some of their boats in to Villa Nova, but I know the difficulty 
in catching them, even when good sailing ships are looking out for 
them, as they are in the practise of lowering their sail whenever they 
see a suspicious vessel.

I am very anxious to have our force more collected, for with a 
great number of ships we are strong nowhere; this Dardanelle and 
Egypt stations are ruinous to us.

142. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, off Syracuse, 

October 13, 1807

MY DEAR SIR, I have received your letters enclosing those from 
England on the subject of the French men supposed to be going to 
Brazil, and also that which relates to the Emperor's being supplied 
with naval stores for the equipment of his vessels, and shall send to 
you the orders on those subjects, but in future I must beg you will 
please to act immediately on such instructions as you find in their 
Lordships' orders, and open freely and without reserve all letters that 
are upon service, and inform yourself fully of the subject of them. I 
can have no secret from you and your situation requires that you 
should have the fullest information. You apologise for having opened 
a letter from Lord Mulgrave, 2 you must open them when they 
addressed on service, the service requires that you should, and if you

1 The Rt Hon. W. Drummond. Memoir, pp. 333, 337; D.N.B. 
3 First Lord of the Admiralty since April 1807.
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had taken a list of those names you saw enclosed in it you might have 
forwarded his lordship's wishes perhaps sooner than I now have it 
in my power.

I conclude the Commissioner at Gib'r1 will have received orders 
from the Board to direct the issue of such stores as the Emperor may 
want, and as they are to be considered as in payment for cattle 
supplied to the fleet, a correct estimate of their value should be kept. 
I have received the sentence of a court martial on Lieut Somerville, 
and have ordered a Commiss'n to be sent to Mr Colleman, who I have 
no doubt will be a good officer.

With respect to examining midshipmen, they must wait until they 
join me as the authority to examine them is given to me only and 
that only lately. Mr Jas Thomas, having passed his examination, I 
have sent an order for him to act as lieut instead of Lieut Marshal, 
if he is not a proper active officer for your ship put him into the 
vacancy from whence you make your selection.

[P.S.] I beg you will remember me most kindly to Captain Bennet. I 
have been much afflicted lately with headaches. I think your friends 
judge ill in having your letters enclosed to me, those you now receive 
you would have had two months since if they had not sent them to 
me at the Dardanelles. The Turks are now afraid, and I believe with 
reason, that the French and Russians have agreed to take all they 
have in Europe from them, nothing could have been better conducted 
than the evacuation of Egypt. 2

143. To his sister
Ocean, off Sicily, 

October 26, 1807

MY DEAR SISTER, It is only a week since I received your kind 
letter of 27th June: until then I had not heard from any person of 
my family for four months. I told you in my last letter3 of my trip 
to the Archipelago. It was an attempt to restore our friendship with 
the Turks, but I am afraid any attempt to preserve them from ruin

1 Middleton: infra, p. 227.
2 By Capt Hallowell. Memoir, 311; Letter Books, fo. 700.
3 A much mutilated letter now at Greenwich, dated October 14, 1807, has this 

endorsement. ' The piece cut off this invaluable letter sent to Mrs. General Grose, 
26 September 1836 to Liverpool by W. Theobald Esq.' The letter gives an account of 
Sir Arthur Paget's futile negotiations at Constantinople.
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will now be fruitless. We threw them into the arms of France and 
they cannot, however much they may be disposed, they cannot 
extricate themselves, and next spring I think European Turkey will 
be added to Bonaparte's conquests, and I believe the Turks think so 
themselves.

I dare say what you state about Chirton is very true that much 
unnecessary expense is incurred there. It is ill judged, because while 
it is yet doing, they may have to turn out. I have my opinion upon 
that subject, but it is impossible for me to direct it at this distance, 
and to tell you the truth, my mind is so wholly engrossed by other 
matters that I cannot think much about it. When I do, it appears 
but of little moment whether the income of it is much or little. I dare 
say Newton is a very faithful man, but when the reins are slack, even 
good [men] become indifferent as to their ways.

I think very much of getting home if I know well how to manage 
it. I grow very weak with the continued harrassing of my mind. All 
our affairs are grey here; no bright spots in them. I am almost sorry 
that Mr Ingham's relation is coming out, because I do not think I 
can stay long here. He was long in hearing from me and impatient. 
People do not reckon upon the irregularity of our conveyance. When 
ever I come near the Zealous I will take Moffitt into my ship and do 
for him what I can, but unless he has been educated, and informed 
himself of the duty of a gunner, so as to pass his examination, he 
cannot be made. I will do the best for him I can, if he is a man of good 
character. I am sorry that Mrs Wilkie should so seclude herself from 
the world she quitted it when she married and has lived alone, 
for her family [are] nothing to her. I do not know when I shall [see] 
the Fame. Whenever I do I shall be glad to be kind to young Ellison. 
Lord Algernon Percy is in that ship: the Duke wrote to me about him, 
to introduce him. Young Stanhope is a very fine boy and has . . .

[Rest of letter missing^]
[P.S.] I hear from the soldiers that Sicily is in a bad state of defence. 
Except the English troops there is nothing in it to be depended on 
and they are not numerous. The people have no attachment to their 
Court and their burthens are so grievous that they have no interest 
in cultivating the finest country in the Mediterranean. Sir Isaac 
Heard1 . . .

1 Of the College of Arms, London. A letter from him to J. E. Blackett dated 
May 7, 1807, reporting on his enquiries concerning the Collingwood pedigree (and 
eliciting further information), is at Greenwich. A. G. C. xxv.
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144. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, off Palermo

DEAR SIR, Having wrote very lately by the Cheerly gun brig I 
have only to add to the information by her, that the Endymion fell in 
with two Russian ships of the line going down the Mediterranean, 
since Adml Seniavin sailed, and I am inclined to think all their 
effective ships are gone from here. 1 1 hope you received the alteration 
in the private signal to use the 3d column vertical instead of the 4th. 2

I have received a letter from Captain Prowse, stating the French 
to be ready for sea at Toulon, and circumstances indicating a move 
to be made by them; 10,000 troops are arrived at Leghorn, which are 
said to be provided for embarkation. Wherever they go I shall endeav 
our to follow them so that should they go down the Mediterranean 
you may expect me very soon after them.

145. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, off Mauritijmo, 

December i, 1807

DEAR SIR, I received, when off Toulon, your two letters of the 
2d and 24th September. I knew you must have been much in want 
of frigates by the Chiffone and Niger continuing here longer than was 
intended, or expected would be necessary. The Chiffone was kept to 
convoy the troops, at a time when no other ship could be come at, the 
Niger went up the Archipelago to join me with despatches which were 
not of great moment; I hastened her down again. I did not intend 
the Swiftsure, or Intrepid should have gone to England until relieved. 
The Captain of the Swiftsure will account to the Admiralty for not 
having joined you agreeable to his orders. With respect to Genl Fox, 
I do not know what could be done with him and his family, but it is a 
great inconvenience to the fleet the perpetual moving of the genls, 
officers and ambassadors; two of our finest frigates are lately gone 
home on this occasion.

The Emperor of Morocco wanted masts for a frigate, and rigging 
for several small vessels. I have wrote to Commissioner Middleton to 
request such may be supplied as Mr Green, the Consul, shall represent 
to you as being wanted, for unless the Commissioner has received 
instructions from the Navy Board he may hesitate since so much

1 Some went to Corfu and later to Trieste and Toulon. See Letter 140.
2 When the Russians were our allies they had been given information about the 

Navy's signal code. Hence the change necessitated by altered circumstances.
Q
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pains has been taken by the new instructions to explain the perfect 
independence of the Commissioners of the Navy, though Commiss'r 
Middleton is so well informed of the circumstances that I do not 
think he is likely to make any difficulty.

The order for supplying fruits and vegetables as formerly merely 
cancelled that order which limited them to the use of the sick. 1 The 
Agent Victualler will provide for the ships going into port, as was 
done before the order of limitation, and for what may be purchased 
by your order, at the ports where the ships go, if in Barbary it would 
be most convenient for Mr Cut forth 2 to pay the bills for, or otherwise 
the pursers must have complete vouchers and draw on the Transport 
for the amount, as was done before. I wrote to you on the subject of 
the Duchess of Bedford; those ships are hired at a very high rate, for 
which they do very little duty, for making a trip with bullocks once 
in a month, which was as much as they did through the year, was 
a small service for their high wages; it is also to be considered that 
supplies can no longer be drawn from the Port of Lisbon, where they 
sometimes went, so that I think one of them will do all the service 
likely to be wanted of that class. Any ship passing the Straights can 
call at Tangier; before we had store ships I think we were better 
supplied, a line of battle ship used to bring out an hundred.

I told Mr Blanckley3 whenever there was a trade at Bona etc. I 
would order convoys; I have not heard that the merchants either at 
Gib'r or Malta are very willing to engage in it, as there is at present 
no market for the commodities it produces: in peace it would be 
advantageous, in war it is doubtful. I had, before I received his and 
your letters, sent the Volage to Algiers that I might be informed what 
were the terms and conditions on which he had concluded an armistice 
for Portugal; the letter you transmitted to me informs me, but from 
the Court of Lisbon I understand it is not all what they approve. They 
have requested me to propose terms on which their peace may be 
made, but as this request did not come through the British Minister 
at that Court I shall do nothing in it until I hear from him or Lord 
Castlereagh.

1 I have found few instances of scurvy during Collingwood's command. Letter 
Books (November 24, 1806), fo. 60; (August 28, 1807), fo. 368, 704.

' I wish to impress on the minds of Officers what I have a firm conviction of myself, 
that though Fresh beef and vegetables are very good things, they are not of absolute 
necessity in the cure of Scurvy and only conduce to the removing it as they contain 
that air, which may as well be drawn from the atmosphere in dry weather' (Colling- 
wood to Purvis).

2 Agent victualler at Gibraltar.
3 Consul in Algiers. Letter Books; col. 6, contains the correspondence with the 

consuls in North Africa.
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I find being up the Mediterranean exceedingly inconvenient for 
the general service, and particularly as it is impossible to have any 
point as a constant rendezvous; mine is at Syracuse, going from thence 
to Toulon and back will take me two months, yet I was obliged to go, 
both to ascertain the Russians being gone, and that the French were 
there, while our convoy was going down.

On the subject of water casks I have wrote to Mr Cutforth. A great 
number of casks come out in every victualler, more I believe than the 
current consumption, so that I cannot account for the defective state 
of them. I am afraid it sometimes happens that casks are shook, for 
the convenience of making room, as I remember it was in one ship, 
and that those good staves are not selected, but thrown indiscrimin 
ately with the bad into the ship which receives old stores: the most 
strict injunctions must be given against shaking any water casks. 
Empty wine pipes, white washed within, with hot lime, which de 
stroys the acid, make very good casks for the transports upper tier, 
of which each ship should take a proportion and start. I need not 
observe to you, my dear sir, the necessity of practising whatever can 
be devised for promoting the economical use of casks, and every 
thing else, because I know you feel the necessity of it as I do, at a 
time when the difficulty of obtaining supplies to the extent they are 
wanted every day increases.

The ships at Toulon are in excellent painted order, and I am told 
their men well exercised and very numerous, yet they are not seamen, 
and their ships when they come into a new situation will be very ill 
managed, that situation must be something as different as possible 
from their usual exercise, for at plain firing I dare say they would do 
admirably, but when you can scorch their eyebrows it is something 
new, and then I am sure they will fail. I wish I was with you, where 
I think some of their eyebrows will be scorched first.

I had promised Lord H. Poulet that he should come up the 
Mediter'n when he first came from England, when the Squadn came 
up here. I had forgot it and he was a little offended. If it should be 
necessary any ship of the line be sent up here, which I do not know 
will be; if it is convenient, pray send the Terrible. I do not know what 
can be done, or that any thing can be done with the Turks, unless 
they send their fleet down to Corfu, for whatever wind will carry us 
into the Dardanelles will carry them above the Garths; I should rather 
think they will not move from home; if they do, I think with the 
little knowledge we got of the Archipelago, we could ensnare them ; 
during the summer months the wind blows constantly out and strong,
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whenever they come out of the Dardanelles the chance is that they 
cannot soon return, and will [be] open to attack.

Syracuse. Dec. 10. We got into this port on the 6th, which is an excel 
lent harbour but produces nothing for us but fresh water and greens, 
so that we must go on with salt beef; but you know I have less alarm 
about scurvy than most people; clean and dry ship and good air of 
the poop are my specificks. Since I came here I have received a letter 
from Ali Pacha, 1 addressed to the Ambassador, it accompanies one 
from the Reis Effendi, and from the tenour of the Pacha's letter I 
should conclude the Porte has taken the alarm and would be glad 
now to conclude a Peace with us as soon as they can. I send Hallo well 
off to England with it because I am sure he will make haste. I am 
glad to find you have got the Bulwark, and now with the two 90 gun 
ships are strong. I shall probably want a ship or two sent up to me, 
so that if any convoy of importance is coming, and the state of 
Cadiz etc. is such that a ship can be spared, send the Terrible ; I shall 
have to send Eagle and Thunderer home for their infirmities before 
long.

146. To his sister
Ocean, off Corfu, 
December 31, 1807

MY DEAR SISTER, I write to you without knowing how or when 
my letter will be conveyed to you to wish you, which I do most sin 
cerely, a happy new year and all the comforts in it that are to be 
found in this convulsed world. For convulsed it is, and I am afraid 
will continue to be, so long as that tyrant in France lives.

I hope my brother and my sisters enjoy a good health. I am, thank 
God, pretty well, as well as any body can be with the toils and anxiety 
I have, but I often think what a comfortable life old Scott has, or any 
one who has only the cares of the day and himself to think of. My 
cares are great and myself no part of them. All that Dardanelles 
business was teazing and vexatious. The Ambassador2 went with the 
intention of going through the ceremony of making peace, and really 
it seemed to be the opinion that the usual forms, only were wanting 
to conclude it. How could Ministers so deceive themselves as to sup 
pose that the Turks forced into the arms of France were to be taken 
out again when they pleased? The defection of the Russians left me in

1 Memoir, p. 235.
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a most critical situation, not that I had much to apprehend from the 
Turks and Russians, but I had some reason to fear they would have 
joined the French, where I followed to watch them. Since they de 
parted I have been off Toulon, where I met with very boisterous 
weather, and returned to Sicily to refit my ships, I had scarce com 
pleted it when I received advice that the French fleet were at Tunis, 
and from the great preparation of fleets and armies making in the 
Adriatic, and Bonaparte's arrival at Venice, I have little doubt of 
their destination being for this place, and immediately sailed in hope 
I should interrupt them. I am rather disappointed that I have yet 
heard nothing of them. If I miss them, and if Thornbrough1 misses 
them, who is looking for them in another direction, I shall be most 
horribly grieved. They have taken dark and long nights as best suited 
to their purpose, but had I known their intention my ships could not 
have been better stationed to defeat it. Yet so much of chance is there 
in our affairs and so much pains have I taken to provide for every 
circumstance, that however it may be, my mind is free from reproach, 
for every thing was amply provided, for every contingency. But there 
are in this war difficulties which never occurred in any former. There 
are no such thing as trading ships upon the sea, which formerly com 
ing from all quarters brought intelligence, and I am kept very scant 
of frigates, and lately they have not from home thought it necessary 
to give me any intelligence, even on events which most immediately 
concern me. When I went to Syracuse to refit my ships I received 
from the Sicilians the most polite attentions. All the public bodies 
waited on me, the Senate, the nobility . . . clergy, came to me with 
addresses of congratulation on [my] arrival amongst them, and expres 
sing their attachment to the English. We were entertained most 
sumptuously, the Ball and supper given by the nobility was the most 
elegant thing I ever saw; about 200 sat to supper, where was dis 
played the greatest abundance, in a style the most elegant that can 
be conceived. Nothing was left undone to make us pleased with them. 
The Governor's coach constantly attended me, and a full half hour 
it cost him in expressing his distress that two of his horses were sick, 
so we could only have six. I thought there was quite enough of them. 
I am sorry for Kennicott, 2 who I am afraid is a prisoner amongst the 
Turks. He belonged to the Hind, was put into a prize to bring him to 
Malta, and there are some accounts from other Turks that she run

1 Vice-Admiral Edward Thornbrough, commander off Sicily.
2 Gilbert Kennicott, a midshipman on the Royal Sovereign, wounded at Trafalgar. 

James, Naval History, iii, 406.
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ashore upon Candia, was wrecked and the people made prisoners. 
Whenever I can get done with the Frenchmen we are in pursuit of I 
shall take means to search them out and obtain their release. Nothing 
can have been more unfortunate altogether than this Turkish war.

I shall be glad to hear some thing of my family from the North. It 
is long since I did, but from my children I hear, and from Mrs Hughes, 
who tell me what they know. Tell my brother I made young Page 
Lieut't into the Queen some time since, and if I can get hold of Moffit1 
I will do for him what I can, but people who have not prepared them 
selves for office are sometimes quite unfit, though they may be good 
seamen. Give my kindest love to all our house. I am ever, my dear 
sister, Your truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I wonder how Chirton is going on. The last I heard of it was 
from Lady Dalrymple, who told me she heard it was much improved. 

Do not say any thing about Kennicott until I hear more: it will 
only make them uneasy in a matter that no remedy can be applied 
and perhaps proceeded from his own want of care. He was far the 
best of those who came from the North. But it is not the fashion now 
for boys to take pains to make themselves good officers, since Tassch 
and Bonaparte hats came into fashion.

[P.P.S.] Jan'y 10. Syracuse. I have just got your letter, my dear 
sister, and am sorry to hear poor Doll and my brother have had colds. 
We have now got the Russians added to the list of our enemies and I 
am going from hence to do the best I can amongst them, for it is my 
constant and my only care. Of my own affairs I know nothing and can 
get no account. No one seems to know any thing about them and I 
feel myself less independent in point of circumstances than when I 
was a Lieutenant upon half pay. To me it is of little moment, but to 
those whom I would guard against misfortune in future it will be a 
thunder storm added. This station is of no profit and I am afraid what 
I got in the Channel fleet has turned out less than I hoped. 

God bless you.

147. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, Syracuse, 

January 12, 1808
MY DEAR SIR, I am exceedingly sorry to hear of the disastrous 

gale of wind you have had, which has so much injured the ships, I am 
sure you will do every thing in caulking and making them perfect at 

1 (?) Richard Moffat, midshipman, Euryalus. Ibid., iv, 367.
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sea, and I strongly recommend to you at this season of the year to 
keep such an offing as will keep you off the land in a gale, which 
generally ends there by blowing from the N.W.; but you have experi 
ence on that coast and I have the most perfect confidence in your care 
to preserve the fleet from accidents. I hope the anchors lost may be 
recovered in fine weather when the season is advanced, and if you find 
the Coumgueux much strained and unfit to keep the sea, send her to 
England with convoy as soon as you can, for as few vessels must now 
be left in Gibraltar bay as possible. In a short time it will not be an 
anchorage for any ship for the French will doubtless exert all their 
activity in giving annoyance to them.

The purpose for which Sir Jno. Moore went down the Mediter 
ranean was impracticable before he got down. 1 I hope they will get 
possession of Madiera and shall be glad to hear all the rest are gone 
with the Couragueux to England.

The transports being only victualled for six weeks I understand 
was by the General's direction, they had bad weather and their long 
passage would have distressed the most firm ships. We were at sea off 
Toulon and suffered very much from the severity of weather.

You do not mention how you go on with the Emperor of Morocco, 
I must recommend that you use every means to keep on good terms 
with him. Has he got the naval stores he applied for? And recommend 
to Mr Green 2 that by the most conciliating language in all his inter 
course with the Moorish Government he maintains their friendship.

I am going immediately into the Adriatic, where we have no 
friends to endeavour to meet the Russians.

With respect to this island, 3 every thing is as unpromising as 
possible, the French are preparing a great army in Calabria. We have 
few troops stationed in untenable posts, and the court nor inhabitants 
show the least activity for their defence.

[P.S.] I hope they will send out more frigates for I cannot carry on 
the service without more of them. My labour is as great as I can bear 
and I do not think it can be supported long.

1 In September 1807 Moore received orders to leave the command in Sicily to 
John Coape Sherbrooke and to proceed to Gibraltar with 7,000 troops to assist 
Portugal against the French invasion under Junot.

2 The Consul.
3 Sicily. ' The enemy has acquired such power by the late Treaty with Russia and 

brought their possessions so near to Sicily that it will require our utmost vigilance 
to counteract the attack which I have no doubt will be made on Sicily. If they are 
put in possession of the Russian ships, one embarkation will be probably made at 
Corfu and another at Taranto under the protection of those Russian ships of war.' 
(Collingwood to Vice-Admiral Thornbrough, September 19, 1807.) Letter Books, 
fo. 678.
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148. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, Syracuse, 

February i, 1808

MY DEAR SIR, I am much obliged by your letter of the i6th, by 
the Halcyon, I shall be very glad to hear of the arrival of the convoy 
from England, as both at Gibraltar and Malta the provision is getting 
low, at a time when it should be abundant, for I am mistaken if the 
French do not engage actively against Gibraltar and perhaps go to 
Ceuta, and that the possessing Tangier is also in their contemplation. 
Of this probable plan it would be advisable to apprize the Emperor, 
and to assure him that in any attempt of the French to invade his 
territory he may depend on the assistance of his Majesty's forces. The 
Barbary States have all good cause of alarm but so little is the infor 
mation they get, they do not comprehend the whole plan of Bonaparte, 
which is to possess himself of the entrance of the Mediterranean, and 
to make all nations in it subject to his power.

I need not assure you of my sincere desire to do every thing for 
your son that is in my power, whenever I can give him an appoint 
ment I will most gladly, but I have never had one, those that have 
hitherto been made here were by the Admiralty. Lord Mulgrave's 
letter recommending Mr Purvis has not come to me, it probably will 
by the convoy, but should any vacancy occur where you are, put him 
into it, and I will do what is in my power towards confirming it. 
Mr Michael Dickson shall be examined, and I will then despatch him 
soon. This Mr Magin went from the Repulse with a very indifferent 
character, I hope he will mend, but really so much time is occupied in 
getting rid of bad ones that care should be taken in selecting proper 
characters for officers. If that Willm Sibbald was not upon the ship's 
muster roll, and she had her complement of men independent of him, 
he was certainly subject to impress. Mr Cutforth, having informed me 
of the probable difficulty in procuring wine for the ships, I have 
ordered a quantity to be sent down from Malta. Nothing can be worse, 
or more precarious, than the state of this island; the British troops 
are few and there seems no disposition to take any vigorous measure 
by the government or inhabitants of it since the declaration of war 
with the Russians, that Ambassador appears to be more in favour 
with the Court at Palermo than he ever was before, the Queen par 
ticularly attentive to him.

The Russians which were at Corfu I understand have arrived at 
Trieste, I apprehend the great scarcity of victual at the former place
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was the reason for their removal. The Renommec I conclude will have 
departed for England; many of the frigates, and some sloops, are 
unfit for winter service and must go home.

The complaint of the Spanish Officer was without cause; he has 
been some novice that was never taken before, but when he is used to 
it he will be more composed. I think it would be a good plan to give 
Catalonians sent to England their parole, two or three in an inland 
village where they might work for their bread, they are a good race 
of people and industrious, and likely to attach themselves to the 
country.

I have not been very well, the constant anxiety of my mind, and 
perpetual study, to do the best I can for the publick service, keeps me 
on a constant stretch: men with nerves like cables, that can never be 
made to vibrate are certainly happier, but they are more like sticks 
and not to be envied. You do not mention what supplies you receive 
of bullocks; I hope your intercourse with the Moors is friendly.

149. To Rear-Admiral Purvis 1
Ocean, Syracuse, 

February 9, 1808

SIR, I have seen an order in Council of 6th January in which it is 
notified to the Ministers of Neutral States that St Lucar, Cadiz, 
Carthagena and all the Ports on the Coast of Spain between St Lucar 
and Carthagena are declared to be in strict blockade. Although the 
orders on this head are not yet come to me, having no doubt of the 
fact I desire you will give Orders to ships stationed on that Coast to 
warn all ships which would enter Algeziras, Malaga, or Ports within 
the limits described, and on due regard not being [given] thereto to 
seize them, and though the Port of Aymonte is not included, yet as 
the supply of Cadiz has always been from that Port I would have you 
keep a strict guard upon the Coasting trade from it. I am Sir, . . .

150. To Rear-Admiral Purvis2
Ocean, at Syracuse, 

February 19, 1808

SIR, I beg to enclose an appointment for Lieutenant Purvis of 
the Atlas to the Ocean and an acting order for a Gentleman of the 
Queen (who is recommended by the Admiralty) to be Lieutenant of

1 Original at Greenwich. 2 Ibid.
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the Atlas instead of Lieut Wormeley invalided, which you will be 
pleased to deliver to them after inserting the prenomen of the latter 
and inform me of it, with the date of his passing Certificate, for unless 
he has undergone his Examination he cannot have his order.

I must again beg to request that whenever the Victualling Stores 
at Gibraltar are deficient that you will in time guard against any want 
by writing to the Victualling Board, for now that Lisbon is shut, our 
Supplies must nearly all come from England particularly with respect 
to coals, for obtaining supplies of wood in this Country is very diffi 
cult. I shall, however, endeavour to get a transport laden with that 
article if possible and sent down to the Squadron.

I would be glad, Sir, to be informed if the supplies of Beef, etc. are 
obtained for the use of the ships liberally from Barbary and how our 
affairs are situated there, for neither in your letters or those I have 
from Sir Hew Dalrymple1 is any mention made of them. Was the 
Emperor supplied with the Naval Stores from Gibraltar? I have the 
honour to be etc.

151. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, Syracuse, 
February 19, 1808

DEAR SIR, I appointed Mr Donellan 2 to the Atlas, who I think 
is a very good, steady, young man, and as much a seaman as most of 
them. The little time he was here I thought very well of him, and I 
hope you will. I send now an order for Mr R. Helpman,3 who is a 
midship of the Queen recommended by Lord Mulgrave, which you will 
give him if he has passed his examination. Some of the children recom 
mended as proper officers to defend the nation in our present perilous 
state are not of age to be examined; one poor boy who I had, without 
seeing him, appointed to the Weazel, was quite shocked at the idea 
of his being a Lieut that he did not feel fit for it and could not guess 
who had done it, as he had not heard from any friend for nine months.

You have seen the list and the letter of Lord Mulgrave, the only 
sort of letters I receive from him, but however as your son is upon my 
mind, as well as on his lordship's list, I would be very glad to have him 
near me that I may make use of occasion which may offer, for next 
yourself there is none more interested for him than I am.

1 Commander of the garrison at Gibraltar since 1806. D.N.B.
2 (?) John Donellan.
3 Thomas Helpman, mate. James, Naval History, iv, 158.
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There is a gunner's mate of the Zealous whose name is Thomas 
Moffit, if a vacancy for a gunner should occur in a sloop I would be 
very glad that you put him into it; if he has not passed, I will send an 
order for the purpose, and if no vacancy is likely to happen, beg you 
will order him to be discharged into the Ocean.

I do not know how fuel can be obtained here, wood is in the 
greatest scarcity and I see no possibility of sending any down, I have 
wrote to the Victualing Board that coal may be sent, which I hope 
will have come by the Amphion's convoy.

An ample supply of lemon juice for the squadron, and wine from 
Malta, is on its way to Gibraltar; the lemon juice by a late regulation 
of the Board is to be issued by the agent victualler to the ships, who 
is to obtain it from the agent of the hospital in cases sufficient to 
bottle a pipe; what is further required to make up the proportion will 
probably be supplied in casks to prevent the multiplication of bottle 
packages, there must be the greatest economy in the use of it as the 
very critical state of affairs here makes the further supply very 
doubtful.

I hardly know what to tell you of our situation here. The French 
army under Genl Regnier1 is in full possession of Calabria. Scylla I 
understand was to have been abandoned two days since, and as they 
approach Sicily the intrigues of the French party at Palermo become 
more bold; it is with great difficulty the Russian ambassador has been 
dislodged by Mr. Drummond. 2 He had determined to quit Palermo 
if the Russian did not, which would have reduced the British forces 
here to a very awkward situation, and had the most pernicious effect 
on the minds of the inhabitants, who are now, from the uncertainty 
of the intentions of our government, wavering betwixt attachment to 
us, and securing their interests on the other side, they consider that 
there is not an army here equal to their defence; the Sicilians are now 
raising a great body of men, 34,000, but it seems to be very doubtful 
what part they are to take. The Q[ueen] is certainly more attached 
to the French than is consistent with the connection of the Court of 
Palermo and England.

Sardinia is now threatened, without the smallest cause of offence 
or quarrel, and a general embargo has been laid on all Sardinian 
vessels at Marseilles, Genoa, Naples, and wherever the French are; 
the Consul at Cagliari talks highly, and without that respect which is 
due to them, they can assign no reason for this change of conduct and 
the only one that occurs to me is seeing a great deal in the English

1 Naval History, iv, 294. a Supra, Letter 141.
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newspapers of Mr Hill's appointment to be Minister at the Court of 
Sardinia, Bonaparte resolved he should not have a Court to go to. The 
mischief which is done to all our foreign affairs by the publications is 
manifest. I hear a great deal of the Turkish ships at Malta being 
commissioned, but know nothing of it officially, and understand they 
are very weak, hardly fit to go to England, and can be of little use here.

152. To Mrs Stead
Ocean, Syracuse, 
February 22, 1808

MY DEAR SISTER, Because I think you will be glad to hear I am 
alive I write you a little letter to wish you every happiness and to tell 
you how truly thankful I am to you for your and Mr Stead's kind 
attention to my children. My dear Sarah transcribed to me that part 
of your letter which spoke of them, of their health and progress in 
their education, and when I tell you, my dear sister, that my chief 
hope, almost my only one, of comfort and happiness in my old age, is 
to see them accomplished and sensible, worthy of admiration from 
those who are accomplished and sensible, you will judge of the pleas 
ure your letter gave me. I have a very good opinion of Mrs Moss, that 
she will instil in them a love of knowledge rather than the vanities of 
fashion, and take more pains to enrich their minds than to adorn their 
persons, which, though not to be neglected in the world we live [in], 
should only be secondary. And with such examples as they have in 
their own family, have not I reason to expect every good from them?

I was sorry to hear you had lost the society of your amiable friends 
the Izard1 family, and the misfortunes which had caused their voyage 
to America. I am afraid from the accounts I hear that a rupture with 
America is inevitable, and am sorry for it. But indeed the French 
influence prevails everywhere, and the power of their arms terrifies all 
people. And yet I bode that good will arise from all this and that we 
shall some day, not soon, have peace, and talk over the calami 
ties of war with the satisfaction which people remember difficulties 
surmounted.

Young Crespigny is one of the best boys in the world, sensible and 
well behaved but, poor thing, he has no health for this life. His eyes 
are weak to the greatest degree: indeed, I believe (though he does not 
like to acknowledge it) that he is almost blind. He was a long time

1 There was an American general of this name. James, Naval History, vi, 212. 
Mr Stead came from North Carolina.
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shut up in a dark place, could bear no light, and the surgeon thought 
it was very doubtful whether he ever would recover his sight. This 
accounts for his not having studied much, for he reads with the book 
close to his eyes. What I have devised for his relief is that Stanhope 
and he read by turns, Stanhope a long lesson and he a short one. I have 
been in this port about three weeks, sheltering from the hard gales, 
but am going to look for an enemy which I have just heard has come 
this way. I beg my kindest regards to Mr Stead and wishing you both 
every happiness. I am my dear sister, Your truly affectionate brother, 
COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I beg my compliments to Miss Flowers. They have been 
masquerading here through the carnival with great jollity. I have not, 
for all my hours and minutes are so occupied that I have merely time 
to eat my dinner. You have no conception of my labour, and the 
satisfaction I have is that it is to procure your ease and safety, and I 
hope it will not fail.

153. To his sister
Ocean, off Sicily, 

March 7, 1808

MY DEAR SISTER, I wrote to you the beginning of this year, but 
I think that was before I received your letter of the I4th Nov'r. I am 
glad, indeed it is the only thing I ever experience like joy, to hear you 
are well, and the oftener you do me that kindness, the more I shall 
feel of comfort. I am going on here wearing myself out very fast and 
do not care for it, for really the situation of our country, and the con 
dition of the times, is such that people should not be coy whether they 
live or not, but as they can contribute to mend them.

I have at this moment more depending than perhaps ever any 
person in my situation had an artful enemy to oppose, a sluggish 
country to preserve from being his prey, and not the smallest infor 
mation from any quarter. I have never had any from England and 
now that all countries are alike inimical to us there is not a ship on the 
sea from which any information of the enemy can be collected. Add 
to this that I have reason to believe almost the whole navy of France 
is assembling in this country, and my soul is full of hope that all will 
succeed well with me. I have left, and shall leave nothing in my power 
undone to deserve success, and however it terminates my mind will 
be at rest. Few people know, or will allow themselves to consider how 
much depends on chance, or fortune, if you will. I sailed the I3th Jan'y
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to Corfu intending to annoy them there and prevent the French 
establishing themselves in force, which they must do before they 
undertake any thing from thence. The gales we had were hurricanes. 
One of my best ships (the Malta) sprung her main mast, blew away 
her top masts and was disabled. We were all wrung and worsted so 
that I feared, by perseverance against the elements, when better 
weather came I should not have a ship, and had little suspicion that 
the Frenchmen were on their way from the northward. I completed 
the frigates and returned with the heavy ships to port. In a fortnight 
after, a squadron arrived there, weather worn and decrepid, which 
would probably have fallen an easy prey. This was ill luck. But who 
could expect a squadron from Brest or Rochfort? Yet I hope we shall 
meet.

I hear little of my girls in London, except that every body is kind 
to them. Lady de Crespigny, who is a remarkable sensible woman, is 
very kind to them, and Mrs Scott, Mr Ommaney's daughter, has taken 
them to visit her in the country. I hope they will improve in sense and 
manners and be fit for the society of people with brains and having 
intelligence. Being in London I hope will correct their language, but 
if they are to live in Charlotte Square1 what matters it what lang 
uage they speak? I do not think it will be long before I return to 
England. I would not be thought to flinch from the service at such a 
time, but the truth is I am growing old and have worn a good consti 
tution, not in revels, but in the duties of the country, which if you 
look at the picture I have sent home you will see. I have said nothing 
of this picture that if it is lost, there may be no disappointment. If it 
should come from Ommaney when my family is from home and you 
have any curiosity to see what an ancient figure I am now, you may 
open it.

Your account of the Eland Hall2 family was a lamentable one. 
It is an instance of the evils which small fortunes do with confined 
minds. They had just enough to maintain them with food and rai 
ment without going into the world, and breathing the same air every 
day have degenerated to rank weeds. Poor Mrs W., her lot fell un 
happily, or she had sense enough to make a better figure. She has been 
borne down. I remember dancing at her wedding, and the captain was 
reckoned then an extraordinary man, and just come from the 
Havannah. Little Stanhope is grown much and is a fine boy and very 
good; he has a great deal of sense and learns every thing very soon.

1 Newcastle, the home of J. E. Blackett.
1 The home of the Goftons and later the Wilkies. Letter 10, n. i, p. 28.
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He has acquired more knowledge from the school of the ship than he 
would have ever got about London, where the teachers take no 
trouble. He and Crespigny always breakfast with me and when I have 
leisure they read to me: that is not often, but every morning to each 
other, and now have some knowledge of what their country was 
before their time.

I hope, my dear sister, you draw from the £100 annually. I men 
tion it because I never hear from the Bankers now.

Currell will never have health at sea. He appeared to me to have 
lost both his voice and spirits; he will not do. Kennicott is a prisoner 
amongst the Turks, if he is alive.

God bless you, my dear sisters, give my love to my brother. I am 
ever your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] What you observe of Huthwaite is a very common case; every 
rook thinks its chick sings sweetest.

154. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, off Minorca,

April 15, 1808
MY DEAR SIR, I am suffering the greatest degree of impatience 

and disappointment at not being able to get sight of the French 
squadron. On their sailing from Corfu, where I do not know any thing 
they did, we came down from thence, and must have passed them, 
probably at no great distance. The Weazle joined me on the 4th inst. 
on the coast of Sicily, she had left them on the 2d turning to the W't- 
ward on the coast of Sardinia, a few days after I heard from Captain 
Brent on of the Spartan, who had found them in the same place, and 
was keeping company with them, wherever they went; all the ac 
counts stated them to be bound to Minorca, where the Spaniards were 
waiting to join, and here the Spaniards are, but no French, nor can I 
form any reasonable conjecture where they are. One strong impres 
sion on my mind is that Sicily is the object they have in view, and all 
this capering about is for the purpose of deception and to draw our 
force from that quarter, with this impression I shall be very careful 
how I suffer myself to be drawn too far from it. I doubt whether they 
intend the Spaniards ever should join them, but that the Spaniards 
do not know that and are in hourly expectation of their arrival, lying 
at single anchor down by the Quarantine island.

You will receive my letter on the subject of the defence of Gib 
raltar bay, two frigates are ordered to be constantly kept there, which
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however satisfactory it may be to the garrison to have such an outwork 
I do not believe will be of that use they expect. In the former siege 1 
they found it necessary to sink the Brilliant because in the Mole she 
was not protected from the fire of their lines; nor do I believe there is 
any place northward of the Mole where ships can lie out of reach of 
that annoyance, to which they can give none. Some time since I sent 
an order down for Lieut Purvis to come to this ship, in the hope that 
I should have an opportunity of advancing him, I hope he is on his 
passage.

The Hydra I have not seen, she is carrying intelligence to me of 
those Spaniards. The Proserpine, Cyane and Philomel and Paulina 
have all despatches etc. for me from England and have unluckily 
missed me, such is the difficulty of hitting ships at sea with all the 
information that can be given them.

I beg you will give an order to Mr Urry Johnson, 2 who I sent down 
to the Hydra, the Adm'ty have filled that vacancy and he is adrift; 
he is a good officer, a recommendation of the Adm'ty, and any invalid 
vacancy they will probably approve for him. The Terrible wants a 
lieut instead of Mr Gammon.

I hear nothing of the disposition of the Moors towards [us] a 
subject on which I have much sollicitude because I believe it to be a 
part of the French plan to detach them from our alliance in order to 
embarrass us in obtaining supplies; they should be conciliated by all 
possible means. How does Mr Green go on with them?

[P.S.] I have with me 16 sail of the line calculated for meeting French 
and Spaniards together. The Phoebe I send down, she sails ill; the 
Leonidas I leave off this port, where I expected to have found the 
Imperieuse, but she is not here; one must go to Toulon to see what is 
there, and one only remains with the fleet. This station requires more 
frigates than the Adm'ty are aware of, I can only employ those they 
send to the best advantage in my power.

155. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

April 24, 1808

SIR, By a letter I have received from Captain Usher3 of the 
Redwing I am informed that the island near Asses hill in Barbary is 
taken possession of by a detachment of his Majesty's troops, with a

1 1780.
2 Lieutenant Of the ImpMewe. James, Naval History, iv, 385-6; v, 450.
3 Thomas Ussher. Ibid., iv, 337-8.
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view of giving protection to the vessels which are employed in 
blockading and cutting off the supplies to Ceuta.

I beg you will appoint such number of vessels besides the gun 
brigs and gun boats as can be spared from other points to the service 
of preventing the communication between Ceuta and Spain.

156. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, off Sicily, 

April 24, 1808

MY DEAR SIR, I am exceedingly mortified at present, and every 
thing happens to perplex and provoke me; ever since the 23rd Feb'y 
I have been in pursuit of the French squadron, 1 and perhaps more 
than once have been near them, but until they are actually in sight 
there is no reckoning on them, not the least intelligence is to be 
obtained at sea for there is nothing on it but ourselves, and whatever 
accounts come from the land seem to be framed for deception. I went 
up to Corfu, where I knew they were, and found they were gone just 
before our arrival, pursued them to Minorca, where it was said they 
were to join the Spaniards, the Spaniards were there without them, 
and being apprehensive that they would return upon this island, after 
having led us off, I returned to the rendezvous which I had appointed 
for all the frigates and vessels with despatches, and here I have been 
three days without having found one of them. I cannot conceive any 
thing more absurd than their having quitted this station, where alone 
they were directed to find me, all the despatches from England, which 
came from England a month since, are running about the sea every 
where but where I am.

The events that have taken place in Spain2 lead me to believe the 
French may have passed down the Mediterranean, and this has be 
fallen us from the want of frigates, and those that were sent out in a 
great hurry when the French fleet were here have none of them yet 
joined me, because they will be so wise as to look for me where they 
are not ordered. I have sent the Amphion, which appears to me to be 
equal to half the rest, to examine Toulon and the ports in Italy and, 
not finding the French there, I shall come down the Mediterranean 
with a good force.

1 See his 'General Order' of March 23, 1808, to meet the contingency and Sir 
John Laughton's criticism of it in D.N.B. Add. MSS. 37425, fo. 95. 'Order of Battle 
in two Columns ' with detailed Instructions.

2 The nationalist resistance to Napoleon following the deposition of Ferdinand 
VII.
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The Alacrity joined me yesterday and I had the pleasure to see 
your son, who I shall send off in a day or two to a very fine brig lately 
captured by the Active, and is to succeed and be called the Delight. 
She is new, mounts 16 12-pounders, and sails fast, and I hope Purvis 
will make her known, and himself too, to the enemy, to their cost.

I am glad to hear we are on good terms with the Emperor of 
Morrocco,1 all the Barbary States are dreading the French power 
which is grown immense; I hope in God we shall clip it. The events 
which have happened in Spain are horrible, as they instance the art 
and the decisive manner in which great kingdoms are overthrown, 
the addition which has been made to our army in Sicily I hope will 
give it security, which it had not before.

I opened the Adm'ty letter addressed to you, and which ought to 
have been left with you, on the licenses granted to a merchant to 
export wine from the Spanish ports; however I rather think that the 
French will garrison all the sea ports and make communication very 
difficult. The Superb carries home a communication from the Turkish 
government which makes me anxious she should have no delay 
possible to prevent.

[P.S.] I never was more provoked by any circumstance than this of 
the frigates being all off their station, and it is of the most importance 
that they should have been on it, I have not one with me but the 
Ambuscade, and all the new ones are no where, doing nothing that 
I know of.

157. To his sister
Ocean, off Cadiz, 

June 12, 1808

MY DEAR SISTER, I came here yesterday, brought down the 
Mediterranean by the important state of our affairs here with the 
Spanish Government. In their distress they have thrown themselves 
into our arms and look to us to support them in their endeavour to 
emancipate them from the grasp of France.

The spirit of their nation is seized and if well directed may have 
the effect of making a change in the deplorable system of Europe. I 
am doing, in concert with Sr H. Dalrymple, whatever is in my power 
for them. A few days since they summoned the six French ships in 
the harbour to surrender and, on their refusal, opened their batteries

1 The ban on the export of bullocks had been lifted in the previous autumn. 
Letter Books, fo. 677.
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on them. After two days firing, in which they do not seem to have 
done much harm, the French made a truce and proposed that they 
should be allowed to leave the port, and the English to engage not to 
follow them for four days. The Spaniard sent me this proposal, to 
which I replied the French were amusing him to gain time, and they 
are preparing new batteries against them.

I am well as any person can be whose days and nights are occupied. 
Nothing can exceed the labour I have. I am industrious to get through 
it, but how it will end God knows.

It was proposed before I came here to allow us to garrison Cadiz, 
and this I think has created a considerable degree of jealousy which I 
shall remove as well as I can.

You must be content with a short letter for I am sorely pressed. 
I have left all my linnen behind and should now have been naked, but 
got half a dozen soldier's shirts at Gibraltar.

Lord Algernon1 has just been on board to see me: he is a fine 
young man. Tell Mr Ingham that Mr Drysdale 2 is just come here and 
I have appointed him assistant in this ship and will promote him 
when I can.

I was sorry to hear of the death of Admiral Roddam by the news 
paper, but except a letter from Mr H. Blackett I have received nothing 
lately from England home.

God bless you all, my dear brother and sisters. I shall be truly 
glad when the time comes that I may return to a little ease.

I am ever your most truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

158. The Duke of Northumberland to Lord Collingwood3
Syon, 

June 20, 1808

MY LORD, I have to thank you for your letter of the 2nd of 
April, which I received towards the end of last month. I lament most 
sincerely that the Toulon Fleet has escaped you and has got safe back 
into that Harbour. These unfortunate Events must often happen at 
Sea and are most easily to be accounted for by any body who is at 
all used to that Element.

The whole Conversation at present in this part of the World is 
engrossed by the strange Events which have lately taken place in

1 Percy. See next letter.
2 (?) Son of William Drysdale, a schoolmaster of Newcastle.
3 Original at Greenwich.
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Spain. I was in hopes from a letter I saw of Sr Hew Dalrymple's that 
I should have heard from Algernon 1 in the harbour of Cadiz, but 
the accounts which arrived at the Admiralty two days ago do not 
afford much hopes upon that subject. Your Lordship will have heard 
that a Person has arrived in this Country from the Asturias com 
missioned from the States or Cortes of that Province to sollicit the 
aid of England towards the recovery of their Independence. He repre 
sents that Province Biscay and Gallicia to have united already 
and to have not only taken up arms but to have declared War against 
France. He says that Leon and Catalonia will undoubtedly join them: 
government, I believe, mean to give them every aid in their power and 
I sincerely hope that they will do it in such a manner as to remove all 
suspicion whatever of their doing so from any interested motive and 
will convince the Spaniards that the Views of Great Britain on this 
occasion are solely directed to the re-establishment of the Kingdom 
of Spain as a kingdom independent of any foreign Nation, without 
any Idea being entertained of her own aggrandisement. A Quantity 
of Ammunition is already sent that being all the Marquis de Metterosa 
wished for at present 2000 men will sail in a few days from Cork, in 
addition to the 4000 under General Spencer2 and a very large Body 
of troops are under preparation for embarkation, if such a Force 
shou'd be wanted. I confess I wish I cou'd be certain of the Catalans 
rising for they are a fine, brave and hardy people and I know they can 
levy 30,000 Men in a few days. If they can get again possession of the 
Fortress of Figueras (which I know is possible) they wou'd effectually 
bar the Passage of the Eastern Pyrenees and prevent the possibility 
of any troops entering Spain from the South of France or Italy. I 
wish, instead of going off Cadiz, Genl Spencer had been sent to your 
Lordship to land him on the Bay of Rosas for this purpose. It was in 
this Bay I landed with the Portuguese troops in the year 1793 when 
they joined the Spanish army in Rousillon. The Bay is a very fine one, 
the landing very good and within an easy march of Figueras. What 
ever we may do to assist the Spaniards I hope the Plan will be clearly 
settled before our Assistance arrives. The want of this precaution has 
been attended with awkward circumstances in Sweden in consequence 
of which Sir John Moore found himself under the necessity of sending 
his Quarter Master General home for further orders, after his arrival 
at Gothenburg, 3 before he cou'd disembark his troops, so that they

1 His son, Captain Algernon Percy, R.N.
2 William Spencer.
3 In May 1808 Moore was sent to Sweden to assist Gustavus IV.
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have been lying there a Month inactive; and from what I hear I 
shou'd not be surprised if they were ordered to return home without 
doing any thing.

America still continues her Embargo; but all my letters from that 
part of the world speak with Confidence of there being no apprehension 
of any rupture. A very intelligent correspondent assures me that there 
prevails a greater Inclination for a connection with Great Britain than 
he has ever seen since the Revolution and that if the Embargo con 
tinues for any length of time, it will infallibly cause the separation of 
the Northern from the Southern States, he even says he thinks, in 
such a case, a Civil War not unlikely.

Accept, my dear Lord, of my very best wishes and Compliments 
and be assured I am with the most sincere regard and esteem, Your 
Lordship's Ever faithfull and obedient Servant, NORTHUMBERLAND.

159. To his sister
Ocean, 

June 25, 1808

MY DEAR MARY, I have received your kind letter of the 24th May 
and am in the first place very glad to find you are all quite well, for 
which I am very thankful. Your anxiety, my dear sister, about those 
Frenchmen, has not been greater than mine. I have been in pursuit 
of them ever since the 22d Feb'y with a squadn of the finest ships in 
the navy, and enough of them to have swallowed the Frenchmen, but 
so far from seeing them we could never hear a certain account of 
where they were, though plenty of account came from all quarters, 
circulated by their emissaries for the purposes of misleading and con 
cealing their true route. They got into Toulon and shewing no inten 
tion to come out again soon, and the affairs of Spain being in this 
quarter very critical I came here as fast as possible, and I find the 
Spaniards rejoiced that I can come to them. I have full power to give 
them every aid to preserve the country and I think on this part we 
are going on well. 1 They are all driven out of Algerie, and the Portu 
guese flag flying every where. I have sent a force to Sr Chas Cotton2 
at Lisbon, and have great expectation that the insurrection there will 
be general. The Portuguese express much impatience to have arms 
given them. I have much to do here, the day is not long enough for 
me. The Spaniards look to our assistance in every thing, and I give

1 See Letter 166.
2 He remonstrated strongly against the terms of the Convention of Cintra. After 

Collingwood's death he succeeded to the command of the Mediterranean squadron.
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it to them to the utmost of my ability. I have unlimited powers as to 
money, and am now treating with the Emperor for 1000 horses for 
them. The poor Dons have scarce a donkey left them, nor money to 
buy one; every thing that could be useful in war removed from the 
provinces previous to the war with all that art which Frenchmen have. 

Poor Adml Roddam is happily relieved from a life in which he 
could have no enjoyment. I think he has shown a great degree of mal- 
ingenuity to leave his estate etc. in such way that no body can thank 
him for it. I see in the disposition of his affairs a mind so attached to 
the things of this world that even when he was making his will he 
could not bear the thought of what he had becoming the property of 
another. I was amused at his leaving Mrs Reay the house he lived in, 
which was hers the moment her sister died. Young Stanhope has a 
better chance of living at sea than on shore for they have all bad 
constitutions. I dare say his1 last wife was not inferior in tricks and 
canting to the former one and would, had she lived, carried all off. 
But the fortunes of people are surely in the hands of Providence. With 
all the coaxing and painstaking you see some miscarry or outwit 
themselves, while to others, like Falder, who make no effort, it comes 
as if by an impulse. I am sorry for that poor Borachio of Eland Hall, 
but he was educated in debauchery and is only practising the science 
he was taught in his youth.

For Mr Peareth2 I am very sorry. Most merchants and all specu 
lators are a sort of half rogues, and when he engaged with such he 
might expect to go retrograde.

The judge has given a decree in my favour on the St Domingo 
business against Duckworth, Cochrane etc. They have appeal'd which 
I do not think will [succeed]. The sum I believe is near five thousand 
pounds. You [need not] mention to me when you draw, for I have 
given Martin &c. an order to accept those bills and when any occasion 
arises which requires more I would not have you hesitate, while I 
have any thing in banco. My comfort depends much on your being so. 
I get little here, though a great many prizes of one sort or other are 
taken, mostly small things whose value is not great. The picture I 
sent home was reckoned very like though not painted by a very 
eminent man. Mrs Hughes writes to me that Huthwaite is very 
impatient to come to me. What would he come to me for? I can do 
nothing for him, and what I ask of the Adm'y they never comply 
with. He should go to Adml Gambier, 3 who has had the direction and

1 Roddam's. * A County Durham coal-owner and merchant. 
3 He was Second Lord of the Admiralty from April 1807 to May 1808.
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all the patronage of the navy since Lord Mulgrave was at the Board. 
Every body tells me my children are improving. I hope they may 
come from their school when I come home. I have always considered 
the D. of N. 1 as you represent him and believe he would always make 
use of opportunity. I am on my guard. Indeed the affairs of Chirton 
seem to be little to me. I was not surprised when I heard of Sir A. 
Paget's adventure. I had a good deal to do with him at the Dardan 
elles, a man I did not admire much, though Lady Bor. did. A Turk is 
gone to England: I hope they will make peace. I think we shall have 
all the French out of this part of Spain soon and then I shall go up the 
Med'n amongst the Sicilians. I have seen nothing of them yet, at 
which they express great disappointment. When the King was shewn 
my letter to Sr Peter Parker at Windsor, he desired he might have a 
copy of it, written after the action. 2 Give my kindest love to all our 
house. I am, my dear sister, Your most affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I have not time to read my letter. I hope you can. Many vessels 
come to me now. If you send your letters to Plymouth I shall receive 
them directly.

160. To his sister
Ocean, off Cadiz, 

July 26, 1808

MY DEAR SISTER, I do not know how long it is since I wrote to 
you for since I came down the Med'n I have been so constantly 
employed that I have had little time to write to any person. I came 
here in the expectation that something might be done with the French 
fleet, but the Spaniards had managed them so well that they could 
neither do harm where they lay, nor move from the place, and there 
they surrendered to them three days after I came here. I have had 
much to do, the day is not long enough to get through my business. 
The Spaniards go on as well as possible. The name of Fernando 7th 
does for them much more than his presence would. It is the priests 
alone that are of one sentiment. Of nobility and higher classes, per 
haps a majority of them were either attached to the French, or 
doubted the ability of the country, exhausted of every necessary for 
war. The priests are the only people who have much influence with 
the people: they direct them and they are capable of it. When there 
appears any languor or desire to hold back from the enemy, the people,

1 Northumberland.
2 Trafalgar. Letter 94; Nicolas, Dispatches, vii, 233. Collingwood and Nelson had 

served under Sir Peter Parker in their early days.
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instigated by the priests, raise their voice and they must proceed. 
Thus the French will, I hope, very soon be chased out of the whole 
Peninsula, and the other states of Europe will have an example, which 
in Italy the people will be ready to follow. But it is to be hoped that 
France, worn out by the ambitious schemes of a tyrant, and his 
satellites will revolt from him and seek for peace by opposing him.

Of myself I can say little. Constant application has made me very 
weak, and the illness which always attacks my bowels has reduced 
my strength very much. My situation will not admit of sickness, and 
if I could but get hold of the Frenchmen once more, I would then 
come home.

The French, being completely subdued in this part of the kingdom, 
as soon as affairs are settled here, I shall go up the Mediterranean 
again. They will certainly attempt something and give us another 
chance of meeting them.

I have heard twice lately from Georgina Brathwaite. 1 Your prog 
nostic of their future destiny was well founded. I dare say they have 
lived very uncomfortably with those Halls. 2 How poor Maria's fortune 
was settled I have not learnt, but Georgina and what Mrs Barber has, 
they went to London to secure. As Georgina says, the little she has, 
she did not choose should be in the power of husbands. I observe she 
speaks of Mr H. and his mother as of people she did not like. She has 
appointed me and Mr Ommaney the trustees of their affairs, which 
independent of the estate they have is not much. I think she says 
they have £1000 between them, and something in the American funds. 
Since that, she and Mrs Barber have taken a cottage house, and with 
drawn themselves from the Halls, but as she was going to write to 
you, you will know their history from herself.

I have a letter from Mr Stanhope, enclosing several papers which 
relate to some claim or encroachment by the Duke of North'd on the 
estate at the Low Lights. I do not understand very well what His 
Grace's claims are, but I do not think it is very liberal in him to take 
advantage of my absence, to advance his dormant claims. I believe 
there are more Bonapartes in the world than one, if they were in 
situations to shew the temper of their minds. I have wrote to Lady 
Collingwood to desire she will employ some counsel to oppose the 
Duke's demands, and to forbid the tenants there acceding to any 
thing his agents enquire of them. I had a letter not long since from

1 Supra, Letter 115.
2 See Memoir, p. 548, for Collingwood's friendly letter to Mrs Hall agreeing to 

be godfather to her third son. The original is now at Greenwich: the version printed 
in the Memoir has been carefully 'edited.'
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my girls, who were very well. Whenever I come home they shall leave 
their school. I hope we shall have peace very soon with the Turks and 
Russians.

Give my kindest love to my brother and sisters. I am ever, my 
dear sister, your truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.
[P.S.] Several Italian brigs of war have been taken lately, all quite 
new. Not many of them will make a second cruize.

July 28. I have just read your letter of the 3d. Am sorry for the 
acc't you give me of the Wilkies; it will never be better. I wonder 
you did not think my picture like. Every body here thought it well 
done and, for myself, I thought I saw myself in a glass. The painter 
was reckoned the best at Syracuse. 1 Fashion on shore changes; mine 
does not, and my stock is worn as it used to be and the lumps under 
my chin is the slack skin that falls down from age. I cannot always 
be young; in truth I am very old and feel it, in the weakness of my 
body. I meant no reflection on the honesty of the people of Chirton, 
but when I said that estate was a good thing for them, you would 
have thought so too by my account, in which Percival has above 
£120 a year, wages and board etc., and a charge of the £160 in the 
same time for timber. It was, I thought, ridiculous and I desired it 
might stop, for with such expenses my income was unequal to them. 
God bless you, COLL.
[P.S.] I hear from Mr Stanhope the Duke of North'd is [to] make 
claims at the Low Lights. I think it is not very liberal in my absence.

161. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, 

August 9, 1808

DEAR SIR, If you wish to continue the second master of the 
Pickle, in the Atlas he shall have an order, otherwise he shall go into 
some other ship, but not to England. I have heard there was a woman 
in the Pickle, I never knew a woman brought to sea in a ship that 
some mischief did not befall the vessel, 2 if she did not go home with

1 An engraving of this (?) portrait by Charles Turner is in Add. MSS. 23207, 
fo. 231. This is a volume of Collingwood's Dispatches published by command of the 
Admiralty in 1821.

2 See Letter 176. 'Capt. Garden had given permission for a number of women 
to come in this ship (Ville de Paris},' wrote Collingwood to W. W. Pole in 1809. 'I 
have reproved him for this irregularity and considering the mischief they never fail 
to create wherever they are, I have ordered them all on board the Ocean to be con 
veyed to England again.' Letter Book, xi, fo. 530.
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the lieutenant pray send her out of the fleet in the first transport or 
merchant ship going home, she must pay her passage. The men of the 
Pickle and midsh. I intend for the Ranio brig when she is commis 
sioned, I saw the Governor yesterday and was received with great 
civility, but was three hours in rowing off.

162. To his sister
Ocean, 

August 26, 1808

MY DEAR SISTER, The affairs of this part of Spain being perfectly 
settled, and our friendship with the Dons established, I am just about 
to proceed up the Mediterranean again, where I shall have my hands 
full. I hope I shall keep my health, but I am much worried in spirit 
and worn in body, and lest I should fail at an important moment I 
have wrote to the Admiralty to request their Lordships will allow me 
to come to England and recover my shaken body, which I think you 
will be glad to hear. If I can but have one little finishing touch at the 
Frenchmen before I come it will be a glorious termination. The 
Spaniards are going on well, but have a great deal to do, more than 
people are aware of. They are a bold people, but all the avenues to 
their country are open, and what is the greatest evil, they have no 
government; the Juntas are none for the country, and can only be 
considered as a mere expedient to prevent anarchy. In the absence of 
government so far they are good.

I have not time to write a long letter. Mr Cooke1 has requested to 
go home, I suppose to settle the matters of his father and mother. 
God help him. He had better have minded his profession.

I beg my kindest love to all our family and am ever, my dear 
sister, your most affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I am afraid they will make a great puzzle in Portugal. It is 
scarce known who is Commander-in-Chief and I much suspect they 
have landed in a very improper place in every respect. I hope they 
will be successful, or extreme distress will come to them when no aid 
can. The French have more than 40,000 men in the neighbourhood of 
Burgos and I have always thought it probable they might come down 
and relieve Junot.

1 (?) Jervis Cooke, Lieutenant of Marines: infra, Letters 175, 180.
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163. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, off Toulon, 
September 20, 1808

MY DEAR SIR, I wrote to you by the Thames to inform you of 
the Algerines going down, they have no other object than the Sicilian 
ships, against whom they are at this moment much irritated on 
account of one of their vessels being taken by a Sicilian some time past.

I found on my arrival here so many ships wanting a post that I 
am obliged to keep the Formidable and Warrior until the Renown, the 
Cumberland and Colossus, which last two have damp magazines, are 
made perfect, and I have reasons for sending them to Gibraltar in 
preference to Malta, the distance is little more, the navigation being 
plainer makes it shorter, and at Malta every thing is exceedingly 
tardy, when they get there they never think of returning. The Delight 
was with the convoy, she sails very fast with smooth water, not so well 
in a sea. She is gone to the coast of Valentia with some small guns, 
and I expect to see her soon. The Bulwark will sail to join me when 
the Renown arrives, I shall then send a damp magazine to be restored 
and keep refitting ships at Gibraltar rather than Malta, from the 
impression I have that the French, whenever they move will come 
down the Mediterr'n, probably for the W't Indies; as this squadron 
must go for water to some port, and Minorca the most convenient 
and nearest, I beg you will order ships coming up to call off there, and 
by any small vessel coming up I would be glad that a provision vessel 
came to Mahon harbour for the supply of ships calling there.

I hope the convoy from Malta went off with a good wind, the 
Ambuscade will have arrived, I hope, soon after them, perhaps time 
enough to proceed with the Thames, for I am very desirous that ship 
should get home before the depth of winter, she ought to have gone 
during the summer months but the loss of the Electro 1 seems to have 
occupied every body at Malta.

The accounts of the Spaniards about Barcelona and Figueras 
state them to be exceedingly tardy in all their operations, as the 
French are in no condition to maintain their ground, Captain Eyre 
says the superior classes look on the war with great indifference as if 
they were little interested in what was going on, and the peasantry, 
who are the active people, want leaders to conduct them. 
[P.S.] I beg the favour of you to forward the enclosed to England by 
any thing going there.

The Delight is going to cruize off Marseilles etc. for a short time.
1 Wrecked off Sicily. James, Naval History, iv, 474
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164. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, off Toulon, 

October 5, 1808

MY DEAR SIR, I received the order about the passport from 
Bennet when he joined, and issued it. It was extraordinary that such 
a one should have been granted without authority.

The Delight is cruizing in the gulf of Lyons, I have expected her 
some time, she is ordered to have carronades; I have expected him to 
join me some days past.

The Ambuscade has been reported by me to the Adm'ty as coming 
home with convoy ever since June, because I depended on Sir Alex. 
Ball1 sending her when I directed it, she is not gone yet. Her Captain 
has a passion for Sicily and orders or service are but secondary. I have 
now sent orders to Malta which I hope will remove him when she 
arrives at Gibraltar; if the ship is in condition to go home, send her; 
if not, employ her upon the service there.

In a gale of wind we had on the first of the month five frigates got 
out, the whole fleet might have done it, by good fortune they were 
met by Kent and Pomone the next day and chased into Gourjon bay. 
You know how impossible it is to blockade Toulon; if we can keep a 
station near there it is well, but it is not a blockade. 2 The Spartiate 
is very infirm and will come down to Gibraltar to have the knee of her 
head repaired, if it can not be done there completely she must go 
home to a dock. Many of the ships are laid up with wet magazines. 
I hope the Renown has got her mast in by this time, and when 
Spartiate comes, Renown must join me.

I have orders to stop the Eagle and Standard, but they have parted 
from Malta I apprehend some time since, full of prisoners; if you can 
send the prisoners by any means, and stop the ships, keep them 
ready at Gibraltar, they both want a dock, but if they can be stopped

1 Governor of Malta, and old and trusted friend of Collingwood. See Letter 192. 
In his letter to the Secretary of the Admiralty Collingwood stated that Ball's services 
'both in his naval and civil capacity were eminent. . . . His loss in the Island of 
Malta, where he was adored, is not to be estimated.' Letter Book, xii, fo. 197.

2 In 1809, after the dreadful gales of the previous winter, Collingwood decided 
to move to Catalonia. ' The experience of last year,' he wrote to W. W. Pole, ' and the 
gale which we have already had, convinces me of the impracticability of keeping a 
station here [i.e. off Toulon] during the winter and that the attempt must disable the 
squadron. I, therefore, propose next month to make the coast of Catalonia between 
Cape St Sebastian and Barcelona (a part of the coast less subject to those storms) 
the Rendevouz of the Fleet, keeping two frigates to watch the enemy in the port of 
Toulon. The object which they appear to have now is the supply of Barcelona and 
their army in Spain which I hope will be effectually prevented by keeping the station 
I propose.' Letter Book, xii, fo. 41 (September 16, 1809).
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they must until further orders, these counter orders so perplex all 
plans and system that my head is turned almost.

To keep a competent fleet here pinches me, going from hence to 
Malta is like going into another world, it is so long before they return 
or a [sic] hear any more of them. I am still of opinion this fleet of the 
French will come down the Mediterr'n.

165. To his sister
Ocean, off Toulon, 

October 31, 1808

MY DEAR SISTER, Thank you for your letter of 26th Aug't which 
I received a few days since. I have got here again, but what we shall 
have to do God knows. The French keep their ships quite ready, but 
where they are to go or what to undertake I cannot form a conjecture. 
I suspected the W't Indies, if any of the Spanish Provinces there had 
shewn a disposition to join them. Now there is no hope for them. All 
my affairs were managed at Cadiz to give complete satisfaction to our 
Ministers, and I hear they are so good as to speak very well of me. 
My proposals to the Spanish Junto at the different state of their 
affairs (which they always acceded to), the supplies I give them of 
munitions of war and money, and stopping the transport of Dupont's 
army to France, have all met with entire approbation. There is only 
one of my propositions which is not approved, and that gives me a 
good deal of uneasiness. Perhaps it is not yet quite settled this is, 
my request to come home. I have heard the Ministers totally dis 
approve of this, particularly Mr Canning, and Lord Mulgrave plainly 
writes to me1 that in the present state of affairs there is a difficulty in 
finding a proper person to succeed me. I have not an answer to my 
public letter to the Board, but I have heard there are letters in the 
fleet which signify an intention to appoint Adml Thornbrough in the 
temporary command, if I must come home for my health. In short, 
it appears to me that I shall not get to England yet. I wrote an extract 
of Lord Mulgrave's letter to me in my wife's; she will shew it you. I 
have been plagued with those Frenchmen. Five of their frigates got 
out in the night in a gale of wind, were chased into port, sailed again 
in another gale, never got to their destination and are returned to 
Toulon. It is only by chance at this boisterous season they can be 
caught. It was time enough to ask for council when there was need of 
it, but I cannot direct any of my affairs so far from home, know little

1 First Lord of the Admiralty since 1807. Memoir, p. 454.
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of them and seldom think of them. I believe that same D. 1 is a shabby 
man. What Nature has made ill, no art or condition can make perfect. 
As to the publishing in the papers that I was coming home, 2 the 
printers may not have been so far mistaken. They have many ways 
of getting intelligence. Those poor Wilkies are certainly below par in 
understanding. What chance there is in people's lives? If Mrs Wilkie 
had been married to a rational man, I remember her a young woman, 
what a different figure she might have been in the world! And yet I 
remember when the Captain was thought to be little less than angelic, 
and Polly the happiest of women. I hear Landless has got a ship, and 
so he will get clear of his wife as soon as he did of the other, in a 
different way. He is a dull, heavy, man and all the good you can say 
of him is that there is no harm in him.

What could the poor child, Mr Furnasse's son, do here but be 
ruined? Sending him to me is out of the question. I never see any of 
them. There are not three midship'n in the ship whose names I know. 
I have no time to look after boys and they soon go to weeds, if not 
taken care of. Stanhope breakfasts with me every day and is a signal 
midshipman. Currell is so heavy that I do not know what he is. His 
mother had better have made something else of him for he will never 
be a seaman. He never opens his mouth and does nothing stupid.

Mr Trevelyan3 wanted to send his son to this ship. He could not 
send him to one where so little care would be taken of him. Stanhope 
has sense and can take care of himself. That Moffit that my brother 
wrote to me of is a very good man; I have appointed to be gunner 
of a better ship (the Hind) and this winter I expect he will make some 
thing comfortable to keep him. Give my kind love to all at home. I 
am ever, my dear sisters, Your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] There is no fear of the King of Sicily being offended with me  
nothing can be greater friends than we are. I had one of the kindest 
letters possible from him a week since, but very desirous that I should 
come to Palermo, and I will go there whenever I can.4 All the people 
of Palermo are impatient to see me.

1 (?) Duke.
* Reasons for not recalling Collingwood. Journals and Letters of Sir T. Byam 

Martin, iii, 304. The Ministry was hard put to ward off the Duke of Clarence who 
desired to succeed Collingwood. Early in January 1809 there was a report that Sir 
John Duckworth was to succeed him. Ibid., p. 339. For a moving account of Admiral 
Martin's last meeting with Collingwood, p. 398. 'My family are actually strangers to 
me/ Collingwood remarked. 'What a life of privation ours is what an abandon 
ment of everything to professional duty and how little do the people of England 
know the sacrifices we make for them.'

3 (?) Of Wellington, Northumberland.
4 Collingwood's reply. Memoir, p. 463.
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166. To Mrs Moutray1
Ocean, off Toulon, 

November i, 1808

MY DEAR FRIEND, I wish you had one of those fairy telescopes 
that can look into the hearts and souls of people a thousand leagues 
off, then might you see how much you possess my mind and how 
sincere an interest I take in whatever relates to your happiness and 
that of your dear Kate. God love her. I hope the Lady Archdeaconess 
will pardon my calling her plain Kate, but habits old habits how 
difficult to root out and, if harmless, what matters it? To hear that 
you are all well and happy, enjoying the good that is in your power 
and not lamenting the absence of that over which you have no con 
trol, is only further instances of the wisdom of that precious head, of 
which I have known so many. Nobody deserves more to be happy 
than you do, because none are more thankful for the blessings they 
have, or more patient and submissive under the privation of those 
not allotted to them. I was very much pleased with the attention of 
the Duke of Richmond to your request, both because the living was a 
better thing, and such a mark of his continued regard was a pleasant 
one. I have indeed, my dear Ma'am, had my hands full of business, 
and my mind full of anxiety with the Spanish affairs. In the beginning 
of the business I was here watching the Frenchmen, but informed by 
Sr H. Dalrymple what was likely to happen, a resistance to the 
French without knowing what force they had to oppose to them, I 
hastened to Cadiz, the field of their first operations, to offer them 
every assistance we could give them. Our presence there did every 
thing for them. But for our being before the Port the French would 
not only have gone off themselves, but I firmly believe they would 
have carried the Spanish fleet with them. My first object was to 
obtain the entire confidence of the Spanish Junto at Seville, and 
Governor of Cadiz, which by plain dealing unmixed with any trickish 
policy, I soon did; and then gave them aid in every thing they 
wanted, without conditions of any kind money, arms, ammunition, 
whatever was necessary to form their war and maintain it, flowed 
upon them as the bounty of one great people to enable another to 
disengage itself from the Trammels of a Tyranny with which it was 
threatened. At last they consulted me about every thing what they 
ought, and what they ought not to do, as if I had been a Puffendorf

1 The widow of Commissioner Moutray. The original is at Greenwich. Printed, 
in part, in the 5th edition of the Memoir, ii, 278, with many inaccuracies and 
improvements.
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or a Hugo Grotius. God help me. You little thought when I was frizz 
ling your head for a ball dress at Antigua that you had got Hugo 
Grotius for a hair dresser. We went on remarkably well until the 
capitulation of Dupont's army, and when they told me of that I said 
it was very well. I had no doubt that it was very right and they might 
bring the French army to the beach; but as I had not made a 
capitulation with the French General they could go no further, and 
this bar to the execution of the treaty delighted the Spanish people, 
who are not quite satisfied with the terms given to the French. When 
I went on shore I was received with every demonstration of joy and 
respect; the streets were never more crowded at any great show, and 
all were glad to bid us [welcome]; the old [women] in the street seized 
on my hand to kiss and some of the young ones I thought looked 
as if they would [like] to have had a kiss too whether they were 
gratified in their longing or no is not material it is enough that 
everything I did at Cadiz gave ample satisfaction to the Spaniards 
and was fully approved at home. But I was worried in spirit and 
wished to return to England. I have just received a letter from 
Lord Mulgrave today; 1 he hopes my health will not make that 
necessary; and a great many civil things which I will tell you when 
we meet, but which I cannot write. That it is evident that I shall not 
get home very soon and my heart was bent on it. My girls are young 
women; my wife an old one, and I have hardly seen them I may say 
for sixteen years. If this is not giving up comforts for my duty tell me 
what is and such comforts as I have, all the world's treasure would 
not add to them. Sarah, I am told, has made great alterations at 
Chirton; she calls them improvements. I hope you and I will some 
day have an opportunity to give our opinions on that subject. As 
none of your letters tell me how to direct to you I shall send this to 
Mrs Lindigrin at Portsmouth, where perhaps it may meet you. When 
ever you get it, it brings to you my best wishes for your health and 
dear Kate's, and that you may be happy all your lives. Present my 
kind respects to the Archdeacon. I am ever, my dear friend, yr 
affectionate and faithful Serv't, COLLINGWOOD.
[P.S.] Give my kind regards and Compliments to Mr and Mrs 
Lindigrin. I hope they are all well. How does Lady Louisa? I hope 
well and enjoying her game of cards in the evening. 
[P.P.S.] Captain P . . . tt2 has lately been taking some good prizes 
and what is better, he deserves them.

1 (?) September 25th. Memoir, p. 454.
2 (?) Hugh Pigott. James, Naval History, v, 20-3.
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167. To his sister
Ocean, 

December 17, 1808

MY DEAR SISTER, A letter which I received a few days since 
from my wife has made me exceedingly uneasy by the account she 
gives me of the severe illness of our sister Dolly. It seems she has been 
long ill, but it was some comfort that at the time of her writing to me 
the fever was gone and I hope she was in a state of recovery. I shall 
be very anxious until I hear from you that she is well again. I have 
kept my health as well as I can expect, considering the sort of life I 
lead, of constant care and anxiety, and now that my fleet has suffered 
so much from the constant storms we have endured my cares are 
increased. This ship particularly is almost to pieces although she has 
not a speck of rotten timber in her. The new whimsies and absurd 
inventions of those who, having little science, would be thought to 
have it because they have an office from which science should proceed, 
has introduced many odd schemes in the construction of ships. And 
as this Ocean was intended to be perfection, unhappily they were all 
applied to her, and the consequence is that in a severe storm we had 
lately from the 7th to the I2th inst. she had like to have gone to 
pieces, while the old ships which escaped the philosophic plans were 
little injured.

I had declaimed against the introduction of many very foolish 
things which injured the ships, and have now written to the Admiralty 
a state of this ship, and my opinion that unless they suppress those 
improvements in the structure of ships, and return to what they were 
twenty-five or thirty years since we shall be in danger of being without 
a navy. 1 I was kept at sea so long by the melancholy state in which 
the Spaniards are in Catalonia, where they are inactive in the greatest 
degree. They cannot be urged to meet the French, who have besieged 
the Castle of Rosas, and have hitherto been resisted principally by 
the ships which I sent to assist, and by their officers and men who 
landed for the defence of the forts. Captain West of the Excellent, 
unable to make the Spaniards move, made a sally from the castle, 
routed the enemy's advanced post and saved a party of Miguelots

1 Letter Books, fo. 429, for his letter to the Navy Commissioners when he first 
joined the Ocean. 'This is an exceedingly fine ship, sails very well, stands well under 
her canvas and has no violent motions, yet her sides work already as much as an 
older ship which undoubtedly is the effect of her topsides not falling sufficiently, and 
all the fastenings being ever upon the strain, and while the upright ships are for ever 
wanting to be caulked, those of the old construction keep constantly at sea with 
little defect until they rot.'
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who would otherwise have been cut off. A good many of his sailors 
and marines were wounded and his horse was shot. Fort Trinity, 
another of their castles, is defended by Capt. of the Imperieuse 
(Lord Cochrane) 1 with his sailors and marines and a few Spaniards. 
They have repulsed several assaults, but the breach widening every 
day by the incessant fire of the enemy, it must fall if the Spaniards 
do not march to raise the seige which they continually talk of, but 
still do not move. The Spanish affairs have never had that brilliant 
appearance in my eye that seems to have dazzled the people in 
England. It gave them a subject for hussaing and talking of patriot 
ism, but those who think the nation unanimous are mistaken, and I 
doubt the energy of a new formed government to resist the inundation 
of the hordes which will be brought against them.

I told you in a letter some time since that, worn as I am, I had 
requested I might be relieved. I had mentioned the declining state of 
my strength before to Lord Mulgrave, and received from him a letter, 
part of which I transcribed to Sarah, and desired her to shew you 
how little prospect I had of succeeding. My public letter to the Board 
has not been answered. I have another letter from Lord M. to tell me 
why and still urging me to stay here. 2 His Lordship says ' I lament 
to learn that your health and strength have impaired from the long 
and uninterrupted exertions by which you have so ably conducted 
the delicate, difficult, and important duties of your command; upon 
a former intimation of the injury which your health had received I 
took the liberty to press strongly upon your Lordship's consideration 
the importance which I attach to your continuance in a situation in 
which through a variety of great and complicated objects, of difficult 
and delicate arrangements of political as well as professional consider 
ations, your Lordship had in no instance failed to adopt the most 
judicious and the best concerted measures. Impressed as I was and 
am, with the difficulty of supplying your place, I cannot forbear 
(which I hope you will excuse) suspending the recall which you have 
required, till I hear again from you/ After which his Lordship goes 
on to inform me that, if the state of my health makes it absolutely 
necessary that I should come to England, that yet the country cannot 
dispense with the exercise of my talents (I am almost afraid of the 
word) and that I must be employed. And so, you see, my dear sister, 
how little chance there is of my getting home, and yet my time of life 
and wearied body wants relief. This preference given to me is no cause

1 Dundonald. Autobiography of a Seaman, i, 317-21.
2 Memoir, pp. 478-82.
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of exultation to me. On the contrary, I cannot but sincerely lament 
that with such a list of officers there are not many more capable, and 
as zealous in the public service. I shall go on with my best ability, 
for while I must serve there is no station more respectable and more 
honourable than this.

I have a long letter from the Duke of Clarence 1 who says I must 
not on any consideration think of coming home, and I have been told 
by a gentleman from England that Mr Canning said, ' If Mr Pitt had 
lived to have read the letter I wrote to the Capitan Pasha2 (when I 
took the Turkish business out of the hands of the Ambass'r, and for 
which you may remember I expected to have been recalled) he never 
would have lost sight of the person who wrote it.' The measure was 
bold but it seems it was approved. He was tenacious of diplomatic 
forms. I overthrew them to maintain the country's honour and de 
termined in a day what he would have prosed over for a year. I hope 
to hear soon of my sister's recovery. Give my kindest love to all our 
house. I am ever, your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Circumstances may have caused you extraordinary expenses. 
I beg you will not hesitate to draw on Martin for whatever you want. 
One great object of my life and labour is that you should not want 
for any thing. God bless you.

Dec'r 19. Since writing I have received your letter of the 6th Oct'r 
and, as you do not mention my sister Doll, I hope she is quite re 
covered. I am very much concerned for Sr H. Dalrymple. His situ 
ation there3 was an awkward one. He explained to me how it was and 
he might have discovered how much I disliked it. He never sollicited 
the command but was ordered unexpectedly from Gibraltar and 
sailed in a few days. He was not thought of for the command until the 
bickerings in England about it made it necessary to send an officer of 
his rank and seniority. He was on the spot and if any other had been 
there they would have gone. But I knew so much of the private history 
of that business as to almost excuse him. Yet I think he judged ill. 
I do not mean in making the Convention,4 but in allowing any other 
person to make it. I am truly sorry for the sorrow it must cause to 
a very worthy family. Stanhope is a fine boy and will do well. Of 
Currell I have no hope. I have recommended to his mother to take

1 Now at Greenwich with four other letters from the Duke to Collingwood.
2 Memoir, pp. 306-7.
8 In Portugal. 4 Of Cintra.
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him from the sea. Perhaps he might make an apothecary. If he did 
poison a patient now and then, better that than lose a whole ship's 
company.

I am on my way now to Gibraltar to see what can be done with 
my miserable ship. I shall tell Sarah to send you some good Madiera.

168. To Mrs Stead
Ocean, 

December 19, 1808

MY DEAR SISTER, Many thanks to you for your kind letter of 
the nth Sept'r, which I received a few days since, and was very glad 
to find your sister and my darlings have been so long with you. She 
would be delighted; they would be improved; and I feel a comfort in 
picturing you in my mind, all very happy. How truly joyful shall I be 
when I can join your party. The quiet that you fear would hang 
heavy on your sister's love of gaiety, would be delightful to me. A few 
friends that I love and esteem, and who I believe regard me, is the 
true source of rational pleasure. Those who can only be cheerful in a 
crowd are most dependent creatures and much to be pitied. Sarah 
tells me she is become immoderately fat, a good round, portly gentle 
woman, but seems to intimate some doubt of her having arrived at 
that perfection to which Mrs Ingham has attained. I was glad to hear 
it, because it looks as if she was happy, her heart at ease, no corroding 
cares wasting her midnight hours, but her natural suavity of dis 
position gently gliding her through life.

I was once in hope, my dear sister, that I should have joined your 
happy party before this time. Now, I see no prospect of it. There 
seems to be great objections made to my coming home, which I am 
sorry for, on every account, my mind having been long and anxiously 
occupied on subjects in which I have spared no pains to support the 
interests of my country and cultivate the friendship of other States. 
My constitution is worn and needs relaxation. I want the sweet 
society of my family, where my soul could rest and every object 
about me give delight. While I was strong and able to perform the 
arduous duties that have fallen to my lot to be engaged in, I did not 
shrink from them, but when I feel a doubt of my ability to continue 
those duties with that vigour that their nature requires, and that 
proceeding from natural causes which I can neither control nor cor 
rect, I think the Ministers ought not to press me beyond my strength.
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Yet there is an anxiety for my staying here which is astonishing. I 
hoped to have met you at Chirton. What delight I should have in 
acting the kind host to Mr Stead and you, my dear sister! but the 
year is almost past and the prospect still faint and at a distance. Now 
if I was to begin and tell you how I am going on here, it would only 
be a relation of misfortunes and difficulties that would make you 
sorrow for me. Off Toulon we have had the most dreadful gales of 
wind. I should not have contended so long with them, but sought a 
port of safety, had not the Spanish affairs in Catalonia made it 
necessary. They are attacked there in several places by the French, 
but the Garths et Rosas seemed to depend for their defence on a 
squadron being there, and the protection of them made it necessary 
I should keep the French fast at Toulon. This exposed us to the 
extreme violence of the winds. I never experienced such gales. But 
the last, which continued five days, has done much injury to the 
ships, and torn this Ocean almost to pieces. I am now on my way to 
Gibraltar to see what repair can be given her, and there perhaps I 
may have the good fortune to meet Sir Robt Porter, who I shall be 
very glad to see and show any civility to that may be in my power 
as to the friend of my kind, good sister. That Crawfield Hall where 
you live, I understand from Adml Martin is but a lamentable, dreary, 
damp place that requires a good stock of excellent animal spirits to 
make comfortable, and I think only the cheerful society of your own 
family can make so. You cannot think how you disappoint me, in 
first raising my expectation to the highest pitch, and then not telling 
me what endearing pretty things Mrs Reay said to Sarah of me. It is 
my opinion you have disappointed her too, for she intended I should 
know the high estimation I was of, in her mind. (I will tell) you my 
dear sister what you need not tell anybody else [MS. torn] . . . that 
lady, nor her sister, were ever favourites of mine. Mrs R. is an errant, 
vulgar woman: she could say the rudest thing unprovoked and, like 
other mean people, lick the dust, if she thought her interest would be 
advanced. She is dead, so let her rest. Anything like civility from me 
to her was on her husband's account, who had been a kind friend to 
me and I revered him. Of Mrs R. I do not know so much, but the siege 
which was laid to Admiral Roddam for his fortune, the league against 
Stanhope, the inhuman treatment of the Admits old and faithful 
servants, all smack so much of the passion for grasping, that if ever 
I had felt much respect I should have lost it. The letter I wrote to her 
was of necessity. Her husband wrote to me, by the style and manner 
of which I marked him mad, and as it was proper I should answer his
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letter, yet at a loss what to say to a man unhappily in his case, I got 
off by writing to his lady, and I suppose said something in my letter 
which tickled her, though I do not recollect what. You need not tell 
your sister that I tickled Mrs Reay because, perhaps, she may think 
more of it than the thing deserves.

If ever they let me come to England I hope to be very merry at 
Crawfield. I am sure Mr Stead and you will be very glad to see me. 
How does Miss Flowers do? I beg my best regards and compliments 
to her.

Perhaps you may be at Chirton when you receive this. Would I 
was with you, though it is a shocking place, too near town to be in 
the country. But as Lord Mulgrave says, I must be employed if I do 
come home, the chances are that I shall never see it. Bless you, my 
dear sister. May you ever be happy. Your affect'e, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I hope your father, and good Uncle Harry are well. God bless 
them, and to my dear Sarah say she is a Love and my darling.

169. To Captain Hallowell
Ocean, Malta, 

January 28, 1809

MY DEAR SIR, I am exceedingly pleased with the idea of the 
Tigre having returned to the Mediterranean and hope it will not be 
long before I have the pleasure of seeing you quite restored to good 
health again.

I received your two letters on the 28th ult. and igth inst. If I had 
fallen in with you in my way, I think it is likely I should have put 
myself into your care and have joined the Squadron in the Tigre, 
but many things required my presence here for a short time, besides 
the condition of the Ocean, which was very bad indeed.

I am much obliged to you for the information from Flushing. I 
have some of much later date which you will be glad to hear when I 
can tell it to you, but it is here in the Mediterranean the Brunt will be, 
not at Flushing. The Beacons and those preparations I consider as 
French artifice to draw attention from the point where they mean to 
act. The Danes which manned two of their ships were so mutinous 
that I believe they have taken them out of them and the others were 
not in a much better state.

Mr Adair concluded a Treaty with the Ottomans on the 5th of this
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month, restoring all our former relations as they were before the 
rupture: the occurrences of the state of war are to pass unnoticed, all 
to remain as they are now: no indemnifications for ships burnt or 
places taken: no return of captures, but all that passed of hostility to 
be buried in oblivion; this I understand to be the general principle on 
which the treaty is founded. We have heard from Ali Pacha that the 
Russians have sent an Ambassador to Constantinople to settle their 
differences, and this without the concurrence of Bonaparte. Ali Pacha 
knows more of what is passing at Constantinople than they do at the 
Dardanelles; if conjecture is well founded, he planned and directed 
the Revolution that put Baivacter to death if he is dead of which 
there is yet some doubt.

From Trieste the accounts state the Austrians ready to take the 
field as soon as the severity of the season is passed, they have already 
given indications which cannot but alarm Bonaparte and prevent 
more troops going to Spain.

The affairs of Catalonia have provoked me because it was obvious 
with such a person as Vives at their head what must happen: a very 
tool of Goday, raised from a low condition by him to high rank, 
because he was a stout fellow and married one of the Queen's queer 
Misses.

I have received Adml Thornbrough's letter but pray tell him I 
have ordered all the Rope that is made (4 to 6 Coils) to be put in the 
Warrior for the ships at Minorca.

I am sorry to see those applications for Courts Martial in your 
ship. I am afraid the officers who go on duty are not so diligent in 
their attendance as they should be; when that is the case and wine 
plenty, the men will straggle. I am sure you will correct this.

6 Midshipmen were sent to Prison yesterday for their irregular 
and shameful conduct on shore. They boarded in the night a Vessel 
in quarantine, beat the people there, stole a Cow from the shore and 
carried it on board the Camilla, where it was killed. One of them was 
going a passenger in that ship and thus laid in his sea Stock. It is 
disgraceful, but I will stop it if possible. They were marched with a 
file of marines to the Chief Magistrate in the middle of the day and 
are now in Prison. The inhabitants have a horror of them and 
their ships are lying unrigged in a sad way. It requires exemplary 
punishment. 1

I hope to be with you soon, I am etc. COLLINGWOOD.

1 There had been earlier incidents. See Collingwood's letter to Vice-Admiral 
Thornbrough, October 19, 1807. Letter Book, fo. 737.
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i6ga. To Captain Hallowell
Ville de Paris, 

Sunday i8th [April].

DEAR SIR, I return you the Pamphlets and am much obliged to 
you for them.-Mr Miles1 is a very good writer and gives good advice: 
he thinks well of himself and certainly has much knowledge of circum 
stances which have led to unfortunate results. But politics are so 
intricate in their nature that they are much easier to discuss after 
events than before them. If Mr Miles had an antidote for the prevail 
ing Vices of the Age and could make men reason independent of 
personal interest, he would restore Vigour to the Nation and in mak 
ing us good, would make us great. Do you think he can do that? I 
hope you keep well in health and am, Dear Sir, Your most faithful 
servant, COLLINGWOOD.

170. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, Malta, 

February 7, 1809

MY DEAR SIR, I have got my ship made as secure as possible by 
new bolting her with iron, and I hope she will do until relieved by 
something from England.

I have received a letter from Genl Drummond informing me of the 
intention to remove the guns from the batteries on the Spanish lines, 
and posts adjacent, and to bring them into the Garrison of Gibraltar, 
keeping such as may be wanted in other parts of Spain in Transport 
ship for that purpose. I have sent the Hind down to assist in this 
duty and to be ready for convoy up of such trade as may come from 
England. The regulation that the convoys are not to come further 
than Gibraltar is exceedingly embarrassing, for as every power we 
make peace with claims from us protection, the duties of the fleet 
increases as we make friends. The Turks will require a great deal of 
our care if the peace which they have concluded with Mr Adair brings 
on them the hostility of the French, and if Austria declares war with 
France they will be ruined in the Adriatic, unless our squadron there 
is considerably increased. You will see in those probable events the 
necessity of quick returns being made by the ships. Catalonia occupies 
a great many, and what is mortifying to me is that the restraints we

1 William Augustus Miles, political writer. D.N.B,
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lay on the enemy, the Spaniards make no advantage of, but are lan 
guid most distressingly in all their operations. I have received no late 
accounts from Spain, the troops are gone from the islands to Tarra- 
gona, but notwithstanding the great superiority of the Spanish forces, 
I am not sanguine.

I am a good deal disappointed in the Italian brigs, they are new, 
that is the only good, but slightly built, fit only for summer in the 
Adriatic, and sail ill. It is impossible to mann them here, they must go 
to England with convoys when the season is advanced.

There has been a report here that Genl Cartanos was in disgrace, 
and that Morla, the late governor of Cadiz, 1 was suspected of infi 
delity to his country; pray when you write to me explain to me how 
those persons have conducted themselves and all you can of the 
general state of that part of Spain; their fleet requires a particular 
regard and should, if possible, be got out of the Carraccas.

I hope Captain Purvis has got his brig properly fitted and armed.

[P.S.] I have been, and am, very unwell; my head giddy with the 
multiplicities. I wished to go to England but I do not know how it 
is, many objections are made to it, which I am sorry for.

171. To his sister
Ocean, off Sicily, 
February 12, 1809

My DEAR SISTER, Mr Cooke has come out to join this ship again. 
By him I received a letter from Lady Coll[ingwood] and learnt that 
you were all well. I have been so much a wanderer, that I have not 
heard often from any body in England. The last letter I wrote to you 
I told you of the ill state of my ship. I am sorry to find it is not the 
Ocean alone that has suffered, but several other ships are defective 
from the same cause. The gales were so strong and so constant that 
I could not get to Gibraltar and so bore up for Malta. I am not sorry 
for it, for though my anxiety about the Spaniards made me wish to 
be there, I found at Malta much important business to occupy me. 
And having fitted my ship, and made her, I hope, pretty strong again, 
I am now on my way to rejoin the fleet which has been nursed in 
Port Mahon since I left them, and I hope to find them all in good 
order. Malta is one of the gayest places in the world: the merchants

1 Memoir, p. 256.
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having now the entire trade of the Mediterranean are become very 
rich and are dashing away in a great style. Nothing but feasts and 
festivities, which interfered a little with the young men's attention 
to their ships. I had little to do with it, for my mind is too much 
occupied to think of pleasures.

Mr Adair has signed a peace with the poor Turks who, I believe, 
were very desirous of it, yet dread bringing the French upon them, 
defer admitting him to Constantinople. The reason is obvious and 
allowances should be made to them, but he is deposed [sic] to think 
it offensive.

What vexation I have suffered from the conduct of the Spaniards 
in Catalonia! I am afraid their affairs there are in bad hands. It is 
hard in a country in such a state to discover where confidence ought 
to be placed, and there are as many in that country unworthy of it 
as would be found in any other. The people of property in general 
have never shewn that zeal which is found in the commons, who act 
under the influence of the priests. In the beginning they were the sole 
power, and the vigour of the people was brought by them into action, 
but I much fear when the conduct of the war falls into other hands, 
the spirit which animated them then will be found to be wanting.

FeVy 19. I had appointed the General Sr Jno Stuart to meet me at 
Palermo, when I had much important matter to discuss with him, 
and I took the opportunity to pay my respects to the King and Queen. 
I arrived on Tuesday before Ash Wednesday, when by way of closing 
the jollities of the carnival the Queen gave a ball to the nobility. I 
rec'd an invitation the moment we anchored. We went and were most 
graciously received. The King is a good humoured man, free and 
affable in his manners, and had he not unhappily been born to be a 
king would have been a respectable country gentleman. Matters of 
state weary him, and I understand he does not attend much to them. 
His country amusements of hunting and shooting occupy him. On 
the other hand, the Queen is the great politician and is continually 
engaged in intrigues for the recovery of their lost [kingdom] of Naples, 
and I am told she maintains that tenet, that the end sanctifies the 
means, whatever they may be. At her Ball she was civil to me. I 
supped at her table, and sat next to her. Yet through the affability 
she affected, I thought I could perceive the effect of the impression 
that I had been a bar to her son Leopold's succeeding in his mission 
into Spain. The thing was absurd and I only told them they had 
undertaken what was not practicable. Today I have dined with the
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King at his country house, about four miles from the town, the 
prettiest thing you can conceive, built and furnished in the Chinese 
style. The rooms are small, but furnished and fitted up in a style so 
elegant, that they look like places to be admired rather than to be 
inhabited. He has a large farm and extensive plantations, which he 
has made where before was only barren rocks. It is a pity that a 
worthy man, so capable of being happy in his own way, should have 
his lot cast so distant from it. I am to sail tomorrow to join the fleet, 
very much disappointed that the proposal I had to make to the 
General respecting Spain, he does not find himself in circumstances 
to comply with. The fate of Europe depends on success in Spain, and 
lesser interests should be subservient to our efforts there. I will leave 
nothing undone in my power, and I believe I shall have much to do. 
I hear nothing of my relief yet. My health is better than it has been, 
but no person can feel the anxiety I do for the public service, and be 
at their ease. God help me. I hope soon to hear you are all well. 

I am ever, my dear sister, your most affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

172. To his sister
Ocean, 

March 21, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, I have received your two kind letters, and am 
much rejoiced that you are all so much better in health than when I 
heard before. I am not bilious, my dear Mary, but worn down with 
fatigue and many vexations. I have not strength of body to support 
the arduous business I have to conduct, but my active mind will allow 
me no rest, and I am wearing down very fast. A year ashore would 
make me young again. I hardly wish it. I have been long enough in 
the world to be sick of it. The only pleasure I have enjoyed in it has 
been the pursuit of my duty, and the greatest satisfaction I have is 
that all allow I have done it faithfully, honourably, and honestly, so 
that my life has been quite long enough for my character, too long 
for my comfort.

The King gave me the marines very handsomely. 1 It is respectable 
to be so distinguished, but only profitable when I am on full pay, and 
I am jealous of their supposing such an excitement necessary to retain 
me. My half pay, which is almost equal to it, ceases. I did order some 
Madeira wine to be sent you, which I lately sent home, but as I had

1 Major-General of Marines. Letter 24.
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not heard of your having received it, am rather disappointed, as it 
would have warmed you in the winter, I ordered the Hh'd to be 
sent to you, which I hope you have received.

I have determined to sell my house etc. at Morpeth immediately 
and have wrote to Mr Lawson, the attorney there, to advertise it and 
dispose of it either all together, or in lots, which latter I think will be 
best, and he is to remit the money received for it to Martin and Stone, 
and to render his account to me. You may suppose my affairs are in a 
very unsettled state. In short, I know nothing of them. Nor has 
Chirton or Hethpole ever appeared to lessen the demands on my 
banker, a circumstance has happened lately which I very much 
disapprove, and which I will tell you, but beg you to say nothing of 
it. Mr Blackett, I suppose, is embarrassed in his accounts with the 
Beaumonts which, I dare say, have always been very loosely kept. Of 
that however I know nothing. In their winding up, Mrs Beau[mont] 
makes a demand on him for £2200, and which he has prevailed on my 
wife to draw for on Martins &c., making over to me his share of a fire 
office, and this without saying any thing to me on the subject. I con 
clude that Martin &c. had declined to accept the bill it not being 
authorised by me or an application was made to Ommanney, who 
has paid it. I have wrote to my wife to say I entirely disapprove of 
my being engaged in any body's business or affairs but my own, that 
it is my duty to take care of my daughters, and they shall not be 
disappointed, that I did not suppose Martins &c. were so insensible 
of the trust reposed in them as to pay my money where I had not 
authorised them, and that for Ommanney having done it, I had 
directed him to make up my general account and close it. Yet though 
I have given him a lecture on the subject, I do not mean really to 
withdraw [my] business, but I meant to impress them with what my 
sentiments are, on agents holding the affairs of their principals 
loosely. I have told them I will have nothing to do with the Fire 
Office, but whenever Mr B. sells it, that the money which has been 
drawn may be replaced. If I had not given a complete check to such 
practice in the first instance I do not know to what extent it might 
have been carried.

I have directed Lawson to advertise and sell the property at 
Morpeth without reference to any body, and to remit the proceeds to 
my banker. I understand Mr Hen'y Blackett has left all he had, which 
I suppose was not much, to Mrs Stead. Whatever fortune I have was 
not derived from that quarter, and I acknowledge no right that it 
should be dissipated there, but I have expressed my sentiments of
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agents and agencies in a way that will stop it. I hope you are all well. 
I am, my dear sister, your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] It would be hard on me who am exhausting my health and 
strength to return little better than I went from home. You will per 
ceive that I am very much displeased, but take no notice of it. The 
Ville de Paris* is come out to me, but not yet joined. I can do 
nothing with Currell; he had better come home; he is very odd.

173. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ocean, Minorca, 

March 26, 1809 2

MY DEAR SIR, I have received the dispatches by the Minstrel, 
and your letter of the gth inst. The instruction dated the 2ist is 
doubtless that which in former letters has been alluded to as of date 
20th for the letter which encloses it is dated the 20th. In those instruc 
tions you observe the anxiety which Ministers have that the Spanish 
ships should not in any event fall into the hands of the enemy, and 
to prevent this, in the case of affairs going to extremity in Spain, will 
require a delicacy of conduct and skill, which cannot be in better 
hands than in yours. Repeated demands and requests to them to move 
the ships into the Bay (where indeed they ought to be for the defence 
of the town) tends to create a jealousy of us and a suspicion that we 
have sinister views; the enemy has emissaries everywhere to fabricate 
stories which are not true and draw conclusions from them which will 
tend to increase those apprehensions, and I am afraid they have been 
much assisted in making this impression by the appearance of our 
troops at Cadiz, and the proposal for their landing. We knew before 
how averse they were to this measure, and I am rather sorry it was 
pressed upon them. Every thing should be done to give the Spaniards 
that perfect confidence in us that the honourable part we have taken 
in their affairs deserves, and in the manner of doing it as little argu 
ment for the advocates of the enemy as possible, they are present 
every where, and in the Spanish navy more numerous than in any 
other department. I think Mr Frere 3 should know or demand from 
the Supreme Junto what is their ultimate plan, in the event of com 
plete subjugation, do they mean to embark in their fleet and go to

1 Collingwood's future flagship of no guns.
1 Printed with many omissions in the Memoir, pp. 508-11. There is a copy at 

Greenwich.
3 Minister resident at Seville.
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America carrying all the loyal Spaniards and their property to a new 
establishment, or do they mean when resistance is no longer possible, 
to make the best terms they can? In the first case the town of Cadiz 
would be the rendezvous of all who fled from the tyranny of the 
usurper, the town of Cadiz should be made impregnable and the ships 
placed so as mutually to defend and be defended by it. Whatever will 
inspire them with perfect confidence in us should be done. It is their 
cause, in which we have no interest but their success. But if, on the 
contrary, they have not determined to seek an asylum in America, 
but in the case of Spain lost (which God forbid) they prepare to make 
those evils as little ruinous to them as they can, and save from the 
wreck of all their unhappy lives, to be the triumph of the tyrant and 
the reproach of the world, they will keep their fleet out of reach in 
the Carraccas, to appease the violence they will have submitted them 
selves to, the officers of the navy will, I believe, join most cordially in 
the latter scheme. By the converse of this may be understood what is 
the intention for the future. If they adopt the plan of securing the 
fleet, by bringing them down to the town, it may be concluded they 
intend to preserve them from the enemy for their own use in defence, 
or for emigration. If they pertinaciously keep them at the Carracas 
or Puntal it can only be with the view of making better terms for 
themselves. And this view of their conduct should direct us in ours ; 
if they bring their ships to the bay we should do all for them we can. 
If they keep them up the Puntal, it is not for Spanish purposes, and 
we should do as little for them as can be, without betraying a sus 
picion. We may find at last that all our cares and expense, all your 
zeal and anxiety, has been to fit a fleet to fall into the hands of the 
enemy.

I am very desirous that the Junto should give orders for the ships 
at Carthagena to be removed from thence, to Algeriras is best, but 
Cadiz better than Carthagena, and that you send two ships to assist 
this work. Capt. Donnelly, 1 I am told, is an active, able officer, but 
above all things what is required in our intercourse with the Spaniards 
is temper, and forbearance to give them any cause of jealousy, as our 
efforts are purely to assist them in maintaining the independence of 
their country, they should have no reason to suspect that any other 
reason existed, and if Captain D. is patient as he is qualified in other

1 Ross Donnelly, infra Letter 193. Collingwood wrote to him, 'I beg to inform 
you that granting leave of absence to an officer to return to England is totally out 
of my power, as it also is to go to the Hospital without being surveyed.' Donnelly 
was suffering from cataract and was advised to consult London specialists who had 
treated George III. Letter Book, fo. 194.
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respects, I think he would be a proper officer to go there. The Junto 
must send their directions or nothing will be done, our officers should 
manage to make the tenour of those orders known among the sailors, 
who abhor the French and they will oblige their officers to act.

I hope I shall see the Ville de Paris soon, and such other ships as 
can be spared from your service. I do not know how much I shall 
have to do soon, I hope a great deal.

174. To Mrs Stead
Ville de Paris, 

April 18, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, I hope you were well entertained in the North, 
and entered into all the spirit of their gaieties. They are nowhere to 
be found more studied and more cultivated. I am sure you made your 
sister and your father very happy and if I ever come to England I 
hope you will repeat your visit. The death of good Uncle Harry would 
distress you; he was kind and friendly, and I dare say died very 
happily. To tell you the truth, my dear sister, I have lived long enough 
in the world to know that there is no sense in lamenting the death of 
people; indeed, to consider it not as a subject of lamentation. I do not 
know any thing the mind can dwell upon with more pleasure than 
the idea of dying comfortably. I think it has got all its horror in weak 
minds, by the same sort of operation that the soul shrinks at the 
story of a ghost. In infancy we get the impression that death is 
horrible, but I believe if the same pains were taken to combine the 
ideas of death and delight, we should wait as impatiently for it as 
they do for a Guild ball, or a Lord Mayor's feast, or any other of those 
great events which make people perfectly happy.

I am sorry, my dear sister, that I have little prospect of coming 
home. And what is extrejnely ridiculous I receive letters from all sorts 
of people to congratulate me on being disappointed. While I can 
serve to the satisfaction of my King, and benefit of the country, I feel 
the reward in my act, and look no further for it. But my fear, my only 
fear is, that my strength of body, impaired by length of days and 
weight of years, should unfit me for the arduous duties I have to fulfil. 
Fourteen or sixteen hours of every day I am employed. I have about 
eighty ships of war under my orders, and the direction of naval 
affairs from Constantinople to Cadiz, with an active and powerful 
enemy, always threatening, and though he seldom moves, keeps us 
constantly on the alert. I leave nothing undone that I can devise for
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the public good. Where I fail it will be my misfortune, not my 
neglect. When there is fault it will be all my own. In the plan, I 
involve no one, for I never ask for council, and this I do from prin 
ciple, not pride. But I look for success, and I know I shall glad your 
heart when the world allows I deserve it.

The letter you sent me from Mr Reynolds amused me, and I am 
puzzled to guess what manner of man Mr Reyn. is, who before he 
advances his own cause, thinks it necessary to upset that of the weak 
and undeserving part of poor Mr Bradley's family. If this gentleman 
who he recommends is qualified to make a good officer and you feel 
interested in his advancement, I will do every thing for him in my 
power. But you may have heard that I am reckoned rather queer in 
the promotion of young men. I advance a great many who have not a 
friend to speak for them, while those I most respect in the world 
sometimes plead in vain. Those who are diligent and promise to be 
useful officers never miscarry. And if your friend is such an one send 
him to me. It will be a particular pleasure to me to advance the 
interests of the Navy, and oblige my dear sister at the same time. 
Mrs Currers son never can be a sailor: he has something very odd in 
his manner, or rather, he has no manner at all, but saunters a melan 
cholic for a week together, unnoticing and unnoticed, except when I 
give him a little rally to make his blood circulate, and this I do, not 
in the expectation that it will make him better in his profession, but 
merely for his health's sake. It is a pity she had not put him apprentice 
to Jno. Wilson, the apothecary; he might have gone on very wisely. 
His gravity would have established his reputation as a learned 
doctor, and if he did poison an old woman now and then, better do 
that than drown a ship's company at a dash by running on the rocks.

I beg my kindest regards to Mr Stead and Miss Flowers, and with 
my best wishes for your health and happiness, I am ever, my dear 
sister, Your truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Bounce desires his best respects to your dogs.

175. To his sister
Ville de Paris, 

April 25, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, I have been so very much engaged, not in my 
pleasures, for I have none, but in my business, that I have not had 
time to write to you until now. I can only tell you that I am not sick,
but tired to death. I wish most sincerely I could have come t<?
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England a year would perhaps have refreshed me but I cannot find 
relief in my present situation. No creature can have an idea of the 
torment I have with all sorts of people, not much with the fleet, for 
really the captains of the ships seem to me to be the only sensible 
people in the King's service. I am sure they are the most zealous and 
most disinterested, but your diplomatics. God keep me from the 
diplomatics! I have no idea of any thing more frivolous, more per 
plexing, than a young Minister, what they call a sucking ambassador. 
They imagine that the fate of Europe depends on them and bless 
them, poor dears, if they would be moderate in the exercise of their 
talents, Europe would be perhaps the better for it. Mr Adair1 is not 
one of those young men, but he dearly loves a little hostile intrigue. 
In my mind there cannot be a greater error than to introduce chicane 
and deceptions into politics. I am persuaded from what I have seen 
that honesty is the best policy, and yet the great art of diplomacy is, 
that nothing they do should be understood, always to have an object 
that is not [to] be discovered by the person with whom they treat. 
Mr Adair has concluded a peace, which in fact was made in the minds 
of the Turks before he came, and he has hardly got settled at Pera 
before he begins to play off his brilliant political squibs and wrote 
Notes of Advice to the Russian Ambassador at Jassy, which has 
evidently done much harm to the cause of the Turks, and subjected 
himself to an insulting neglect. Those things vex me exceedingly, 
because it is not the way the French must be encountered. The affairs 
of Spain are as bad as possible, notwithstanding that most of the 
French army is withdrawn from it. The common people are firm; they 
are brave and loyal to their country. The priests are the best educated, 
and the best informed people in the country, and most interested in 
its defence. Except those who are certainly a majority, there is no 
other class which can be depended on the Junto are suspected as to 
their principles. Of the Generals, if you divide them into four parts, 
you will have two parts veiled traitors, one part faithful, but ignorant, 
and barely the other part loyal and intelligent. Nothing but complete 
insurrection can save the country, and then talent, if it exists, will 
come to the top.

I have wrote a long letter to my daughters and have sent to them 
some very fine necklaces and earings of coral, which Ommanney is 
to get set for them. I wish they were from school. I think they are 
too old to be absent from their parent and yet I am still in hope they

1 Ambassador at Vienna and later at Constantinople. See Memoir, pp. 456, 465, 
487.
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pursue some sort of advantageous study, which it is not likely they 
would do at home.

I mentioned to you before that I had told Martin to accept your 
bills for what you should draw for, because I would not have you 
want any comfort I can supply you. I do not suppose you will draw 
for twenty-two hundred pounds! That poor boy Crespigny was sent 
out again, to be taken care of. It hurts me very much. He is a good 
boy, but rotten, poor thing, with the evil, and so blind that he cannot 
see across the table. I know the object of his parents is to get him 
made a Lieut't and have a pension on the naval establishment, but I 
will never make him. They know me little that expect it. My business 
is to look for officers capable of doing the duty of the Service. When I 
find them, and find them gentlemen, I do not care who they belong 
to. I have left Mr Blakeney1 in the Ocean. He was not a very active 
young man, and thought his friend in England (Lord Yarmouth) 
could get him made, and so he will go to him.

I have wrote to Mr Lawson, the attorney at Morpeth, to beg he 
will advertise and sell my house, remitting the money he can get for 
it to Martin and Stone. I get nothing but what is produced of my own 
labour, and my children must depend on me alone. If they depend on 
any other they will be disappointed, but never by me. I am too proud 
to have my daughters dependant on any but myself. Give my kind 
est love to all our house. I am, my dear sister, Your affectionate, 
COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I am not without hope that I shall get home this year. Six I 
have been absent and constant at sea. Currell is in the Leander; I 
could make nothing of him. Cooke 2 had nearly died of the meazles 
and inflammation, when he was bled brought on mortification and 
nice management alone saved him.

Stanhope is a fine boy, good dispositioned, and good sense, but it 
is astonishing how little educated. He will be a useful officer, a good 
one, but never a great one.

176. To Mrs Stead
Ville de Paris, off Toulon, 

May 24, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER STEADY, How can you take such delight in 
provoking me? I knew it was a concerted thing to try what my Job-like

1 Richard Blakeney, lieutenant of Marines. James, Naval History, v, 7.
2 Supra, Letter 162.
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patience will bear, but I am determined to keep my temper whatever 
you may say of the too great presumption and the oppressive diffidence 
which you feel in giving Mr Bradley a letter of introduction to me. Do 
not you believe me when I tell you there is nothing more gratifies me 
than complying with your requests? And when I can do it, and serve 
myself well at the same time, you may depend on it I will not lose the 
opportunity. My dear, I consider it an important part of my duty to 
search for proper officers, qualified to serve their country well. All 
those who cannot satisfy me of their ability, I reject wherever they 
come from. But when such as Mr Bradley 1 are sent to me, it is I that 
feel the obligation and have to return thanks. And so, God bless you, 
my dear sister, and pray you do not write to me as if you did not 
understand that affectionate regard I have for you. You are returned 
to your own house before this I suppose, and I hope found Mr Stead 
well and exceedingly impatient for your return. Give my kindest 
regards to him. If ever I return to England I promise myself a pleas 
ing time at Crawfield. And I am sure it is time I should come to the 
quiet of my home, for I am growing very old, and my business is, I 
think, continually increasing, and very little satisfaction I have in it. 
When I look abroad, the prospect is bad: when I look to home, it is 
worse. And unless mankind can be made honest and to act from public 
spirit, uncontaminated by their individual interest, and reconcile 
themselves to justice though to their own disadvantage, the longer we 
live, the worse we shall see it. I am thankful my head is grey. The 
people in England know nothing of war but the taxes, and what they 
read in a newspaper of the destruction of twenty-eight or thirty 
thousand men, the impression is slightly felt at Charing Cross. But 
were we to witness the inhabitants flying from their town in flames, 
and before they gain the next discover it in the same state, women 
and children running from death and when they come to the Po or 
the Pavia find the bridges broken down, it was scenes like these, to 
which human creatures are now daily exposed, that made me so 
desirous my girls should learn to swim, then they might have set such 
chance and circumstance at defiance, and a river or two would have 
been no bar to their safety. It is certainly in the present times a very 
useful accomplishment. I have only received one letter from Sarah 
since she told me you were going into Scotland. It was a strange 
curiosity you had. You surely did not expect to derive much good 
from that quarter. My girls are too old to be so far removed from 
their mother, and on the other hand, I am afraid they would run to

1 (?) Lieut William Bradley. James, Naval History, iv, 447.
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weed at Chirton or, what is worse, play at cards, and I think they 
had better cut holes in their petticoat to shew their ingenuity to mend 
it again. They sent young Crespigny out here again. I think it is quite 
shocking, for he is blind of the left eye, and can see very little with the 
other. He is a good boy as can be, but totally unfit for the sea. I have 
recommended to his father to put him into the army. He appears to 
be much afflicted with scrophula, and consequently no chance of his 
ever being well. Unless he has a blister or an issue to make a sore, his 
eyes inflame. Sea provisions is death to him. He is now with Walde- 
grave1 in the frigate, where he will be more amuzed than here, but it 
is entirely a mistake sending him to sea. They might have got a com 
mission from Mrs Clarke 2 for a trifle. What do you think of your 
cousin Gen. Clavering? What a delightful head that man must have 
for the front rank of an army! It needs no helmet, they might hack 
their swords to saws without harm to it. I always thought Sir Thomas 3 
had the most distinguished head in that family, but I have been 
mistaken.

Give my kindest regards to Mr Stead and Miss Flowers. I ever am, 
my dear sister, Your truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

177. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ville de Paris, off Toulon,

May 28, 1809
MY DEAR SIR, The Delight joined me on the 2ist and the 

Voluntaire I believe the same day, she brought me the letters etc. 
which came up in Hibernia. I am glad to find the Spanish ships are 
moving out of the port of Cadiz, for I have a very bad opinion of the 
conduct of the Spanish affairs and think I can perceive that enthu 
siasm which animated some, and was talked of by all at the beginning 
of their resistance, to have almost entirely evaporated. In this 
province of Catalonia there is no such thing in their army, the people 
of Girona and in towns that are defensible are sincere in their profes 
sions because all they possess is in their town, and they will defend 
it, but where the stimulus of property is wanting there is no other.

You tell me Sir A. Wellesley has marched north against Soult. I 
thought Genl Sherbrooke4 had him put up in Oporto and now there

1 (?) The son of Hon. Wm. Waldegrave, an old friend of Collingwood. James, Naval 
History, v, 239.

2 The Duke of York's mistress. The scandalous traffic in army commissions 
became public in 1809.

3 Supra, Letter 29; also 178.
4 Later Sir John Coape Sherbrooke. Letter 147.
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is a report that he has joined Ney. Our army has greater difficulties to 
encounter than they ought to have in a country they are come to 
defend; the government cannot, and the inhabitants will not, give 
them any aid, and the march into the interior will require all the 
circumspection and all the ability of the ablest general, if there is 
wine in the country they will drink, and then they are half defeated. 
Twice it has been concerted that the Spaniards should rise in Barce 
lona and expell the French, our ships making the attack on the 
batteries in the night was to be signal; neither time did a Spaniard 
move. Their army is at, or hovering about, Terragona, while the 
French, with half their number, is laying the country under contri 
bution. The French squadron which carried the convoy to Barcelona 
had a very narrow escape, they were particularly fortunate in winds, 
but we were near them, they got into Toulon when we were passing 
their track between Sicie and C. Creux.

The beginning of the month, in the expectation of the Austrian 
war with France, I sent Hargood to the Adriatic, with the Excellent 
and Montagu, the Magnificent was there before, those four ships and 
the frigates which were there before, will entirely prevent any move 
ment of the French by sea, and I hope will not only facilitate the 
operations of the Austrians but will themselves operate effectively. 1

I am sorry you should have had any trouble with the Bulwark, but 
not surprised, for I never saw a ship that appeared to me to be so 
irregular; have you had the survey on her slop room and alterations 
which have been made in the ship, and estimate of the value of slops 
etc. spoilt? When I first received the Copy of Instructions sent to you 
to look out for the French from the West Indies I was going to send a 
ship or two down, but having heard by private letters from England 
that the Eagle was coming out, and also that Adml Dixon 2 was 
probably on his passage and would join you before those ships could, 
I deferred it, for in that case I should have been much too weak, the 
French are numerous here and the prisoners informed us the seamen 
were sent for from Rochfort before the destruction of that fleet. I 
have heard that Capt. Fleming3 is in ill health, had applied to go to 
home, and I hinted to Lord M. 4 that I could very well dispense with 
the duty of that ship.

The Delight is going to Martin on the coast of Sicily, from whence

1 The Letter Books contain a full account of the work of the squadron in the 
Adriatic.

2 Manley Dixon.
3 Hon. Charles E. Fleming, of H.M.S. Bulwark.
4 Mulgrave.
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I conclude an expedition is to make a descent on the coast of Italy, 
7 or 8000 British, and about 6000 Sicilians, who is to command the 
latter I do not know, Prince Leopold the Generalissimo perhaps, or 
his Vice, the Marquis St Clair, God protect them. I wish you had seen 
that court, I consider it as a sort of curiosity and how such a one can 
exist in civilised Europe is a matter of great astonishment. 

I hope Mr Duff is well.

[P.S.] You did not mention the loss of the Viper schooner, I have now 
informed the Adm'y of it.

178. To Mrs Stead,
Ville de Paris, off Toulon,

June 15, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, I wrote to you the latter end of last month to 
acknowledge the receipt of your kind letter to me which you sent me 
by Mr Bradley. What I saw of that young gentleman made a very 
favourable impression. He appeared to have been attentive to his 
duty when his promotion was not in view, and not one of those who 
is diligent and zealous merely to answer the purpose of the moment. 
I was glad of this because it justified me in doing what I very much 
desired, and yesterday he was appointed Lieutenant of the Cumber 
land, a fine ship and commanded by Capt. Wodehouse, 1 who is an 
estimable officer. His friends must now endeavour to get this appoint 
ment confirmed by the Admiralty, which I apprehend they will not 
have much difficulty in doing.

I believe I mentioned to you that they had sent Crespigny out 
here again, intending him no doubt to come to me, but as his father 
proposed his being in a frigate, if that was better for him, I left him 
with Captain Waldegrave, who is a good young man and will be kind 
to him. Now, my dear sister, I must tell you that I am much hurt by 
their persisting to send that youth to sea, because his state of health 
totally unfits him for it, and his parents know it. He has very good 
sense, and the sweetest and most gentle disposition in the world. I 
was very much interested for him, and it was mixed with pity. I 
suppose they have adopted an opinion, that I am afraid is very 
general, that the outcasts of nature and of society, those who are 
unfit for community with fine land people, may do well at sea. They 
can only have in view to be clear of the trouble of him, for there is no

1 Thomas Wodehouse.
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chance of his ever being qualified for an officer. Most of the time he 
was with me, he was under the care of the surgeon, to be nursed, for 
he is scrophulous in the extreme degree. I have recommended to his 
father to put him into the militia or some of the Volunteer Corps, 
where he can live on a vegetable diet, and his being blind will be of 
less consequence to the public, or to himself.

Now, my dear, let us say something of your nieces. Their well- 
being that they should be accomplished in mind, and respected for 
their manners is nearer my heart than anything on earth. Their 
education has been but a piece of patch work. It must ever be so when 
it is not under the direction of a parent, one who feels an interest in 
directing their studies, and whose example would make the path of 
excellence easy. I know what the instruction of a boarding school is. 
It is all exterior, a mere tiffany flounce. The qualities of the mind, not 
being visible objects, are less regarded, nay, perhaps, but little under 
stood by the instructor. My girls are never absent from my mind, my 
happiness depends on their being amiable, but I will confess to you, 
although I have sometimes endeavoured to hide it from myself, my 
meditations give me more of pain than pleasure. They are at school at 
a period of their lives when they should be forming their minds and 
imbibing the sentiments and opinions of the honourable and virtuous 
part of society. They are now associated with children and governesses, 
when they ought to be catching from example the style and elegance 
of those who are illustrious for their manners. They are now, where it 
would have been proper for them to have been at n or 12 years of 
age. If they proceed with diligence and success all that can be expected 
of them alas! poor girls is that they may be qualified for tritresses. 1 
And yet feeling their present situation as I do, I dread their return 
to the North, where I do not like to say all I think about it. You, my 
dear friend, know more and can judge better of the general system 
than I can. But where gorgeous attire and luxurious feeding make the 
principal studies, I should not expect much good or that their waxen 
souls would receive impressions of much estimation. Dressing a head 
like a victim's calf, or stuffing a stomach like a Christmas haggiss, 
cannot occupy the day. And how is the next spent? in cards, which 
I do so truly abominate, that I hope my children will never use them 
but to wind their threads upon. There is no excuse for them but by 
acknowledging a vacuity of mind, fit only to entertain trifles, or an 
avidity for money, that would take from their neighbours what they 
have got perhaps by honest industry. I have known this passion for

1 (?) tritrace = knave (O.E.D.).
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cards so corrupt the mind that it was unfit for anything else. (What 
do you think of old Sir Thomas Clavering? 1) and so increase as to 
induce people to invent a game at which they could play by them 
selves, when a partner could not be found. Would not you be amused 
to peep through a hole and see a person playing for hours a serious 
game at cards, and even at last to engage so much in it as to feel a 
real interest in such nonsense? How much better was he employed 
who amused himself by picking the grey hairs out of his asse's tail. 
To immerse my poor girls in such a society, the thought gives me a 
chill even in the heat of summer. Was I to come home I could a great 
deal counteract the effects of it, but I see little prospect of that. I have 
been unfortunate in not catching the French when they came out, 
and in truth no one could more carefully watch them.

I hope, my dear sister, I have not distressed you with a long 
letter. I knew it would give you pleasure to hear your friend Mr Brad 
ley was promoted, and I was glad of a plea for writing to you and of 
telling you how truly you are esteemed and beloved, my dear sister, 
Your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] Give my kindest regards to Mr Stead and love to Miss Flowers. 
How are your dogs? Bounce has been confined some days with a sort 
of rheumatic gout which threatens to induce a general debility. He is 
at present on a regimen.

179. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ville de Paris, 

June 18, 1809

MY DEAR SIR, The Hibernia is come in sight so that I shall send 
the Kent down very soon, I am sorry to lose her for there is not a 
better ordered and conducted ship in the fleet, but she is so very 
leaky in her bottom that she must go to a dock. I have great trouble 
in getting the ships from Malta and I can well understand the reason 
of it, private regards brought into public service is always injurious 
to it and I am left here with scarce the means of communicating my 
orders, and too seldom receiving the reports which should come to me.

Since the Rochfort business the French here have shown some 
apprehension of being served in the same way, but you who know 
Toulon will not think it an enterprise likely to succeed, they have

1 Supra, 176, Presumably the yth baronet who died in 1794. Debrett, New 
Baronetage, pp. 373-5.
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armed vessels and about twenty gun boats stationed at the outer 
entrance of the harbour, they have divided the ships and half of them 
are gone into the inner port, until I hear they have sent the seamen 
from Rochfort I shall not expect them to move.

In Spain they are doing nothing in Catalonia to oppose the French, 
who are robbing the whole Province unmolested except by the Samo- 
tines, who are inveterate against the French, and never cease to 
harass them, but those irregulars do not exceed 200 or 300 men, are 
under no command, if they were they would not be so active, but they 
are the index of what the people of Spain can do if they were let loose 
from the cold councils of their chiefs. The Austrians have beat and 
been beaten. I am afraid Bonaparte is at Vienna, the last account I . 
received was that he was near it and approaching it. Of our army in 
Sicily I have not heard, they have been long preparing to make a 
diversion in favour of the Austrians, by an attack on some place on 
the continent of Italy, and I know no more of them. Adml Martin has 
a good and sufficient squadron to assist them and whenever they 
begin their operations I shall hear of it.

Send all my dispatches by a vessel for the purpose not to Malta 
with convoy. Malta is a great trading place but there every thing is 
given up to the commercial considerations and I am often embarrassed 
by not having the ships where I have ordered them.

I can get little stock here, I would be much obliged to you if you 
would desire any ship or brig coming up to call in Malaga Road and 
bring me a few turkeys and fowls.

I have been unwell, worn out, and almost blind. Thornbrough is 
worse in health and I think we are both of us too long from England. 
I am weaker and more feeble every month, almost unfit to be here, 
and have nothing to do on shore. I hope you have health and often 
hear from home, which is the only thing pleasurable that comes to 
us. Your son is with Martin in Sicily.

180. To his sister
Ville de Pans, off Toulon,

June 23, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, Do not accuse me of writing seldom to you. I 
I am sure you would excuse it if you knew how bad my eyes were, and 
how much I have to do with them. I have not heard from England 
for a long past. I do not know whether I am much approved. I am 
sure the diplomatics in this country have no great attachment to me.
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Nothing makes me deviate from what in my judgement I think is 
right and honourable, and I weigh the rights of all people as well as 
our own. 1

The French Squadron lie fast in Toulon and their misfortunes have 
been so great lately that I do not think they will be anxious to come 
to sea, but they are very strong. 2 I do not know what is to become of 
me at last. I understand there is an Admiral coming out to me with 
his wife and family on board. As I never aspired to command a petti 
coat, I think my occupation will be lost. It will be time for me to hide 
my diminished head when admirals cannot be found with hearts hard 
enough to leave their loves. It is time the Austrians took Bonaparte 
in hand. I cannot but think the service is sickly. We have been work 
ing the French up very much, within this very short time the cruizers 
which I sent to assault and annoy the coasts, preparatory to the army 
making their exhibition have taken six forts and batteries, destroyed 
the cannon and blown up the works. 3 It is not a Gazette affair but if 
they succeed as well there will be Gazettes extra, for it is extra 
ordinary what a mighty matter is made sometimes of very puny 
things. I remember a whole column of newspaper taken up in describ 
ing what in military language is called, a demonstration. I was on the 
spot when all the affair happened and really I had some difficulty in 
recollecting that any thing had happened, such a novice was I in the 
military science.

I hope my brother and all our family are well. I do not say write 
to me, for I know you have, but nothing comes to me.

Tell Mr Ingham I have made Cooke a Lieutenant, he is a good 
young man, has good sense, but slow.

My kind love to all our house. I am ever, my dear sister, Your 
truly affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

181. To Mr John Newton, North Shields, Northumberland
Ville de Paris, off Toulon,

July 12, 1809

SIR, It is a long time since I received an account of the state of 
my affairs at Chirton. But that I may have a regular statement and

1 His attitude to neutrals bears this out. Letter Books (June 23 and August 27, 
1807), fo. 560, 648.

a Regular reports from the outlook frigates, Hydra, Pomone, Cambrian, etc., 
showed that the enemy fleet in Toulon comprised 15 to 17 first-rates besides frigates, 
fully ready for sailing. See Letter Books, passim.

8 The Letter Books give details of these daring ' commando' raids.
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know what is receiving there from my property, I propose an entire 
new regulation, if it is convenient to you to collect the whole rentals 
which are due to me from every species of property, both of lands, 
wharfs and staiths, wayleave, certain rent of colliery and tentale rent 
with whatever is due to me for rental of every denomination. If it is 
convenient to you to undertake this until I return to England, I shall 
be glad, twice a year sending me an account of the clear receipts and 
delivering to my brother, Mr Collingwood, each six months an account 
labelled with the date. The whole sum is to be remitted by you to my 
bankers in Lombard Street, Messrs Martin Stone and Co. You will 
then have nothing to do with the House at Chirton, no money to pay 
to Lady Collingwood nor to tradesmen at Shields for goods supplied, 
nor to anybody but to transmit the whole clear rent to my banker. 
Lady Collingwood will supply herself by other means which I have 
given order for. There is a gentleman who has been employed to 
receive the colliery rents, but without authority from me, and as I 
have never received an account from him and know nothing of him 
but that his name is Thomas, I beg you will enquire of him what his 
receipts have been, and at what times paid, and how he disposed of it.

If you can undertake this general receipt of all my rents of every 
nature until such time as I shall come to England, I shall be very glad 
and I will write to Mr Bell, the lessee, to consider you as my agent in 
that business and to pay you all dues to me.

You know a moiety of the colliery is mine, the wayleave's entirely 
mine, and I beg you will please to enquire of Lady Collingwood, or 
Mr Blackett, what the several rentals are. If you undertake the above 
business, the accounts of which I have exemplified as much as pos 
sible, you will please to send the enclosed letter to Mr Bell, which I 
suppose will be a sufficient authority for your acting in the capacity 
of my agent. I am, Sir, Your most obedient humble Servant, 
COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I enclose a letter for Messrs Bell which, if you take on you the 
agency, you will please deliver to them.

182. To his sister
V. de Paris, 
July 22, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, I am much obliged to you for three letters 
which I have received within this few days. I am glad you have got 
your wine and hope you will like it. I am sure it will do you all good.
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Your description of the vase I was much pleased with. I wish I could 
get hold of this French fleet; perhaps I might obtain a companion for 
it. Other descriptions you gave me were not so agreeable. I am sorry 
for the derangement, for I call it derangement where there is no 
order, of my house. It is what gives me great pain. I have endeavoured 
to restrain it. My wife would gladly confine herself to what I pre 
scribe, but the gaiety, the vanity, and the love of feeding of her father, 
there is no bounds to. It has been the habit of his life, and the means, 
I am afraid, has never been of much consideration. I know she re 
sisted as much as possible the drawing for that money and got 
Mr Pearson to reason with him on the impropriety of it, but at last 
was obliged to yield to importunity. I have told them how ill I take 
it, that any person, either my wife or any other, should suppose that 
they had any control over my fortune. That I have now sent orders 
to Newton to receive every thing due to me at Chirton and Shields. 
He is neither to pay a bill to any person on account of Chirton House, 
nor to render any account but to myself, which he is to send to me 
twice a year. I have wrote to Mr Bell, the lessee of the colliery, to 
inform him that I have appointed Mr Newton my agent, and that all 
rents and dues are to be paid to him, and to no other person. His 
receipt alone to be their acquittance. I have directed Newton to remit 
to Martins and Stone every six months the total of his receipts, de 
ducting the part that belongs to you, and his own pay. My wife has 
nothing to do with them. She is to draw bills in her own name on 
Martin, for the sum I have allotted; if she exceeds that sum the bills 
will not be received. I have left them nothing to do but take care of 
themselves. The bills of my children I have ordered to be paid in 
London, and the accounts to be sent to me. Chirton estate has hither 
to been nothing to me, but has rather increased the demands on my 
bankers, which were before great enough, as much as my income 
could bear. I have been exceedingly plain with Mr B. on the liberties 
taken with my fortune, and told him if he wished his daughter to have 
elegancies beyond my convenience he should have provided her a 
fortune. He has been pining over this business for some years, and I 
dare say always looking to the death of his brother to extricate him. 
Disappointed in that, he dashed at me, when I could not ward it. 
Martin would not pay the bill, and then application was made to 
Ommanney. He ought not to have done it as a man of business, yet 
I do not blame him much. I have a great deal on my hands just now. 
The expedition is on foot in Italy and those people in Toulon waiting 
only for a fair opportunity to escape me, which they shall not do if my
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best cares can prevent it. I was sorry for those courts martial; they 
do much harm. I have seen a piece of a letter on that subject which 
says there is an idea that I may be ordered home to the Channel fleet, 
and that Lord Chatham seemed to promote that arrangement. God 
help me! I want rest from my labour. And where shall I find it? I 
am sick when I think on Chirton. It smells to me like Seaton Delaval, 
that now every body is ashamed to live in. 1

Give my love to all at home. I am, my dear sister, Your 
affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I have a strong presentiment that the share in the Fire Office2 
will not sell for what it was stated. We shall see.

183. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ville de Paris, off Toulon,

July 22, 1809

MY DEAR SIR, I am very impatient that something should arrive 
from Gibraltar. The French are ready to sail at any moment; all our 
expeditions are afoot in Italy; I cannot quit my station and am in 
danger of being left here without provisions. I am distressed for every 
thing, and although I have been writing for money this three months 
past, am obliged to borrow from the Minorquins to pay for our wine. 
I must beg that no time may be lost in sending the victualling and 
money. If I am driven from my station for want of supplies every 
thing will be lost. I beg you will send my dispatches from England 
directly to me and not to Malta, they are nearer to me at Gib'r than 
Malta, besides I have a great objection to their being opened at 
Malta, a practice I do not approve of.

Your son was with me about three weeks since, he is now with 
Martin on the coast of Italy. If you have nothing very important to 
send, still send a ship, I have only one and have service for six, the 
French have eight3 and thirteen sail of the line ready, besides innumer 
able other vessels.

Pray keep in mind my dispatches must not go to Malta, but be 
sent to me here, calling at Minorca. The new private signals I have 
reason to believe are in the Mediterranean, I hope the French will not 
get them before I do, and yet the thing is possible.

1 The home of the extravagant Delavals, built by Vanbrugh in 1720 and gutted 
by fire in 1822.

2 The names of the directors are given in the Newcastle Directory (1803).
3 I.e. frigates.
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I hope Lord Wellesley is arrived at Seville and that the Spanish 
affairs will be better conducted; in Catalonia they cannot be worse; 
they seem to have nobody to conduct the war and whether the 
Spaniards do not like Blake I do not know, but they run away and 
leave him to himself. Lord Holland1 wrote to me expressing his 
anxiety to get to England, it is probable Captain Rogers2 would give 
him a passage in the Kent, or, if not, that the Spartiate will.

I hope Admiral Alava has got his ships in good order and fit for 
service if they should be wanted; remember me kindly to him. I have 
had a great deal of trouble with the Bulwark* I believe wherever she 
is there will be trouble, I have taken pains to correct that ship and 
keep her within bounds but I should be glad that she was in England.

I send no ship to Malta now that can be avoided, and they must be 
alert in the equipments at Gibraltar, I am sure Commiss'r Lobb will 
not allow delays in his department.

[P.S.] I am ill and wish to go to England.

184. To his sister
Ville de Paris, off Toulon,

August 13, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, I am here at my constant post, nothing new to 
me but vexations. The French are getting their fleet ready [as] fast as 
they can. They have hitherto wanted men, but now they have re 
ceived a great reinforcement from Rochfort of four thousand seamen, 
and more coming, perhaps they may sail when the gales are strong 
and the nights longer. What their plan may be, will depend on the 
success of the armies, to which Bonap. has always made his fleet 
subservient. He has no maritime plans. The system of blockading 
never can, it never has, prevented their sailing. But by keeping at sea 
the ships are more healthy, and the discipline more regular than in 
port. And it awes them, so that when they come out they think only 
of how they shall get away from us. I have a great trouble at present 
with the Dey of Algiers. He had countenanced a trade to France 
which was not allowable.4 Some of his ships have been stopt bound to 
Marseilles and he is very indignant, threatening to make reprisals. 
This all comes of a dull, unintelligent person, who we have got as a

1 The Whig politician had visited Spain.
2 Thomas Rogers. James, Naval History, iv, 288. 
8 Capt. C. E. Fleming.
4 For this see Letter Books. Algiers was becoming a base for trade in American 

cotton and colonial products in defiance of the Orders in Council.
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Consul, 1 who either himself cannot comprehend, or does not take the 
pains to inform them what commerce is prohibited for them to carry 
on, and has not ingenuity to combat the intrigues of the French and 
Americans. I am endeavouring to sooth him and to explain to him 
twenty ways what he knew very well before that the trade he has 
sanctioned was forbid. Our expedition from Sicily has only been of 
importance as it prevented Murat from sending his troops to the 
north, and in confirming what was before pretty well understood, that 
the people of Naples prefer Murat to their former king, and are not 
disposed to take any part in effecting a change. They, the army, took 
possession of two islands hear Naples, 2 where they could not even 
procure water, but, seeing no hope of their interest being advanced 
by holding them, they have returned to Sicily, to the great annoyance 
of the Queen, who fully expected to regain her seat on the throne 
there. She is a weak woman, and fancies she is conducting all the 
affairs of Europe. Her vanity blinds her, she cannot conduct any 
thing. I was sorry that Currel was obliged to go home, but indeed he 
should not have come out last time. He is totally unfit to be an officer, 
and so is Crespigny. He is also gone to England. The frigate he is in 
run on shore and has suffered so much damage that she must be 
repaired in dock. He wanted much to stay, but I would not keep him 
because I consider him unfit for the sea and would not encourage his 
parents to expect any thing from me. I am very unhappy about the 
ill management in my own family, but I cannot help it. I believe 
Mr B. 3 would have as little hesitation in spending my income as his 
own. I have avoided authorising him to take any part in my affairs. 
I have heard little of Chirton, and indeed have never been benefited 
by it. The possession of it has rather increased the demands on my 
bankers than lessen[ed] them. I endeavour to think of home as little 
as possible. The idea of it on my mind has entirely weaned me [of] 
any desire to return. I used to hope I should have a place to rest me 
from my labours. Having lost that, it matters little where I am. I am 
naturally of weak spirits, which I cannot help: I am unequal to 
contention, and I can best avoid it by my absence. I have taken the 
best care of my children that I can. I write to them sometimes and 
treat of the kind of knowledge they ought to acquire, to possess them 
with what may be useful to them in the world, and to give them a 
contempt for vanities. I have also lessoned Mrs Moss in what they

1 Blanckley. Letter Books (June 4, 1807), fo. 508.
2 Capri and Ischia. Memoir, p. 535. The Sicilian Court was constantly urging 

that units of the fleet should assist in the recovery of Naples. 
8 J. E. Blackett.
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should be taught. My absence from them is unfortunate for them. 
They are now at an age when they ought not to be at school, but of 
two evils perhaps it is the least. I hope the regulation I have made will 
have a good effect. I feel humbled in my house being the place of 
assembling for every Jack that wants a dinner. Such want of selection 
insults my pride and I shall never join it. I have not heard from Mr B. 
since I answered his letter; perhaps I never shall, for I gave him such 
a lecture as perhaps he never had, even from Mrs Beaumont, and 
beg'd he would consider that I would not allow either him or his 
daughter to have any control over my fortune. He knew there was no 
circumstance that could make him think he had a licence to pay his 
debts with my money and then give a feast. I have no accounts with 
him. It has always been my object to prevent his interfering with my 
affairs. In my mind, I had many reasons for it. This upshot I have 
been looking for for some years. I have no doubt that he knew it must 
come, but parried it until his brother's death when he hoped some 
means might be left to settle it. Being disappointed he had no resource 
but in me, and did not choose to risk a refusal, but did it without 
leave. I know my wife and Mrs Pearson both endeavoured to dissuade 
him, but he had no alternative, and my displeasure seemed to be of 
less consequence than Mrs Beaumont's. I do not suppose the fire 
office is of value equal, but if it is, it does not mend it. I am offended 
at being made use of in that way and have wrote to my wife that if 
my name is inserted as one of that company it may be immediately 
erased, and the members informed that I am not, nor ever was, a 
member of their society. I know little that is going on in England, and 
seldom hear from the Adm'ty nor even from Ommanney, since I 
reproved him for paying that money. Martin would'not do it. But 
whether that their stock, which is all my stock, was exhausted before, 
I have not heard. But what a thing it is to have bills sent to my 
bankers refused payment. I consider myself as quite disgraced. The 
money which Ommanney chanced to have was what is received by 
him for my children's account. The ship young Thompson belongs to 
has had a severe action and he is wounded, he has a slug in his leg 
but is recovering. He will fight himself into a lieutenancy I hope, 
very soon.

I desire my kind love to my brother, my sisters, and am, my dear 
sister, your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] It is my opinion Mr B. tried what he could get from Stead 
before he took my money, for Jn a letter he wrote to me he complained
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of Stead not affording his wife any means of comfort and that he 
complains of poverty. I desired my wife would not listen to those 
complaints. Mr Stead was the proper judge of what he could afford 
his wife and if her father thought she should have elegancies he should 
have provided her with a fortune to procure them.

You will be sorry to hear my poor dog Bounce is dead. I am afraid 
he fell overboard in the night. He is a great loss to me. I have few 
comforts, but he was one, for he loved me. Everybody sorrows for him. 
He was wiser than [a good many] who hold their heads higher and 
was grateful [to those] who were kind to him.

185. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ville de Paris, off Toulon,

September 19, 1809

MY DEAR SIR, I really think before you receive this letter the 
French fleet will be out of port. We have heard they were to sail to 
cover the convoy to Barcelona, but I think for that purpose alone 
they would not all come, but merely a few good sailers, which may 
afterwards make their return by a circuit. I have heard nothing from 
England; events which may have happened to the north may change 
the system here and the Toulon fleet may come down the Mediter 
ranean; be prepared for that. I hope our affairs at Algiers are in train 
to be amicably settled, Capt. Hallowell is returned from there, where 
he found the Algerians with the most pacific disposition and trusting 
to our justice. In all those affairs I think the Algerians have been 
exceedingly ill used, the Consul has granted certificates which he 
ought not to have done, he has not explained to the Regency what 
the orders in Council require of them; in short nothing has been done 
which he ought to have done, and what he ought not to have done, 
he has most amply.

To add to this Captain Hollinworth1 has cut two ships which had 
been captured by a French privateer out of Bougia, setting all 
neutrality at defiance; this case is more intricate than the other be 
cause the illegality of the act is palpable, but the ships are English 
insured, now in our possession, and should they be given up I appre 
hend the underwriters would come on me for their value. Then how 
can I explain to the Dey the reason why prompt justice is not done 
to him? What does he know of our laws or of the intricacies of the

1 Of the sloop Minstrel.
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mercantile tricks; he is very ill used on all hands and bears it with a 
temperance that we do not generally give his faith credit for. When 
Bligh1 went home I thought I had got clear of the weakest creature 
in nature, who was for ever bringing me into trouble, I put him into 
Messina to keep him out of mischief but his active folly was not to be 
restrained and there he paid for it; this gentleman appears to me to 
be just as wrong headed. The Adriatic squadron made such complaints 
of him that he was removed from it and it requires more ingenuity 
than I have to find a place to suit him.

The squadron in Toulon appear ready to come out at any moment. 
I shall never know which way they are to go until they are out. I wish 
I had those men I have so long applied for, my ships are not manned 
as they ought to be for the contest we may have. I often wish I was 
peaceably settled in heaven; I am sure, I may say ' few and evil have 
been the days of my pilgrimage/

I hope you enjoy good health, Thornbrough is very indifferent 
indeed. It is too long to be here without relief.

186. To his sister
Off Toulon, 

September 20, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, Just by a good chance I have got your letter 
of 5th July. It was in a cutter on her way to Constantinople. The 
anecdotes you tell me are not of the most pleasing nature, but I 
know enough long since not to be surprised at any thing. You will 
probably have heard that I have desired and authorised Mr Newton 
to act entirely for me, to receive every thing due to me, and the nett 
sum he is to remit to Martin. He is to render his accounts to me only, 
to have nothing to do with Chirton House, nor any body in it. He is 
not to pay any bills at Shields and to inform any that require it, that 
I never will. They may take a bed, or a dining table, for I shall never 
want them. My wife's fund and my children's are quite distinct. What 
she spends now she will not hereafter, but I hope it cannot affect my 
children much. I do not know whether you write it wrong, or mistake 
the sum that was drawn on me. You call it £220, but it was two 
thousand, two hundred that was drawn for. The fire office I never 
considered as of any value but, on the contrary, it is a very great risk. 
It is an adventurous speculation, for if any misfortune was to happen

1 J. M. Bligh, of H.M.S. Glatton. Collingwood accused him, among other things, 
of detaining a Sicilian vessel laden with cotton, contrary to Orders in Council. Letter 
Book, ix, fo. 137.
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it would be just Mr Burdon 1 in his bank over again. The moment I 
heard it, I ordered my name to be erased from it, and have now 
directed Mr Newton to go and see that it is done, and to give the 
reason, that no person had authority to make me a member of that 
society. A lesser evil is better than a great one. You may well believe 
I have an arduous time of it. My labour is incessant. I once was 
cheered with the thought that I should come sometime on shore, and 
now I think I dread it. I thought it very unkind in Mr H. Blackett 
not leaving my children something, but perhaps he thought, what I 
by experience know, for every thousand pound he left them, two 
would have been spent on the credit of it.

What with the vexation of my home, which is worse than my 
vexation with the Dey of Algiers, and constant and unremitting 
fatigue of my duty, and the French on tiptoe to come out, and [I] 
have been very unwell; and thought hurt me, and have left it off, 
since which I am better. My Algerine business I hope is composing, 
but it is hard to make up for all the fooleries and ignorance of other 
people. The Africans seem to be wiser and better judging than the 
people we employ amongst them. God bless you.

187. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ville de Paris,

October 6
MY DEAR SIR, If you should have any opportunity of sending to 

Madeira I will be obliged to you if you will send for two pipes of 
excellent wine for me, which may be either sent to me or. to England, 
to the care of Captain Irwin of the Royal William, who will forward 
it to my house; direct it to be cased.

[P.S.] Desire the merchant at Madeira to draw on Ommanney and 
Druce for the wine, and direct the casks to the care of Capt. Irwin at 
Portsmouth if they should go to England.

188. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ville de Paris, off Minorca,

October 6, 1809
MY DEAR SIR, I hope you are not very exact in noting whether 

your letters are regularly answered, but assured of my esteem and
1 A Newcastle banker. He was a member of two banking firms Surtees, Burdon 

& Co. of Mosley Street, and Burdon, Forster & Co. of the Close; M.P. for County 
Durham 1790-1806. He had built the first iron bridge at Sunderland. Gentleman's 
Magazine, Ixxii, 875.
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regard make a friendly allowance for the continual occupation I have; 
it is enough to turn the head of a stronger minded man than I am.

I am much obliged to you for the information in yours of the 
iyth of August and 7th September. I am shocked at the want of 
animation and patriotic feeling of the Spaniards at Talavera, but I 
believe their conduct has been every where of a piece with it, for 
except in their towns they have never stood fairly the brunt of a 
battle. The victory over Dupont was not winning a battle so much 
as practising on the apprehensions of a set of generals who were 
airing themselves in the field of battle with their wives in coaches. 
Blake1 has re-assembled his army and has succeeded in throwing 
into Gerona a reinforcement and about a month's provisions, which 
by this time is consumed. It is doing nothing more than protracting 
that which will happen of certainty unless he can raise the siege and 
open the country.

The fleet at Toulon is as strong as they can make it, well manned 
and fully appointed, they consist of 17 sail of the line, and abundance 
of frigates. I have 13 ships and 5 frigates which are on the look out; 
it is not a sufficient force but the best must be made of it. It is long 
since I sent to Admiral Martin to join me but he has not yet appeared, 
and I begin to fear the Court of Sicily is remonstrating against their 
being left without a ship to look at, but Martin certainly would not 
mind that.

If the Austrians have made their peace, as I am confident they 
will, they must enlist under the banners of the tyrant and take such 
a part in his future wars as he shall dictate, and the money we have 
sent them will be employed in preparing an army for his purposes. I 
am now looking to Turkey, for that is an object that in peace or war 
he has never lost sight of, and do not think it improbable that the 
Toulon fleet is destined for the eastward.

I wonder very much that Lord Welesley could for a moment 
entertain an idea that the French were about to quit Spain. Why, when 
the British army is at distance from them, they may sit at their ease, 
and only give the Spaniards a battle on holidays, as they used to have 
bull feasts, and to keep an English army there equal to the task of 
opposing them would exhaust England of its youth and strength; if 
peace with Austria it will be inundated.

An opportunity to promote your son would give me much satis 
faction, but indeed I have little means of advancing any body, most 
of the Lieut's who were with me four years since are still here, I put

1 The General helping the Spaniards in the defence of Gerona.
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one of them into a vacancy but he was superceded. I hope Captain 
Purvis will be included in some promotion in England, for there is 
little chance here. I am afraid your time is heavily spent at Cadiz, 
but be content, it is heaven to being here; we had a gale lately which 
drove us completely off the coast, where the frigates are I do not 
know. I have taken the opportunity of getting the ships water filled 
up; they are ready, but the southerly wind prevents their coming out. 
The uncertainty of what is the destination of the French keeps my 
mind in a constant state of suspense. I hope you informed the Adm'y 
of the telegraphic letter you received, because I think it would hasten 
a reinforcement. Whenever ships come, you must keep one for Lord 
Welesley, but not the Milford, if there is any other, for she has the 
marine boys and we want men exceedingly; those from Spanish 
America were very acceptable. I think if Spaniards claim their dis 
charge from our ships to serve their own country they should go. If 
they have received bounty it should be noted as a deduction to be 
made upon their discharge pay ticket, but if they have entered abroad 
they should not have had bounty.

On the subject of Adml Gamb.'s 1 court martial, I am sorry it ever 
happened, it was very injurious to the service and is an instance that 
however zealous and correct an officer's conduct may be, it will yet 
be subject to the animadversion of wrong headed people. I hope such 
will never be in the squadron that I am. Adml Thornbrough has for 
some time been in very indifferent health; he applied to go home and 
has obtained leave, but I hope he will not leave me while affairs 
remain in the very critical state they now are. I am myself very 
unwell; my spirit worn with care; I hope I shall be allowed to retire, 
my strength has been given to the public service, I hope my infirm 
ities may be left to myself to sooth in the bosom of my family. I am 
glad our affairs are so far settled with Algiers that we have nothing 
to apprehend from their resentment. The Dey has behaved with more 
temperance than would have been found in more enlightened courts. 
The Consul omitted to do his duty and the Captain of the Minstrel 
committed a violent outrage in cutting the two vessels out of Bougia 
bay.

The D. of Orleans is, you know, a great political character and 
full of intrigue; he has lately been a great deal at Palermo, of course 
may be supposed to have lent his ear to the Queen, it is now said that 
he is to marry her daughter, and the Prince Leopold to take to his

1 Lord James Gambler, over differences with his junior, Cochrane. D.N.B.; 
James, Naval History, iv, 425-8; Dundonald, loc. cit.
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royal arms the Mademoiselle D'Orleans, so intimate a union amongst 
such political characters has probably many appendages, many 
brilliant plans for extricating the fortunes of their families from the 
misfortunes which have befallen them, and if the reports are true, 
and those marriages take place, look for a change in the system of 
Sicily. The French have always had an influence there which was 
not beneficial to the state; they will thereafter take a lead. I do not 
think it possible for England to go on upholding all the Frenchling [?] 
states in Europe. I am impatient for Martin to join me because I am 
convinced the French will sail soon, I wish then to be powerful.

I hope Lord Wellesley will prevail on the Spanish government to 
take all the cannon from the north side of the Bay of Cadiz. In the 
present circumstances of the country they can be of no use, in any 
sudden change they may be exceedingly injurious to the Spaniards, 
they should be brought into Cadiz. I wish I was at home, I have not 
head for so complicated a business. I wish you were there too, that I 
might have the pleasure of seeing you at ease and in comfort, there is 
nothing more delightful than to talk of difficulties and misfortunes 
which we have surmounted and left behind us, consequently we have 
delights in store.

P.S. I am very much pleased with Captain Gourly's1 great activity 
and good management at Gibraltar, he has made the ships comp'y 
of the San Juan highly beneficial to the squadron, and I am sure is a 
good officer, because he can do his duty without being prompted.

189. To his sister
Ville de Paris, off Minorca,

October 9, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, I am about to have a great loss in Doctor Gray, 
who has been with me physician of the fleet for four years past, an 
excellent man both professional, and in his private character. He has 
lived as one of my family and his gentle manners and good sense has 
interested me much for him. I have said so much of him, because in 
his way to Scotland he will call on you, and on Lady Collingwood, who 
I have requested would pay him every attention. He has but tender 
health and the sea has not agreed with him, but now he retires on a 
half pay of a guinea a day, and I have appointed my surgeon to be 
physician, which the Adm'ty have confirmed. I have sent by him

1 John Gourly.
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three of the Sicilian silk shawls, one for my wife, one for my sister Doll 
to keep her warm in winter, and another. I would have sent one for 
each but I had not more. And he has also two little box of roses for 
you, containing three bottles, which will perfume you all the winter. 
The deeds of the sale of Morpeth house he has also taken charge of. 

You are entirely mistaken, Mary, if you think I ever had any 
confidence in the gentleman who has taken the freedom to use my 
money as if it was his own. I had little to say to him on the subject 
of my affairs. I wrote to my wife, who knew nothing about the 
management of money or accounts. I had no body else to do it. I 
wished my brother to assist me and desired the Duke to refer his 
agents to him, but Mr Black[ett] took the lead. I had no expectation 
of such an attack being made upon my banker and with Ommanney 
they had nothing to do. There was no authority to draw on him, nor 
he to pay, so that although I knew that the affairs of Chirton were ill 
administered, I had neither time to give to the consideration of it, nor 
means, without a little violence which I wished to avoid. But when I 
found such a disposition to break through all bounds, I gave up cere 
mony. I reproved Omm[anney] for what he had unauthorised done, 
and wrote a private letter to Mr Martin to say to what amount he 
was to accept bills, sent an appointment to Newton to receive every 
kind of rental due to me at Chirton, Shields etc. for farms, houses, 
collieries and way leaves, that he is not to render any account to 
Chirton House nor have any thing to do with it, he is not to pay a bill 
at Shields except such as relate to the estate. If demands are made on 
him, he is to make it understood that he has nothing to do with the 
accounts of Chirton House, nor have I. That the nett sum he receives 
after paying all dues of the estate he is to remit to Martin's and Stone, 
the bankers, and make the account every six months and send to me. 
I wrote at the same time to Mr Bell, the lessee, to inform him I had 
appointed Mr Newton my agent for receipts, and desiring that rents 
due to me might be paid to no other person. Newton is also desired 
to call on Mr Thomas for his account, of what he may have received, 
and to whom it has been paid. I have sent to know the name of the 
tenant of Hethpole that I may instruct him to whom he is to pay his 
rent. I ought to draw something from [that] estate, for I have paid 
the fee simple of the moiety. There [is] another thing which I am 
anxious about. I some time since desired that my marriage settlement 
might be put into the hands of Mr John Davidson. There are counter 
parts of it but Mr Blackett has both. I have a reason why one should 
be taken from him, and will be obliged to my brother if he will take
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an opportunity of asking Davidson if he has it. He need not say any 
thing of its being ordered to be put in his hands but tell me.

Now, my dear Mary, you need not be at all alarmed about my 
children; they cannot suffer much from the indiscretion of others for 
on every increase of my fortune I have made it a practice to apportion- 
ate it, and wherever there was excess committed, it was always at 
the expense of the future income of the extravagant party and makes 
no encroachment upon what I have allotted to others.

This letter will satisfy you that I had taken measures before you 
told me how things were with Mr B. I did not know any particulars 
but my eyes were not shut. I saw much long since and was as well 
acquainted with all Mr B.'s complaints as Ingham was. I have never 
heard from Mr B. since I wrote him a sharp letter on the subject, and 
whenever he does write I dare say his hand will shake. I have written 
to Newton to go to the Fire Office and if the share is not sold (which 
Mr B. told my wife was to fetch £2500 any day) to inform the gentle 
men that my name has been added to their society without my 
authority and desire it may be immediately erased, for that I am not, 
nor ever was, of the company. It is an undertaking for speculators 
and adventurers who have nothing to lose. I would rather lose the 
money than not shew my resentment. Adm. Thornbrough is ill and 
has leave to go home. I hope to have a touch at the Frenchmen 
before I come, though there [are] reports in the fleet that I am 
to be relieved soon. I shall have a great deal on hand this winter.- 
God help me and give me health. Give my love to all at home. Your 
affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] The children will have told you they have got their beads. The 
Lords of Appeal have not determined on the San Domingo prize money 
yet. I am treated very shabbily on all hands about prize money. It 
is very difficult for us who are always at sea to make those pay who 
are unwilling.

Do not restrain yourself from drawing on Martin when necessary 
to all your comforts. Know no want that I can supply.

190. To Mrs Stead
Ville de Paris, off Barcelona,

October 19, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, I received about a fortnight ago since your 
kind letter of the 22nd June, and the subject of it gave me great 
concern, for I am truly interested in your happiness and sincerely
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lament that any circumstances should interrupt it. The times are 
critical. This unhappy war which has lasted so unreasonable a time, 
and of which I see no end, requires from all ranks of people a degree 
of circumspection in the management of their affairs that former and 
common times did not call for. Mr Stead's fortune, being partly in 
America, has undoubtedly subjected him to much inconvenience, by 
lessening the value of property there and delaying his remittances, 
but I hope some system is soon to be adopted with America which will 
commit us more firmly with them and remove those impediments to 
the free transit of property.

That he parted with Ryal 1 without knowing its real value it is 
too late to say anything of now, and it only remains to make the best 
and most advantageous use of what you have, and to depend on no 
person to conduct that on which your comforts depend, for there is 
rarely to be found any who does not make the interest of others 
subservient to their own. I have ever acted on the principle of never 
employing others in what I could do myself. My occupations abroad 
have prevented me from looking into my affairs as it was necessary. 
My employments have been such as made what related personally to 
me as but of secondary consideration. I depended on your sister. I had 
full confidence in her. I knew her to have the best dispositions in the 
world; that she had every desire to comply with my wishes. But I do 
not [know] how it was the expences of my family have been such, 
that my income, great as it has been, and untouched by me for more 
than four years, has always been expended, and yet a greater diffi 
culty to make it do, than when I had £300 a year and little prospect 
of ever having more. What came to me of chance I appropriated as a 
provision for my daughters. The thought of leaving the world and 
them to seek their way in it unaided, made me exert myself for them. 
I have done my duty to them faithfully. I cleared Hethpoole of all 
incumbrances, that your sister should have a provision there as good 
as I could make it. But had I been at home I would not have paid 
two pence towards it. It might have gone to Carlyle Bell, or any 
other of the Scotch kindred, for instead of being of any aid to our 
income, it is perhaps the reverse, and the interest of what I have paid 
on account is barely paid [by] its rental. Your sister does not under 
stand accounts, and my affairs have been managed so little to my 
satisfaction, notwithstanding the assistance of your father, that I have 
appointed an agent (Mr Newton) to do every thing for me and your

1 Northumberland. The property had presumably passed to Mrs Stead on her 
marriage. Great and Little Ryle had formerly belonged to a younger branch of the 
Collingwoods. Arch. Ael. (4th ser.) xxxii, 30.
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sister will be relieved from all trouble with an income of £2000 a year 
while I am abroad. I do not choose to run the risk of the loose manner 
in which my affairs have been conducted, and to have drafts on me 
for £2200 to enable your father to settle his accounts with Mr Beau 
mont without saying a word to me on the subject. By the same rule I 
might be called on for twenty thousand. But what has been more 
offensive to me is the turning over a share of the fire office to me, and 
making me a partner in the Society of Fire Mongers, without any 
more question than if I had been a bit of sea weed. Your sister, I 
know, opposed this as much as she could. Her good sense shewed her 
the impropriety of it, and I have ordered that my name be immedi 
ately erased from the Company. I think your sister would tell you of 
this, but I wish also to tell you that the arrangement I have made 
does not proceed from want of confidence in her, but under the 
circumstances she is, I would have her put to as little trouble as 
possible, and out of the reach of importunity.

I am, I believe, one of the executors of your uncle Henry's will. 
Being so far from home I cannot take that part which otherwise I 
would willingly do. I understand his property is left to you, and 
eventually to others, but I never heard in what security it was to be 
placed. If your uncle has not provided for that, I would recommend 
to place it in the funds, in which case it would be quite secure from 
whatever might happen to individuals.

It is not that I have not given all the consideration in my power 
to the request you make that I mention it last. On the contrary, I do 
assure you, my dear sister, was there any office within my own power, 
or had I an influence any where elset that I could exercise in behalf 
of Mr S[tead], nothing would be more satisfactory to me than to be 
useful to him. But for myself I have not the appointment of any but 
sea officers, and of those only in case of death, and of Ministers I know 
nothing. I have little connexion with great people and have no con 
verse with them but on points which relate to my duty. It is owing 
to this that I have stood my ground in all Ministries. It is well known 
that the government of the country is the party I maintain, and it has 
ever been the practice for men to be more obsequious to their doubt 
ful friends than their established. The sea officers that I have been 
much attached to, and that I have applied for, I have not been 
fortunate to obtain any thing for. I hope, my dear sister, your affairs 
will mend. Mr S. is a sensible man. It requires only the resolution to 
look them in the face and to be proud enough not to be subdued by 
them.
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I was sorry to hear Miss Flowers was going to leave you for so 
long a time. Be cheerful, my dear sister, and you will find pleasure in 
every body and every thing. The difficulties and embarrassments you 
have, talk of freely with your husband. The sharp point of misfortune 
is broken by exposure. It is the silent brooding councils that makes 
them ills indeed. Get Mr Stead to talk of unfortunate things that have 
happened, concert with him the means of lessening them, and they 
will be lessened as with a charm.

God bless you, my dear sister. Give my kindest regards to 
Mr Stead. I am ever, Your truly affectionable brother, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] The French continue the siege of Gerona. Blake's army is 
strong in numbers, but having already experienced how difficult it is 
to make them stand the assault of the enemy, has not yet attempted 
to raise the siege. The garrison behave with the greatest valour. The 
town is a ruin; the walls all thrown down in many places, yet they 
repulse the enemy. The women are dressed in the habits of men, are 
armed with muskets and behave with the greatest gallantry. The soul 
of a woman is the excellence of creation, but how they would spoil 
it by foolish fashion, affecting a timidity which they do not feel. I 
wish my girls were taught their exercise and to be good shots. I think 
it will be useful to them before long. I am sure Sarah would be a 
sharp shooter, a credit to any Light Corps.

191. To his sister
Ville de Paris, off Rosas Bay,

November i, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, The last week has been a busy one, and a very 
agreeable one, for all our undertakings have been successful. I had 
received information some time since that a convoy was ready to sail 
for Barcelona, to be protected by the whole French fleet. While we 
continued off the port there was no chance of their coming out, and if 
we were blown off by one of those hard gales they would accomplish 
it safely perhaps. I left them the first gale, and went to Minorca, sent 
a great part of my fleet into port to complete water and provisions, 
left them there long enough to appear settled and for the intelligence 
to go to Toulon that they were so, then calling them out, I came to 
this Cape Sebastian. The French, supposing us all snug in port, sailed 
with the first easterly wind, as their ill fortune would have it, on the 
2ist of October. On the 22d at 10 at night the Pomone, one of the 
frigates which watched Toulon, came in with signals that the enemy
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was approaching. Capt. Barrie's1 report was very flattering, for he 
informed that most of the fleet was out and the rest coming out when 
he left them and with them was a large convoy. We were ready for 
them in half an hour the next morning they came in sight. But it was 
a disappointment that there were only three ships of the line and two 
frigates with the convoy and they pushed off the moment they dis 
covered us. They were far to windward, and I had little hope of seeing 
them again. That evening the Pomone burnt five of the convoy. The 
squadron, divided into three divisions, chased. Admiral Martin's 
division had the good fortune to fall in with them and run them ashore 
on the 25th, their Admiral Bauduin2 in the Robuste and Lion, about 
five miles eastward of Cette, the Boree and one of the frigates, at Cette. 
But as I am told there is only fifteen feet water at the entrance of that 
port, and the large ship requires twenty-four feet to float in, there is 
little doubt that they are both wrecked. On the 26th the French set 
the two first ships on fire and burnt which saved us much trouble and 
relieved the ships from a very dangerous shore. Their convoy separ 
ated when they were chased, and got into Rosas Bay. I stood in there 
on Sunday to reconoitre them where they lay close to the shore under 
the protection of the castle. Last night a squadron was sent in, to 
bring them out or destroy them, and this morning, a little after four, 
I saw the flames rising. At half past five a ship blew up which I sup 
pose is a transport laden with powder, for I know there was one. One 
of the frigates has got into Marseilles and that, I believe to be the only 
vessel that has escaped of the whole convoy. The Robuste was of 84 
guns, the Boree and Lion of 74. They were all new, the two first had 
never been at sea except in the spring for five days when they carried 
a convoy to Barcelona and then had a very narrow escape. I now see 
our squadron coming out of Rosas Bay with four or five of the 
enemy's vessels with them, so that they are not all burnt.

Our expeditions on shore have given me as much satisfaction as 
those at sea. When the General3 was satisfied that nothing could be 
done at Naples (I never expected that any thing could), I proposed to 
him immediately to make a detachment of the Army to assist in 
reducing the Ionian islands and sent my instructions to the officer 
who was to command the ships. 4 He rather declined it, as the affairs 
of Austria were going [badly?] he did not like to reduce his army.

1 Robert Barrie. James, Naval History, iv, 444.
2 Baudin. Ibid., 443-6. 3 Sir John Stuart. Memoir, pp. 535~7- 
4 Capt. Spranger. Ibid., p. 554. At the Treaty of Tilsit the Ionian Islands were

ceded to France, whereupon Collingwood made fresh dispositions regarding the
squadron in the Adriatic. Letter Book (1807), fo. 659, 690
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However I shewed him that . . . misfortunes in the north were the 
very reasons for my urging it. After much loss of time, they went, and 
in a fortnight have dispossessed the French of Zante, Cephalonia, 
Ithaca, and Cerigo, restoring the Septinsular Republick and bringing 
all the French off prisoners. The people are delighted at their emanci 
pation and it is to be tried whether they can maintain their inde 
pendence with such protection as we can give them. I am very 
anxious on this subject, because having undertaken this without 
instructions from England and wholly on my own responsibility, I am 
yet to learn how it is approved. Adml Thornbrough is very ill, and 
when I heard last from Malta, Ball1 was in a dangerous state. I shall 
be glad to hear that you are well. Give my love to my brother and 
sisters. I am ever, Your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I think you will have seen Doctor Grey before this, who will 
tell you all about my health. I am a constant fag. Have not been in a 
port since April. God help me! I shall be glad when I get on shore for 
the rest of my life.

192. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
November 19, [1809]

MY DEAR SIR, I will answer your kind letter tomorrow. I am 
sadly hurried but cannot let the Zealous go without offering you my 
sincere congratulations on the preferment of your son, his not having 
a ship is of no moment for the present. I hope you do not think of 
going home, I am sure there is no intention to call you, and I have 
little confidence in the reports about me. The A] ax is come but I have 
not read half the letters. Ball's death is a great grief to me.

193. To Rear-Admiral Purvis
Ville de Paris, Port Mahon,

November 23, '09

DEAR SIR, The Invincible has sprung her main mast and it is 
necessary she should have a new one at Gibraltar. I have sent her 
there for that purpose, and as Captain Donelly has a complaint in his 
eyes, which having been represented as disabling him from doing his

1 Sir Alexander Ball. See next letter.
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duty he has been surveyed and found to be a proper object for the care 
of the hospital; I have signed his sick ticket and have sent to you the 
orders for the Commanders of the Invincible and Minstrel during his 
absence for cure.

I must inform you that Capt. Donnelly has been importunate with 
me for leave to go to England, which being contrary to the rules under 
practise which the Admiralty on all occasions forbid, I have positively 
refused, and beg that if any application is made to you on the subject 
you will represent that I do not permit any officer to quit the station 
but under the rule prescribed in the Instructions viz, being found on 
survey to require removal to England for cure. 1

As the affairs of Spain will, I believe, very soon require a con 
siderable force to be assembled at Cadiz, I beg you will direct 
Capt. Hollinworth to lose no time in getting the main mast of the 
Invincible ready and joining you in that port, where she will be ready 
for her Captain when he recovers, or for such captain as the Admiralty 
may send to her from England.

I have sent also the Zealous and Triumph to you to increase your 
squadron, or eventually upon change of circumstances to go to Lisbon 
where they were formerly stationed, but you must consider them at 
present as entirely belonging to this station, and not send them off it, 
but by order of the Admiralty, or such event occurring in Portugal 
as will make it necessary to send a reinforcement, in such case you 
will give to those ships a preference of others.

Adml Thornbrough goes home in the Apollo and will call off Cadiz 
for dispatches. The Hind is so bad that she must go home, but as she 
leaks much I would be glad the season was turned before she goes; 
she may be employed in Gibraltar service for a time, but not to come 
up the Mediterranean with convoy.

Every thing I hear from Spain, and of France, indicates an 
important change before long, and it would be proper that his 
Majesty's minister did make such representation to the Spanish 
Government as may lead them to put the bay in such state of security 
for ships to lay, by removing all cannon, mortars and powder from the 
north coast of the Bay and Matagorda fort into the city, thereby 
preventing the consequences that might result from the enemy 
making a sudden descent to the coast from the interior.

P.S. We have escaped most severe weather by being last week in 
this port, where we are caulking.

1 The whole of the correspondence with Capt. Donnelly is in the Letter Books.
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194. To his sister
Ville de Paris, Port Mahon,

November 25, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, A few days since I received two letters from 
you of the i8th and 29 Aug't and was sorry to hear that your pleas 
ures in the country were so much interrupted by bad weather and 
that the fatigue of the journey had so ill agreed with my sister 
Dorothy, but I hope the quiet of her own house has recovered her 
again. I wrote you the beginning of the month and told you of our 
success in destroying the French convoy. It was a fortunate stroke, 
as the thing was done as completely as possible and far past all expec 
tation at the beginning. As it ended, it brought no emolument to us 
who effected it, but was far more advantageous to the country at 
large, than if the same had been effected by a battle, for they have no 
disabled ships of the enemy to purchase, nor any repairs of our own to 
pay for. It scarce cost the country a pound of powder. Another good 
which we derive from it is, that it enabled me to come into port and 
escape from a series of gales such as almost ruined the fleet last year. 
The affairs of Spain are indeed almost desperate. Massena is said to be 
marching with a host into that country, where I do not know of any 
army, in any quarter, to oppose him. Indeed the Spaniards appear to 
me to be tranquilising, and preparing their minds for the change. 
Sicily is in just as bad a state, and what is astonishing to me, the 
Ministers seem unwilling to believe it. But the truth is, that whenever 
it is attacked there is no power in it which can resist, the English 
troops alone prevent its falling of itself. But they are not numerous to 
oppose the force which will come, nor are they popular in the country, 
but considered as the only support which an abhorred and oppressive 
government has. Sir Alexr Ball is dead, and in him Malta has lost a 
governor who supported the interests of England with great ability. 
The Maltese adored him; he kept all quiet and in good order. I do not 
know any who can do it like him. I lament him much. We were mid 
shipmen together when I went to America with Adml Graves in the 
year 74 and have been great friends ever since.

My daughter Sarah is now at home. I hope the foundation of a 
good education is laid and that she will practise what she has learnt. 
I have well cautioned her and my wife about the company she is 
allowed to keep. If she can hold herself properly up, the world will 
look up to her; if she humbles herself to the dirt, she must be content 
to be looked down on, perhaps trod upon, by any pert thing. I do not
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know who they are you allude to, for I never hear of any body in my 
house but Miss Woodman, 1 and which I think is exceedingly dis 
advantageous to her, taking her too much from the society she must 
live in, and perhaps making her discontented with it. I am sorry 
Mr Black't should appear reserved to you, but I daresay he feels sore 
with me, for I have expressed my dissatisfaction very plainly but very 
temperately. The more I exarnine the thing the more reason I have 
to be dissatisfied with the advantage taken of my wife's want of 
knowledge of those matters. I believe I have put them all in alarm, 
for I do not believe this Fire Office Company is established under an 
Act of Parliament, and if it is not, there can be no legal transfer of a 
share and any transfer made subjects the parties to a prosecution by 
the King's Attorney Genl. And if it is authorised by an Act of 
Parliament, no attorney can vest me with a share, or part in it, 
without my consent or that of my constituted agent, and is subject 
in the Court of King's Bench for his conduct. I have written on this 
subject as if I had taken the opinion of counsel on it, which I have 
not, but gave it that air to make it understood I have something to 
do in my own business. It is such puffs in the newspapers, and such 
reports of my fortune, that perhaps have made economy be thought 
unnecessary, but they are totally untrue; and perhaps there never 
was any person abroad so long who got so little. I have an exact 
account of my receipt and independent of Trafalgar, which was most 
spent before I got it, the whole does not amount to twenty-eight 
thousand pounds. 2 £4,000 has been paid for the sharing Hethpole, 
£2,200 for the Fire Office scheme; the interest of the rest does not pay 
the expense of the children's school, so that what I have got has not 
advanced my fortune much, nor allowed much for extra expenses of 
my house. I have made young Thompson a Lieut't and I hope he will 
deserve it. I meet with a great deal of ingratitude from pert things 
that I have unwittingly shewn more favour to than they deserved.

I was sorry for Currell, and disappointed that he turned out so. 
His mother wrote to me an odd letter, as if I had not treated him in 
rule. I suppose she meant by not making him a Lieut't. He never will 
be fit for it, poor thing. I have had a severe complaint [in] my stomach 
but it is better. I wish I was on shore for a little. I have laboured 
much, but every day will make things more intricate, and every day

1 For her later correspondence with Lady Collingwood. Arch. Ael., loc. cit., 
30-64.; Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 5th series, i, 
278-86.

2 By his will Collingwood left ̂ 40,000 each to his two daughters. His entire estate, 
exclusive of Chirton and Hethpool, was in the region of ^163,743.
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I grow weaker and less able to conduct them. I beg my love to my 
brother and my sister and am ever, my dear Mary, Your most 
affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

[P.S.] I had a letter not long since from Mrs Stead. I am afraid they 
are getting embarrassed. He is gay and expensive and it is not 
unlikely they will get wrong1 ere long.

195. To Rear-Admiral P^trv^s
Secret Ville de Paris, Minorca,

November 2gth, 1809

SIR, Last winter many applications were made to me by the 
Duke of Orleans for a frigate to carry him to Minorca to pay a visit to 
his mother the Duchess. I had reasons for evading his request, which 
I did, upon the ground that his Majesty did not consent to his ships 
of war carrying that nobleman to any part of the Spanish dominion.

This objection being made, the Duchess sent Mons. de Brovel, a 
French gentleman in her suite, to the Supreme Junta at Seville to 
request in the first place a permission for her son, the Duke, to come 
to Minorca, and in the next that a Spanish frigate might be ordered 
to convey him from Malta to Minorca, which the Junta assented to. 
I send you copy of Don Fransico de Salvedra's letter to M. Brovel, 
who was then at Seville, informing him that the Solidad was ordered 
to call at Malta for him on her way from Constantinople. The Duke of 
Orleans having shown this letter to Sr Alex. Ball, which signified that 
there was no objection on the part of the Spanish government, he 
ordered a sloop to bring the Duke and his sister, and soon after, on his 
application, I ordered a frigate to take the whole away again to 
Sicily, where I understand the Duke is to marry the King of Sicily's 
daughter, the Princess Amelia. I have great objection to affording 
the means of conveying the Duke about. He is said to [be] a man of 
political intrigue; he is a Frenchman and I believe has the same sort 
of attachment to England that other Frenchmen have. Whenever 
Mons. de Brovel comes here I conclude he will follow the family of 
the Duchess to Sicily, where they are all gone to the marriage.

I do not know what reason Lord Wellesley had to suppose that 
Brovel had made any proposition about the Duke's coming to Spain. 
It is not unlikely that he did, from the character of Highness, but 
you may depend on it he will not come in an English ship.

1 A north-country expression. 
x
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The Renown, I understand, cannot be repaired, therefore order 
Captain Durham1 to Cadiz. Every day I am the more convinced that 
a considerable force will be wanted there, and I recommend that you 
secretly and privately in your own ship prepare spikes for the guns 
on the north side of the bay, and carcases for burning whatever 
cannot come away; in knocking the trunions off guns the gun should 
be rolled upon a chock on which it will balance, if it lies solid on the 
ground the trunions are not to be knocked off.

I have sent orders to Gibraltar that the gun boats are not sent 
out of the bay without your particular order during the winter.

The Commander of the Minorca did wrong, and merely to avoid 
the trouble of himself carrying the letter.

Place no confidence in Alava nor in any person belonging to the 
ships; I have good reason for it: but carefully conceal any suspicion 
of their loyalty. I shall be glad to hear the ships are gone from 
Carthagena.

196. To Vice-Admiral Purvis
Ville de Paris, P. Mahon,

December 15, 1809

MY DEAR SIR, Your letter of the 8th gave me concern to find you 
had already applied to be relieved, I dare say you are anxious, as I 
am, after so long an absence, to go to England. My private affairs, as 
yours, have long wanted my assistance; indeed so long that I have 
almost given them up, yet I hope I may get home this Spring, and 
perhaps have the pleasure of seeing you in your own house; I wish I 
could see you in mine but I do not know how it will be. Admiral 
Martin applied to be relieved last Summer but told me no reply was 
made to his letter.

I am sorry to find the ships which were driven into Cette and some 
on shore there, have both got into Toulon again; if they were not 
bulged this was to be expected, but as the place was described to me 
I hoped they might have had their bottoms beat in.

Of the officers you mention I have before given you my opinion. 
As a body of men they are of no great consideration in the country, 
but they all received their appointments from the former minister and 
I doubt the spirit of loyalty amongst them being sufficiently powerful 
to efface their dependance there, though it must be a vain hope to

1 Later rear-admiral. James, Naval History, iv, 445.
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expect the return of that patronage, they will show no zeal in the 
cause of those who oppose it. I am glad there is a Governor appointed 
who appears more zealous and more capable than the last, and yet 
whoever is there Cadiz must follow the fate immediately of the sur 
rounding country, it cannot exist without it for any length of time.

However confident Lord Wellesley may have been of the strict 
abidance by the treaty, which I have no more doubt of than his 
Lordship, they can be no longer bound by it than they have power and 
dominion, when that ceases it of course expires. What is become of 
our late treaties and agreements with Austria?

Between Admiral Berkeley1 and the Admiralty they made such a 
confusion of private signals that I doubt whether either Spaniards or 
Portuguese understand any signals now; before that there were 
private signals in the Mediterranean which were used and understood.

Should any ship be wanted to go to England I would have the 
Renown sent, as it appears by Captain Durham's letter she cannot be 
repaired here, or without a dock.

The Bulwark will sail from Malta with convoy about the 28th. The 
trade and transport which are at Gibraltar for England must be 
ready for him, but those which have no cargoes in must go with a 
distinct convoy for Lisbon. The Grasshopper brings down all such, if 
she does not sail with the Bulwark, and she is appointed to take them 
to Lisbon. All this I believe I mentioned before. I send you your poor 
carpenter's mate again, and I believe he is happy to get back. I am 
afraid the warrant officers in the small ships have but sad lives. The 
boatswain of the Tuscan is said to be a good man but wants nerves to 
bear a brig, if a means of removing him while below I will be glad if 
you will do it.

I do not know whether it is true, or meant for purpose of decep 
tion, but I have information of great agitation that at present exists 
in France, and this comes from persons who present themselves as 
departed from different bodies, in different quarters. I look upon a 
Frenchman as an animal not to be trusted, wherever he comes from. 
One of those brought a proposal for assisting the King of Spain, 
Chas 4th, to make his escape; I think it not improbable that Bona 
parte would be glad to have him removed, and that England should 
support him instead of France. I gave this man little encouragement 
yet not an absolute denial. If they are serious in raising insurrection 
it is well, if not, perhaps I may make some use of this intercourse. I

1 G. Berkeley of H.M.S. Ganges wrote, 'I received an order for them to frame a 
code of day signals to obviate the number and diversity of the flags which confuse 
them' (i.e. our Portuguese and Spanish allies). Letter Book, x, fo. 54.
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get no information from the Spaniards at Tarragona, yet I think they 
must have a correspondence with some persons in France.

Did I tell you I had lost my poor dog, Bounce. I am afraid he fell 
overboard in the night, he is a great loss to me. I wish Adml Berkeley 
would think of giving me one of his dogs, for I could not bear a 
common creature after Bounce.

I have been ill lately, and am not recovered from an odd [sic] 
complaint in my stomach, which is almost a constant pain; in short, 
my dear sir, if I do not get on shore before long I shall be very ill I 
fear. I shall very soon enter my 5oth year of service, and in that time 
I have almost forgot when I was on shore.

The French at Toulon appear to be perfectly ready for sea, but 
where they are going is all conjecture. The Spaniards always expect 
them at Barcelona. The Court of Palermo look for a descent upon 
Sicily, and the invasion of Sardinia is the topic that keeps the people 
of Cagliari in constant agitation. I must look to them, my thoughts 
are never from them, a plague on them I wish I had a better subject 
for my meditations.

I hope you have good accounts of Mrs Purvis's health.

P.S. The Captain of the Invincible importuned me very much for 
leave to go to England. The thing is absolutely forbid and I did not 
find myself authorised to grant it. I hope his eyes may recover at 
Gibraltar.

197. To his sister
V. de Paris, Mahon, 

December 28, 1809

MY DEAR SISTER, I have been very ill ever since I came in here 
and the physician has much difficulty in determining on the nature 
of my complaint, which is in my stomach, and they say entirely the 
consequence of the sedentary life I must have. I have lost digestion 
and have a constant pain, and my spirits are so bad, and so low, that 
I am almost become indifferent to every thing. The letters I have 
lately received from home have not tended to raise them. I have been 
at sea this seven years almost without intermission and am now 
recommended to go out again for the recovery of my health. God help 
me! I hear nothing of being relieved but, at Malta, they say, the King 
has expressed his desire that I may not be recalled. His Majesty knows 
every thing about every body and I dare say having read the adver 
tisement in the Newcastle paper (for he reads all provincial papers) is 
unwilling that an insurance broker should sit in his house of peers.
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There is the cause of my illness and broken spirit. The fortunes of 
my family were destroyed by that foolish interference about my 
pension four years since in the House of Commons, when I was suing 
for the patent to be extended to my daughters, and now my character 
is established as a mercantile jobber, without my even knowing any 
thing about it. Every body expresses surprise that the promotion 
did not give a flag at the main top. I am not surprised at all, but am 
ashamed to tell them why. The King jealous of the dignity of his flag 
cannot be very anxious to have it an insurance beacon.

I hear from home that the share is to be sold, but I have desired 
not by me, for I have never bought it, and if it had not been for an 
exposure which I did not choose, I would have ordered the attorney 
who made the transfer without my knowledge to be prosecuted in 
the court of King's Bench. They might as well have transferred 
Surtees's Bank to me, the week before they broke. 1

It is a transaction that will not bear to be considered. About the 
leases, I hope my brother will so far interfere as not to allow any to be 
executed. I have given Mr Thomas directions for that purpose, but if 
the necessity for a short term, as of three years, is apparent to my 
brother, whatever he may permit, I shall approve.

I am very unwell indeed, have not spirits for any kind of con 
tention. Therefore when you write to me say little about my affairs. 
I cannot be so much hurt by them there as I am here by the bad 
account of them. The only thing that can give me pleasure is to hear 
my name is out of that Company.

I beg my kindest love to all our family and am, rr^ dear sister, 
Your most affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

198. To Vice-Admiral Purvis
V. de Paris, Minorca, 

December 29, '09

MY DEAR SIR, I have sent the Wizard to Gibraltar to get her 
bottom put in order, which I think Commiss'r Lobb will dispatch in a 
short time. Your last letter would have made me sorry to find there 
was a chance of your leaving this station soon, if I had not hope to get 
home myself before it is very long. I have been very unwell for some 
time past, with a complaint in my stomach, it was getting better but 
is not so today; my health is injured for want of exercise and being 
on shore a little time would restore it.

1 This refers presumably to the banking crisis of 1772.
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I am afraid the Delight has been long in getting down the Mediter 
ranean ; all those Italian brigs are weak and tender and must go to 
England in the spring to be strengthened.

Gerona has at last surrendered to the French, but not until the 
Marquis Alvarez was dead, I hear he died a few hours before the 
capitulation. He had received very little assistance from the army 
without. They are going on in Sicily much in the usual style. The 
Prince of Canosa quite neglected by his court at Ponza, where he 
commanded, quitted it and brought his garrison off without orders, 
for which his government is now calling him to account, and fitting 
out expeditions in which the English army does not partake, to 
recover possession of it, and of Isitria; it is quite infatuation, but 
there is nothing too wild not to be undertaken by some. The Duke of 
Orleans is married to the Princess Amelia; she seemed to be a mild 
young woman, he will probably take some share in the administration 
of the government now in Sicily, in which I understand there is to be 
great changes, to the exclusion of the Neapolitan nobles, who passed 
over with the Royal Family. I hope they may make their affairs 
better; they want much to be done and it is very practicable, but the 
Neopolitans first object was to be restored to their own country 
again. I have ordered provisions to be sent to me at this port, which 
Wizard will bring if it does not come before. As soon as I can get hold 
of the Voluntaire from off Toulon she must come to Gibraltar for a 
main mast.

Murat is gone from Naples to Paris, where there is a meeting of 
all Bonaparte's new kings, and this, in Sicily, gives rise to the report 
of peace being approaching; I cannot comprehend from what quarter 
it is to come, or by what means to be brought about.

The Spaniards here tell me they have possession of Madrid and 
Toleda, but I hear them and have still doubts.

I shall be glad if there is a convoy for Renown to go home with, for 
she must be docked before she can go on long service; what has the 
captain of the Invincible done, is he like to get better in his eyes at 
Gibraltar?

199. To Vice-Admiral Deans1
Ville de Paris, 

January 19, 1810

DEAR SIR, I have received the pleasure of your letter requesting 
my good offices to your son. When Admiral Thornbrough went to 

1 Original at Greenwich. A.G.C., xxviii.
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England I took your son into this ship, that if I had opportunity to 
serve him, he might be near me, and if he conducts himself well, and 
makes himself a good seaman, I shall have much pleasure in advanc 
ing him. It is many years since I had the pleasure of seeing you. 
Indeed I have been little in England for the last 30 years. I hope you 
are enjoying great comfort and happiness and, if any thing should 
bring me into Scotland, I should have much pleasure in meeting you. 
I was once in your neighbourhood at New Baith, but it is many years 
since.

I am, Dear Sir, with great esteem, Your most faithful humble 
Servant, COLLINGWOOD.

200. To his brother
Ville de Paris, Mahon, 

March 3, iSio 1

MY DEAR BROTHER, My health has become so bad, and I am so 
weak that application to business is impossible. I have therefore 
informed the Admiralty that I shall leave this port tomorrow for 
Spithead, as the medical gentlemen here inform me my return home 
is the only means I have for a prospect of recovery.

I should be glad to have Lady Collingwood and my daughters, or 
some of my family, in London, ready to join me at the port I arrive 
at, from whence I shall write to them (addressed at Ommanney's) to 
tell them whither I intend to go for advice, and as soon as they arrive 
in London, I beg them to write a letter addressed to me at the Port 
Admiral's at Portsmouth and one for Plymouth, so that I may know 
when I arrive whether they are in Town or not. Ever, my dear brother, 
Your affectionate, COLLINGWOOD.

Enclosure.
SIR, Your brother, Lord Collingwood, is extremely ill, and very 

much reduced. I believe it is supposed that Bath would be the best 
place for him to go, and if that should be decided on, we shall put 
into Plymouth. I shall in such case go with him to Bath and write to

1 Collingwood, though very weak, was still able to dictate letters at this date. 
Besides this letter and that to Admiral Purvis, he wrote also to J. W. Croker and Rear- 
Admiral Martin, e.g. in his letter to the latter he acknowledged the receipt of various 
communications ' but I am unable to answer them as it is with the utmost difficulty 
I can dictate this.' He died at sea on the evening of the yth March about 6 o'clock. 
(W. R. Cosway to Croker). Letter Book, xii, fo. 418-25. See the remarkable tribute 
of his doctor. Memoir, pp. 563-4.
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Ommanney the moment we get to port, or before if we meet any thing 
going home to inform you how it is.

I think, Sir, you will judge it right to prepare Lady Collingwood 
and the Admiral's daughters and family, for any event. His complaint 
is of that nature that it is impossible to foresee the result, and the 
Admiral aware of it, has arranged his affairs, which I am in possession 
of. His mind is as calm and serene as possible, and if the passage of 
the stomach could be freely opened there is every reason to suppose 
his recovery would be as rapid as his complaint hitherto has been 
extraordinarily speedy in progress. I have the honour to be Sir, Your 
most obedient and faithful Servant, W. R. CoswAY. 1

201. To Vice-Admiral Piwvis
Ville de Paris, Mahon

March 3, 1810

SIR, The extreme ill health I am under has obliged me to leave 
the squadron and come here in the hope of receiving more benefit 
from shore exercise than I have found. The medical profession now 
recommend as the only prospect of my recovery that I should proceed 
immediately to England, which I intend to do, and shall sail tomorrow.

I send the Resistance today (as her Captain will have to take com 
mand of the Invincible, should none have been appointed to her from 
England) to inform you of this circumstance and if affairs will admit 
of your meeting with me off the Port, it might be convenient.

I have ordered Rear Admiral Martin to take upon him the 
direction of affairs in the Eastern part of the station; the Rear 
Admiral Sir Samuel Hood is with the fleet and to conduct the services 
in this neighbhourhood, until they receive further instructions.

I forwarded by the Resistance a letter for the secretary of the 
Admiralty, informing their Lordships of my intentions which should 
be sent on as speedily as possible. I have the honour to be, Sir, Your 
most obedient humble servant, COLLINGWOOD.

1 The Admiral's Secretary and one of his executors. In 1812 he became engaged 
to Collingwood's younger daughter, Mary Patience, but the marriage was opposed in 
Chancery by Lady Collingwood and the Admiral's brother on the ground that her 
father ' never would have consented to the marriage . . . with a person so inferior 
in rank ... as Mr. Cosway.' He was the son of a Plymouth baker. For his subsequent 
career, Proceedings Soc. of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne (5th ser.), p. 284. He 
stated in his letter to Croker reporting Collingwood's death that he himself 'intended 
doing myself the honour of delivering the General Journal of the late Lord Collingwood 
into the Admiralty Office personally. It was his Lordship's wish that his Books etc. 
should be sent to his family.' Letter Book, xxi, fo. 428.
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202. To Miss Collingwood1
Admiralty, 

Private. March 15, 1810

MADAM, I have the honour, in reply to your letter of the i2th 
inst., to inform you that my Lord Collingwood has written for leave 
to return home, and that a successor will be sent out, without delay, 
to relieve him.

At the same time I must express my hope that his Lordship's ill 
ness is not of that 'alarming' nature which you seem to apprehend. 
He writes in good spirits; and, tho' he is, at this moment, desirious 
of coming ashore, there is not, I think, any reason to fear that his 
country will be permanently deprived of his valuable services. I have 
the honour to be, Madam, Your most obedient Servant, J. W. CROKER. 2

1 The Admiral's sister. Collingwood died at sea on March 7.
2 First Secretary since October 1809.
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APPENDIX A

BATTLE OFF CAPE ST VINCENT, FEBRUARY 14, 1797
Remarks on board the Excellent in the Action with the Spanish Fleet: 

Feb'y I4th 1797: Off Cape St Vincent. 1

Tuesday, i^th Feb'y, 1797 A.M. At day saw some of the Enemy's ships to 
windward, soon afterwards perceived 5 sail on the lee bow, bearing down 
to join the leeward ships; but it being foggy weather could not distinctly 
observe them. At 11.30 formed the line of Battle, as most convenient on 
the starboard Tack, per signal from the Admiral. The enemy's ships to 
windward forming the line on the larboard Tack, but could not join the 
leeward ships. At 11.50 the Admiral made the signal to engage the enemy, 
when the action commenced between the van-ships of the Fleet. At noon 
the whole of our fleet engaged, but at some distance.
P.M. At 12.5 fired upon a Spanish two-decker, that was passing our fleet 
to leeward; at 12.25 the Admiral made the signal for the fleet to tack, the 
enemy having passed us. Tacked ships. The Culloden, the Captain, the 
Blenheim & Prince George, had tacked and were standing towards the 
enemy on the Larboard tack, and the Culloden & Captain engaging them 
to leeward. The vanships of the enemy attempting to wear, but they got 
into great disorder, and their line became irregular. We kept our wind 
and got to windward of the enemy. At 12.40 the Admiral made the signal, 
that if he had the weather gage of the enemy he would break their line, 
and engage them to leeward. At this time saw a Spanish 2 deck ship with 
her foretop mast gone; at 1.5 the Admiral made the signal for the Fleet 
to engage as arriving up to the enemy, at this time our leeward ships 
engaged. Still kept our wind, getting to windward of the Enemy at 2.10. 
The Victory made the signal for the fleet to engage closer, and at 2.20 made 
our signal that tho' he had the weather gage of the enemy he would break 
their line, and engage them to leeward (the Victory & Barfleur had each 
kept their wind, & got the weather gage with us), made more sail, bore up 
and ran between a Spanish 2 decker and a 3 decker, commenced a smart 
fire on the 3 decker who soon struck. At 2.40 our own ships to leeward 
firing over us, as we came into their line of fire. The Admiral made their 
signal to discontinue the engagement. Set our mainsail and ran close 
alongside a 2 deck ship. At 2.50 engaged the 2 deck ship and at 3 she 
surrendered, and struck her colours to the British flag. We now made the 
signals that the captured ships were not secured & the Admiral made the

1 By William Christie, schoolmaster of the Excellent. ' In the Action,' wrote 
Christie, ' I noted signals and made remarks, an unpleasant station I assure you : it 
is not easy in heat of battle to write with composure. I will fairly tell you I could 
not then have solved a problem in the Mathematics.' See Letter 41; Collingwood 
MSS. (Carlyle Corr.) at Greenwich.
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signal for the Frigates to take possession of them. Passed our capture and 
ran close alongside of two ships a 2 & 3 decker, and engaged them 
15 minutes, as the stern ships were coming after us closely. At 3.30 passed 
the two ships and engaged a 4 deck ship to windward at a little distance, 
most of our shot reached her. At 3.35 saw the Captain engaging the two 
ships which we had just passed, and soon after saw the Captain's fore-top 
mast go. Still engaging the 4 decker the two ships struck to the Captain 
a* 3-57- Saw the Lively frigate with one of our captures in tow. At 4.10 still 
engaging the 4 decker, several of her shot hit us, and killed several men. 
At 4.20 the Admiral made the signal for the frigates to take the captured 
ships in tow; at 4.30 the Admiral made the signal for the fleet to come to 
the wind on the starboard tack. Left off engaging the 4 decker at this time, 
the other ships which before had been to leeward joined and fired upon us, 
but when we won, they kept their wind, on the other tack and stood from 
us. Saw our Frigate with 4 captured ships in tow, 2 two-deckers and 
2 three-deckers, bore down on the captures and towed them away they 
being dismasted. The Spaniards consisting of 31 ships standing from us 
on the other tack.

Engaged nearly 5 hours. The Spanish Fleet at first consisted of
27 ships of line of Battle. 

English 15

Spaniards 12 line of Battle ships superior.
The Excellent had the Boatswain & 8 seamen and 2 marines killed and 

near 30 wounded, n of which are bad wounds.

APPENDIX B

LETTERS FROM DUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND TO COLLINGWOOD
i.

Alnwick Castle, 
September n, 1806

MY LORD, Your Lordship's letter of the gth of July, which I received 
only the day before yesterday, requires that I should trouble you with this, 
to assure you that I am fully sensible of the kind attention you are 
please(d) to show to my wishes relative to Capt. Dundas; Lord Dundas, 
his Father, and myself were [for] many years schoolfellows at Eton and 
by accident we have since been so flung together as to have kept up an 
uninterrupted friendship. I could [not] therefore refuse his request to 
recommend his son to your Lordship's notice and protection, and I was 
the more readily inclined to do this from the knowledge I had of Capt. 
Dundas's own merit as a Naval Officer.
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Your Lordship will lament with me that Jerome Buonaparte, and I 
fear, the rest of the French squadron, has got home safely; I lament this 
the more as the eager desire to intercept him has occasioned the Debarka 
tion again of those troops which were intended, I believe, for the support 
of my Portuguese friends, as well as for reinforcing our troops already 
in Sicily, as it was thought proper to employ the Squadron which was to 
have protected the several operations intended for the purpose of cutting 
him off from the French ports.

The Duchess desires to unite with me in the offer of our Compliments 
and to assure your Lordship that as well as myself she received singular 
satisfaction in having had [it] in her power to be of any use to Lady 
Collingwood.

I have the pleasure to be with the highest Esteem and Regard, . . . 
NORTHUMBERLAND.

2.
Alnwick Castle, 

December 12, 1806

MY DEAR LORD, I was in hopes that long before this, the Way Leave 
for the Colliery at Chirton would have been finally settled and signed, 
but unfortunately after the Licence was drawn Mr John Davidson started 
a fresh difficulty, having a doubt in his mind, whether such Licence cou'd 
be granted without the consent of the Copyholders, over whose ground 
the Waggon Way was to be laid, and what has made this still worse is the 
refusal of some of these Copyholders to suffer such Waggon Way to be 
laid. Till this point, therefore, is settled, I fear nothing can be done. I 
trust however that the delay will not be long.

I thought it was right to apprise your Lordship of this circumstance 
and state the case to you, exactly as it is, lest you should imagine the delay 
proceeded from me. The Licence was drawn out ready for execution when 
this difficulty was started by Mr Davidson who, I understand, is your 
Lordship's principal agent.

The Duchess desires I will offer her Compliments to your Lordship, 
together with my own, and I beg leave to assure you that I am with the 
most sincere Regard and Esteem, . . .

3. Collingwood's reply to the Duke of Northumberland
Ocean, 

January 19, 1807

MY LORD DUKE, I have received the honour of yr Grace's letter to 
me informing me that a difficulty has been started by Mr Davidson on the 
subject of granting the Licence, which I understand originates with certain
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Copyholders of Shields. I am fully sensible of, and am much obliged to yr 
Grace for the kind dispositions you have shown to remove every impedi 
ment that might interfere with my interest in the Colliery, and hope this 
is not of such a nature as to be the cause of delay in the working it. I have 
had so little to do with Law or Lawyers that I must endeavour to be 
patient under the controul their great knowledge gives them, and should 
be sorry that anything should [occur] which has the smallest appearance 
of contending against a Right truly vested in your Grace, and as I feel a 
perfect confidence that no claim which was not considered as a Right 
would be made. I hope there can be no objection to having the question 
on which they demur determined by men eminent in the Law. As I have 
never seen the Deeds or papers to which this relates, I can myself form no 
judgement of the question which has been very imperfectly stated to me 
by Mr. Blackett. 1

Northumberland House,
[May] 26, 1807

MY DEAR LORD, I have to return your Lordship many thanks for 
your letter of the I7th of April, which I had the pleasure of receiving on 
the nth of this month, and it affords me great satisfaction to be able to 
acquaint you that everything is now finally settled and the proper Licence 
ordered to be made out for the Way leave from Chirton Colliery. The 
most difficult operations in your Lordship's profession and mine are not 
attended with so many difficulties and delays, as the most simple opera 
tions where Counsel or Attorneys are concerned, and altho I give ours 
every degree of Credit for their extreme anxiety least this Way leave 
should not be granted according to the exact Forms of Law, yet, I confess, 
they did appear to me to go a little out of their way, now and then, for the 
purpose of finding a difficulty. It is, however, thank God, now at an end 
and I have the further pleasure of informing your Lordship that your 
Lessees have already begun working and that everything wears the most 
favorable appearance.

There is not at present any particular news from the Continent. I fear, 
unless some attempt is made to raise the Siege, that Dantzig must soon 
fall. I understand, however, that such an attempt was in Contemplation, 
which I take it for granted will probably bring on a general action. Much 
talk has lately occurred about sending troops from this Country to co 
operate with the Swedes and endeavour to cause a diversion on the banks 
of the Oder. Such an operation wou'd certainly be of the utmost conse 
quence to the Allied Army, but I much fear our buccaneering Expeditions 
to S. America have deprived us of the power of carrying such a Plan into

1 The rest relates to news of the day (sic).
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Execution. Besides, I further imagine from the inactivity of the two armies 
in Poland that some Negotiations for Peace are going on, especially as 
Talleyrand has been ordered up to Head Quarters. De Larres and Augerau 
are both disgraced and sent back to France. The offence, I hear, consisted 
in their presuming to express some disapprobation of a part of Buona 
parte's Plans of Operation.

I am extremely sorry to find that the late Administration are not 
satisfied with Sr John Duckworth's conduct. Indeed I heard Lord Howick 
make use of a very strong terms indeed in his condemnation of it. I con 
fess, as far as I can judge of the matter, and I have passed the Dardanells 
and resided some time at Constantinople, the Error or rather Fault appears 
to me rather to lay with those that planned, than with him who executed 
their measures. The idea of passing the Dardanells with 6 or 7 sail of the 
Line against the Current with so narrow a Channel, and under the fire of 
the Enemy's Batteries, is easier to conceive in the Cabinet than execute 
on the spot, but to imagine that the Turkish Empire was to be frightened 
into your terms by the appearance of so small a naval force, even if after 
subduing every other difficulty of currents and batteries, they were 
anchored off the Seraglio Point, does appear to me, I am almost inclined 
to say, Childish. Surely the better plan wou'd have been by cruizing in 
the Archipelago, to have stopped and taken all their ships loaded with 
grain from Egypt, which wou'd soon have caused the greatest scarcity 
and distress at Constantinople when the People wou'd have become 
riotous and probably compelled the Porte to accede to your terms. Whereas 
the appearance of your ships and the Demand made to them at the same 
time cou'd only tend to make them all unite firmly and resist what they 
wou'd look upon as an Insult offered to them and the Musselman Faith. 
I hope, my dear Lord, you will excuse me for venturing to give my opinion 
in a Letter to a Person who must be so much a better Judge of this 
matter than myself, but I confess I am lost when I find such an officer 
as Sir John Duckworth's c[h]aracter arraigned on a business where it 
appears to me he was not in fault.

The Duchess desires I will offer her best Compliments to your Lordship.
Endorsed. Answered 30th August 1807. Off Dardanells.

5-
Northumberland House,

8 June, 1807

MY LORD, I shou'd not have troubled your Lordship so soon again 
with a Letter, but I cannot let my Nephew, Captain Bennet, sail for the 
Mediterranean with the Fame without recommending to your Notice and 
Protection my second son, Algernon, who has served with Captain Bennet 
in the Tribune and Fame between two and three years. As for Captain 
Bennet himself, he needs no recommendation of mine to Your Lordship
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having had the honour of serving in the same ship with your Lordship 
under your immediate command.

Sr J. Duckworth, I understand, feels himself so much hurt at Lord 
Howick's Language relative to the Expedition up the Dardanells that he 
has thoughts of requesting a Court Martial, or at least a Court of Enquiry 
may be held upon his conduct.

Poor Captain Blackwood called upon me two days ago in the greatest 
distress possible. Somebody had published the Court Enquiry, held upon 
him and his officers, in a Newspaper which had hurt him beyond measure, 
lest your Lordship, upon seeing it, shou'd conceive it possible that he was 
capable of such an action. He immediately caused a paragraph to be 
inserted, declaring it to be done, not only without his Consent, but even 
without his knowledge, and called directly on the Printer to insist upon 
knowing from whom he had it, and he informs me that with much diffi 
culty he has at length traced it to the Navy Office. I cannot say I ever 
saw Captain Blackwood more uneasy lest you, my Lord, for whom I know 
he entertains the highest Respect and Esteem, and to whom his Attach 
ment is most sincere, shou'd imagine for one moment that he was capable 
of doing anything that cou'd in any way possible be displeasing to your 
Lordship. I am, therefore, happy to be able to state his circumstance to 
you exactly as it has happened.

Dantzig is at last unfortunately taken, one of His Majesty's armed 
ships having failed in the desperate attempt of passing all the Enemy's 
Batteries, in order to supply it with Ammunition. This Event may pro 
bably hasten the Negotiations which I hinted to your Lordship some time 
ago were earnestly wished for by both Parties.

I begin to believe that after such indecision and a great deal of most 
precious time lost, some reinforcement will be sent to the Swedish Army. 
I shou'd rather suspect that only a part (the Hanoverian Legion) will now 
be sent, for your Lordship knows we never like to do any thing effectually 
at first in this Country, but as Lord Townshend used to say, serve up our 
troops hot and hot like our beef stakes. Had twenty or five and twenty 
thousand men been sent to make a diversion, with an equal number of 
Swedes, on the Banks of the Oder, in the rear of Buonoparte's army two 
months ago, the consequences might have been fatal to him, but at this 
time my Lord, I fear that the 8000 men they are going to send will be of 
little or no avail, and as they are going to Stralsund I will venture to pre 
dict that from that horrid bad Position, shou'd they ever prove successful 
during the summer's campaign, they never will be able to do anything 
effectual and will be obliged to retire every winter back again to Stralsund. 
This, for a first Position, is a very bad one; they shou'd have been landed 
on the Islands of Wollen and Usedom and commenced their operations 
from thence.

General Beresford is arrived in London and has impressed upon the 
minds of H.M.'s Ministers that the Inhabitants of South America are very
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friendly to this Country. I sincerely wish that on trial this may not be 
found to be a mistaken Idea. I do not think their conduct at the time 
Buenos Ayres was captured justifies this Idea.

Having troubled your Lordship with so long a Letter, it is full time I 
shou'd conclude with offering my own Compliments and best wishes etc.

6.
Alnwick Castle, 

November 18, 1807

MY DEAR LORD, I have to thank you for your Letter of the 3oth of 
August, and am much obliged to your Lordship for your kind intention 
towards my son. I hope he will some day make a Figure in his Profession; 
he is very fond of it and Capt. Bennet assures me that he is not deficient 
in his Nautical Studies.

The Anecdote your Lordship has been so kind as to communicate to 
me is a very curious one. The letter from Mr Adair appears to have been 
ill-judged, certainly very ill-timed. When I was at Constantinople their 
ships from Egypt only came at a certain season, few or no ships, I believe, 
passed the Dardanells, so that cruizing at any other time by the way of 
distressing the Capital must be fruitless. Appearances, I shou'd suppose, 
will have called your Lordship to your old Station. Buonaparte, after 
having become the great Arbiter of the North, is now turning his Eyes 
to the southward and eastward. I was sure that Spain and Portugal were 
his Objects the moment I found that Lucien Buonaparte had been privately 
sent for to Paris. He has very naturally begun with the latter, whose 
destruction is determined upon. The Prince Regent may be assured, that 
let him make what Concessions he pleases, the Braganca family will no 
longer be allowed to reign over Portugal. Nothing cou'd have saved her, 
but the so much talked of Voyage to the Brazils. I knew however this was 
very unlikely to take place, for however properly my good friends, the 
Portuguese, can form any plan, they always hesitate so long in the execu 
tion of it that at last it is no longer in their Power to carry it into effect. 
I believe an Expedition is preparing for the Brazils. I know there are 
certain circumstances which make Ministers believe the success to be 
infallible; I wish they may not find themselves deceived; but hope they 
will this time send Force enough and not suffer our arms to be again dis 
graced, as they were in Rio de la Plata! I confess I am very anxious we 
should have possession of the Portuguese Fleet. Their ships are fine ones 
and it wou'd be very unpleasant to have them fall into the Enemy's hands. 
I hear the Portuguese are erecting Batteries at Cascais and Peniche and 
likewise in some prominent Points up the River Tagus. I hope this is not 
true.

I suppose your Lordship has heard that we got little or no hemp at 
Copenhagen. All the Hemp Magazines were in the Town and as the
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Citadel and Dockyard only were included in the capitulation they refused 
to let you [sic] have the Hemp out of the Town and you [sic.] acquiesced 
rather than break the capitulation. We made likewise another unfortunate 
mistake there for the captors by not confiscating the Enemy's Property, 
in return for the Danes having confiscated and seized all the English Pro 
perty within the Danish Dominions, for it is asserted that the French had 
considerably above a Million Sterling in Copenhagen. I believe there is 
no doubt but Buonaparte has the most serious intentions of making some 
attempt upon these Islands; the Squadrons at Toulon, with the 8 ships at 
Carthagena, the n at Cadiz, the 3 at Ferrol, with the squadrons at Roch- 
fort and Brest, are all laying at single anchor for the purpose of running 
out if they can, and they have troops and six months' Provision on board. 
Junot's 40,000 men are undoubtedly intended to make a Part of the 
Force and the 40,000 Spaniards in the Baltick have orders to hold them 
selves ready to embark at an hour's notice. All this in Idea is very for 
midable and the kind of Grand Plan well adapted to the imagination of 
such a Person as Buonaparte. But, my dear Lord, you are fully able to 
appreciate the difficulty of executing a Plan, where there are so many 
detached Pieces that are to be brought from such a distance from each 
other and to be so well combined in all their operations and movements 
that they may be able to unite almost in the same instant, to make the 
Grand Effort. How little is the chance that the winds and all other cir 
cumstances will be so favourable as not totally to overset such a combined 
and disjointed Enterprise. Nothing but his former successes and his 
reliance on his former good Fortune not forsaking him can have induced 
Buonaparte to have formed such a Plan for the absolute Annihilation of 
the British Power.

Affairs here continue much in the same state. The D. of Portland's ill 
health may likely make him wish to retire, but I imagine the Cabinet will 
endeavour to prevail on his Grace to continue till this next Session is over, 
as I believe there are thoughts of placing Lord Wellesley in that Situation, 
which cannot well be done till they have got rid of the Charges against 
him, now before the House of Commons, which they trust they shall be 
able to do in the course of this next Session. I know this situation was 
offered to Lord Chatham but he begged to decline it.

Our weather has been very changeable and bad, and our harvest very 
ill got in: from the failure of Turnips, stock has been much reduced in 
Price and cattle have hardly had any purchasers, either at the Fairs of 
Newcastle or Whittingham. Corn also of all sorts have fallen very much in 
price, as to fetch not much more than half what it usually does at this 
time of year.

I hope your Lordship enjoys your health perfectly. Adieu, my dear 
Lord, and be assured I ever am with the highest esteem and regard.

Endorsed. 'Answered 2nd April, 1808.'
Y
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Northumberland House,
March 13, 1808

MY DEAR LORD, Altho' in my last letter I did myself the pleasure to 
inform you that everything was settled with respect to the Way leave from 
your Lordship's Colliery at Chirton, yet new difficulties arose, as our 
friend, Mr John Davidson, cou'd not make up his mind as to the Person 
who ought to sign this Licence, sometimes settling it that it was necessary 
that it shou'd be signed by the Person who was Steward of the Courts at 
Tinemouth, and then, not thinking it proper that it shou'd have any 
Signature, but my own. I confess I grew quite impatient at these delays 
and difficulties and was determined that they should end, and therefore, 
taking the best legal advice possible, I signed the Licence myself, and 
everything therefore now is finally settled and the Colliery begun working. 
I own, my Lord, I was ashamed of such foolish Scruples and determined 
not again to write to you till I was positive that everything was finished 
and that no further Objections and Difficulties cou'd impede the con 
clusion of the Business.

Your Lordship has all the News this Country affords from so much 
better authority than mine that I am unwilling to trouble you with the 
little I know.

I find that the Orders in Council have greatly embarrassed and dis 
tressed the Continent. A great Russian merchant has just left me and 
assures me that even Provisions have arisen to four times their usual 
Prices. All Colonial Produce have on the Continent risen beyond all con 
ception. Coffee is hardly to be procured in Germany at any Price, and I 
know applications have been received, even from France, for Licences to 
procure bark and Cloathing. What steps America will take is not yet 
ascertained, but it is my opinion they will, as usual, endeavour to alarm 
you into Compliance with their Interest, but shou'd you steadily refuse 
to relax your Orders, they will never get the length of declaring War 
against you. I know them well of old; they are arrant Bullies and like 
all such, they talk very big at first but never carry their threats into 
execution. They know and feel that there is not a single article, from the 
hat that covers their head to the soles of their shoes, that they are not 
obliged to procure from this Country and that the Capture of their ships 
from China and the South Whale Fishery wou'd cause an Insurrection in 
America within five months. Add to this, that wou'd interrupt the naval 
communication between their Northern and Southern States, without 
which they cou'd not subsist, as the former from the severity of their 
winters cannot produce corn for their subsistence, and the latter from the 
heat of their summers cannot produce grass for feeding cattle enough for 
their consumption.

We are all at a Loss here to account for the vessels which are said to
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have passed the Gut of Gibraltar on the 26th of Jan'ry and those that 
chased the Comus on the 24th to the southward of Madeira, as we have 
not understood that any other squadron of the Enemy's had escaped, 
except the one from Rochefort.

The Business in Parliament goes on but very slowly, the Opposition 
calling continually for such a Quantity of Papers and making continually 
such a Series of Motions that Business does not advance at all.

It is said a large body of troops are going from' hence to Sweden. Sr 
Jas Saumarez commands the Fleet and Admiral Bertie has the Command 
at the Cape of Good Hope. General Whitelock's Court Martial is going 
on and I hear very much against the General. He commences his Defence 
tomorrow. I am told the Court will not sit above four or five days longer.
Endorsed. 'Answered July nth '08.'

8.
Syon, 

July 17, 1808

MY DEAR LORD, Will your Lordship give me leave to trouble you 
with the enclosed Letter from Don Thomas Morla. He is an old Acquaint 
ance of mine and was Quarter Master General to the Army with which I 
served in the Eastern Pyrenees, in the year 1793. I shou'd not have given 
your Lordship this trouble, but I thought it the most certain method of 
its arriving safe in his hands. He is a brave, sensible, but rather rough man, 
a true Spaniard and of those with whom I am acquainted I shou'd think 
the most equal to the command of a large Body of Troops.

I find, since I did myself the honour of writing to your Lordship on 
the 20th of last month, that you are come down to Cadiz and that the 
French Fleet have surrendered. I sincerely wish that the present effort of 
the Spaniards, to free themselves from the Dominion of France, may prove 
successful and have very little doubt upon the subject, provided the dif 
ferent Juntas will agree amongst themselves and act as one Body, and that 
we will readily assist them, with proper Spirits and Perseverance. I know 
that they have some doubts about the sincerity of our Professions and 
when your Lordship considers the whole of our former conduct towards 
the Spanish Nation you must allow that we have given them some grounds 
for such suspicion. I trust, however, that these doubts will soon wear away 
and that the present Alliance will be of long duration. It appears to me that 
the very best method of employing the large Force we are sending wou'd 
be to make them join the Seville army and act in concert with them, as 
this wou'd give the Spaniards so decisive a Superiority over the French 
in troops of the Line. If this shou'd not be thought adviseable, the next 
best thing, in my opinion, wou'd be to employ them in Italy, which wou'd 
prevent the French from sending any reinforcements from that country 
to their Army in Spain and with 50,000 men, which I understand we can
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now spare from this country, I shou'd imagine, in the present situation of 
things, Naples at least might again be rescued from French usurpation. 
I confess I am much against their being sent into Portugal, because if the 
Spaniards are successfull against the French, surrounded as Portugal is by 
Spain, Junot must immediately evacuate Portugal or be obliged to lay 
down his Arms; and if the contrary event takes place and the present 
struggle of Spain to recover her Rights and Independence shou'd prove 
in the end unsuccessfull, no Force we can send to Portugal can protect that 
Country against the numerous Forces which France wou'd then be able 
to pour into Portugal from Spain. To send, therefore, at present any 
troops into Portugal wou'd in my opinion be locking them up to no pur 
pose, and prevent their being employed more usefully in some other place. 
Nor do I much approve of the Cabinet having made choice of Mr Adair, 
as their Minister to the Ottoman Port, and of Mr Frere as the Minister to 
the Spanish Patriots. The former, your Lordship well knows, was the 
cause of our rupture with the Turks by the letter he wrote (without 
authority), to Genl Michelson, and the opinion which, to my knowledge, 
the whole Kingdom of Spain entertains of the latter Gentleman is not such 
as will forward with satisfaction to them any Negotiation with which he 
may be entrusted. Your Lordship has probably heard of the unfortunate 
Business in which Mr Frere, in conjunction with Major Semple, was con 
cerned at Madrid, about Monsieur Bournonville's Papers, and which is 
universally known throughout all Spain.

I was very happy to receive good accounts of my Son's behaviour from 
Captain Bennet and beg leave once more to recommend him to your 
Lordship's Patronage and Protection.

The Duchess and the rest of my Family join with me in the offer of our 
Compliments to your Lordship, and in the most fervent wishes for your 
Health and Glory.

9-
Syon, 

January 9, 1809

MY DEAR LORD, It is with great pleasure I learn that His Majesty 
has been pleased to appoint your Lordship Major General of Marines, in 
the room of the late Lord Gardner. Accept my congratulations on this just 
mark of H.M. Approbation of your conduct; in which the Duchess and 
the rest of my Family desire to join.

After having waited for a change of wind for some weeks, in order to 
receive Intelligence from Spain, the westerly wind has at length brought 
us very unfavourable accounts. Sr John Moore and Sr D. Baird, after 
having formed a junction and united themselves with the Marquiz De 
Romaro's army, formed the design of attacking Soult, but unfortunately 
Buonaparte determined to attack our troops with almost his whole Force, 
on which Sir John thought it necessary to make rather a precipitate retreat
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in order to gain Coruna, for which place he was said to be in full march 
when the last Dispatches came from him on the 3ist of last Month. Our 
light Cavalry have however been fortunate enough to beat the Enemy's 
Cavalry on every occasion, altho' these last have always been superior 
in number and amongst the rest they totally defeated the Imperial Horse 
Guards and have taken prisoner General Lefevre and another officer of 
rank, Prisoners, who have both been brought over to this Country. Owing 
to some accident and false Intelligence, nearly three weeks were lost at a 
most critical juncture during which time Sr J. M. remained inactive at 
Salamanca and Sr D. B. at Astorga, without ever attempting to form a 
Junction. This was unfortunately at the time that the principal part of the 
French army were engaged in forcing the Pass at Senesierra and in attack 
ing and occupying Madrid. Had the junction then been formed, Soult 
might have been defeated as Buonaparte could not at that moment have 
reinforced him. I confess it always appeared to me to be a hazardous 
measure to send part of our troops by sea and the other part by land. By 
this mode of proceeding they were both so weak, till they had formed a 
Junction, as to be incapable of any effort and the consequence was that 
whenever they had Intelligence that any part of the Enemy was approach 
ing them, they were always thinking of retreating. Indeed as it has happened 
they might as well have done so at first, for they are now leaving Spain 
without so much as once facing the Enemy. This will have a very fatal 
effect, I fear, upon the minds of the Spaniards, especially coming just after 
the Convention of Cintra, especially as Buonaparte endeavours to turn 
this of course to his own advantage by wishing to have it believed that the 
British Generals and British Forces feel themselves unable to contend with 
him and his troops in the Field, and therefore that every Nation who 
forms an Alliance with us and trusts to our Protection or Support is sure 
to be ruined.

I am very sorry to say that the greatest indecision has been visible 
both here and in our army in Spain. Here for these last two months we 
have been embarking, disembarking and re-embarking again, Cavalry and 
Infantry as a reinforcement for our troops in Spain, while in that country 
our two Generals have been for some time advancing to form a Junction, 
then determining to give up the point and returning, the one to Almeida 
and the other to Vigo; then again changing their mind and determining 
on a Junction which at length they affected, after having, by this inde 
cision, lost the most precious time for acting. By a letter I have received 
from an English officer of distinction in Sr D. B.'s army, it appears that 
nothing cou'd have given such disgust to both Officers and men as the total 
want of that prompt decision, so necessary in the Person who commands. 
In short, he says ' entre nous, it wou'd appear as if our two Generals had 
infected each other/ This, my dear Lord, will never do and I am sorry 
to say that I have always observed our English Generals do very well 
with 8 or 10,000 men under their command, but whenever their Force
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reaches 30 or 40,000 men, they are quite lost and bewildered, grow diffi 
dent of their own Abilities and indecisive and generally end with being 
unsuccessfull, if not disgraced. I remember the old King of Prussia1 said 
to a Friend of mine, upon an occasion somewhat similar to the present 
'Croiez moi, quand vous mettez a la tete d'une armee un officier sans 
experience, c'est comme si vous le mettez sur un cheval fougeux, les 
Evenemens prennent le mors aux dents Timportent et il perd la tete/ 
I am sorry to think this has been truly verified in Spain. What effect this 
retreat will have upon the Spaniards, a very short time will show. I shou'd 
fear the higher orders, who have never been heartily in the business, will 
endeavour to persuade the People that all resistance on their part will now 
be ineffectual, when abandoned by the British auxilliary Force, and make 
this a pretence for entering into a treaty with Buonaparte. At all events 
I trust we shall take every precaution to prevent the French and Spanish 
Ships at Cadiz falling into Buonaparte's hands.

I took the liberty, a few days ago, of writing to your Lordship by 
Captain Haswell, a meer letter of introduction. Captain Haswell was for 
some time Lieutenant on board the Pallas under the Command of Lord 
Cochrane and had the good fortune to have frequent opportunities of dis 
tinguishing himself. I believe he is our Countryman, at least his Family 
are settled in Northumberland.

There have been many reports of some Alterations being intended in 
the Cabinet. It was said that Lord Wellesley was to take the place of Lord 
Castlereagh and Ld Melville of Lord Mulgrave's. It was even said that 
Mr Canning was to leave the foreign Department. These rumours, how 
ever, have died away lately. What this retreat may occasion I cannot tell, 
but it certainly appears to have occasioned, if possible, more dissatisfac 
tion than even the Convention of Cintra, this is not surprising considering 
how immediately the one has succeeded the other. Let us hope, however, 
that this is but a passing cloud and that the British Sun may break out 
again. Buonaparte, in his eagerness to drive the British before him, may 
press them so hard as to oblige the generals to turn about again and pos 
sibly, nay I shou'd hope probably, they may beat him. Lord Paget, with 
nothing but his Hussars, has beat double his number of French cavalry, 
and why may not our Infantry do the same. There are situations in which 
it is more eligible to be destroyed than to turn your back upon an Enemy. 
But I will finish this Subject; and indeed I ought to ask your Lordship's 
pardon for having troubled you with so much of it. But I confess when I 
see 40,000 British troops just enter a Country to afford it Protection and 
Support, and upon the approach of the Enemy, endeavour to get out of it 
again as fast as ever they can, without so much as one struggle, and with 
out attempting to take some strong Post or Position (of which the North 
of Spain, I shou'd suppose, furnishes plenty) in order to make at least 
some appearance of resistance, I am so much hurt for the honour of my

1 Frederick the Great.
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Country and my Profession, that I find it almost impossible to stop my 
pen upon the subject.

Adieu, my dear Lord, may honour and success ever attend you and 
may you still add to that high reputation which you have so justly 
acquired as one of our first Naval caracters.

I have the pleasure to be with the highest Esteem and Regard. . . .

10.
North'd House, 

April n, 1809

MY DEAR LORD, I had the pleasure, a few days ago, to receive your 
letter dated the i8th of January, by which circumstances your Lordship 
will perceive that your letters are as long upon their Passage as mine. The 
truth is, I believe, the Secretaries at the Admiralty lay the letters so 
carefully by that they receive as to forget to send them afterwards to their 
proper destination.

I do not well know what to think of the Affairs in Spain. As your Lord 
ship suspected from the first, the principal Nobility appear to be much 
more inclined towards the French and it is truly the Patriotism and 
Enthusiasm of the Priests and Populace alone that keeps resistance alive 
in that country. I do not think it a good omen at Cadiz that they have 
appointed Admiral Alavar to command their Fleet, and when Sir John 
Duckworth wrote to me from thence they had positively refused to bring 
the Spanish and French ships (which our seamen had rigged and fit out 
for them) into the outer road, but had placed them in such a Situation 
under their Batteries that if the Town was to declare for the French the 
Crews themselves cou'd not bring them out, however desirous they might 
be to do so. Our Ministers however appear very sanguine in their expecta 
tions in that Quarter, and have sent Sir Arthur Wellesley with 30,000 men 
into Portugal, convinced that from thence he will be able to enter Spain 
and give the Patriots ample Assistance. I confess this Force appears to me 
inadequate to any substantial Benefit too many to be left idle in Portugal 
if they are not to move from hence, and certainly not sufficient for either 
offensive or defensive Operations in the face of such a force as the French 
can bring against them. I wou'd also have wished that the Ministers had 
(used) a more experienced officer for the Command of an Army than the 
youngest Lt General, but about one or two in the Service. Sr Arthur is 
undoubtedly a brave and gallant officer, but something more is necessary 
to the Formation of a Complect General, fit to be entrusted with the 
command of an Army. I only wish we may have no reason to repent the 
Command having been placed in such young hands.

I believe the Cabinet have within these few days entertained great 
hopes of another Northern Coalition, shou'd Buonaparte really attack the
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Emperor of Austria. I hope these Expectations are well founded. I confess 
however I shou'd rather doubt it.

Nothing but reform and a narrow and strict scrutiny into the supposed 
abuses of office will go down now. Fresh Parliamentary enquiries, I believe, 
are to go forward. They have removed a Royal Commander in Chief and 
convicted some of the India Directors of selling their Patronage and now, 
I am told, they are to attack the D. of Portland, Ld Hardwick, Lord 
Moira and Ld Castlereagh. Enemy as I am to peculation, I confess I grieve 
for the fury I now perceive has taken possession of the lower orders in this 
Country. I am sure they mean well but they are proceeding to too great 
lengths. Having unfortunately seen improper conduct in one great Per 
sonage, from his ever to be lamented connection with an infamous woman, 
they now conceive that all men of the higher orders are corrupt and dis 
solute and I assure your Lordship that the language of the Common 
People in this country at present bears a very strong resemblance to the 
language of the French at the Commencement of their Revolution. I am 
sorry to say the conduct of some of our Princes has certainly given the 
People some Pretext for the opinion they have formed. The D. of Y.'s 
conduct with Mrs Clarke and others, the D. of Clarence's Chaplain having 
been proved to have sold a writership in India, which his Royal Master 
procured, the D. of Sussex having in an open Court of Law rescued his 
Carriage, that was seized for Debt, by claiming the Privilege of its being 
in the stable yard at Kensington Palace. These known facts with several 
others of a similar kind may have contributed a good deal to lower both 
Royalty and Nobility in the Eyes of the Lower class of people. All this, 
however, is dreadfull when you consider how many ill-disposed persons 
there are in this Kingdom ready to blow up the Flame. From all the 
accounts I receive of the totally altered disposition of the people in the 
country, it appears to me that the train is laid and only wants a Match 
to cause the Explosion.

But I will have done with these melancholy subjects to more auspicious 
circumstances, and allow me to congratulate your Lordship on the capture 
of Martinique, a piece of information which the Telegraph has announced 
yesterday to the Admiralty. This capture has happened opportunely, if 
the Squadron from Rochelle was destined for that Island, as has been 
generally supposed here, for, my dear Lord, everything is only supposition; 
of Intelligence to be depended upon they have none. From Sir John 
Duckworth's last letter to me I take it for granted he is gone to the West 
Indies, but too late, I fear, to have any chance of catching them, if even 
that shou'd be their destination. When he wrote from Cadiz he had not 
then received the least account from England or even from Rochford 
about them, so as he said, he acted quite in the dark.

Our Weather here has been uncommonly bad, such a long continuance 
of North Easterly winds was hardly ever known before. This sharp and 
cold weather has affected all Invalids very much and there has been an
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uncommon mortality in the Capital. As for myself, I have had a continued 
cold and cough upon me during the last six weeks, but am now almost 
quite well again and have had less of my old complaint than I have had 
for some years. I am very sorry to say that this cold has likewise pre 
vented Ladies Elizabeth and Julia from shaking off the effects of their 
hooping cough. They both continue far from well and I am told I am not 
to expect their recovery till the warm weather sets in. The Duchess and 
the rest of the Family are, thank God, in very good health. I hope your 
Lordship's health has not suffered much from the great fatigue you have 
undergone. Allow me, my dear Lord, to offer you the Compliments and 
good wishes of myself, the Duchess and the rest of my family, and to 
assure you that I ever am, with the highest respect and esteem . . .

Endorsed. Rec'd July 1809. Ans'd I7th July 1809.'

ii.
North'd House, 

May 10, 1809

MY DEAR LORD, As Lord Mulgrave informs me that Capt. Haswell's 
return to England proceeded from a mistake, and that his Lordship is 
going to send him back to the Mediterranean without delay, in order that 
he may procure promotion to a Post ship, which it is impossible he can 
obtain at home, I avail myself of the opportunity of thanking your Lord 
ship for your letter of the 23d of March.

It appears that Affairs become more and more intricate and critical 
daily. In addition to the situation of things in your part of the World, 
Germany appears to be in a very ticklish situation. If we are to believe the 
French Bulletins, and Government do not pretend even to have any other 
information, Buonaparte has not only defeated but almost annihilated the 
Austrian army in one week's time. Nay they hold up the victory over the 
Austrians as more compleat and decisive than either the Battle of Auster- 
litz or that of Jena. Surely something more than Military Talents must 
have been employed to occasion such feeble resistance. As for us here, we 
appear to be amazed and thunderstruck, but do nothing to repair these 
disasters but wait, as usual, to act from existing circumstances. This mode 
of making war never will do; instead of waiting to act as circumstances 
shall arise, it is necessary to form a wise and feasible Plan, and when once 
properly digested, act upon it with vigour steadily and without wavering 
till your purpose is accomplished, and cause yourself the circumstances 
to exist by the measures you pursue instead of waiting for ever to be guided 
by them and thus never acting but on the defensive. This mode of acting 
and being influenced entirely by existing circumstances is nowhere so 
visible as in the Spanish operations of this country, and is certainly the 
reason why we have done so little in an instance that promised nothing
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but success and advantage. But we appear always to be hesitating. We 
sent troops to Sweden and were to use them according as circumstances 
should arise, and therefore brought them back again without doing 
anything; next we embarked a great Force at Cork and kept them there 
to wait to see from existing circumstances where we shou'd employ them, 
whether in Spain or Portugal, then kept Moore at Spithead to wait a little 
to see how affairs wou'd turn out, before we dispatched him and then sent 
him to be employed in Spain or Portugal, according as circumstances 
shou'd exist at the time of his arrival. Thus having no regular Plan, form 
ing no solid propositions, to enable us to carry on the war with vigour in 
any one determined point, and thus wasting our resources and flinging 
away the lives of our Soldiers without the possibility or even prospect of 
obtaining any serious and solid advantage. Not so Buonaparte. He 
meditates some great and important operation, takes all his precautions 
in advance, and makes all the preparations of every kind which can be 
necessary for ensuring its success, and then darts upon his enemy with the 
Swiftness of an Eagle, and allows him no time even to recollect himself. 
No little trifle can deter him from the main point he has foreseen and is 
prepared for everything, and instead of waiting to be guided by Events, 
he causes himself every circumstance to exist by the wisdom of his own 
Plans, the extent of his Precautions and Preparations, and the rapidity 
of his movements of attack. In short, by all those measures which a wise 
and great General never loses sight of from the moment he forms any Plan 
of Operations and which an ignorant General, or an ignorant Cabinet, 
hardly thinks of, till in their operations they feel the want of such foresight 
and preparations. Be assured, my Dear Lord, whenever you hear Ministers 
or Generals talk of acting from existing circumstances they are very poor 
Creatures and never shou'd be employed. I ought to beg your Lordship's 
pardon for this long dissertation, but I have really heard so much of exist 
ing circumstances for these last ten or twelve years, and have seen so much 
the fatal consequences attending this mode of acting, that like Razor in 
the play, 'I can hardly sleep in my bed for thinking of poor Old England.'

Our fleet is superior to the World our Soldiers are the best and bravest 
in Europe, and it only wants wise Ministers and Able Generals to be as 
much respected and successful on shore as afloat. Our troops are now 
numerous enough to cope with anybody for we have upwards of 200,000 
men of regular troops. Our Revenue is now greater too than ever was 
known. I cannot therefore bear to see such resources, such a fleet, and such 
an Army, we may say wasting away without doing anything and putting 
a stop to this French Torrent that seems to threaten the destruction of 
the whole world. I will however finish all these melancholy reflections and 
hope for better things.

Parliament seems to have taken up with violence a great eagerness for 
reforms; Commissioners are appointed to examine into all the abuses of the 
State and new Accusations are daily brought forward of corrupt practices
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against a variety of Persons. How all this is to end, God only knows, but 
in the meantime these enquiries put a stop to publick business and 
embarrass Ministers very much, who I believe were sufficiently embar 
rassed before, with the state of foreign affairs. Your Lordship is luckily 
out of the way of all these idle disputes, difficult to be discovered. It was a 
constant joke of the old King of Prussia to say that in England we had 
Political and Military Hot beds by which means we brought men forward 
to be Ministers and Commanders of our Armies, who, in other countries, 
from their want of experience, wou'd hardly be deemed fit for a commis, 
or to be trusted with the command of a Brigade. But' believe me' (he used 
to add) 'they will, like every thing else rear'd in a hot bed, be always 
found, on trial, to be poor, sick and weakly Plants.'

The account your Lordship gives me of Sicily is precisely what the late 
Sir John Moore always described it to be in every letter he wrote home 
from that Island: but the attachment of Ministers for some years to the 
Court of Palermo is unaccountable.

I feel much obliged to your Lordship for the good report you are 
pleased to make me of my son, Algernon. Capt. Bennet informs me he has 
made him do the duty of mate and that the officer of his Watch, as well 
as the Master, have expressed themselves to him as highly satisfied with 
Lord Algernon's performance of the duty of that station, and Capt. 
Bennet adds ' that he has far, very far, outstripped all his comrades in 
Navigation/ I lament extremely to learn that Captain Bennet himself has 
had a return of the same complaint that troubled him when he was off 
Cadiz.

I hope your Lordship's health is perfectly re-established and that you 
will be able to continue those services to your Country from which she 
has received so much advantage.

Lord Mulgrave promised me, a twelve month ago, to send Captain 
Haswell (who is now a Master and Commander) out to the Mediterranean 
and to desire your Lordship to make him a Post Captain into an Ad 
miralty Vacancy. I trust his Lordship has not forgot to do so.

Endorsed. 'Ansd 26th March.'

12.
Clifton, Bristol, 

September 15,1809

MY DEAR LORD, Your letter of the I7th of June reached me here on 
the 8th of this month.

At the time your Lordship wrote that letter the political Horizon 
exhibited a bad appearance; nor do I think our prospects have brightened 
since. The failure of success in Spain and Holland, added to the Peace, 
which I take it for granted has taken place between the Emperor and Buon 
aparte, give us no ground for exultation. With respect to what has past
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and is passing in Spain and Portugal, your Lordship will have better Intelli 
gence, immediately from those countries, than anything I can communicate. 
Every event in Spain brings to my recollection the letter you did me the 
honour of writing to me at the very commencement of that business, and 
proves how very just your observations were. With regard to our Dutch 
Expedition, the many delays and great Procrastination that took place 
in the preparing for the Expedition and the Sailing of the Fleet, gave the 
Enemy so much time to collect Troops, erect works or otherwise secure 
their ships up the Scheldt, that it became impossible, in the opinion of 
Lord Chatham, and a Council of War which he called, to attempt any 
thing more, after the taking of the Island of Walcheren. On this subject 
I understand there is a great difference of opinion between the officers of 
the Navy and the Council of War. The Publick are, of course, much dis 
satisfied and disappointed, and say with some degree of reason that 
40,000 men with such a fleet and 15 millions, which this Expedition is said 
to have cost the Country, were not necessary merely to take possession 
of the Island of Walcheren and I believe that even the Cabinet are in some 
degree of agitation with respect to the Issue of this business. It is said 
that great Divisions have taken place in that Quarter, whether Lord 
Chatham ought, or ought not, to be brought to a Coyrt Martial; and my 
letters from Town say that both Lord Castlereagh and Mr Canning have 
already resigned. If this is true, I shou'd think it likely to dissolve the 
present Administration. All, however, is at present perfectly unsettled. 
For my own part, I shou'd think it most probable that the present Ministry 
will endeavour in the first place to fill up these Vacancies, if no other 
resignations take place, and perhaps Lord Wellesley may be called from 
Spain to become First Lord of the Treasury in the room of the Duke of 
Portland, whose extreme ill health has, I believe, made him desirous of 
retiring from office for some time past.

I fear, my dear Lord, the cause of all our disappointments is not 
brought forward by a Party, who I fear are more induced to attempt at 
these reforms from the hopes of getting the present Ministers out of office 
and succeeding to their Places, than from any serious desire of the pro 
ducing publick good; and who probably, were they to come into office, 
wou'd follow merely the steps of their Predecessors. That is what I have 
always seen.

I hope your Lordship's health is not much affected by the Anxiety and 
Fatigue which must naturally accompany such a great and responsible a 
Situation as that in which your Lordship is placed, and that we shall see 
you before long, return to this Country as abounding in health as you are 
loaded with Laurels. Adieu, my Dear Lord, and accept the Compliments 
and best wishes of myself, the Dutchess and the rest of my Family, and 
be assured I ever am, with the highest respect and esteem.

Endorsed.' Ans' 26th November 1809.'
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13-
Teignmouth,

January 10, 1810

MY DEAR LORD, I had the pleasure of receiving your Lordship's 
letter of the 22nd Nov'r on the 2ist of last month, but I have been so ill 
ever since that I was not able sooner to acknowledge the receipt of it. 
This situation, tho' said to be very warm and mild, has by no means 
agreed with me, for I have been here two months and I have kept my room 
and indeed my Bed most part of the time. Nor do I think Lady Elizabeth, 
on whose account I came here, has reaped any material benefit. I trust, 
however, as she is going to begin a new Regimen, that she will find herself 
soon relieved from her dangerous and troublesome complaints.

I congratulate your Lordship on your having been able to disappoint 
Buonaparte's hopes of re-victualling Barcelona, altho' I much fear he 
will be able to maintain himself there much longer than our Cabinet here 
expect, especially since the capture of Gerona. I never can forget the 
accuracy with which you viewed the whole of this Spanish Business from 
the very first, and I only lament the Ministers shou'd give their confidence 
to those who, from their former situations, are not able to give them such 
good Information, as others, on whose Judgement they might more safely 
depend. We have indeed been unfortunate throughout the whole of this 
War for the Delivery of Spain. It was very improperly taken up in the 
beginning and has been as improperly conducted ever since. Indeed we 
have been particularly unlucky in all our Military undertakings lately, 
from which we appear to have derived nothing out of the loss of some 
Millions of money and the lives of many Thousand Men, without the 
smallest apparent advantage. I fear our present system is a bad one and 
the longer we persevere in it the more destructive will it prove to this 
Country. Your Lordship sees into what an odd and awkward situation 
we have got with respect to America, and I find the Cabinet have just 
received Dispatches from General Maitland at Ceylon and Genl Grey at 
the Cape, informing them that the Madras army are actually in a state of 
open and hostile Mutiny, and have taken possession of Seringapatam and 
that it is strongly reported and believed that the Bombay Army is in the 
same situation; and that in consequence Genl Maitland has sent 1,000 men 
from Ceylon, and Genl Grey had sent 2,000 men from the Cape and that 
Lord Minto had found it necessary to go to Madras himself. These Dis 
patches are dated the 28th August from Ceylon and the i8th October 
from the Cape. I know for certain that Ministers are very much distressed 
what to do in the present Predicament. Ten thousand men were ordered 
to embark, destined to reinforce Lord Wellington's Army in Spain, but 
their destination has been altered since that time, first to Halifax and then 
to the East Indies, and I believe at this moment the Cabinet do not know 
where to send them, or what to do. We want, my dear Lord, and must
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have, an Administration with more Energy, Experience and Abilities 
than what we have lately seen in the Cabinet, and Men at the head of our 
Armies whose knowledge and Experience, in the higher Duties, truly fit 
them for such situations. Bare Courage and Intrepidity alone will not do. 
We have tried it too long and nothing but the idle loss of our Resources, 
the useless Effusion of the blood [of] our gallant Soldiers and eternal Dis 
appointment from the Campaigns of Flanders, Austerlitz, Jena, Tilsit, 
Wagram and in Spain, to the present moment. A total change of system 
must take place soon or, believe me, my dear Lord, even the superior 
abilities of our Naval officers, aided by the intrepidity of our Seamen, will 
not be able to save us from Destruction.

Your Lordship's just and unfortunate description of the Court of 
Palermo, and the general state of affairs in the Mediterranean, does not 
tend to make the Prospect appear brighter. It does appear to me to be 
absolute Infatuation that with such very able, well judged, and solid 
advice as the Cabinet receives from the Commander in Chief of His 
Majesty's Fleet in the Mediterranean, they shou'd chuse to turn a deaf 
ear to superior Experience, solid Judgement and sound Argument which 
the Events that are continually arising under their Eyes, prove to be well 
founded and perfectly correct, and chuse, instead of paying proper atten 
tion to a Light that wou'd have cleared up almost all their Difficulties, 
and most undoubtedly, at the least, wou'd have kept them from the many 
gross Errors into which they have fallen, to listen to a parcel of inex 
perienced and enthusiastic young men, incapable from their age and the 
very little service they had ever seen, to form any Judgement at all in the 
present circumstances in which Spain has been placed, or pin their Faith 
upon such an old Visionary as poor Mr Duff! ! ! Whatever difficulties 
Europe might have presented to those who guide the Helm of this Country, 
I think I may venture to say the additional Events in America and India 
have now plunged them overhead and ears and altho' I most sincerely hope 
that they may be able to overcome all this complication of Disaster, yet 
I confess I cannot help trembling for the consequences.

I am truly grieved that this Country shou'd have lost so usefull a 
servant as Sir A. Ball. I heard much of the Ability he showed in his 
Government of Malta and the affection of the Maltese had for him, from 
an officer long resident in that Island. I believe the Cabinet have made as 
good a choice as they possibly cou'd and have done in appointing Sr R. 
Keates to succeed him.

I only lament that such an Active and able officer shou'd be taken just 
now from the service of our Fleet. But from your Lordship's account, I am 
a little reconciled to it and believe that the Government of Malta, in the 
present situation of Affairs in the Mediterranean, is an Affair of the first 
consequence.

It is said that great Difficulties still prevail in the Cabinet which it is 
very easy to conceive. When ever Difficulties arise and affairs go on ill,
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this I believe is always the case. Nor can I readily conceive that Lord 
Wellesley (from the Character I have heard of him) will easily be made to 
submit to the Mandates of a superior. One change I wish much to see in 
the formation of future Cabinets, which is that so many of the Gentlemen 
from the Bar shou'd not be admitted into it. This, I confess, to my mind, 
appears to be a very desireable and even necessary alteration. I admire 
their eloquence in Westminster Hall, but I must own I think the very 
profuse Introduction of them into the two Houses of Parliament, and even 
the Cabinet, which has taken place within these few years, has been 
singularly injurious to this Country.

The Wisdom of your Lordship's offer to the Republick of the Ionian 
Islands and their readiness to accept of it, prove clearly the advantages 
we might derive from a proper mode of acting. I am very sorry to learn 
that your Lordship still complains of bad health. I had hoped that your 
health was nearly re-established. The Country is really now in such a 
State as to require the aid and Assistance of everybody who is able to be 
of any service.

I, even myself, presumed to offer some Advice on the commencement 
of the Spanish Business, having served with their army in Rossillon and 
knowing, or at least imagining I knew, the Character of the Nation, nature 
and jealousy of their several Provinces; mode and defects of their method 
of supplying and even forming their armies, and having myself been 
obliged to communicate with several of their officers in respect to what 
related to the works and Movements of an army, but I soon found my 
advice was not attended to; that they had more confidence in the very 
flattering accounts they received from other Quarters and that they were 
pursuing a course in direct opposition to the advice and cautions I gave 
them. I ceased, therefore, with either troubling them or myself any more 
on the subject. How far they or I have formed the best judgment on the 
subject the Events will soon fully prove.

I am much obliged to you, my dear Lord, for your kindness to Captain 
Haswell who, I believe, is really a very deserving officer. I have to thank 
your Lordship likewise for your goodness to my nephew. I am only sorry 
to hear that Lord Mulgrave placed him at the bottom of a long list. This 
was settled between his Lordship and Lord Loraine, for not having the 
honour of knowing Lord Mulgrave I cou'd not presume to interfere in my 
Nephew's Promotion.

The Duchess and my Family desire to offer with me their Compli 
ments and most sincere wishes for the Restoration of your health and an 
addition, if possible, to those Honours and that Reputation you have 
already so justly acquired.

Adieu, my dear Lord, and be assured I am with the most unfeigned 
regard and esteem, . . .
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Dardanelles, 200-230, 320-2 
Davidson, J., 166, 178-81, 207, 297,

3i8, 324
Deans, Admiral, 312 
De Courcy, 149 
Denmark, 116, 125, 264, 323 
Dickson, W., 7 
Dickson, Col., 61 
Dickson, Miss, 118 
Digby, H., in 
Dissington, 74, 182-4, T 9& 
Dixon, Admiral, 279 
Dockyards, 62, 154 
Donellan, 236 
Donnelly, R., 272, 303 
Douglas, Sir A., 60 
Drummond, Hon. W., 224, 237 
Drummond, General, 266 
Duckworth, Sir J., 167 ff., 183, 194,

200 ff., 248, 256, 320 ff. 
Duff, 168 
Duff, Mr, 280, 336 
Duncan, Admiral, 66, 89, 96 
Dundas, Lord, 31; see Melville 
Dundas, R. S., 317 
Dupont, General, 255, 258, 294 
Durham, P. C., 308-9 
Dutch ships, 65; see Holland

EAST INDIES, 42, 67, 202, 230, 335 
Edinburgh, 30-1, 65

Egypt, 94, 113, 129-31, 203, 209 ff.,
322

Elliot, Sir G., 81, 84 
Elphinstone, 52, 54; see Keith 
Emerson, 122 
Examinations (for commissions), 210,

225-6, 232, 236 
Eyre, G., 253

FALDER, 248
Ferdinand VII (of Spain), 249
Ferrol, 64, 102, 115, 149, 161
Fitzherbert, 25
Flag officer, 90, 139
Fleming, C., 279, 288
Florence, 74-8
Flowers, Miss, 301
Foresti, 212
Fox, C. J., 189
Fox, General, 187
France: Armies, 70 ff., 95-8, 129, 156, 

209, 223; Consulate, 107, 113; 
Directory, 79, 107; Fleet, 40 ff., 
50-64, 100, 116, 154 ff., 160, 193, 
239, 249, 301; Government, 68, 
157; National Assembly, 24, 33, 
66; Republicans, 52, no; Royalists 
42, 62-3, 68, 107; Shipbuilding, 62; 
see Napoleon, Toulon, etc.

Frederick the Great (quoted), 328,
333

Fremantle, T., 189 
Frenchmen (character of), 130, 134,

137' J 95» 3°9
Frere, 271, 326
Friedland, 216
Frigates, 26 ff.; actions by, 57, 67, 82, 

129, 131, 203; shortage of, 188, 227, 
231, 233, 235, 242-4 ff., 317; 
French, 171, 255, 287; Spanish 
frigate (Thetis) captured, 103, 106,

GAMBIER, Lord, 12, 119, 223, 248, 295 
Gardner, Admiral, 36, 43, 47, 99, no,

158
Gayton, Admiral, 3, 5 
Genoa, 100
George III, 49-52, 83, i66ff., 269, 310 
Gerona, 278, 294, 301, 312, 335 
Gibraltar, 51, 70, 161, 181; Commis 

sioner at, 225; defence of, 88, 224, 
233-4, 241-2, 266; dockyards, 
253-4, 288; garrison, 88
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Gofton, Mrs, 191, 197
Gourly, J., 296
Gowef, H. L., 22
Graeme, A., 89
Graves, Sir T., 5, 45-55, 156-7* 3°5
Gravina, Admiral, 163
Gray, Dr, 296, 303
Greeks, 218, 221
Green, 227, 233, 242
Grenville, Lord, 120
Grenville, T., 203 ff.; letter from, 207
Grey, C., 179 ff.; see Howick
Grey, General, 335
Grindall, Admiral, no, 173
Gunboats, 88, 308
Guns, 308; see carronades

HALIFAX (Nova Scotia), 132, 145, 335
Hall, Mrs, 250
Hallowell, Sir B., 209, 225, 230, 291;

letters to, 215 ff., 264-6 
Hamilton, 61, 210 
Hardy, 200 
Hargood, 279 
Harvey, Sir H., 118, 187 
Harvev, J., 50-2 
Haswell, Capt., 3-4, 328 ff. 
Haultaine, 185, 197 
Havannah, 173, 240 
Heard, Sir I., 226 
Heathfield, Lord, 41 
Helder (Convention of), 104 
Hethpool, 185, 195 ff., 270, 299, 306 
Heywood, Col., 13 
Hieres Islands, 73 
Hill (ambassador to Sardinia), 238 
Holland, 59, 67, 105, 130, 222, 333;

interest in British Funds, 63 
Holland, Lord, 288 
Hollinworth, 291, 304 
Home, Admiral, 25 ff., 59, 65, 81 ff. 
Hood, A., 22, 43, 50, 55 
Hood, Sir S., 43, 156, 314; see Brid-

port
Hornsby, Capt., 212 
Horsley, W., 123, 136 
Hotham, Admiral, 90 
Howe, Lord, i, 22 ff., 57, 66 ff., 196 
Howick, Lord, 198-201, 320-1 
Hughes, Admiral, 12-16, 35-9, 61 
Hughes, Mrs, 119, 127 
Huntley, T., 37 
Huthwaite, 177, 185, 191, 241, 248
Hutt, J., 45, 52

INDIA, 26, 223
Ingham, W., 25-7, 145-6, 207, 226, 

245, 284, 298
Invasion, 87, 126-9, X 49> 160-2, 323
Ionian Islands, xi, 302 ff., 337
Ireland, 17, 112, 125-6; character of 

Irish, 113-14, 131-4; French inter 
vention, 92 ff., 129, 159; Rebellion, 
131; Union, 98, 113

Ireland, W., 68, 75, 163
Irwin, J., 117, 293
Istria, 217
Italian brigs, 251, 267, 312
Italy, 72 ff., 93, 113, 203, 223, 233, 

286-7, 3 25' war m ( I 796), 7° ff-
Izard, 238

JAMAICA, see West Indies 
Jena, 331
Jerome, Buonaparte, 188, 318 
Jervis, 43, 78; see St Vincent 
Junot, 252, 323, 326

KEATES, R., 107, 336
Keith, Lord, 91, 99 ff., 118, 137, 169,

Earl of St Vincent on, 100 
Kennicott, G., 163, 231-41 
Keppel, Admiral, n 
Kerr, Col., 157 
King, W., 176 
Kingsbergen, Admiral, 25 
Knight, Admiral, 181

LAFOREY, Sir J., 22, 36
Landless, Lt., 157, 176, 200, 256
La Vendee, 62-4
Lawson, 270, 276
Lawyers, 208, 319, 337
Lechmere, Capt., 186
Leghorn, 70 ff., 227
Leissegues, Admiral, 175
Leith, 66, 155
Lemon juice, 237
Le Motte Picquet, 68
Leopold, Prince, 280, 295
Lisbon, 61, 212 ff.; letters from, 78,

87, 90
Lloyd, 133, 142 
Lobb, 288, 311 
London, 2, 16, 23, 54, 277; letters

from, i, 6, 19-33 
L'Orient, 62, 68
Louis, Sir T., 183, 201 ff.
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McGRAE, 72
McLeod, Col., 209
Magon, Admiral, 164
Maitland, General, 335
Malcolm, P., 168
Malmesbury, Lord, 79
Malta, 131, 207, 222, 253, 267; delay

in refitting ships at, 282-8; see
Ball

Mann, Admiral, 76 
Mansfield, C. J., 186 
Marines, 34, 45, 295; Major-General

of, 50, 326 
Martin, Admiral, 223, 256, 263, 279 ff.,

3I3-I4
Martin & Stone (bankers), 8, 122, 

132, 162, 184, 197, 241, 248, 261, 
270 ff.

Martinique, 36, 330
Massena, 305
Massingberd, 8, n, 14
Matapan, 223
Mediterranean: Collingwood's view 

of its importance, 264; convoy, 61, 
67, 71; fleet, 162, 229; Napoleon's 
plans in, 234, 250, 255; situation in,
93. 99> IO4» Iir » I22 » 2O3» 222 

Melville, Lord, 153 ff., 328 
Metterosa, 246
Michelson, General, 219-20, 326 
Middleton, Sir C., 124 
Middleton, Commissioner, 227 
Milbank, Admiral, 137 
Miles, 266 
Militia, 105 
Ministers, 88, 126, 137, 172, 199, 201,

217, 230, 255, 262, 271, 322-35;
Collingwood's relations with, 300,
305

Minon, 223 
Minorca, 93-4, 100, 131, 241, 243,

287, 301, 307; letters from, 311 
Misset, 210, 215-16 
Mitchell, Sir A., 118, 130 ff. 
Mofnt, T., 226, 232, 237, 256 
Moira, Lord, 43, 330 
Molloy, A., 49-51 
Montagu, J., 45, 53-5 
Monte Video, 199 
Moore, Sir J., 187, 222, 233, 246, 326,

33 2~3
Morla, T., 267, 325
Morpeth, 31-2, 53, 123, 136 ff., 172, 

191-2; house at, sold, 270, 276, 
297; letters from, 32, 94-7, 140-8

Morocco, Sultan of, 212, 214, 224-5, 
233, 242, 244

Morrison, Miss, 151
Moss, Mrs, 213, 238, 289
Moutray, J., 9, 14, 18; letter to Mrs 

Moutray, 257
Mowbray, Capt., 200
Mulgrave, Lord (ist Lord of Admir 

alty 1807-10), 224, 234 ff., 328 ff.
Murat, 289, 312
Murray, G., 113
Murray, Lady A., 31
Musselburgh, letters from, 30
Mutinies, 54, 66, 82 ff., 112, 120 if., 

185

NAPLES, 76, 162, 203, 289, 302, 326; 
court at, 74, 175, 280, 294; king of, 
94, 176, 256, 268, 307; naval 
squadron, 72-4; Queen of, 234, 237, 
268, 289, 295; see Sicily

Napoleon, 77, 107, 113, 137, 158-9, 
188, 201, 208, 216, 309, 312, 327; 
designs on Egypt and North Africa, 
203, 234, 322; Emperor of the 
West, 188; military genius, 78, 
331-2; reported disease, 186; rise 
to power, no; ruthlessness, 156; 
and sea power, 288

Navigation Laws, x, 17, 19
Navy: abuses in, 147, 154, 185; 

decline in efficiency, 36, 57-8, 101, 
111-12; method of discharge from, 
113; promotion in, 93; reliance on,
54

Navy Board, 227, 321
Nelson, Lord, 17, 73, 80, 86, 90-3, 

118, 130, 155, 159, 163, 168, 176; 
letters from, 75; letters to, 157, 
161

Nelson, 2nd Earl, 170
Nepean, Sir E., 90, 147
Neutrals, 125, 169, 184, 284
Newcastle upon Tyne, i, 95, 97, in, 

123, 136, 157, 165, 172; Fire In 
surance Co., 287 ff.; infirmary, 
145; Mayor and Corporation, 175- 
177, 183; seamen from, 37, 122; 
letters from, 145, 176

Newspapers, 76, 172, 220, 256, 277, 
284, 306, 310, 321

Newton, J., 190, 226, 292, 297
Nile, battle of, 92
Nootka Sound, 24
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Nore, 27-8; see Mutinies
North Sea, 64, 117-8, 222-3
Northesk, Lord, 172, 179
Northumberland, Duke of, 88, 178, 

184, 190 ff., 249 ff.; letters from, 
245, 317-37; letters to, 219

OFFICERS : Collingwood and the selec 
tion of, 234, 274; incompetent, 36, 
55, 101, Hi-12, 261; indiscipline, 
265

O'Hara, General, 41, 43
Ommanney (agent), 14, 17, 86, 117 ff., 

275, 286, 290, 313
Oranges, 199, 202
Orde, Sir J., 56, 64-6, 87-91
Orde, W., 143
Orders in Council, 235, 288-92, 324
Orleans, Duke of, 307, 312

PACHA, Ali, 230, 261, 265
Packenham, T., 79
Packet boats, 123, 148
Paget, Sir A., 210 ff., 230, 249
Paget, C., 115
Paine, T., 98
Palliser, Sir H., i
Parker, Sir Hyde, 43, 76, 90, 116-18,

132 
Parker, Sir Peter, 57, 170; letter to,

164, 249
Parker, Sir Wm, 86, 100, 132 
Parliament, 169, 173, 193, 325;

enquiries, 330-32 
Parliamentary interest and naval

appointments, 6, 21 ff., 33-6 
Pasley, Admiral, 45, 47, 52; letter to,

167
Patton, P., 58, 60, 92, 119, 124 
Paul I (Czar), 122, 125 
Peareth, 248 
Pearson, 286 
Pellew, Sir E., 156-8 
Percy, Lord Algernon, 219, 226,

245-6, 333 
Percy, J., 99 
Pigot, H., 22 
Pinder, Capt., 189 
Pitt, W., 93, 126, 153, 179, 261 
Plymouth, 35-7; letters from, 62-3,

108, 125, 151-2 
Popham, Sir H., 199 
Port Admiral, 58, 141, 313

Port Mahon, x, 267, 305, 313; letters
from, 308-10 

Porter, Sir R., 263 
Portland, Duke of, 323, 330, 334 
Portsmouth, 39, 57; letters from, 9,

29, 53-6o, 91-2, 135 
Portugal, 79, 87-8, 96, 113, 184, 192,

228, 247, 252, 322, 326 
Post Office, 8, 86, 123 
Poulet, Lord, 229 
Prices, 68, 323-4 
Prisoners, 214, 235, 254 
Privateers, 215 
Privy Council, 66 
Prizes, 4, 8, 65, 103, 106-8, 129, 152,

176, 184, 199, 248, 298 
Proby, G., 171 
Prowse, W., 191, 227 
Prussia, 76, 94, 118, 188, 219 
Pulteney, Sir J., 115 
Purvis, Admiral, letters to, 148, 181 ff.

RAVENSWORTH, Lord, 6, 9
Reay, Mrs, 16
Regnier, General, 237
Richerry, Admiral, 72, 76
Ridley, Sir M., 183 '
Rochfort: seamen from, 279, 283,

288; squadron, 159, 167 ff., 218,
325, 330 

Roddam, Admiral, x, 3, 5, 10, 22, 27,
30, 58, 74, 128 ff., 197, 245, 248,
263

Rogers, T., 288 
Rooke, Col., 217 
Rope, 202, 322 
Rosas Bay, 246, 259, 301-2 
Rothe, Capt., 27-8 
Rotheram, E., 162, 205 
Russia, 30, 118, 122, 125; Catherine

II, 25; vigorous 'paper war', 76;
and Napoleon, 186-8, 211, 216,
223, 230-32; Naval squadron in
Mediterranean, 203-4, 216-17, 220-
223, 227, 229, 233; and Turkey,
201 ff., 216 ff., 265, 275

ST VINCENT, Earl, x, 80 ff., 94, 108, 
114, 117, 120, 130, 188; First Lord 
of Admiralty (1801-04), 120, 126, 
140, 147, 155; his opinion of Lord 
Keith, 100; quarrels with flag 
officers, 89-91, 207
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St Vincent, battle of, 79 ff., 316
Sampoleno, 76
Sandwich, Lord, i
Sardinia, 237, 310
Saumarez, Sir J., 117, 130, 189, 325
Scott, General, 36, 48, 52, 56, 98
Scurvy, 228-30
Seamen, 27, 35, 37, 59-60, 64, 66;

shortage of, 66-7, 105; letters, 86 
Seaton Delaval, 287 
Sebastiani, 216
Seniavin, Admiral, 204, 216, 220, 227 
Senior, 135, 145-6 
Seyes, Abbe, 107 
Seymour, Lord, 49 
Sheerness, letters from, 28 
Sherbrooke, General, 233, 278 
Shield, W., 211
Shields, 184, 190, 208, 292, 297 
Shipbuilding: defects in, 259; French

superiority, 62 
Shuldham, Admiral, 5 
Sicily, 175, 186, 191, 203, 207, 210,

222, 231, 249, 254, 279, 289, 305,
333, 336; attack on feared, 223,
226. 233, 237, 241-3, 310-12 

Signal books, 21, 147, 199-200, 222,
227. 287, 309

Smith, Sir S., 43, 187, 191, 206 
Smyrna, 72
Soult, General, 278, 326 
Spain, 21, 25 ff., 71, 86, 96, 149, 154,

211, 337; English intervention in,
279, 294, 328-9; Juntas, 252, 255,
257, 271 ff., 307, 325; National
Resistance, 186, 243 ff., 269, 275,
283, 301, 305, 329 

Spanish: Colonies, 202, 255, 272, 295;
Monarchy, 75, 249, 309; Fleet, 64,
80-2, 100, 108, 167, 193, 215, 271 

Spannochi, 71-8 
Spencer, Earl (ist Lord of Admiralty,

1795-1801), 69, 93-7, in ff., 158,
179

Spencer, General, 246 
Spithead, 9, 10, 37, 55, 65, 332;

letters from, 35, 40, 42, 51, 65-7,119 
Spranger, J. W., 302 
Stanhope, W. S., 12, 18, 23, 27, 30,

162, 178, 182 ff., 193-4, 25° 
Stanhope (junior), 191, 207, 226,

239-40, 248, 256, 261 ff., 276 
Stead, Mr, 124, 291, 299 
Stead, Mrs, 33-7, 119, 195; letters to,

133 ff-

Stephens, P., 117; letters to, 17
Stewart, J., 208
Stock Exchange, 21, 129
Stone, 17; see Martin
Stores, 20, 36, 45, 64, 67, 105, 116,

138-9, 212, 233, 235, 287 
Strachan, Sir R., 173 
Strangford, Lord, 204 
Stuart, Sir J., 116, 268, 302 
Suez, 223 
Sunderland, 139 
Surtees, R., 170; Bank, 311 
Sussex, Duke of, 330 
Sutton, Admiral, 157-8, 167, 179 
Sweden, 125, 246, 319-21, 332 
Swinburne, Sir £.,13 
Syracuse, 229-31; painter at, 251;

letters from, 234 ff.

TALAVERA, 294
Talents (Ministry of), 172
Talleyrand, 158, 218, 320
Tangier, 228, 234
Taylor, Col., 166-9, I 77
Tenedos, 204, 220
Terragona, 279
Thomas, J., 225
Thomas, R., 145
Thompson, E., 13, 18
Thompson, G., 164, 197, 290, 306
Thornbrough, Admiral, 210, 214, 222,

224, 231, 255, 265, 283, 292, 295,
298, 312; letter to, 233 

Tilsit, 216, 223 
Tooke, Home, 98 
Torbay, 61, 66, 123-4, I 37> letters

from, 39, 100-06, 112-16, 138 
Toulon, 41, 43, 63, 72-3, 82, 227,

229, 282 ff., 301; blockade of, 203,
231 ff., 254, 263, 288; squadron,
159, 202, 243, 245, 247, 284, 286-7,
291-2, 308, 310 

Trade, 42, 45, 53, 56-7, 59, 96, 158,
169, 217, 228 

Trafalgar (account of battle of),
161-8, 249

Transports, 88, 233; Board, 124 
Trevelyan, 256 
Trigge, Sir T., 93 
Trinidad, 159 
Trotter, Dr, 127, 160 
Tucker, B., 157 
Tunis, 215, 231; Bey of, 72
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Turkey, 72, 122, 201 ff., 216-20, 226, 
294; relations with, 210, 216-17, 
221-5, 229~32 » 249» 2^5, 275

Tuscany, Duchy of, 72, 77

USHANT, 132, 149, 153 
Usher, T., 242

VASHON, Admiral, 155
Vaughan, General, 34
Venice, 203, 231
Vera Cruz, 184, 192
Victualling, 82, 228, 230, 236
Villeneuve, Admiral, 161-3, 169
Volunteers, 27,37, 65, 85,149,154, 281

WADLEY, 133
Walcheren, 334
Waldegrave, Lord, 23, 72-4
Waldegrave, W., 278, 280
Wallachia, 220
Walker,  , 171
War (conduct of criticised), 43, 331,336
Warren, Sir J., 57, 92, 102-3, I26, X 88 
Water casks, 229
Wellesley, Lord, 288, 294, 296, 307, 

309, 3 23, 334, 337

Wellesley, Sir Arthur, 278, 329, 335 
West, J., 259
West Indies, x, 3, 9, 17, 25-6, 30, 

33-4, 36, 43, 57, 59, 63, 93, I 2°>
126, 159, 175, 183, 185, 187-8, 201,
253, 330; Antigua, n, 16, 258;
Barbadoes, 17, 19; Grenada, 18;
Jamaica, 11-12, 16, 22, 24, 29, 132,
183; St Christopher, 18, 188; San
Domingo, 175, 188, 248, 298;
Tortola, 187-8 

Whitelock, General, 325 
Whitshed, Admiral, 99, 103, 118-19 
Wight, Isle of, 50, 57-9 
Wilkie, 13, 31, 38, 75, 102, 127, 191,

197, 226, 240, 251, 256 
Willoumez, Admiral, 187 
Wilson, J., 274 
Wine, 229, 234 
Wodehouse, T., 280 
Wood, 27, 117 
Woodman, Miss, 306 
Wymers, 10 
Wyld, Rev., 192

YARMOUTH, Lord, 186, 276 
York, Duke of, 330 
Young, Capt., 103

INDEX OF SHIPS

After the names of foreign ships the following abbreviations are used: 
(Am.), American; (Fr.), French; (Sp.), Spanish.

Bedford, 43 
Bellerophon, 36 
Bergere, 191 
Blanche, 131 
Blenheim, 90, 316 
Bombay Castle, 79 
Boree (Fr.), 302 
Brilliant, 242 
Britannia, 176

Achilla (Fr.), 161, 165
Active, 244
Agamemnon, 112
Ajax, 201-4, 303
Alacrity, 244
Alemene, 103, in, 170
Alexander, 60-1
Ambuscade, 244, 253-4
America, 61
Amphion, 237, 243
Apollo, 177, 304
Ardent, 26, 29
Asia, 5
Atlas, 93, 148, 200, 235-6, 251
Audacious, 44
Austerlitz, xi

Barfleur, 41-5, 110-36, 145, 176, 316 
Beagle, 199

Brunswick, 50
Bulwark, 230, 253, 279, 288, 309

Caesar, 84, 113 
Cambrian, 145, 284 
Camilla, 265 
Canada, 60-1 
Canopus, 185, 210-11 
Captain, 75, 80, 316-17
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Casard (Fr.), 187
Cheerly, 227
Chiffone, 227
Colossus, 86, 151, 161, 253
Comus, 325
Constellation (Am.), 223
Coumgeux, 79, 233
Culloden, 80, 152, 158, 280, 316
Cumberland, 29, 253
Curieux, 177
Cyane, 242

Dande, 112 
Defence, 45 
Defiance, 168
Delight, 212, 215, 244, 253-4, 278-9 
Diana, 139 
Dolphin (Am.), 19 
Dreadnought, 155-161, 176, 183 
Duchess of Bedford, 228 

*, 36

Eagle, 230, 254, 279
£<%W 53, 55 
Electra, 217, 253 
Endymion, 115, 186, 211, 227 
Ethalion, 103 
Euryalus, 161-4
Excellent, 62-91, 99, 105, 114, 259, 

279, 316-17

Fame, 219, 226, 320 
Formidable, 120, 253 
Foudroyant (Fr.), 187

Galatea, 56, 188 
Ganges, 309 
Gibraltar, 70, 79 
Glasgow, 4 
Glutton, 203, 292 
Grampus, 13 
Grasshopper, 309

Halcyon, 234
#£cfor, 53, 55-8
Hibernia, 158, 185, 188, 278, 282
//zW, 199, 231, 256, 266, 304
Hornet, 3
Hydra, 202, 242, 284

Imperieuse, 242, 260
Impetueux (Fr.), 151, 187
Intrepid, 211, 227
Invincible, 44, 47, 303-4, 310, 312,

314
Irresistible, 81, 84

Janus, 9

, 211, 223, 254, 282, 288

L'Aigle (Fr.), 168
Lark, 167
La S^'wtf, 1 88
Leander, 276
L* Cytefe (Fr.), 187
L'£ote (Fr.), 187
Leonidas, 242
L* President (Fr.), 187
Lzow (Fr.), 302
Lively, 3, 317
Liverpool, x, 74
London, 34
Lor^ Eldon, 202
Lovely Ann, 17

Magnificent, 279
Majestic, 69, 120
Malta, 211, 223, 240
Marlborough, 29, 45
Mars, 162
Mediator, x, 9, n, 13, 15, 19, 20,

117
Meleager, 26 
Melpomene, 210 
Mermaid, x, 20, 29 
Milford, 295 
Minorca, 308 
Minotaur, 186 
Minstrel, 291, 295, 304 
Montagu, 45, 211, 279

Naiad, 103, 113 
Nemesis, 72 
Neptune (Fr.), 167 
Niger, 161, 214, 227 
Nimrod, 148

Ocean, 145, 179 ff., 223 f¥., 259, 263-
276 

Orion, 29
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Pallas, 328
Patriote (Fr.), 187
Paulina, 242
Pelican, x
Philomel, 242
Phoebe, 242
Pickle, 251-2
Pomone, 254, 284, 301
Powerful, 171
Prince, 35, 37-42, 153, 186, 188
Prince George, 66, 316
Princess Royal, 73
Proserpine, 242
Pylades, 184, 203

Queen, 44-5, 47, 164-80, 211, 223,
232, 235-6 

Queen Charlotte, 50, 52

Ramillies, 9 
Ranio, 252 
Rattler, 10 
Redoubtable, 168 
Redwing, 224, 242 
Regulus (Fr.), 187 
Renommee, 235 
Renown, 253-4, 308-9, 312 
Repulse, 112, 211, 223, 234 
Resistance, 314 
Revolutionaire (Fr.), 47 
Robust, 63 
Robuste (Fr.), 302 
J?oya/ George, 45, 200 
Royal Sovereign, 29, 164, 173, 176, 231 

William, 37, 293

Salvador del Mondi (Sp.), 80, 84 
5. ^wza (Sp.), 163 
5. Brigida (Sp.), in 
S. Fiorenzo (Sp.), 139 
S. /s^ors (Sp.), 80-1 
5. /o^/ (Sp.), 80-1
5. /W<272 (Sp.), 296

5. Nicolas (Sp.), 80-1
S. Trinidada (Sp.), 80-1, 163
S* Albans, 37
S/ George, 85
Sampson, x, 9, 10, 20
Saturn, 221
Sc<w/, 185, 224
Seahorse, 208
Sirius, 208

Somerset, i
Southampton, 73
Spartan, 241
Spartiate, 254, 288
Speedwell (Am.), 19
Spencer, 177
Spider, 204
Standard, 254
Stately, 7
Success, 126
Superb, 244
Swiftsure, 167, 203, 214, 227

Ttmeraire, 120, 135, 168, 211
Termagent, 187
Terpsichore, 26
Terrible, 200, 229-30, 242
Thalia, no
Thames, 253
Thetis (Sp.), 103, in
Thunder Bomb, 161
Thunderer, 230
T*£T£, 218, 264
Tougant (Fr.), 168
Tribune, 320
Triumph, 98-110, 304
Trusty, 22
Tuscan, 309

186

Valoveuse (Fr.), 187 
Venerable, 66, 148-51 
Vengeance, 120 
Vengeur (Fr.), 45, 48 

(Fr.), 187
, 168, 316
Paris, 251, 266, 271 ff. 

Viper, 280 
Volage, 228 
Volontaire, 278, 312

Warrior, 253, 265 
Weazle, 173, 236, 241 
Winchelsea, 4 
Windsor Castle, 214 
Wizard, 311-2

Zealous, 79, 226, 237, 303-4
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